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CHAPTER 13

IS KNOWLEDGE POSSIBLE?

Dialectical criticism may end in the complete rejectioa of
a view or a theory or lead to another suggestion which, if the
examination has been properly conducted, ought to approach
nearer the truth.

The concepts of truth seem to vary in the different systems
of thought; so we may say that dialectic helps thinkers to
approach the problem of truth and reality with an open mind,
with sympathy and due consideration for all possible views,
especially when they are concerned with the ultimate reality
of things. Most of the Indian philosophical systems* are
idealistic in the sense that they do not regard the world as it is
perceived by the physical eye as real unless it be related after
deep inquiry to some higher leality (e.g. the Prakrit of the
Sârhkhya-Yoga) or the ultimate reality (God or the Absolute
Principle). Consequently, perception and the other praniänas
are not wholly trusted as giving full knowledge of things. Bat
they are regarded as reliable in the sense that their knowledge
is not found to be contradicted in empirical experience and they
help us to co-ordinate our empirical experience with our
philosophical or metaphysical beliefs. But excepting the extreme
idealists (Vijnänavädins and Kevalädvaitins) and the sceptics
and the Mâdhyamikas, the different schools do accept the
praniänas as giving knowledge which is never completely sublated,
even though it may be co-ordinated with or merged in the know-
ledge of the Highest Reality to present the whole of Reality
as it is. The sceptics, the Vijnänavädins, the Kevalädvaitins, and

* The Lokayata, and to a great extent the Nyâya-Vaiâesika may be
regarded as exceptions.

1-66



520 Indian Dialectics

the Mâdhyamikas, on the other hand, regard knowledge derived
from the different sources as valid only in empirical experience
and deny any ultimate validity to it. Even among these, the
sceptics and the Mâdhyamikas and the (later) Kevalädvditins
(who believing in the reality of Brahman alone are interested
in repudiating the reality of everything eise-) are very insistent
on the point that the different pramanas (sources of knowledge)
can under no circumstances be relied upon as yielding truth,
because the very concept of pram an a and its object is an
indefinable one. One cannot be sure of any knowledge.

Dialectic would ordinarily proceed on the assumption that
true knowledge can be acquired. But some schools of philo-
sophical thought do not at ail admit the possibility of the valid
knowledge of things. Thus dialectic examining other cognisables
turned upon itself and ransacked its very fundamentals.

In India about the end of the Upanisadic period (-though
the sceptical tendency is evident even earlier-) with the upsurge
of philosophical and critical thought there arose thnkers
who were sceptical—though not necessarily so in actual life
—about virtue and vice (—Pîïrana Kassapa and others) and
the attainment of knowledge or the possibility of the descrip-
tion of reality in words (-Sanjaya Belatthaputta K Their own
works are not extant so we do not have a detailed idea of
their line of argument or their sceptical views. Nevertheless
we find some of their views recorded in the Buddhist and the
Jaina canonical literature and we can say that they were
thinkers whose parallels may be found in the sophists and the
cynics and the sceptics of Greece. Buddha did not encourage
this line of thinking as it was likely to prove morally futile.
But the method of criticism and refutation continued to be
adopted by the theorists of Buddhism expecially by the
Mâdhyamikas; and later dialectical philosophers developed what
is known as the prasangika method,—the method of examining
all possible alternative interpretations of the opponent's proposi-
tion, showing the absurdity of the respective consequences
and chus refuting it.
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Some sceptical thinkers of India deny that they have
any philosopnical doctrine at all and hold that the function
of philosophical reasoning is critical—solely to destroy false
philosophies. It is strange that some others who believe in
reaching truth by intuitive experience (anubhavd) or realisation
(saksaîkara) are also critical of empirical knowledge and repudiate
the va'idiry of its sources A thinker of the first type would say,
in the words of Collingwood, " I do not know what the
right .mswer to any philosophical question is; but I think
there s work to be, done in showing that the answers usually
given are wrong. And I can prove that one answer is wrong
without claiming to know that another is right, for my method
is to examine the answers given by other people and to show
that they are self-contradictory. What is self-contradictory is,
properly speaking, meaningless; what is meaningless cannot
mean the truth, and therefore by this method I can preserve
a purely critical attitude towards the philosophy of others,
without having any philosophy of my own. As to that, I
neithe" assert nor deny its possibility: I merely for the present,
suspend judgment and continue rny work of criticism/' *

Tiis is exactly the position of Jayarâsi Bhatta, the author
of the Tatlvopaplavasimha

The second form of scepticism—which may better be called
Absolutism—agrees with the first in holding thaf philosophical
reasoning cannot establish any positive or constructive position.
But it holds that we are not on that account necessarily cheated"
of truth. It comes to us directly from intuitive experience or
the Supreme Intelligence {prajnâ). The Mädhyamikas and the
Kevalädvaitins belong to this category. Nägärjuna (second
century A.D.) and all the other Mâdhyamika thinkers accepting
the doctrine of sünyata (void) repudiated the efficiency of all
sources of knowledge and consequently the reality of the
citegories derived from them. Still this scepticism of theirs was
not a thorough-going one. Unlike the Tattvopaplavavädins

* An Essay on Philosophical Method, p. 138—R. G. Collingwood
(Clarendon Press, Oxford).
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who were extre-ne sceptics, the Mädhyamikas looked to a supra-
cognitive supreme reality—Sunya or Tat hat a. Tbvy admitted
the operation of the pramanas in the empirical f eld, but
contended that they .were inefficacious in the attair.meu or the
knowledge of the Ultimate Reality, which transcenJs Mem and
can be realised not by discursive thought but oy he Pure
Intelligence (Prajna) alone. Nägärjuna is the first we» known
exponent of this view, though not its founder. Lie/neacy of
pramana (source of knowledge) in the establishnien. oi the
doctrine of sünyata is the main theme of his Vigrahuvy avartanî.
In his Madhyamika-karika, he has shown the hollowness of the
concepts of causality (pmtyaya), going and coming (gatagata),
sense-organs, aggregates (skandha), elements (dhütii), passions
and the persons under their influence (räga-rakta), composite
entities (samskrta), action and its performer (karma-käraka),
... pain (duhkha). . . essential nature (svabhavâ), bondage and
emancipation, fruit of action (karma-phala), self (£r"-,.v?);. time
(kala), causal aggregate (samagn),... Tathâgata, error (viparycisa)*
Noble Truths {aryasatya),... Nirvana and even Sunyata. Among
the followers of Nägärjuna, Buddhapälita ( 6th cent, ) -eeks
to prove that the knowledge of Vijnanadvaita (—idealistic
monism—) cannot be attained by any logical argument as all
logic is futile and inconsistent, whereas Bhavya or Bhäva^iveka
(6th cent.) tries to establish his idealistic monism by arguments
of his own. Candrakîrti (8th cent.) finally supports Buddha-
pälita's stand as against that of Bhävavivska, wnich he regards
as equivalent to renouncing the Mâdhyamika position that
philosophical reasoning cannot positively prove anything, it
can only destroy false views.

Among the Kevalâdvaitins, érïhars3 (1150 A.D. \ and
Citsukha (1220 A.D.) resorted to a line of argument similar
to that of Nägärjuna.2 Like Nägärjuaa, Srïharsa also is not
interested in giving any rational explanation of ou- world-
experience; they are agreed in disregarding the validity of
world experience. Though Candrakîrti explains that Nägärjuna
has faith in the efficacy of the super-intelligence to grasp the
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ultimate nature of Reality—Tathata, Nägärjuna has not in his
own works established any thesis of his own On the other hand,
SribarSd has in his own work established the reality of Brahman
[Tad evarh bheda-prapanco'nirvacaniyah, brahmaiva tu parama'-
rtha-sad advitiyam iti sthitam.—KhKh., p. 82). He does not
seem to have applied his own dialectic to his own thesis. His
own description of Brahman also could not have stood the;
test of his rigorous dialectical examination. Nägärjuna, on the:
other hand, has shown the hollowness of even the concepts
of Tathagata, Nirvana, Sünyata. Again, while Nägärjuna mainly
attacks the accepted Buddhist categories and other relevant
categories connected with them, Sriharsa attacks mainly the
definitions of the Nyäya school3 and comes to the can elusion
that as the Nyäya cannot define its categories, these are
intrinsically indefinable and the world-appearance measured
and scanned in terms of these categories is false.4 But though
his chief polemic is against the Nyäya, since his criticisms are
of a destructive nature, they can with modifications be used
effectively against any other system. Definitions other than
those refuted bv Sriharsa can be refuted by a judicious
manipulation of the arguments found in different places in
Snharsa's work or by urging similar or other arguments.
Thus an intelligent man can repudiate the categories recognised
and expounded by others.5 Those who criticise with the object
of establishing positive definitions would object to certain
definitions or theories of other schools; but the Mâdhyamikas,
the Tattvopaplavavädins and Kevalädvaitins like Sriharsa are
interested in the refutation of all definitions as such and so
their dialectic would be effective against all definitions and
theories of other schools of philosophical thought Nägärjuna's
methods differ from those of Jayaräsi and Sriharsa in that
the concepts which he criticises are most'y just shown by him
to be intrinsically based on concepts which have no essential
nature of their own but are understood oniy in relation to others.
No concept reveals any intrinsic nature of its own and one
can understand a concept only through another and that again
through the former or through another, and so on.G Jayaräsi
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and ârïharsa employ other arguments also to refute the concepts
by bringing out the absurdities involved.

We shall now consider how these philosophers have
repudiated the validity of the recognised sources of knowledge
{pramänä). Nâgârjuna's argument against those who maintain
the reality of things on the ground thai: they can be known by
the pramanas is that if you maintain that a praniäna can
demonstrate the existence of things and those things are proved
when there is a pramâna, then you must state where such a
pramâna could be found as could demonstrate these pramanas.
Were the pramanas demonstrated without having recourse to
another praniana> then the pramanas being themselves undemons-
trated could not prove the existence of other objects (Vigraha-
vyavartani, 31) If, on the other hand, the pramanas be said to be
demonstrated by another pramana and this by still another, there
would be the fault of anavastha (vicious infinite series) (32).
And if you say that the pramana does not require to be
demonstrated then you give up your stand that things are
demonstrated by pramanas; and you must also account for this
preferential treatment accorded to pramana as to why it is not
required to be demonstrated by a pramana when other things
are required to be thus demonstrated ( 3 3 K7 It is mistaken
to say that just as fire can illuminate itself and other objects
so the pramâna can at the same time establish itself and other
things. As a matter of fact, fire does not illumine itself for it
would then have to be previously unperceived in darkness like a
jar in darkness which is later illumined by fire. That is to
say, if fire is luminous from the very beginning, it is not
possible to say that fire can illumine itself Moreover, if it
is maintained that fire can illumine itself and other objects,
then since fire can burn other objects, how is it that it
does not bum itself? (34-36 . And if fire can illumine itself as
well as other objects darkness must similarly cover itself as well
as other objects (37).

It may be urged that a pramâna is self-proved (svatah-
siddha); a pramana can be established without gelation to
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other things. If a. pramana has soûle relation with other things
then it would not be self-proved; a pramana can be self-proved
only when it does not depend on other things. The answer
to this is that if the pramana could be established and could
prove without any relation with the object to be proved, then
nobody would use the pramanas in order to apprehend these
objects If the pramanas are said to be established inasmuch
as they are related to the things to be known, then the
pramanas are dependent on something which is already proved
for if the things are not yet proved they cannot be recipro-
cally related. If on the other hand, things are already proved,
there is no necessity of assuming a reciprocal relation between
them. If the things which are to be apprehended are proved on
account of their relation with the pramanas, then the things to
be apprehended are subsequently proved in relation to the pramana
and could not be reciprocally related (41-44). If things are estab-
lished without a pramana then they have no relation with the
pramana. Why then does one employ a pramana to establish them?
What, as a matter of fact, cuuld be proved by a pramana ? (45)
If it is maintained that the validity of the pramana is proved
as having relation to the object to be ascertained, then since
the thing to be apprehended establishes the pramana it would
become the pramana and the pramana would become the thing
to be apprehended as it is established by the thing to be
apprehended (46).8 If they are said to establish each other
then both remain unestablished. One may suppose that the
father can give birth to the son or that the son can give birth
to the father, but in that case who is it that gives birth and
who is it that is born ? (47-51)

Thus a pramana cannot establish itself; it is similarly not
established by another pramana of the same type, nor by a
different pramana, nor is it established by another thing. It is
not established without a cause, or by its own objects and by
the objects of another severally or collectively (52). Therefore
it is wrong to say that the existence of things is established
by pramanas or that there are pramanas establishing the things
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tobe apprehended (53) 9 Thus the pramanas cannot be regarded
as sources of valid knowledge.

Nâgârjuna's main line of attack is that no concept,
whether of knowledge or of the means of knowledge or of
anything else can be defined intrinsically without depending
on another and this latter again is not independent of the
former or another. This dependence shows that there is no
essential truth m the definitions and consequently in their
content, and it is not possible to affirm the validity of empirical
knowledge and the reality of the things cognised by it

Jayarâsi Bhatta of the Lokäyata school is the only
outright sceptic among the Indian philosophers known to us.
In his Tattvopaplavasimha, he sets out to repudiate the validity
of the pramanas as they are expounded by the different schools.
In the course of his dialectical iefutation of these pramanas
he refutes the concepts of jati ( class-character, universal ),
samavaya (inheience), soul and so forth; that is to say, he is
not ready to accept the validity of any proposition. He strikes
at the very root of all thought—the pramanas, and it is then
easy to- arrive at the consequent invalidity of every proposition.
He shows the incorrectness of the definitions of the pramanas as
formulated by the different schools and comes to the conclusion
that all principles being thus upset all propositions are
charming so long as they are not investigated into.10

The criteria of the truth of knowledge as recognised by the
different schools of philosophy are avyabhicarhva (absence of
discrepancy), abadhitatva (absence of contradiction), avisamvada
(absence of incoherence), yatharthya (correspondence) and
vyavasayâtmakatva (certainty or definiteness). Jayarâsi repudiates
these concepts by anticipating all possible interpretations of
these terms and showing them to be faulty and unacceptable. For
example, What is meant by knowledge 'being-uncontradicted' ?
Does it mean that contradiction to this knowledge does not
arise ? And if so, does this contradiction not arise because
the knowledge cognises the object correctly (i.e. there is
correspondence between the knowledge and the object ) or
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because the aggregate of causal factors giving rise to the
contradicting knowledge ( badhaka-jnäna ) is incomplete ? It
is observed that in the absence of the complete apparatus
originating the contradicting knowledge, the previous knowledge
is not contradicted; for instance, no contradiction arises when
we cognise a mass of rays of the sun (mancUnicaya) at a
distance as water, whereas this cognition is contradicted when
the place is a familiar one, when the necessary causes for the
production of the contradicting cognition are present. Again,
this contradiction may not arise immediately but may rise
after a year or so, or may not arise at all if the factors producing
the contradicting knowledge are not present in a complete
aggregate. Can it be said that the cognition is true, simply
because no contradiction has arisen ? Moreover, does this
absence of contradiction hold good with reference to all persons
or with reference to the cogniser ? We can never know that
contradiction to this cognition has never arisen in the case of
each and every person for then we would be omniscient. And if
it is said that a cognition is non-discrepant because the
cogniser does not have a contradicting cognition, that is not
proper; for even though a contradicting cognition may not
arise in the case of the knower owing to his going to a
different place or his death and the like reasons, yet the cognition
of jewel (where there are only rays) and of mirage and
the like are known to be false. Or the false cognition has, on
account of the nature of its causal aggregate, arisen in such a
fashion as to prevent the contradicting cognition from arising,
and it is because of this that it is uncontradicted, like a
cognition recognised to be right. Thus knowledge cannot be
regarded as true (non-discrepant, avyabhicari) simply because
it is not contradicted.11

Some reckon truth by the efficiency of knowledge (pravrtti<
samarthya), that is to say, by its bringing us into relation with
the successful achievement of its object. Is this efficiency of
knowledge (pravrtti-samarthya) known or is it not known ?

1-67
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If it be not known, how could it be known to exist,
and if it be known how could you be certain of the truth
of this knowledge ? It is further contended that the truth
of the previously produced cognition of water is ascertained
by reaching and obtaining water. Is the water thus obtained
identical with the water apprehended by the cogbition, or of
the same class or of the same family ? It cannot be identical
with the water revealed by cognition for it is quite possible
that this water has ceased to exist owing to the changes
produced in its parts by the circling of fishes and the splash-
ing of buffaloes and the like causes. If it is said to be water
of the same class, it happens at times that man may have
false knowledge of water and yet accidentally reach (real)
water and then this knowledge should according to this view
be regarded as true—which is absurd. It may be urged that
wrong knowledge never takes a person to water connected
with the same place and time, whereas true knowledge does
so and it is by reason of this that it is true or non-discrepant
(avyabhicâri). If this be so, then knowledge of an object about
to perish or knowledge of moon, sun, etc. (which we cannot
reach) would not be true. Moreover, cognition cannot possibly
enable us to reach water of the same place, for place too can,
like water, cease to exist (owing to earth-quake, eruption,
etc.).19 The water reached also cannot have tbe same jati (class-
character) as the water that was revealed in cognition, for
there is nothing like j3tf.15 If the water reached is said to
be of the same family or continuum, this is not acceptable as
the last composite entity is devoid of the generative power; and
the water-individuals cannot be many (—-See the refutation of
fail, TPS, pp. 4-8).

Moreover, does the efficiency of knowledge acquaint
us with its truth by being its mark (linga) or by being
its means of perception ? It cannot be its mark (linga)
or probans as the relation between the two is not known,
because if the relation were known, truth itself would be
known and it would not then be necessary to utilise the mark
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of inference, viz. efficiency.14 It cannot also be its means
of perception, because fhere can be no contact with it which
arose previously and then perished. Knowledge of it is not
the result of perception, as it is objectless, like the cognition
of kesonduka (woolly mass seen by pressing the eye with the
finger; this knowledge has as a matter of fact no object).
Neither the negation of cognition nor its presence is revealed
as itself is not there. How can a non-existent thing be said
to be an object ? Due to its impressing its shape, or being
endowed with the large (hence perceptible) size (mahattva) and
the like characters; or mere presence, or being produced
simultaneously (with cognition) ? When all these have been
refuted, how could it be an object ? And if it be still regarded
as an object, then the cause of illusion would have to be
investigated in the case of the cognitions of the kesonduka,
etc. (for they also could be said to have an object and so
could not be regarded as illusory by reason of iheir being
objectless;. If it were false by virtue of its mere existence,
then everything would come to be false and there would be
'the upsetting of all principles' (tattvopaplava).15

If it is said that truth (avyabhicaritva, non-discrepancy) is
cogoised differently, that cognition produced by the contact
of soul and mind is revealed as qualified by avyabhicarita,
—that is not proper. Is this avyabhicaritva its attribute or its
very nature ? If it is its attribute, is it eternal or non-eternal ?
If it be eternal it should be looked upon as repudiated on
account of the same faults as are present in the case of jati
(-being eternal it would either give rise to cognition always
or never-TPS, p 6). If it be non-eternal, is it produced before
it or simultaneously with it or after it ? If it be produced prior
to it (cognition), whose attribute could it be ? An attribute
cannot exist without a substratum. If it is said to be produced
simultaneously with it, then the relation between the two as
signified by the genitive case in 'the avyabhicaritä of it' remains
to be specified, as it cannot, be identity (—because the two
are different—), causality (—because the two are simultaneous-)
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or samavaya (which has been repudiated-TPS, pp. 7~8\ If it is
said that it is produced subsequently, then it follows that the
knowledge was previously vyabhicari (discrepant, false). There
is no personal attribute of the form of avyabhicaritva as distinct
from pleasure etc. since on account of the impossibility of its
apprehension it is not recognised as such even by the other party
(—Naiyâyika in this case1. If attributes like non-discrepancy
{avyabhicara), etc. are recognised as distinct entities, and cog-
nition determined by them is stated to be the ascertaining
factor of the causal apparatus, that is not proper, since
each of them will not remain up to the time of the
apprehension of the cognition as determined by a number
of attributes, and in the absence of (the simultaneous existence
of) that which is to be made known (viz. apparatus) and that
which makes known (viz. avyabhicara, etc.), cognition will be
associated with the agent alone (TPS, pp. 9-I0). That is to
say, there will be the agent alone with certain stray pieces of
knowledge, but not the relation of jnapya (that which is
known) and jnapaka (that which makes known).

If avyabhicaritva is regarded as the very nature of know-
ledge, then is it so by virtue of its own existence or by virtue
of the existence of another thing ? If it be said to be
avyabhicari merely by virtue of its existence, then all cognitions
including that of kesonduka should be avyabhicari (non-
discrepant). But knowledge is not said to be vyabhicari or
avyabhicari by virtue of its mere existence. If cognition is
said to be avyabhicari by virtue of the existence of another
thing, is this other thing helping (conducive to non-discrepant
knowledge, upakaraka) or non-helping ? If it be non-helping,
then the cognitions of kesonduka and two moons should be
avyabhicari. If the other thing is said to be a helping one, is it
one that is knowr or unknown ? If it be said to be one that
is known, then past and future inferential cognitions, yogic
perception, and cognition generated by injunctory statements-
(codanävacana) could not be avyabhicari as there is absence^
in their case of the helping factor that is known, and if there;
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be presence of it there would be the extinction of the process
of sacrificing (because then it would not be girded by Sniti
and it alone). If it be not known then the cognition of kesonduka
and two moons should be correct. So (his assumption is not
acceptable (TPS, p. 10).

Moreover, is the cognition which acquaints us with the
apparatus known to be avyabhlcari or not so known 1 If it
is known as such, is this cognition of the nature of self-
apprehension or is it known by another cognition ? It cannot be
of the form of self-apprehension because the Naiyâyika himself
does not recognise self-apprehension of knowledge and if he
were to admit this he would be contradicting his own doctrine
(-the nigrahasthana called apasiddhanta). If it be said to be
known as avyabhicari by another cognition, then the reason
for the difference between the two cognitions must be inquired
into Cognition is distinguished from non-cognition by virtue
of its nature of cognition, but how could it be distinguished
from another cognition ? By its nature of cognition or by another
character ? If it be distinguished by virtue of the nature of
cognition, then the other would cease to be of the nature of
cognition, like water, etc. If it be said to be distinguished by
virtue of another character, then it would be devoid of the
character of cognition, because the two characters could not
be identical, and if they be identical, there should be
one thing—cognition or non-cognition If it be cognition, it
could not be said to be'distinguished due to another character
but only due to its nature of cognition, and the other would
come to be of the nature of non-cognition. If it be non-cognition
then what the Tattvopaplavavâdin desired is proved. If jnanaiva
(class-character of cognition) is said to be the distinguishing
factor, by what does it distiguish, and so on as stated before;
the line of argument stated above should be pursued. It cannot
also possibly be cognised by another cognition. If it is said to
be not known, how do you know that it exists ? Following this
line of argument one has to accept the futility of the division
of knowledge as true and false (TPS, p. 11).
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Jayarâsi now takes up the belief that true knowledge reveals
that thing which is actually present and is in contact with the
sense-organ, whereas false knowledge reveals a different thing*

'Avyabhicarï may be taken to mean that the knowledge
is of a thing with which the sense is actually in contact;
in the case of vyabhicari (wrong or discrepant) knowledge, on
the other hand, the support or base (alambana) (—the object
before the sense) is different from the thing revealed in -know*
ledge (anyad alambanam anyac ca pratibkâti—TPS, p. 12). We
ask, what is signified by alambana ? Does it signify that it
is the producer of cognition, or that it impresses its shape,
or that it is the substrate of cognition, or that it is revealed
by cognition ? [f alambana signifies being the producer of
knowledge, then the eyes and light should be alambanas.
Alambana cannot properly signify being the impressor of
shape, since this is not acceptable to the Naiyâyikas. Cognition
cannot reasonably have the shape of the object (-as is shown
later by Jayarâsi). Alambana cannot signify that it is the sub-
strate of cognition since cognition does not arise as associated
with the circle of rays, but arises as inherent in the soul.
Lastly, if alambana signifies that it is revealed by cognition,
this is not proper as it is water that is revealed in the cognition
of water and not rays. If the rays themselves are known in the
shape of water, is the shape of water different from the rays
or non-different \ If it is non-different, is it real or unreal ?
If real how could its cognition be false \ If it be unreal, then
the rays also would come to be unreal. There being identity
with unreal water, the cognition of water is false. What is
meant by this ? It amounts to this that the cognition of rays
is false. And when the one shape of water is known, who tells
the fool of a Naiyäyika that the rays are revealed ? If rhe shape
of water is said to be different from the rays, then it should
not be said that rays are cognised in the shape of water. We
ask: What is revealed in the cognition of kesonduka, and
what is its älambona ? The very same kesonduka serves as
the alambana and is also cognised; similarly water alone car,
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be the alambana and also be known, and it is not necessary
to postulate another alambana. And cognition of water is false
not because it has another alambana than what is cognised,
but because it (water) as a matter of fact, does not exist;
otherwise the cognition oikesonduka will not be false because
it does not have a different alambana.

It is contended that since the cognition takes the cogniser
to the place of the rays, the rays are the 'alambana. The answer
to this is that id this way the place also would reasonably be
an alambana. And the cognition of water could not have
been produced by contact with a thing different from the
water that is revealed, as this is not seen in the case of the
cognition of real water; otherwise even the inferential cognition
of the water could be said to be produced by the contact of
sense-organ and object, as it is produced by the contact of
the soul and the mind. If it be urged that the mind has no
relation with the fire that is cognised, then here also the eye
has no relation with the water that is cognised.16

It is urged that false knowledge has a non-existent object
whereas true knowledge has an existent object. Jayarâsi now
shows the futility of this distinction. If the false cognition of
water is said to have non-existent water as its object, what
is meant by its being an object ? What is said above holds
good here also. If water is revealed in it, how does it not
exist ? Yes, it may be argued, it is revealed but wrongly. What
is meant by wrongness (atathyata) —absence of what is appre-
hended, or the absence that is apprehended ? If it means absence
of what is apprehended, is this true only then or at another
time i If only then, is it known or not known \ If known, by
what is it known—by the cognition of water or by another
cognition ? It (absence of water) cannot be known by the
cognition of water, as this latter has water as its object. Or
if it have that (absence) as its object the realisation that cogni-
tion of water is illusory would not be possible because the
object viz. 'absence' is an existent one. And the negation
of water cannot be revealed in cognition apprehending water
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for then anything could be revealed in any cognition, which
is absurd; it involves atiprasaiiga (absurd over-extension). If
it is said to be revealed by another cognition, that is not
proper, because two cognitions cannot be simultaneous. And
if absence or negation be established by the cognition of
negation and existence by the cognition of existence, then the
existence and the non-existence of water would be co-existent.
It would be arbitrary to say that the cognition of existence
does not establish existence, whereas the cognition of negation
does establish negation. And if the cognition of existence
were not to establish existence, people would be suspicious
about all things, and in the event of that contingency there
would be no limit to negation and consequently there would
be taitvopaplava (upsetting of all principles). On the other
hand, if it is not known how do you know that it exists?
And if there is the absence of what is known at another time,
then nothing is contradicted, for it is quite possible that even
real water is absent at another time.

If wrongness {aiathyata)> means the negation or absence
tbat is apprehended, how could knowledge having that as
its objects be possibly false, as only negation which is
cognised is tenable ? Moreover, positing absence when a
positive character is cognised is not proper, as it involves
ati-prasanga (absurd over-exîension); otherwise, one could posit
taste, etc. when colour, etc are apprehended. But this is not
what is done. Similarly here also water is apprehended. It may
be urged that it is apprehended but it is unreal. The answer
to this is that in that case this is but a description of water
just as iong (patch of) water', 'sweet water' and the like are.
It may be argued that in the case of the latter descriptions,
water is apprehended, and so water is posited in them. The
answer to this is that if this be so, then even here in both
the cases water is cognised—real water and unreal water. In the
cognition of real water it is real water that is revealed and
not unreal water or non-water. Similarly, in the cognition of
unreal water, it is unreal water that is revealed and not rei i
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water or non^water, because apprehensions consist in the
determination of their own objects (TPS, pp, 12-14).

A cognition is said to be wrong when it is contradicted by
another cognition. Jäyaräsi asks what it is that is contradicted
—the object (artha), cognition or both—, and by what it is
contradicted.17 If it is said that the thing is contradicted, by
what is it contradicted ? Does it contradict itself or is it
contradicted by another thing or by knowledge ? If it contradicts
itself, is the contradiction caused or originated by it or made
known ? If it is caused, is it different or non-different ? If it
is non-different then 'contradiction is caused' means 'its own
self is originated by it1—which is not consistent, as a thing
cannot operate on itself (-operation on itself involves contradic-
ûon-vyaghata). If it is caused as distinct ( from the thing )
even then what is existent becomes the agent, but what is
apprehended is not repudiated. If the contradiction is said to
be made known (by the thing) is it non-different or different?
If it is non-different, then ' contradiction is made known by
i t ' is equivalent to 'water is made known'. If it is different,
then what is existent is proved to be the jnapaka, what makes
known, and the existence of what is apprehended is proved.

If the thing is said to be contradicted by another, then
it follows that both are real; only two existent things, like two
kings, can stand in the relation of badhya (contradicted, what
is set aside) and badhaka (contradicting, that which sets aside);
one and the same thing cannot be both the badhya and the
badhaka. Moreover, is the contradiction by it of what is
apprehended, caused by it or made known? If it is caused,
is it (contradiction) non-different or different ( from the
contradicted ). If it be non-different, then 'non-different con-
tradiction is caused' would mean 'water is caused'; and if it
(water) be caused or originated, its cognition would not be
false. If contradiction which is different (from the contradicted)
be said to be originated, even then there must be water as
it (contradiction) is cognised as related to water. If Devadatta
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were not to exist, one could not speak of His eye; similarly
a thing must exist in order that contradiction should be
related to it. If contradiction is said to be made known,
is it non-different or different ( from ^ater ) ? If it which is
non-different is made known, then what is meant by contra-
diction is made known' is 'water is made known'. If being
different it is made known, even then when we say, This is
the contradiction of water', it is revealed as dependent on
another ( i.e. on water ), and so there cannot be the absolute
negation of it (i.e. water). Therefore, contradiction by another
thing also is not possible.

if it is said to be contradicted by knowledge, is it
contradicted by knowledge having that as its object or
another thing as its object, or by knowledge that is
objectless ? If the contradicting knowledge has that ( the
thing contradicted ) as its object, then it affirms its
nature, does not falsify it3 because it is of the form of the
determination of that character. If the contradicting cognition
has another thing as its object, that also is not proper; a
cognition penaining to an object can affirm the existence of
only that, but it cannot afirm or deny anything else, since
cognitions are restricted to their own object. If it is said
to be contradicted by an objectless cognition, the answer isthat
this latter does not affirm or deny anything, even because it
is objectless (TPS, pp. 14-16).18

If cognition is said to be contradicted, what is its
contradiction ? Does it have the form of the exclusion of
svarupa (nature), or denial of svarupa, or of depriving
it of its object \ If it has the form of exclusion of its nature,
then everything would be contradicted, because one cogni-
tion would be turned off (or destroyed) by another. If it is
of the form of denial of its own nature, that is not proper,
because even the cognition of false water is experienced. It
is also not true to say that it is of the form of depriving it
of its object. It has been shown above that a knowledge
cannot be deprived of its object (—even cognition of unreal
water has its object). Thus contradiction cannot be explained.
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It may be asked that if the object is not contradicted,
how it is that it has not got efficiency (does not bring about
artha-kriya or successful action) ? What is this arthakriya
which it does not bring about for people ? Is it of the form
of consciousness, or of activity, or of attainment, or of the
production and enjoyment of pleasure and pain ? If it is said
that the object does not bring about arthakriya of the form
of consciousness, that is not true because water does bring
about the arthakriya o r the form of consciousness (i.e. does
give rise to the cognition of water). It is also not true to say
that it does not bring about artha-kriyâ of the form of activity,
since activity is dependent on the will of man, and does not
follow the being or non-being of the nature of a thing. A man
may or may not act according to his desire, but this alone
does not prove its absence. If it is said to be non-existent
because it does not bring about arthakriya of the form of
attainment, that is not a proper criterion, because, moon, sun,
planets, etc. can exist even though they cannot be reached. If
it is said not to bring about arthakriya of the form of
pleasure or pain, we ask, ' Does this mean that it does not
bring about pleasure originating from perception or from
contact with body ?' It does bring about pleasure resulting
from perception. If it is said that it does not give rise to
pleasure arising out of physical contact, then this would not
hold good in the case of moon, sun, etc., which do not give
rise to pleasure arising out of physical contact and yet are
(regaidedas) real or existent. And things cannot be regarded
as ncn-existent simply because they do not give rise to
arthakriya (successful action) because the origination of all •
knowledge as such occurs only from its respective causal aggre-
gate, and it may not bring about arthakriya in the absence
of accessory factors Moreover, when it is stated that it does
not bring about arthakriya, is this stated with reference to
one knower or to all knowers \ If it is said to be unreal
because it does not give rise to arthakriya in the ease of one
knower, then this would not hold good in the case of moon,
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sun, planets, etc., and in the case of an object about to
perish. If it is said to be unreal since it does not give rise to
arthakriya with reference to all knowers, in that case there
would be the contingency of the non-existence of all things.
Ail things do not bring about the desired ends of all men,
and a man with a limited vision cannot know that a thing
does not bring about arthakriya in the case of all men. Thus
avyabhicâritva cannot be defined and so it is not proper to
regard avyabhicaritva, absence of discrepancy, as a criterion of
the validity of knowledge (TPS, pp. 16-17).

Vyavasayatmakatva (certainty or definiteness) is another
accepted criterion of validity. But no knowledge can be excluded
by this. It may be urged that doubtful cognition (sandeha-jnana)
arises when in the case of an object like a trunk or a pillar,
owing to the contact of sense-organ and object there is the
perception of merely the common, and not of the specific,
features of the object, and this doubtful cognition is not
regarded as valid because it is not definite. We ask : Is anything
revealed in this doubtful cognition or not ? And if something
is revealed, is it a substance or an attribute ? If a substance
is said to be revealed is it real or not \ If it is real, cogni-
tion having that as its object must be regarded as valid.
If it is unreal, then the condition of avyabhicaritva is
sufficient to exclude its cognition and it is not necessary to
regard definiteness as an additional condition. If an attribute
is said to be revealed in doubtful cognition, is it 'pillarness'
(class character of pillar) or Wanness' or both. If itbe'pillarness'
or 'manness' that is revealed, is it real or unreal \ If it be real,
its cognition could not be of the nature of doubt, because
being the cognition of a real entity it is like the apprehension
of real water. If it is unreal, then as said above, it is enough to
say that valid knowledge is that knowledge which is avyabhicârin
(non-discrepant); it is not necessary to say in addition that it
is 'certain'.. If both (pillarness and manness) are said to be
reveaied, are both real or both unreal or is one real and the
other unreal ? If both be real, then their cognition should
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be true only, and not of the nature of doubt; and if both be
unreal, then their cogfrition should be of the nature of error and
not doubt. If one be real and the other unreal, then one and
the same knowledge should be both#v;/tf/>/z/£ârm(non-discrepan t,
true) and vyabhicarin (discrepant, false) inasmuch as it cognises
a real and an unreal entity. This also explains the cognition of
two moons; there the shape of substance is revealed and not
that of attribute.

It may be urged that * doubtful cognition is that which
reveals the shape of a doubtful object. We ask : Does this
doubtful object exist or not ? If it exists, its cognition cannot
be of the nature of doubt, because like the apprehension of
real water it would be of the form of an apprehension of an
uncontradicted object. If it does not exist, then the criterion
of av) abhicantva is sufficient to exclude such cognitions and
valid knowledge need not be further defined as 'certain*. If
it be urged thc.t nothing is revealed in doubtful cognition,
then it could not be the result of contact of sense-organ and
object, like the cognition of illusory water. Thus valid know-
ledge cannot be defined as certain or definite knowledge
(TPS, pp. 19-20).

Similarly, valid knowledge cannot be defined as knowledge
which is non-incoherent (i.e. coherent) (avisarhvâdi jnanam-
Pramana Varttika 2.1). What is meant by non-incoherence
(avisamvada) ? Does it signify 'being ihe cognition of a thing
as it is', or 'being free from contradiction', or 'being produced
by the thing that is cognised', or 'being the stimulator
in respect of the thing that is cognised', or 'being that
which takes us to the thing' ? 8 1 If it signifies 'being the cogni-
tion ot a thing as it is', this will not hold good in the case of
inferential cognition (which as a matter of fact cognises only
the generality of a thing, and not its particular features). Nor
can 'being free from contradiction" apply to inferential cogni-
tion. If it is said to mean 'being produced by the thin^that is
cognised', this also cannot be proper in the case of inferential
cognition, because the samanya (cognised by it) cannot
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be regarded as producing (cognition) (as it is unreal) Similarly,
the sensations of love, etc. could not be produced by the
thing that is revealed, because they are devoid of the efficiency
to produce themselves. And yogic perception also is not
produced by the thing that is cognised, as past and future
objects ^cognised by it; could not possibly be producers, for
otherwise they could, not be past and future respectively. If
non-incoherence be taken to mean 'being the stimulator in
respect of the object that is known' this is found to be true
of erroneous cognition also as it also stimulates activity in
respect of its object. A man who has a wrong cognition of water
is induced to act and yet his cognition is not non-incoherent.
And it is quite possible that a person may for some reason
not act even though he has knowledge of real water, but
according to this definition this knowledge also should be
incoherent—which is absurd.

If non-incoherence were to mean ' being that which takes
us to the object ', would this mean 'being that which takes
us to just any object, or to the object that is revealed in
knowledge, or to a thing e.g. watei; of the same genus, or
to the object that has produced it (coherent knowledge) ?' Or
does non-incoherence signify the unfailing or invariable
existence of the causal factors that gave rise to i t ? 2 2 If it
means ' taking us to just anything' , then the cognition of
kesonduka (woolly mass seen by pressing the eyes with the
fingers) or of two moons also should have to be regarded
as non-incoherent. If it be said to mean 'taking us to the
object that is revealed', then inferential cognition could never
be said be non-incoherent, as it does not take us to the
object that is revealed What is revealed in inferential cognition
is the shape of the samanya (universal) and it being unreal
(in the Buddhist view) could never be reached. Similarly, yogic
perception produced in respect of past or future objects can-
not take us to the objects revealed (and so should be incoherent
according to this definition). And even though there is the
apprehension of love, etc. it does not take the appréhender
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to love, etc. that are revealed. As a matter of fact, even in
perceptual cognition, the object that is revealed is not reached
or attained, for being momentary it perishes immediately.
Non-incoherence cannot also mean 'being that which takes
us to a thing, e.g. water, of the same genus {jâti) as the
thing that is revealed in the cognition', because there is no
such thing as the water-universal. Further, if noa-incoherence
signifies 'taking the knower to the thing that produced the
cognition', that is not proper, because eyes, light, attention
( active consciousciousness ) which produce knowledge perish
immediately and so cannot be reached. It may finally be urged
that non-incoherence signifies the invariable existence of the
causes that produced it (coherent knowledge) as in their absence
there could be no non-incoherence. If this be so, even the
cognition of kesonduka should be non-incoherent in view of
the certain existence of its causes, because otherwise it would
be accidental. This definition of pramana (valid knowledge) as
non-incoherent or coherent (avisamvadi) knowledge not being
established, the statement (of the Buddhists) that one who
acts after cognising an object by means of these two sources
of knowledge (viz. perception and inference) is never found
to fail in respect of successful action—is childish and silly
(TPS, pp. 28-29). f 3

The Buddhists, the Mïmâriisakas and others hold as a
further condition or qualification of valid knowledge that
it should be knowledge of a thing not cognised before
{anadhigatarthagantr). Jayaräsi's contention i s t h a t this is
pointless in the case of the Buddhists who recognise unique
particulars alone. No two cognitions of two different times—
prior and posterior—have one and the same object, they cannot
have one unique particular object or one and the same
universal ( samanya) as their common object. The unique
particular which has one unitary ( non-different ) nature has
not the potency to give rise to a number of cognitions one
after another. (And sâmanya being non-existent cannot give
rise to any cognition).3*
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It may be urged that the qualification 'making known a
thing not already known' is inserted in the definition of valid
knowledge to exclude a number of cognitions produced
simultaneously by one object. This is not proper, as in that
case the cognitions a number of men have in respect of one
(lit, produced by one) object would come to be invalid. It
cannot also be meant to exclude a number of cognitions
having one samànya (universal) as its object, because samanya
itself being an unreality, there can be neither one cognition
nor a number of cognitions in respect of it. Moreover, supposing
there are two cognitions in respect of one object, is one lack-
ing in validity or is it not-another-valid-cognition \ If one
of them is said to be invalid that is not proper, because
inasmuch as they are alike of the form of the apprehension
of one and the same object, both cognitions must be valid or
both invalid as there is not the possibility of the alternative
(that one is valid and the other invalid); if this last alter-
native be possible, then there would be the contingency of
difference in the cognitions of a number of men pertaining
to one object (—some men would have valid cognition and
others invalid), especially when these cognitions are meant to
sublate a previous cognition.25 If it be said that it is not-another-
valid-cognition, that also is not proper. Is numerical difference
iyyakti-nanatvci) of the many pieces of knowledge (perceptual
and the like) produced by one object not possible, or is their
qualitative difference {âkara-nanatva) not possible ? If it be
said that their numerical difference is not possible that is not
true, because numerical difference is found in the case of
the many cognitions of blue produced by one blue. It is also
not true to say that qualitative difference is not possible
since cognitions of blue are found to be qualitatively different.
And there is not a plethora of blues producing it, because
the Buddhists themselves do not accept them as 'uni-natured'
(—according to them, many things cannot have one nature).
It may be urged that cognitions having one object cannot be
termed perception (praiyaksa) or inference (anumana). But
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this is not true, since a different nomenclature is quite possible
on account of their being effects of different causes. For
instance, the many cognitions that many—Devadatta and the
like—have as produced by one blue object have a different
nomenclature such as Devadatta's knowledge and the like
(Yajnadatta's knowledge, etc ) because of their being the effects
of different causes due to their being acquired by different
agents. So here also (TPS. pp. 27-28).

The Mïmâmsakasalso cannot reasonably define vaild know-
ledge as knowledge of a thing not known before. There is no ;

criterion to determine that of cognitions of one object produced
by different causal factors, the cognition produced first is valid
and the succeeding ones are non-valid, even.when they are all
alike 'cognition of the object as it is'. And if it be still so
accepted then in the same way, the first cognition should be
non-valid as it has this in common with the others that it
cognises an object that is cognised (by other cognitions). As the
character of being the cognition of one blue object does not
differ in the case of the many cognitions of the blue object
produced simultaneously and manifesting one unique particular
(svalaksanavabhasi), so the cognitions produced earlier and later
also cannot but be cognitions of a thing that is cognised.86

It may be urged that the earlier and the later cognitions
have their own specific objects inasmuch as the cognition pro-
duced first is accepted as receiving the shape of an object that
is not cognised, whereas the succeeding one arises as having
for its object the shape of a thing that is cognised. But
this is self-contradictory. If the latter has for its object a thing
that is cognised, how could it be said to have its own specific
object, and if it has a specific object, how could it be the
cognition of a thing that is cognised ? Having its own specific
object and being the cognition of a cognised object are opposed

J o each other. And if they have specific objects, both would
be valid as both would cognise an uncognised thing. On the
other hand if they ha\e one object, both would be valid

1-69
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or both non-valid as they have this in common that they cognise
what is cognised. The Mïmârhsakas thus cannot escape the
1 gadupravesa'ksitärakavinirgama-nyaya > casting off fhe whole
eye when a mote has fallen in it instead of removing it. They
would have to regard all knowledge as non-valid if they
define valid knowledge as knowledge of a thing that is
not cognised.

It may be urged that if a cognition is regarded as valid
even when it has a cognised thing as its object, memory (smrti)
also would be a pramana or the result of a pramana. This
contingency cannot be avoided. Does the memory arising here
have for its object the shape of the thing made known by
the initial apprehension, or has it another object or is it object-
less \ If it has for its object the shape of a thing made known
by an apprehension previously arisen, then it cannot but be
the fruit of a pramana on account of its being, as said before,
alike the cognition of a cognised thing. And the Mïmârhsakas
would then have to accept a seventh pramana called Memory
(smrti). (It may be noted that violation of a specific postulation
of number is regarded as a looseness in dialectical criticism as
it shows that the system is not well defined). If it is said to
have as its object a thing not cognised by a previous cognition,
it cannot but be the result of pramana. And like the initial
cognition it could not be of the nature of memory, since
memory has for its object a thing seen or heard of before,
and not a thing not cognised If it is regarded as objectless
then memory should not be regarded as not-valid on account
of its cognising a cognised thing, but on acccount of its being
objectless, as the cognition of kesonduka is non-valid due to its
being objectless. Moreover, if it be objectless, how could it
Uç said to cognise a cognised thing ? On the other hand if it is
regarded as cognising a cognised thing, it cannot be said to
be objectless. And memory is certainly not objectless. Such
memories as ' I served my parents' , ' I had five servants'
comprehend the shape of the object made known by previous
experience, as memory-cognition reveals the shape of an object
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made known by previous experience. It may be argued that the
thing which was cognised by the previous cognition has ceased
to exist at the time of memory-cognition, so that cannot
be its object. But in that case, memory would be not-valid on
account of its being objectless and not, as said before, on
account of cognising what is cognised.

And if a pramana which has for its object a cognised
thing bs thus rendered apramana, then inferential cognition
also would come to be not-valid. To wit, does a person
know by inference that very fire-universal which was known
as invariably present where the linga (probans) existed at the
time of cognising the relation of invariable concomitance by
perception, or does he know the nature (svartipa) of fire,
or the relation of possession (i.e. possession by the substratum
of smoke of fire,—-'Mountain has fire') or the presence of fire
simultaneous with the operation of the linga, or the subordina-
tion to the linga of fire-universal, or the dependence of fire-
universal on fire-particular ? If inference is regarded as having
for its object the universal previously cognised then it can
never attain validity (—the status of a pramâna), as Jike
memory it cognises a cognised thing. And if it be not~valid> it
would not be possible to determine the possession of fire, and
in the event of this impossibility, the fire-individual could
not be proved by arthapatti ( presumption or implication )
(viz. there must be fire-individual, because fire-universal could
not remain without fire-individual ). And this would mean
the end of all popular expressions like ' There is fire there ' ,
1 Bring fire \ And if in order to avoid this, inference be
accepted as valid in respect of a cognised thing, then the
qualification 'cognising a non-cognised thing' would become
meaningless for the Mïmâmsakas (i.e. in the definition of
pramana as given by the Mlmärhsakas ). If you infer the
svarüpa of fire, we ask : Was it formerly known as invariably
existing where smoke is present, or was it not so known ?
If it was formerly known as such, inference comes to have
a cognised thing as its object. If it was not so known, then
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it comes to this that fire not invariably accompanying smoke is
known from inference and if this be accepted then this inference
could have as its object grass, water, etc. (which also are not
invariably found with smoke). This is true of the cognition
of possession (of fire) by inference, in which case also it can
be asked whether this possession was formerly known or not,
and the matter can be pursued as above

If the existence of the fire-universal simultaneous with
the operation of the linga be said to be inferred, is this
existence simultaneous with t re operation of the linga different
from fire-universal or is it non-different ? If it be non-different
then inference would have as its object only the existence
formerly cognised and the epithet'cognising a thing not cognised'
would become meaningless If it be different, was it formerly
cognised or no t? If it was formerly cognised, inference with
that as its object could not be said to be 'cognising a thing
not cognised1. And if it be not cognised, how could it, compara-
ble (in this respect) to water, etc. be inferred from smoke? If
the fact of the subordination to the linga of the fire-universal
be said to be known from inference, is this subordination to
the linga different from fire-universal or is it non-different ?
If it be non-different, how could inference having as its
object just the very fire-universal that was cognised,
be said to be valid ? If it be different, was it known
at the time of the cognition of the relation of universal
concomitance as pervading the linga (probans) or was it not
so known ? If it was known, how could inference have as its
object a thing not cognised? And if it was not known as
pervading the linga, when you suppose inference to have
that as its object, why do you not suppose that smoke leads
to the knowledge of the three worlds, when in either case
there is the absence of relation ? Similarly, if the dependence
of fire-universal on fire-individual be inferred from smoke,
was this dependence of the fire-universal known as
pervading the smoke or was it not so known ? If it was
known, again inference could not but be cognising a thing
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already coginsed. And if the dependence of the fire-universal
(on fire-individual) be not known as pervading the smoke,
how could it, as stated above, be inferred at all ? ( TPS,
pp. 22-25).

Jayarâsi Bhatta thus refutes in his Tattvopaplavasimha all the
characteristics that are believed to be found in valid knowledge
according to the different systems of thought,—ovyahhicarilva
(non-discrepancy)^èâ^A/ïa^afuncontradictedness), avisàmvaditva
(non-incoherence), and anadhigatarthagantrtva (cognising a
thing not already known). He has shown that the concept of
valid knowledge cannot be maintained. He similarly refutes
the definitions of the different kinds of valid knowledge-
perceptual, inferential, verbal testimony, analogical (upamâna),
presumption or implication ( arthapatti ) and negation ( anupa-
labdhi)—and comes to the conclusion that one can never be
certain about the validity of any knowledge and so cannot
know anything of reality. Critical investigation or dialectical
examination leads to the upsetting of all princip\Gs(tattvopapIava)
and so it is not possible to be sure of anything.

Snharsa seems to be aware of the dialectical dilemmas
of Jayarâsi.-At least his commentator Sarikarasvämin has clearly
referred to a work of the Tattvopaplavavädin.2T In fact we do
find quite a number of modes .of thought similar to Jayaräsi's,
so here we shall take note of a few. of those points which
have not been given by Jayarâsi and then briefly mention
the distinction between these different philosophical positions.
Snharsa also starts his dialectical inquiry by stating the
principle that definite knowledge and consequently the reality
of all categories depend upon definitions and all definitions
are improper and absurd inasmuch as they have the fault of self-
dependence {citmasraya), or mutual dependence (any ony as ray a),
or argument in a circle (cakraka) or vicious infinite series
(anavastha) (Laksatiadhina taval laksyavyavasthitir laksanani
canupapannani^Mtadhikaranadllaksana-nimpanadvarenacakra'
kâdyâpatteh.—KhKh, pp. 141-142).
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At the outset we may take up the definitions of valid
knowledge that were examined by Jayaräsi Bhatta and have
been noted above. Prama is defined as apprehension which
is non-deviating or non-discrepant {avyabhicâryanubhavah prama
-KhKh, p 248). But this is not true. What does 'non-discrepant'
signify ? If it is signifies invariable concomitance of knowledge
with the object, does it mean that the knowledge exists only
at the time when the object exists, or that the cognition co-
exists in space with its object, or that valid cognition is
similar to its object in all respects ?98 'Non-discrepant' cannot
mean that the cognition exists on!y at the time when the
object exists, for then the definition would be too narrow
and would not apply to inferential congnition which often
pertains to pasr and future things and which would conse-
quently become invalid. It cannot also mean that knowledge co-
exists in space with its object, because knowledge (—according
to the Naiyäyika whose tenets and categories are repudiated
here—) is inherent in the soul, whereas objects like jar, etc.
do not reside in the soul. Hence the cognition of external
objects would have to be regarded as not-valid; that is to say,
the definition would bz too narrow Moreover, the erroneous
cognition of soul in respect of the body would cease to be
invalid according to this definition, since knowledge and object
would be co-existent in space. ' Non-discrepant ' cannot also
mean that valid knowledge is similar to its object in all
respects; in the view of those who regard knowledge and
object as different entities, it is not possible that there should
be similarity in all respects between knowledge and its object.
On the other hand in the view of thoie who regard knowledge
or consciousness and its object as non-different, the definition
wouid apply to erroneous cognition also and the qualification
'non-discrepant' would become meaningless as it is not com-
petent to distinguish right knowledge from an erroneous one
(KhKh, 248-249).x

x It can be seen that Snharsa's arguments are not very intelligent here. No
one expects knowledge to be co-existent in time or space with its object or
to be like it in all respects But the vaitandikas repudiating everything
have to resort to such reasoning so as to leave no alternative unrefuted.
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It is not also proper to define valid knowledge as apprehen-
sion which is not contradicted (abâdhitanubhTitih pramä-KhKh,
p. 254),x If the absence of contradiction refers only to the
time of cognition, then even the erroneous cognition of silver in
respect of nacre would be valid since it is not contradicted at least
at the time when the illusion arises, if it is urged that a valid
cognition is that cognition which is not contradicted at any
time, then we are not in a position to assert the validity of
any cognition, since it is not possible to say that any particular
cognition will never be contradicted—cognitions of the waking
state are contradicted in the dream state. Again, if by absence
of contradiction is meant absence of contradiction in the case
of the knower himself, then it is likely that a person who
has had erroneous cognition would never come across contra-
diction of a former cognition and would never have an occasion
to ascertain that the said cognition was wrong or not-valid.
If absence of contradiction in the case of all persons in the
world is meant, then this is something which can never be
determined (KhKb, p. ?54).

Another definition of valid knowledge is ' apprehension
which corresponds to its object ' (yatharthannbhavah prama
-KhKh, p. 236;. This also is not true. Correspondence
{yatharthya) can mean having the real nature of a thing as its
object, or being similar to the object (tattvavisayatvath va
arthasadrsatava syat-KhKh, p. 236). But the real nature of a
thing is indeterminable. * If we accept the second interpretation,
then even erroneous cognition, e.g. This is silver'is similar to
the object in point of cognisability and the definition would
thus apply to it. It may be urged that in respect of the aspect
of knowability or cognisability, the cognition is certainly valid,
but it is not valid in respect of the 'silver* aspect. But this stand is
not justified. In the cognition ' Jar possesses colour by the
relation of inherence' though it is not accepted that the cognition
is similar to the object in respect of the rev.aled character-viz.

x Here the dialectical arguments of Snharsa and Jayarâsi are similar.
*~This is shown while refuting 'tattvanubhïitih prama—KhKh, p. 143ff.
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being the possessor of colour by inherence—, still cognition is
regarded as valid, whereas the definition would not apply to
it {Vldyasagan gives another illustration-There may be cogni-
îion of two white jars but the cognition is neither two, nor
white, and yet the cognition is regarded as valid in respect
of these two jars—p 398). It may be urged that correspondence
(yatharthya) consists in this that colour, etc. belong to the
object as qualities or attributes residing in it by inherence,
whereas they belong to knowledge as attributes which it reveals.
But this is not true, as in that case the definition would apply
to a cognition like 'The silver before me' (purovarti rajaiam)
inasmuch as 'before me' which is an attribute of nacre (by
inherence or by svarapa-sambandha) is present in knowledge
also in so far as it is its object, and knowledge grasping the
nacre lying before as 'the silver before me' should be regarded
as valid.39 If this be regarded as valid cognition then it is
raeaning'sss to define valid cognition as apprehension which
has correspondence with the object; it might as well be defined
as only 'apprehension' {anubhutih pratva). Every cognition has
some object to which it refers and so far as that only
is concerned every cognition would be valid. According to the
Naiyâyika, even error is ultimately valid in as far as reference
to an object is concerned, so all apprehension is valid. If
however full correspondence of cognition and object be urged
then partial correspondence like the above could hardly be
considered satisfactory. If full or entire correspondence is
regarded as indispensable then the validity of the partial
correspondence has to be ignored wheras the Naiyâyika admits
all cognitions as valid so far as reference to an object is
concerned. And if ignoring the non-deviating or con-discrepant
{avyabhicari) aspect or part, ths Naiyâyika dares to classify
such a cognition as erroneous, why does he not ignore the
deviating or discrepant (vyabhicari) part and keeping in view

the non-discrepant one classify it as a valid cognition ? And
in that case valid cognition could be defined as 'apprehension',
'knowledge' or the like. If cognitions, one of whose aspects
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is contradicted, be regarded as invalid even in respect of the
uncontradicted aspect, then the ordinary perceptions cognising
things at a distance as smaller than they really are and yet
popularly accepted as valid should be regarded as invalid.
Further, cognition reveals water as connected with space, time,
light and the like, but does cognition ever have the efficiency
to take us to water connected with this entire aggregate of
associates ? How then could this cognition be regarded as
valid ? One would thus not have faith in any cognition. And
if you regard knowledge contradicted in one aspect (e.g silver-
ness) as invalid even in respect of the uncontradicted aspect
('before me'), then someone might very well argue that if know-
ledge of silver is contradicted in respect of nacre-silver, it
should be regarded as contradicted (and so invalid) even in
respect of the real silver, because they are both silver and
you would have no answer to give except that the instance of valid
cognition popularly accepted as such would have to be given up.

It may be urged that if the qualifier of knowledge in the
form of its object is also a qualifier of the thing, then on
account of this similarity or correspondence with the object
the knowledge should be regarded as valid; and this validity
should be verified in respect of all specific objects or
qualifiers; for instance, 'silverness' an object of knowledge is
not present in nacre as its qualifier so the cognition, 'This is
silver' is invalid in that aspect, even though it may be valid
in respect of the 'this' aspect. The term 'yathartha' has been
inserted in the definition to refer to this point to point
correspondence. The answer to this is that according to this
interpretation, the thing which is the object of the cognition
is not a qualifier of the object (that is to say, it is not its
own qualifier) and so the cognition would become invalid in
respect of the thing itself. It can be argued that a qualifier
(visesand) is that which distinguishes, and the thing also
distinguishes the qualifier residing in it and so is a qualifier
(—as 'cowness' is a qualifier of cow, so the individual cow

1-70
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is a qualifier of 'cowness') (Further, if the thing be not
regarded as a qualifier, the cognition in its part cognising
the qualities of a thing would become nirvikalpa or indeter-
minate as there would not be the relation of qualifier-qualified
in it). The answer to this is that the thing is not in anyway
the qualifier and so the cognition of the thing (-qualified
entity) would be invalid according to this definition Again,
in this way, even 'silverness', etc. qualify nacre—Here is the
nacre which appeared as silver'—, so the knowledge This is silver'
should be regarded as valid in respect of the silver aspect also
and therefore as wholly valid. It may be urged here that what
is meant is that the object of knowledge should be a direct
qualifier ( visesana ) of the thing, whereas here 'silverness1 is
a qualifier of nacre via knowledge and thus the definition is
not too wide. But this is not true, because then in the case
of the cognition 'man with a long staff, wherein the qualified
'man' is apprehended as distinguished from 'man with a small
staff, the apprehension should not be valid, because length
etc. are qualifiers of man via staff and not directly. The
definition cannot be modified to state that 'when the object
of knowledge is the qualifier of the thing without depending
on the medium of knowledge, the knowledge is valid',
because in that case the cognition T h e jar has been cognised
direct' {saksatkrtah ghatah)> wherein directness is an attribute
of jar via cognition would not be valid. It might be urged
that what is meant is that it should be a qualifier of the
thing exactly as revealed in knowledge and then there would be
no difficulty; the object 'silverness' of the cognition This is
silver' is not a qualifier of nacre by the relation of inherence
{samavaya) as revealed in knowledge and so the cognition is
invalid. But then the definition will not apply to the cognition
'jar having colour' as colour is not a qualifier of cognition by
the relation of inherence. It can be argued that this rule of its
being a qualifier of the thing exactly as revealed in knowledge
( i.e. by inherence and the like ) is with reference to the
qualifier of the thing and not with reference to the cognition
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whose qualifier it can be only in virtue of its being the object of
cognition (arthavisesanatvëyam niyamah yat tajjnanaprakasitena
rapeneti, na tu jnane* pi—KhKh, p, 242). The definition would
then be : "That cognition whose qualifier (in virtue of the latter's
being an object of cognition) is a qualifier of a thing exactly
as revealed in cognition, is valid in respect of the thing." *
But this definition would become too narrow and would be
restricted to only a particular cognition on account of the use
of 'yat-taf (fhat-which). * And if 'that' be taken to refer to
all cognitions, then since in the cognition 'I know nacre as
silver', silverness is a qualifier, the cognition This is silver'
also would be valid, and the expression 'that-which' would
become superfluous as it was introduced only to preclude
the cognition 'this is silver' from the scope of the definition
of valid knowledge,—which purpose is nevertheless not served
(IvhKb, pp. 236-242).

Like Jayaräsi Snharsa refutes Dharmakïrti's definition of
valid knowledge as non-incoherent apprehension7 (avisamvâdy
anubhavah prama—KhKh, p. 249 ). Does non incoherence
( avisamvaditva ) signify that the object of this cognition is
cognised in the same manner (i.e. with the same details) by
another cognition, or that its object is not cognised in a reverse
way (i.e. differently) by another cognition, or that a thing
pervaded by, and so concomitant with, the object of the
cognition in question is known, or does it signify anything
else (—leading to successful action and the like) ? s o It cannot
signify the first, otherwise, an illusory cognition repeated
successively through a number of moments would have to be
admitted as valid bscause the previous cognition is certified as
true by the cognition of the succeeding moments. That is
to say, coherence of knowledge is no test of the validity of

* Some Naiyayikas do not admit definitions expressed in terms of 'that-
which' as they believe that such definitions refer to particular cases only
and are thus devoid of the very requisite of a definition that it should
apply to all things of the same class or to all similar cases.

x (Yajjnänollikhiia-prakärena yadarthe yadvisesanam taj jhânam tatrïïrthe
prama—Sankara Mora's Commentary, pp. 242-243).
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knowledge. If it is urged that the other cognition must be a
valid one, we have only to say that we have yet to define
valid cognition. The second interpretation also is not proper,
because according to it erroneous cognition would have to
be regarded as valid if it is not contradicted. Moreover,
the perception of the conch-shell as white may be contradicted
by the later perception by the jaundiced eye as yellow, and
according to this definition, the former cognition would have
to be regarded as invalid. It cannot be insisted that the other
cognition must be a valid one, because we have yet to define
valid cognition and there would be the faults of atmasraya
(self-dependence, because prama is determined by pram a) and
anyonyasraya (mutual dependence—because 'avisamvaditü' is
employed to determine 'vrama' and 'prama' 10 determine
'avhamvüdita').

It may be urged that what is meant by 'non-incoherence*
is that the cognition is not contradicted by a later cognition
produced by faultless instruments (or non-defective sense-
organs) and then there would be no such difficulty. But instead
of going in for this circuitous method, why could not one define
prama or valid cognition itself as apprehension produced by
faultless instruments (or non-defective sense-organs)? Moreover,
unless the concept of faultiness or defectiveness is explained
it would not be possible to explain the concept of 'non-defective-
ness'. Why, it may be said, there is nothing difficult in
this; defectiveness or faultiness is a particularity (or specific
feature) of ihe cause of knowledge and gives rise to wrong
cognition (vipanta-jnana). But when one is not aware of
anything which could be excluded by the term 'wrong' it is
useless to incorporate it in this explanation; that is to say,
unless true cognition is properly defined, there is no sense
in speaking of wrong cognition. And if it is not inserted in
the explanation then faultiness would be equivalent to being
the cause of all knowledge whatsoever, and this would mean
that there is no knowledge which is produced by non-defective
causes (or normal senses). The nature of prama as distinct
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from that of other cognitions has not yet been ascertained, so
how could we think of distinguishing it ? Again without
being aware of prama as distinct from others it is not possible
to know prama as distinct from others, thus atmasraya (self-
dependence) is involved. Further, prama (valid cognition) will
be known when distinguished from apramâ (cognition that is
not valid), and aprama when distinguished from prama, so there
will bz any any as raya. Or, cognition produced by faultless causes
will be explained as cognition distinct from aprama and prama
will be explained as cognition produced by faultless causes, and
this prama will be utilised to explain aprama and this will
involve cakraka (argument in a circle). And, if prama precluded
by the term 'wrong' {yiparita) is differently interpreted, it may
be possible to avoid these faults, but there will be dependence
on a second prama and still on a third and so no infinitely
—the fault of anavastha (vicious infinite series).

The third interpretation—'that knowledge is non-incoherent
the thing pervaded by whose object is cognised '—is also
not proper. Does 'vyapya' ( pervaded ) refer to all pervaded
things or any specific vyapya ? If it is said to refer to all
vyapyas, then the dream-cognition of fire associated with
smoke or this cognition produced by a sentence uttered
by an unreliable person ( anapta ) could not be regarded as
invalid. If it be said to refer to a specific vyâpya, viz.
arthakriya ( efficiency or provocation to action ) or sàmagn
( apparatus ) even then the above mentioned fault would be
there — the definition of prama would apply to dream-
cognition and cognition produced by the statement of an
unreliable person, both of which are associated with arthakriya
and samagn. Moreover, several cognitions do not arise
simultaneously, that is to say, the knowledge of arthakriya
or sàmagn will not be simultaneous with the cognition of
an object, so the vyapya will not be known simultaneously with
knowledge of the vyâpaka (viz. object) but after it. There-
fore there will be awareness of the validity of the previous
cognition on the strength of the awareness of the arthakriya
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or samagn arising in the second moment, and the validity
of this again will be determined by another cognition of the
arthakriya or samagn arising in the third moment; and so on.
Thus a man's entire life would be exhausted in knowing just
one thing. And if this series is stopped somewhere, the last
cognition will have to be regarded as aprama, so the preceding
one will be aprama and so on backwards till the first with the
result that all cognitions of the series will have to be regarded
as invalid, if what is meant by arthakriya is real efficiency
which is not present in dreams, etc then reality cannot be
explained independently of valid cognition and valid cognition
has not yet been explained, so it is no use talking of real
efficiency, otherwise the definition of prama will apply even to
what is regarded as aprama.

There can be a fourth interpretation of avisamvâda (non-
incoherence) viz, 'having for its object that which is efficient'.
Dharmakïrti has said, 'Val'd cognition is cognition which is
non-incoherent, and non-incoherence means efficiency or
successful action' pramanam avisamvadi jnänam arthakriyaslhitis
ccïvisamvadah.—KhKh, p. 253 ). * If this is intended to be
general then efficiency is possible in the case of illusion also;
even the wrong cognition or illusion of snake can cause fear
and even death. It may be urged that the efficiency must be
exercised by the object in the same form in which it is apprehen-
ded, whereas silverness wrongly cognised does not exercise
such efficiency. But this is not true, as it is well-nigh impossible
to ascertain this. It is difficult to say whether the efficiency
to give rise to a ring though perceived in silver is due to
silver or to some other character, so even the cognition This
is silver' in respect of silver will have to be regarded as apramâ.
Arthakriya (efficiency) cannot be determined by its perception,
because as there can be cognition of silver even without there
being silver, so there may be cognition of arthakriya even in
its absence. And we have not yet asertained what valid cogni-

* Pramanam avisamvadi jnänam arthakriyasthitih, avisamvädanam
—Pramana VÉrttika, 1.3,
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tion is; we are still trying to define it, so it cannot be said
that the cognition of arthakriya must be a valid one. It may
be urged that validity may be determined on the strength of
the non-frustration of our intention or desire as limited or
determined by the shape revealed in knowledge. But such
non-frustration of desires is found to be possible even in the
case of dream-cognitions and the like. If it is argued that
what is meant is non-incoherence even at other times (i e. at
times other than the time of cognition), this can never be
determined, for we cannot say that a cognition will always
be found to be non-incoherent. On the contrary, it is just
likely that all cognitions of the waking state would be found
to be incoherent (yisathvadin) in a dream, and then there would
be nothing which the definition could define (—the fault of
asambhava). This disposes of the view that avisarhvada (non-
incoherence) means 'capability of attainment' {prapti-yogyata).
If capability of attainment (prapti-yogyam) at the time of
cognition is meant that is found even in the case of wrong
cognition. If capability of attainment at all times is meant,
that cannot be determined even in the case of what is regarded
as prama.zi

Some again define valid knowledge as the direct apprehen-
sion of the real nature of things (tattvanubhutih prama -KhKh,
p. 143). But this definition is not proper, since it is not possible
to define what tattva, 'the real nature or thafness of things'*
means. 'Tattva' cannot mean 'the state of being of a thing that
is relevant', as there is nothing that is relevant to, or referred
to in, the context. [This is the first definition of the Laksanamala
of Sivâditya, so nothing is mentioned before to which Ltat*
(that) could refer.] It may be argued that direct apprehension
always has an object, and it is this that is referred to by *taV
—the object present in the mind of the speaker and the hearer—
and tattva means the thatness or the state of being that. But
this is not proper; even the erroneous cognition, This is silver*
in respect of nacre has an object—that—and so the definition
can apply to such an erroneous cognition also, and it is too
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wide. Similarly ' that 'cannot refer to the 'bhavitf, the substrate
of being, jarness, etc, (i.e. to the basic thing itself), so its
knowledge and the knowledge of it as qualified by jarness
etc. could not be valid; that is to say, knowledge of jarness
would be pramâ but not knowledge of jar according to this
definition. It may be urged that 'tattva denotes the nature
(svarupa) of a thing, so it is not just to find faults keeping in
view the meaning by parts; thus the attribute, the substance
and their relation would all be comprehended by 'nature', and
there would be no likelihood of the definition being narrow.
This too is not true. Svarupa (nature) is the substrate of
svarûpaîva ('oatureness'). Does svarupatva, whether a jaii or
an upadhi^2 reside in itself or not ? If it does, then this involves
the fault of atmasraya (self-dependence). And if it does not,
then being devoid of 'svarupatva' it will not be 'svarupa', for
that alone is called 'svarupa' which is possessed of 'svarupatva?.
Again svarupa is peculiar to each thing and so the definition
will be too narrow in scope. Moreover, 'tattva' cannot preclude
erroneous cognition. The cognition of silver in nacre is also
cognition of svarupa. The substrate—nacre—and silverness are
both 'svarupa' and it is but proper that the relation appearing
between them (-samaväya or inherence) is also svarupa. It
may be urged that it is right that samaväya is svarupa, but it
does not belong to silverness in respect of nacre because silver-
ness is not inherent in nacre. But this is not proper. It may
not be there, yet this does not prevent samaväya from being
svarupa. Devadatta may not be in the house, but this does not
mean that he is not lsvaruva\ It may be argued that svarupa
alone is not tattva, but svarupa as associated with time and
space in which it is apprehended i£ tattva. This involves a
difficulty. How could time and space be apprehended without
being related to time and space ? Time and space are not
related to time-space, so time-space could not be comprehended
by Hattvd and so the definition of prama will not apply to
the valid cognition in the aspect of relation to time-space,
which will consequently become invalid in respect of this
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aspect. It may be said that in these particular cases their
svanipa aJone is tattva, but this will not help. Tativa has many
meanings —time-nature ( kala-svampa ) , space-nature ( desa-
svampa) and nature as connected with space and t\mQ{desakala~
sambaddha-svarapd) If any one of these is meant, the definition
will be too narrow; if the aggregate is regarded as intended,
the definition will not apply to each, and if each is intended,
the definition will not comprehend the case of the aggregate.

It may be urged that that is tattva which is found to be
exactly as it is apprehended in cognition; that is to say, if a thing
is found to possess such attributes as it was known to have in
cognition; then it is tattva, reality. But this is not true. For in
that case if an object be found to have the same form or character
as was perceived in cognition at some other time different from
the time of cognition even then it would be tattva. And so
if a pitcher which is to become red in the future as a result
of baking, be cognised even when it is black as red by a man
suffering from rakta-pitta (red bile) that cogoition of his would
have to be regarded as valid. It may be argued that if the
statement is modified to say that that is tattva which is found
at the same moment when it n cognised to be exactly as it
is apprehended in cognition, then there would be no such
d;fficulty. But this does not solve the difficulty. Time is not
related to time, so the part of the cognition which pertains to
time and its relation to pitcher could not be regarded as valid
according to this definition. It may again be urged that Time by
itself is one, still it appears to be many on account of its being
limited by different adjuncts {iipadhi), so Time as limited by
one adjunct (e.g. saryakriya) can be related to Time as limited
by a different adjunct (e.g. candrakriyä); as for example, Time
as limited by fortnight or day. But arguing in this way,
Devadatta as possessed of staff should be able to stand on himself
as possessed of ear-rings—which is an absurdity Even a skilful
acrobat cannot stand on his own shoulders Devadatta is one,
though the adjuncts may differ, so also Time; and hence though

1-71
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limited by different adjuncts it could not be related to itself.
This also dismisses the definition that'Tattva is cause (-cause
in respect of successful action or cause of knowledge of itself)'.
Cause is that which is present in the immediately preceding
moment A thing cannot reside in itself, so time will not have
the characteristic of being present in the immediately preceding
moment, and so cognition of time could not be regarded as
valid, Moreover, parimandalya (smallest size), mahat (big size),
final destruction, etc. are not causes of anything according to
the Nyäya-Vaisesika, so their cognition could not be regarded
as valid. Further, that is said to be a cause which is possessed
of 'causeness' (karanatva), and if karanatva be said to reside
in karanatva, there would be atmasraya. If another karanatva
be recognised, then what would reside in this second karanatva ?
If the first karanatva be regarded as existing in it there would
be mutual dependence (anyonyasraya), and if a third be recog-
nised a third and a fourth and so on adinfinitum would have to
be recognised. And if we stop somewhere and believe that further
karanatva does not reside in a particular karanatva, that would
not be a cause and apprehension of that karanatva could not
be regarded as valid according to this definition, ft may be
urged that all things are momentarily changing, so a thing of
one moment is the cause of the thing of the next moment, and
thus all things are causes and knowledge of all things could be
regarded as valid. But this is equivalent to accepting the
Buddhist view in which Reality is defined as causally efficient
{arthakriyakarl sat) and the Naiyäyika would be giving up his
own position-which is the nigrahasthâna called apasiddhanta.**
Thus there would be four faults—atmâsraya, anyonyasraya,
anavastha ( vicious infinite series ) and apasiddhanta ( KhKh,
pp. 143-148).

Srîharsa similarly repudiates the concept of anubhuti
(apprehension) by posing four alternative interpretations of it
and refuting t h e m - I s anublwtitva a sub-division or species of
the genus jnanatva (knowledgeness) or is it knowledge distinct
from memory or knowledge devoid of the characteristics of
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memory or knowledge whose special cause {asadharana-karand)
is produced in the moment preceding it ??4 The definition
Uattvanubhatih prama" stands refuted even if we take the two
words together, because any apprehension even though acci-
dentally correct could be regarded as valid according to this
definition. If one guesses rightly the number of things that
are concealed in the fist (i.e not perceived), this can be regarded
as valid cognition according to this definition, because the object
as qualified by number is taitva, and the cognition is anubhati
as it pertains to a thing not known before.

It may be urged, 'This is a case of doubt inasmuch as the
cogniser or guesser has no ascertaining factor at his disposal.
As for his speaking as if he is certain about one alternative,
it is like a peasant undertaking an agricultural operation,
behaving as if he is certain that the accessory factors being
present there will be a rich harvest, though he has a doubt,
< Will there be a rich harvest or not ?'}> But this is not
true; the analogy is faulty, as in the case of the peasant
there is deliberate or volitional certain knowledge about one
alternative (âhôrûrupaika~ko(j~niscayâsthâr.at), viz. There will
be harvest; there being rain and the like accessory factors
in their full aggregate the result is sure to follow"
( sahakari-sarhpattau krser avasyam phalam iti jnanam
aharah— Sankan, p. 230), and not doubt wherein there is un-
certainty on either side. If doubt also is belived to work like
this knowledge with certainty on one side then doubt will have
to be treated as an aggregate of certain knowledge of both
alternatives. Or if the peasant's volitional knowledge of one
alternative is treated as a case of certain knowledge of one
alternative, all cases of doubt will have to be treated as cases
of certain knowledge of both alternatives (—which is absurd).
Nor can the correct guess about concealed things be regarded
as valid cognition, because it cannot be included under any
of the heads of perception, etc.

It may be urged that the definition can be modified to say,
" The apprehension of the real nature of things if it is produced
by non-discrepant special causes is promu " (—avyabhicari-
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karanajanyatve satiti visesaniyam.—KhKb, p. 231 ). But in
that case, the term 'tativa becomes superfluous, Moreover, you
cannot accept that cognition accidentally coherent is produced
by wrong or discrepant {vyabhicari) special causes, because then
it will have to be accepted that even wrong special causes
can lead to right cognition. It cannot be said that there is no
cause whatsoverfor the correctness or truth of cognition (includ-
ing the correct guess), because then there will be no ascertaining
factor and error can be right cognition or right cognition
erroneous. If the guess pertaining to hidden things be right, the
special factors giving rise to it must be non-discrepant or the
right ones. And the responsiblity of showing what the special
cause of the truth or correctness of a cognition is devolves
on the opponent, so that knowledge could be classified under
perception, and the Jike or it could be precluded on the
strength of this definition.35

Similarly at times there is correct inferential cognition
produced by a fallacious mark of inference (li/iga) and the
like. For instance, we have on the strength of the erroneous
cognition of a cloud of dust as smoke, the inferential cogni-
tion of fire with regard to a place which has by chance both
the mark or probans (smoke) and the probandum (fire), or only
the probandum ( fire ). Though tb s cognition is not valid in
respect of the fallacious probans or in respect of the proban-
dum as qualified by the fallacious probans, still people would
regard the cognition having as its object the probandum
qualified by the probans as valid in respect of the probandum
as qualified by another probans or in respect of the probandum
(i.e fire). So the definition is too wide.

It may be urged that the object ( viz. fire ) of the cogni-
tion p/oduced by fallacious causes is different from the reai
fire, so this cognition pertains to ' atattva ', and thus the defi-
nition is not too wide. This is not convincing. Though it may
have a different object from the point of view of the particular
fire still it has ' tattva ' as its object from the point of view
of jati or generality and so the definition is certainly too wide.
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It may b e further argued that if the particular ( viz. fire ) as it
is revealed in this inferential cognition is different from the
real fire, then the generality also must be different from the
real fireness, otherwise the generality will drag along with it
the real particular which resides as related to one of its aspects
or portions. This is not true. Though a thing may not be
known in its particularity, yet it may be known in respect
of its generality. For instance we may not know that a garland
has been made by Devadatta or by Yajnadatta, yet we know
for certain that it was made by a human being. If there were
not knowledge of generality and if the probans and proban-
dum were known only in their particular aspects there would
not be the knowledge of their concomitance. Moreover, a
person mistakes a rag tied round the neck of a bull for a
dewlap and infers therefrom from a distance ' bullness ' ( gotva ),
that it is a bull, (—-which cognition is coherent ), or the gene-
rality being one, it cannot be said that a different ' bullness '
is cognised. To wit, it cannot be said that a different ' bullness ?

( gotva jati ) and a different inherence ( samavaya ) from the
real ones are inferred here, because ' bullness ' and inherence
are one, and if thsy be believed to be different, they would no
longer be jati and samavaya, they would be non-existent, and so
giving up the anyathakhyati theory or error ( according to which
it is the existent that is perceived, the Naiyâyika would be
turning to the asatkhyati of the Buddhists (according to which
the nonexistent is perceived in erroneous cognition )—which is
apasiddhanta for the Nai}â>ika.

It may be argued that in such an inference, the
attributes colour, etc. are regarded as identical with the
jati gotva, and so this gotva is different from the real
gotva. But even here the inference will be invalid in respect
of only the identification, but in respect of the thing 'bull'
and the generality 'bullness' if is valid. Moreover since here
there is an occasion for sarhsargaropa (mistaken association)
there can be no tadcttmyaropa (superimposition of identity or
mistaken identification). This ladâtmyaropa might, though
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rarely, be possible in svarthanumana (inference for one's self),
but in a fallacious inference for others {pararthanumanabhasa)
it is impossible. In the latter there is the specific statement
of the thesis This is a bull' and we have all the factors
leading to samsargaropa, viz. the presence of the attributes
and generality in the thing, and if in spite of this we admit
tadatmyaropa, then the distinction between sainsargaropa and
tadaimywopa would become baseless. And what will you say
of the case of a person who has the definite knowledge of
coherence in respect of the cognition of samsargaropa as a
result of anuvyavasaya (introspection), viz. "I am inferring
the relation of Kgotva in respect of lgo' (bull) " ? It will not
be possible to say here that there is tadaimyaropa.

Moreover, in the case of siddhasadhana (proving what is
already proved), the cognition is correct (i.e. it corresponds
to the object) so the definition will apply to it and be thus
too wide. It can be argued that in such a case quite a different
probandum is proved and so the cognition is incorrect and
the definition will not apply to it. The answer to this is that
in that case the probandum becomes one which is not already
proved and so the fallacy of siddhasadhana itself will not
be present and the definition of inferential cognition can very
well apply to it. And then all fallacious reasons can be said
to lead to valid cognition and it is not necessary to assume
quite a different fire as the probandum in tbe case of the
inferential cognition of fire on the strength of the illusory
perception of cloud of dust as smoke. If another fire be
assumed, then, as explained before, there would be valid
cognition even in the case of siddhasadhana and the definition
would be too wide (ativyapta). ( KhKh, pp. 229-235)

Srlharsa then criticises the definition of valid cognition as
given by Udayana. Udayana defines valid cognition as proper
or right determination {samyak-paricchittih prama—See KhKh,
p 242). Discussing the meaning of samyaktva (rightness), Srîharsa
says that samyaktva cannot mean 'having the true nature
of a thing as its object ' ( tattva-visayata ) or correspondence
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(yatharthya) as explained above. It may be urged that samyakiva
conveys the meaning of 'entirety' (samasîya)) people say, " I
did not see it properly, I saw it in just its general form" (na
mava samyag drstam, samanyakarena tapalabdham ). So here
'samyak-pariccheda' means the entire determination of a thing
or the determination of a thing in its entirety. This is not true.
Does 'entirety of a thing' signify its being possessed of all its
parts or being possessed of all its attributes ? It cannot signify
its being possessed of all its parts, because in that case the
cognition of partless things {akäsa, e tc . \ as also the cognition
of a ' thing having parts ' which does not reveal the invisible
interior of the object would not be valid according to this
definition. It is impossible to perceive all the visible and
invisible constituents of a thing. The other meaning also is not
acceptable as none but an omniscient being could perceive a
thing along with all its attributes, and so all cognitions of a non-
omniscient being would be invalid according to this definition.

It may be argued that ' samyak ' means ' along with its
particular features'; when a person says, " I did not see it proper-
ly," what he means is that he did not see h in respect of its
particular distinguishing features; therefore, valid cognition or
right or proper determination means the determination of an
object with its specific distinguishing features. Error, doubt,
etc. arise in the case of a person who does not see the specific
distinguishing features of the object, and so the term 'samyak'
is included in the definition to exclude such cognition. All
distinguishing features ( visesas ) are not recognised as having
other distinguishing features (visesa) as this would go on ad
infiniiunr, the nature of some visesas (viz. the final particulars
as found in the atoms of earth, etc. ) is such that they
serve to distinguish themselves and so the definition can
very well apply to right cognition of visesa (particular) and
there is no avyapti (-the definition is not narrow). This is not
proper. If visesa means distinguishing feature in general,
then even in the erroneous cognition of shell a« silver the
perceiver seems to perceive the distinguishing feature of silver
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in the shell and so it shoald be valid The whole point, in the
words of Dasgupta, lies in the difficulty of judging whether
the distinguishing marks observed are real or not and there is
no way of determining this. If the definition be taken as stating
that prama is the determination of the objects along with the
specific features peculiar to each, then the definition would be
restricted to the particular case and would not apply to other
cognitions. If the definition be taken to refer to all visesas, it
would apply to erroneous cognitions also as said above,—the fault
of atiprasanga (absurd extension) Thus there is inconsistency
in either way of interpreting the definition.30 Moreover,
the very nature of visesa may be a distinguishing feature (visesa),
yet there would be only one entity and the objsci'visesa would
not be 'possessed of (any distinct) specific features', as required
by the definition, which would not therefore apply to the
cognition of visesa.

Some describe the visesas as those features without the
perception of which there can be no definite or certain know-
ledge and the perception of which ascertains the question
of contradiction {badha) or non-contradiction (abadha) and
so of the absence or presence of a thing. As a matter of fact,
without admitting these visesas it will not be possible to
distinguish between tattva and atattva But this is absolutely
necessary as otherwise there would be contradiction or stultifica-
tion (yyaghata). If everything is said to be invalid, the validity
of the cognition of this also will be questioned as it is included
in 'everything', and similarly its invalidity will be questioned
as it has no proof to support it. If everything were invalid,
there would be contradiction between validity and invalidity
in the statement denying validity. If invalidity alone were left
behind, all cognitions would be invalid and one could never
act confidently; and there would be vyaghata (contradiction
or stultification) in action in respect of its success or failure
(efficiency or otherwise), because even these are dependent
on validity and invalidity respectively (-see Sankan,p. 245-246).
But this argument is not proper. It is impossible to discover
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any visesa (specific feature) of which it could be said that
error, doubt, etc. are not possible with regard to it, that is
to say, of which one could be positively certain. A dreamer per-
ceives all visesas and yet his cognition is not valid. It is not proper
to recognise or admit visesa which we cannot account for only
in order to avert the fear of vyaghata* In stead of admitting the
unaccountable visesa, why may not one recognise an indescribable
way of getting rid of this vyaghata \ One is not aware of any
knowledge of visible objects which are not possible to cognise
in a dream or in a fallacious statement; that is to say, visesas
are the objects of what are believed to be erroneous cognitions
as well as of what are believed to be true cognitions Thus,
since all these visesas are capable of being known in dreams,
etc, the assumption of their not being apprehended
(apratiyamanata) and consequently leading to erroneous cogni-
tion, doubt, etc., is contradicted as it is not found to be so
Much better than this is the assumption of the removal of
contradiction (yyaghatG-parihara) by unknown causes.

It may be urged that by 'visesasahitopalambha is not meant
'cognition along with visesa (distinguishing feature)', but 'cogni-
tion of an object along with its visesa. The visesa of silver is
not present in nacre, so the definition will not apply to the
erroneous cognition of siver in respect of nacre; whereas in
the case of the true perception of silver, silver is found to
possess the visesa revealed in the cognition. But this stands
refuted as stated above. It is difficult to define visesa; if just
any visesa is meant, then in the case of the wrong perception
of silver in nacre, the visesa of 'being before the eye' is also
present in the nacre and so the contingency of ativyapti (-the
definition being too wide) is not averted. If particular risesas
are meant, then there being endless visesas it will not be
possible to formulate any definition which includes them all
and the definition would be too narrow. II the opponent is
still not prepared to give up his stand that visesa determines
contradiction or non-contradiction (badhabadha-vyavastlia-hetu)
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(and so the absence or presence of a thing), he should be asked
what visesa he sees ia things as referred to by a reliable person
which he does not find in them as referred to by an unreliable
person both of whom say, 'There are are five fruits on the
bank of the river'. He will not be able to discover any. If there
be any person so silly as would not be convinced even then,
he should be instructed as follows : " You recognise visesas
as capable of distinguishing themselves from others, because
otherwise you would be landed in a vicious infinite series of
visesas The nature of these visesas is mutually exclusive and
they have nothing in common, so it is impossible to frame
a definition which could apply to all visesas; the definition
would be very narrow, pertaining to one visesa only.37 It may
be argued that the visesas have this in common that they can
determine contradiction or absence of a thing and so the defini-
tion can apply to all cases and there will be no avyaptU But
it is not possible for anything to determine the absence of a
thing in all cases. If it is said to determine the absence of a thing
in some cases only, that is possible in the case of erroneous
cognition also. Silverness makes known the absence of other
things in the case of the cognition ' This is silver ' in respect
of real silver. As a result, even the erroneous cognition 'This
is silver' in respect of nacre will have to be regarded as valid.
If it is argued that it is visesa only in respect of that thing in
whose case it determines the absence of other things (tatra
tasyeti ce/--KhKh, p 247), the answer is that because of the
use of 'that-which', the definition will become too narrow and
will apply to that visesa alone which is referred to by 'that-
which' and not to other visesas.

Badha (contradiction or contradictory knowledge) cannot
be defined as viparlta prama (opposite knowledge). All opposite
knowledge is not badha (contradictory, denying), because in
that case cognition of lake as devoid of fire will be contradic-
tory to the cognition of mountain as possessed of fire; hence
contradictory knowledge would have to be defined as know-
ledge which cognises the absence of the contradicted or denied
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thing in that in which it is cognised as existing (badho na vipanta-
pramamâtram api tu bâdhyarh yatra yat tadviparltaprama-
Sankarl, p 248). If this definition employing « that-which '
refers to silver, it will not extend to the contradiction of the
erroneous cognition of serpent in respect of a piece of
rope. Moreover, prama is defined as cognition of a thing with
all its visesas; visesa is defined as the cause of the ascertain-
ment of the absence of other things(badhavyavasihâhetu) and
badha is defined as viparlta-prama( opposite valid cognition or
valid cognition of the opposite ) Thus the definition of badha
is based on prama and that of prama on badha, via visesa so
there is the fault of cakraka (argument in a circle).38

Moreover, tarka (hypothetical reasoning) and volitional
or deliberate error and doubt ( ahctryau samsaya-viparyayau )
arise only when the visesa has been cognised (i.e. only when
knowledge in respect of particular features has been attained).
One must have the knowledge 'Hill has fire ' before one could
indulge in tarka of tha form : ' If there were not fire, there
would not be smoke.' This is also true of volitional doubt and
error. Hence the definition of prama would apply to these
also. It is not proper to say that volitional doubt and error
are never indulged in. Volitional error forms the very basis
of the statement of a person who wants to deceive And even
the scriptures approve of the teacher, who is fully in the
know of the truth, raising doubts and putting forth objections
for the sake of instructing his pupils.5 9 Further, 'pariccheda'
(determination) is a synonym of ' anubhuti ' and so suffers
from all the faults pointed out in the case of the latter (KhKb,
pp. 242-248 ).

The Naiyäyikas who admit jati-sankara (cross-connection
of jatis or genera) as impeding jâti cannot define prama as
possessed of the jâti ( class-character, genus ) pramatva (jati-
sankaram icchatas capramatva-laksanajatyabhisambandfiät pra-
mety api durlaksanam (-KhKh, p. 255 ). Saksattva (directness)
is present in bhrama ( erroneous perception ) wherein prama*
tva ('valid-cognitionness') is absent, whereas pramatva is present
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in anumiti ( inferential cognition ) wherein saksativa is absent,
and both saksativa and pramätva are present in valid percep-
tual cognition; that, is to say, there is their sankarya in it.
Thus owing to the fault of sankara,* there can be no such
jati as pramätva. It mjy be urged that pramätva associated with
the absence of defects is responsible for the nomenclature
1 pramä ' and pramatxa not pioduced by sense-organs is res-
ponsible for indirectness (paroksatva). Their causes being
different, there will be no sankara. But is pramätva respon-
sible for the expression * This is pratna* when it is" known or
when it is not known ? If it gives rise to it even when not
known, there will never be any awareness of error or suspi-
cion of invalidity in respect of any knowledge. That is to
say, if we regard the known pramätva as giving rise to
the expression ' This is pramä \ then we can say that it
will be impossible without the knowledge of pramatva, and
there can only be the notion of erroneous or doubtful cogni-
tion in respect of it. But when the known pramätva is respon-
sible for the expression, we will use only one expression
' This is pramä ' with regard to all cognitions. It may be urged
that pramätva, which is existent but not known, when accom-
panied by the absence of defects is responsible for the express-
ion ' This is pramä \ so we do not use this expression where
defect is present and we have only the notion of erroneous
or doubtful cognition in respect of it. But in that case, every
cognition in respect of which no notion of erroneous or
doubtful cognition has arisen and which is not also known as
pramä or as having pramätva, must bs referred to as ' This
is prama\ because pramätva along with absence of defects is
present. Morever, if the known pramätva is regarded as respon-
sible for the expression 'This is pramä', how can the knowledge
of this pramätva be accounted for? Mental perception (rnänasa-
pratyaksa) cannot be said to be its proof because at t'mes

* Parasp.irïïîyanîabhava —samariädhikaranadharmayor ekatra samavesah
sahkarah. -An entity cannot have the characters of different genera
unless the one genus includes the other.
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even when a cognition is valid we have a doubt as to its being
valid or not or we even wrongly reg3rd it as invalid—which
would not be possible if like cognition pramatva were mentally
perceived. It may be said that the mental perception wiîh the
help of the other marks (such as yatharthamihhavatvay

tattvanubhatitva) will enable us to know pramaiva, or these
becoming the linga will enable us to infer the presence of
pramatva, so there can be the erroneous cognition 01 doubt
of invalidity when we do not have the knowledge of these
factors. The answer to this is that if this is so, these marks
can themselves be responsible for the judgement4 This is prama';
there is no need to assume pramatva for which there is no
proof. Moreover, these marks have already been repudiated,
so it is inconsistent to say that there can be the mental percep-
tion of pramatva with the help of these marks.

Thus, in whatever way you may define prama and regard
it as responsible for the expression This is prama' whether as
unkuown or as simply known ( i.e. not as an object of valid cog-
nition ) even erroneous cognition would have to be regarded as
having pramatva for if the factor responsible for this expression
is unknown, in this state both truth and falsity would be like
one and there would be no difference between the two, and
the expression could be used in regard to false knowledge also.
Or, there could be suspicion of validity with regard to invalid
cognition or one could wrongly regard invalid cognition as
valid. If pramatva is urged to be validly known ( pramita—
known by valid cognition), this is inconsistent unless prama is
defined, which it is not. It can be argued that pramaha is
certainly validly known, though 'the fact of its being validly
known' may not be known, so there is no difficulty, (pramitom
eva pramalaksanam na tu pramïtatvena jnatam api yena
diiravadharanam syad ity arthah. -Sankan, p. 258), But in that
case jf some one says that pramatva has not been, as a matter
of fact, validly known, what answer could be given ? Pramatva
has not been explained yet, so it could not be proved to be
validly known by the cognition, 'It is validly known'. And if
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without being validly known praniàtva could be responsible
for the expression 'This is prama\ then even p"ama without
being known could be responsible for judgements pertaining
to jar, etc. and it would not be necessary to attempt an
exposition of pramatva as determining the judgment pertaining
toprama It is not necessary to go into further details (/// astarh
vistarah.-Y.hKh, p. 257). (See KhKh, pp. 255-257).

Having repudiated the concept of prama (valid knowledge),
Jayarâsi and Snharsa have similarly repudiated the six main
sources of valid knowledge, which have been variously recog-
nised by the different schools of Indian thought--pratyaksa,
anumana, upamana ( analogy ), sabda or agama ( verbal or
scriptural testimony), arthapatti (implication) and anupalabdhi
(non apprehension). We shall here consider briefly inference
which is not only closely connected with dialectic but which
can also be said to comprehend most of the forms of indirect
knowledge.

In the Nyayasutra, inference is defined as preceded by
or based on perception (tat-pürvakam anumanam -NS. 1.1.5).
The relation between fire and smoke is determined by the
operation of the eyes and the like in the kitchen; as a result
of this an impression is formed; later there is a second percep-
tion of the said linga (mark of inference, probans, viz. smoke),
then there is the recollection of the vyapti (invariable concomi-
tance between smoke and fire), and after the recollection of
the vyapti there is the knowledge of the probans which is
invariably concomitant with the probandum as residing in the
paksa (minor term), this last which is called paramarsajnana
( synthetic judgment or consideration of the probans ) along
with the probans is the special means of inferential cognition
(anumana).

Examining this, Jayarâsi argues : The effect cannot come
into existence in the absence of the cause, and perception is said
L> ba thi cause of inference in the definition. Perception has
been repudiated earlier, so in the absence of perception,
inference also is impossible; or if it were to arise it would be
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accidental. Keeping in view the absence of perception it has
been urged that the relation of invariable concomitance cannot
be cognised. But supposing it is cognised we ask : Does the
cognition of the relation of invariable concomitance signify
the determi ration of the relation between two universal, or
of that between two unique particulars, oc of that between a
universal and a unique particular ? 4 0 It cannot mean the first
and the last, for there is no objective reality like the universal
(samanyd). It cannot also mean the determination of the relation
between two unique particulars, because there are an infinite
number of fire and smoke individuals and theie is no
persistence of any one factor in all these. Moreover, perception
is not capable of determining the relation of individuals on
account of the incompatibility of place, time and nature, (that
is to say, things distant in place and time and things that are
supersensuous cannot be perceived, and if the things cannot
be perceived their relation cannot be determined). At the time
of the cognition of the relation of invariable concomitance all
the things so related are not visible, and it is absurd to regard
even those that are not cognised as cognised, otherwise when
taste is known colour also can be imagined to have been known.
If it is urged that a few individuals which are present at the
time of the grasping of the relation of invariable concomitance
help to determine the relation and not all, then only these
could help us to know the relation of another. By Devadatta's
eye being in contact with a jar, coguition of water does not
arise. (TPS pp. 64-66) *

Jayarâsi further shows that the cause cannot be inferred
from the effect, because it is untenable that smoke be regarded
as an effect. This untenability, in its turn, is there because we
never cognise the cessation of existence (o f smoke ). If it is
said to bs cognised by perception, we ask ; Does this percep-
tion as it arises affirm something or deny something ? If it
is said to affirm something, is this something smoke, or another,

* Jayrâsi gives further arguments here but the text is broken and so does
not give an exact idea of what is meant to be conveyed,
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or nothing ? If it affirms smoke, then grasping its nature it
would affirm rather ihan deny smoke. If it affirms another object,
then it can neither affirm nor deny smoke, for a cognition
can affirm the existence of only its own object. If it affirms
nothing, it can neither affirm nor deny smoke, like a man
who is dumb, blind and deaf. If the preception is said to arise
as denying something, is this something smoke or another or
nothing ? If it is the denial of smoke, then smoke must have
existence by its side, and then the denial will affirm rather
then deny smoke. If it denies another object then it can neither
deny nor affirm smoke. If it denies nothing, then being
produced ignorant, it will neither deny nor affirm smoke.

If sattaviccheda (cessation of existence) is said to be
equivalent to pradhvamsa ( destruction, posterior negation ), and
that to be cognised by perception, we say that this is not
proper. Pradhvamsa is another object altogether and the cog-
nition that arises in respect of it can only affirm its srarupa,
but cannot deny anything else. And when it is experienced,
nothing is found to be contradicted, for all cognitions as
grasping their own objects, affirm their nature, but do not deny
anything It may be urged that the svampa ( nature ) of smoke
is not revealed in the cognition of pradhvamsa, so it is its
repudiation. If this is so, it will be the repudiation of the three
worlds which are not revealed in the cognition of dhvarhsa,
or dhvarhsa is not of the form of the three worlds. ( TPS,
pp. 66-67). It cannot also be said that dhvarhsa is opposed
(virodhl) to smoke and so is its repudiation Jayaräsi shows the
hollowness of the concept of virodha ( opposition ) by putting
forth different alternative interpretations and refuting them.
Does virodha signify not having the same shape or being
present in different times, or the non-apprehension of one
when the other is present, or being produced by it, or being its
producer, or being the doer of a different activity, or being
produced by different causes or not be-ng based on what is
based on another ?4 1 Jayaräsi has shown by further dialectical
reasoning that the determination of the relation between cause
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(hem) and result (phala) is not possible (TPS, pp. 70-7 3):
jaya râsi has also confuted the inference of the existence and
nature of the soul in the different systems of philosophy (TPS,
pp. 74-83 ).

Even in the case of the Buddhists, inference is not possible
as the relation of invariable concomitance cannot be known.
The lelation cannot be one between two universals ( samanya )
or between universal and unique particular ( svalaksana ), as
the universal has no reality. If the relation is said to be
determined between two unique particulars, is it between two
things or two cognitions or between a cognition and a thing ?
If the relation determined is between two things, we ask : Is
the cognition of the relation of cause and result ( or effect)
between fire and smoke on account of their existence alone,
or by virtue of association with their shape or on account of
being produced by them or due to all these jointly ? If the
apprehension of fire and smoke be said to be on account of
their existence alone, then it would not be the apprehension
of fire and smoke alone; it should be the apprehension
of all the three worlds as even what does not aid the rise of
cognition has all the same existence in common with others
(p. 83). Jayarâsi repudiates the second alternative by showing
that knowledge cannot assume the shape of the object and
that therefore knowledge of fire is an impossibility (pp. 83-36):
The apprehension of fire cannot also arise on account of its
being produced by it. How can it be said to be produced by
fire ?—by virtue of its nature which is non-productive of that
or by virtue of its nature which is productive of that ? If fire
bs non-productive of cognition, how could it give rise to cog-
nition ? If it be by nature productive of cogniiion, how could
it give rise to smoke ? If it is said to give rise to smoke by the
very same svabhava (nature), the cognition should have the
character of smoke or smoke the character of cognition and
there would be nothing which could differentiate smoke and
the cognition of fire. Fire cannot produce these by different

1-73
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natures as, one thing cannot have two natures. When fire gives
rise to smoke it cannot give rise to its own knowledge and
the relation of cause-effect between fire and smoke cannot
bs determined without knowledge. And if fire gives rise to
knowledge of fire, it cannot give rise to smoke, and in its
absence, the relation of cause-effect between two external
objects cannot be determined by the cognition of fire, etc.
(pp. 86-87) Jayarâsi gives many more arguments to show that
fire and smoke cannot be related as cause and effect (pp 87 ff).

Two cognitions also cannot be determined to be related
&s cause and effect; the effect cognition as determined by its
self-apprehension does not apprehend another cognition, and if
it do^s not do this how can it know by what its nature was
brought about, because cognition different from it is com-
parable to a pisaca (evil spirit which is uncognised and therefore
not known to be existent)? So cognition is not different from
another cognition; and if they are non-different how can thsy
fee related as cause and effect, because to say that a thing
operates upon itself is self-contradictory ? (p. 93)

Further, what is the object of inferential cognition—the
unique particular fire and the like, or real universa1 or unreal
universal or a conceptual construction or its own portion ?
Or is it objectless ? If it be said to have unique particular as its
object then there would be no difference between perception
and inference; having the unique particular as its object even
inferential cognition would be lucid, and the Buddhists them-
selves regard it as not-lucid, and not others.

Others say that the unique particular alone is of a distinct
shape. If the unique particular cognised by perception is very
distinct and that cognised by inference is not distinct, this is the
difference of the svalaksani itself ( and not of the cognitions).
One fire is capable of producing perception, whereas another fire
is capable of producing inference. If in respect of fire capable of
producing perceptual cognition there be inferential cognition,
there might possibly be a difference between perception and
inference. But the fire capable of producing inferential cognition
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is a different one. It may be argued that on account of similarity
in respect of object viz. unique particular, perception and
inference are imagined to be non-different. But in that case
the cognitions of odour, taste, etc., on account of their similarity
in point of having a unique particular as the object, should
all come to be non-different and all these cognitions should
be called cognitions of odour or cognitions of taste. It may be
urged that even though they have alike the unique particular
as the object, they are termed * cognition of odour ' and the
like with a view to convey the sub-divisions. The answer to
this is that in that case even though perceptual and inferential
cognitions have fire as the object they are called ' perceptual*
or ' inferential ' in order to convey the sub-divisions. If it is
argued that cognitions of odour, etc are different on account
of the difference of the respective sense-organs operating,
then the difference between perception and inference should be'
explained on the basis of the difference between their karanas
(special instruments) and on the basis of the difference between
their objects. Hence the statement that inference has unique
particular as its object is silly.

Inference cannot have the real universal as its object,
because there being its negation it cannot bring about its own
cognition and so cannot be the object. It may be urged that
unreal samanya is the object of inferential cognition as it is
said that 'universal is conceptual, its form being presented
by the intellect ' ( vaikalpikarh samanyarh buddhyupadarsita-
nipam'). But this also is not proper. How could an unreal
samânya be the object of the intellect ?—By virtue of its mere
existence, or co-production or by b.ing the producer and impress-
ing its shape ? When all these are impossible because samanya
is unreal, it remains to be shown how it could be said to be an
* object \ If the samanya were to be revealed in consciousness,
even without bsing the producer and the like, ,4then colour
etc. also should not be imagined as giving rise to cognition,
and colour etc. without bringing about cognition should be
directly known.
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" Examining the contention of the Buddhists that inference
proceeds to their determination or judgment after having
identified the perceived and the conceived objects {'drsya-vikalp-
yav arthav ekikrtya tad-adhyavasayena pravariate 9 ), Jayarâsi
says : The perceived is an external unique particular e.g,
colour, etc.; the conceived is a shape superimposed by the
intellect. What does their identification mean ? Does it mean
their ascertainment as non-diffeient or that they are connected ?
If it is said to mean their being produced as non-different
the answer is that only an irresponsible person could talk of
what is existent and what is non-existent being generated
as non-different. And if they be generated as non-
different, the existent would come to be non-existent, or the
samanya would be real; and if it be real, inference would have
svalaksana (unique particular) as its object and it would not
be possible to distinguish between perception and inference.
If identification means that the perceived and the conceived
are cognised as one, that is not proper. Is only one shape
revealed or a duality of shapes ? If one shape is revealed
or cognised is it the perceived one or the conceived one ?
If it is the perceived shape that is cognised, then inference
would have the unique particular as its object, and so could
not be distinguished from perception, If it is the conceived
shape that is said to be cognised, the answer is that because
it is devoid of all discernible character ( upakhya ) and so is
not an object of reflection, it should be explained whether... *
If it be non-different ( from unique particular ) inference
would have unique particular as the object, and it should not
be said that the superimposed universal is cognised; the univer-
sal would come to be real or there would be the contin-
gency of the unreality of the perceived. If the conceived shape
is different then it should not be said that it is cognised through
superimposition as there is a gap between unique particular
and the conceived shape. If it is contended that identification
means that the universal is connected with the unique parti-

* The text is lost here.
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cular, that is not tenable, because the existent and the non-existent
cannot be connected; connection is observed between two existent
things, e.g. between eye and jar.

If a duality of shapes—that of universal and that of unique
particular—is cognised, then the shapes of the universal and
the unique particular whxh are different from each other are
cognised. And therefore it should not be said that inference
proceeds to their judgment after having identified the
perceived and the conceived objects If two distinct shapes are
revealed then inference would have unique particular as its
object, and it would not be possible to account for the dis-
tinction between the two sources of cognition. It is not possible
for the universal devoid of all discernible character ( upakhya )
to be cognised. Moreover, it is said that in the cognition of
fire produced by smoke, samanya of the form of exclusion of
non-fire is revealed or cognised. Why is it not accepted as being
revealed in the form of exclusion of non-water? Asa matter
of fact, inferential cognition is not generated so as to exclude
non-water or to exclude non-fire and if it is not ( s o )
generated, the rule of every cognition having its own specific
object will not apply.

Inferential cognition cannot be said to be objectless,
because it has its own portion or aspect as its object. In the
Buddhist view, there is no cognition which is objectless,
because it arises as cognising itself And if knowledge were
obectless, in respect of what would the cogniser make an
effort or what would he try to avoid ? There would be no
activity. If it is argued that thinking that the cognition is
generated by fire he starts walking in the direction of fire,
then he would similarly start moving even when the cognition
of smoke is generated. Similarly, inference cannot be said to
have its own portion as the object as in that case there would
not be difference between perception and inference as the
cognised knowledge or consciousness is of the character of
unique particular (svalaksana) (TPS, pp. 9C-93).
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Jayarâsi repudiates also inference based on identity as recog-
nised by (he Buddhists It is not possible to ascertain the relation
in its case, as there is no relation A relation is seen between
two different things which are connected; but there cannot
possibly be a relation of one thing. Anltyatva (non-eternality)
is inferred from krtakatva (artificiality, a thing's being created).
Is krtakatva known or not known ? If it is not known, then
how can a thing which is itself not known serve as a probans ?
And if it is known, then is anltyatva revealed in the cognition
of krtakatva or not ? if it is not revealed, how could
there be identity between what is revealed and wbat is
not revealed ? If it is revealed, what is the use of
inference ? When an act has been achieved, the instruments
are useless, otherwise, inference would be employed even
for the cognition of krtakatva. If it is urged that krtakatva
is already known, so inference is not employed, then is
anityatva^ which is connected with its nature and known,
known by means of inference ? The probans which is employed in
respect of the known anityatva, is it sometimes employed for
the knowledge of anityatva, sometimes for the exclusion of the
superimposition of eternality (nityatva) and sometimes for the
sake of the verbal expression of anityatva ? If it is said to be
for the knowledge of anityatva, anityatva is already known, so
the attempt is meaningless. If it is said to be for the exclusion
of superimposition, we ask : Is this exclusion of super-
imposition (samaropa-vyavaccheda) non-distinct from anityatva
or distinct from it ? If it be non-distinct, it would be known even
by the cognition of anityatva and another proof would not be
required for it. If it is distinct, is it a real entity or not ? If
it be a real entity, the krtakatva present in sabda (word)
could not possibly be identical with it; and if it be indentical,
it (samâropa-vyavaccheda) would be known even on account of
the cognition of krtakatva, and would not require inference for
its cognition. If it is a non-entity, is it brought about or made
known ? It is not proper to say that it is brought about, for
it which is devoid of discernible character (upakhya) cannot
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possibly be brought about, and if it could be brought about
there would be the contingency of its being real. It is not
also proper to say that it is made known, because krtakaiva
could not have any relation with it; and if it had relation
with it, it would be real or krtakatva would be non-existent.

It may be urged that the verbal expression ( vyavahara )
about anityata is brought about; one, who though conscious of
krtakatva does not use the expression 'anityata* (i.e. does not
say that the thing is anitya ) , is made to use this expression
(vyavahara). In answer to this we ask : Is this vyavahara non-
different from anityata or different from i t ? If it (anityata-
vyavahara) is non-different, it also turns out to be a case of
inferential cognition. If it is different, is it caused by krtakatva
or made known by it ? If it is caused, then the producer of
sabda (word, expression) will not be a special cause of inference.
If it is said to be made known, the relation with krtakatva
must be stated It cannot be identity, because it (krtakatva)
is different from what is made known It cannot also be of the
nature of causality. Is the jar caused by the verbal expression
or usage (vyavahara) or is vyavahara caused by the jar ? The
jar could not be caused by the vyavahara, because the jar existed
prior to its being called a jar (i.e. prior to ghala-vyavahara).
If vyavahara is caused by jar, then this would be a case of
karananumana (inference based on causality) and not svabhava-
numana (inferenceabased on causality). And even the Buddhists
do not accept this. (TVS, pp. 108-109)

Jayarâsi has repudiated the concept of anupalabdhi (non-
apprehension) while discussing the problem oïavayavin (whole)
(TPS, pp. 94-95). Thus Jayarâsi has shown that inference accepted
by the Buddhist as being based on causality and identity or
non-apprehension is not tenable. He has repudiated the validity
or even the very possibility of inference by showing that it
cannot justifiably have any object, or be objectless.

Let us see how Srïharsa tackles the problem of inference.
He refutes the definition or significatioa of anumana (special
instrument of inferential cognition— anumiyate anena iti), viz.
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linga-paramarsa ( consideration of the presence in the paksa
or minor terra of the hetu or middle term which is invariably
concomitant with the sadhya or major term). What is lingal
If you say it signifies 'being an attribute of the paksa,
paksa is that in respect of which there is a doubt about the
presence of the sadhya (probandum ) ( sandigdha-sadhyadharma
dharmi paksah). Is doubt (sathsaya) an upalaksana ^indicator)
or visesana (qualifier) of the paksa>2 If it be an upalaksana,
linga-paramarsa (consideration or synthetic judgment) would
be the anumcuia even when the sadhya ( probandum ) or the
determinant concomitant {vyapaka) has been actually perceived
in the thing Since doubt must be present in respect of the
paksa, it must be its visesana. Paksa is a thing qualified by
doubt, so when on the rise of inferential cognition doubt
perishes, the paksa qualified by it should also perish, so in
what would the sadhya reside? If the sâdhya cannot reside
in it there should not beany activity in respect of the sadhya
whose substratum has perished. It may be urged that there is
no such difficulty. From ihe smoke existing in the mountain as
qualified by doubt, fire is inferred in the mountain, and the
mountain exists even when doubt has been dispell.d by the
demonstration of the probandum; so there will not be absence
of activity along with the destruction of the paksa qualified
by doubt. This vaiyadhikaranya ( difference of substrata )
between the hetu and the sadhya, that the hetu resides in the
entire paksa (paksa qualified by doubt) and the sadhya in
the thing alone (devoid of qualifier), is certainly acceptable.
The answerto this is that in that case the definition of vyapti
as signifying the presence in one substratum of the liiiga and
the lingin {sadhya) would be violated. It may be argued ; If
the linga is found in the qualified thing (e.g. mountain qualified
by doubt) it is certainly present in the thing (e.g. mountain)
in which the sadhya also resides, so there is not vaiyadhi-
karanya and concomitance is not affected The answer to this
is that then paksa-dharmata would not be a means of inferential
cognition. By the knowledge of the presence in the ttnng of
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the linga which is known to be invariably concomitant, there
is knowledge of the sadhya in its generality in respect of it;
but the samanya cannot be established without the particular,
so there will be knowledge of the sadhya in its particularity
also. Hence the condition of paksadharmata (presence in the
paksa) is not essential for proving the sâdhya either in its
general or in its particular form. It can be said to be useful
in so far as it averts the fault of siddha-sadhana (proving
what is already proved). But siddha-sadhana is not a fault in~
svarthanumâna (inference for oneself) as one employs inference
in respect of the soul which is established by sabda or verbal
testimony, and those desirous of emancipation employ sabda,
anumana and dhyâna (meditation or extra-ordinary perception)
in respect of the knowledge of the soul. So paksadharmateçfa&QÏ
an essential condition in the case of all inferential cognition,
This also repudiates the condition regarding doub t

The definition of anumana (means of inferential cogniîiQl^}
may be modified to say that the linga is that which is thç
determinate concomitant (vyäpya, pervaded), and its considéra*
îion is anumâna. We ask : Is the consideration of the vyapyq
in its essential nature the anumana or the consideration of it
as determinate concomitant ? It could not be the fornier
because otherwise the consideration of smoke, etc. (e.g,
'Mountain has smoke') even by a man who has not grasped
the relation of invariable concomitance would be an anumana.
Nor could it be the latter because the cognition pertaining
to vyapti (pervasion, e.g. 'smoke is pervaded by fire') would be
anumana, as it necessarily cognises vyapyaiva (that is to say
it cognises that smoke is pervaded by or invariably concomitant
with fire). This also repudiates the epithets ' second ' and
'third', in the statement that the second linga-paramarsa (viz,
'wherever there is smoke, there is fire') or the third linga-
paramarsa (viz. This is possessed of smoke) is the anumana'',
for if these be accepted, the second or the third cognition
in the continuous cognition 'Mountain has smoke' would come to

1-74
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be anumana. And the synthetic judgment referring to both, viz.
'Smoke aad fire are determinate and determinant concomitants'
which arises after the concomitance (of smoke and fire) has
been perceived should also then be regarded as anumana. It
cannot be accepted as an anumana, because there being no
doubt about the scidhya, there is no paksa% and the probans
abiding in it could not be a paksa-dharma ( attribute of the
paksa. \ ^ It may be urged that not being a paksa-dharma
is not a fault in svarthanumana, so the linga-paramarsa ( e.g.
'„Snjpke and fire are the determinate and the determinant
concomitants') which arises after the perception of vyâpti is
certainly anumana. The answer to this is that if the said
paramarsa be accepted as anumana, the cognition arising after
it (e.g. 'Mountain has fire') would have to be regarded as
inferential or indirect cognition inasmuch as it is produced
by anumana and as direct cognition because it is associated
with the sense-organ. Thus one and the same cognition will
have t a be regarded as direct and indirect—which is self-
cöntradictory.

_ -The definition may be attempted to be modified thus :
TheH consideration {paramarsa) of the vyâpya (i.e. linga, probans)
which does not have the vyâpaka (sâdhya, probandum) as its
object is anumana. But there cannot be any cognition of the
vyäpya (pervaded) which does not refer to the vyâpaka (pervader)
al̂ o> f o r we.have the cognition of the vyapya in the form
'This is the, vyâpya of that'; the vyâpya (pervaded) is always
cognised along with its pratiyogi ( that whose vyâpya it is ),
i t cannot be known without the knowledge of the vyâpaka
(pervader, determinant concomitant); the vyâpaka is always
revealed as a qualifier (visesana) in the cognition of the vyâpya,
otherwise, the cognition of the qualified (visista) would not be
possible in the absence of the cognition of the qualifier (visesana).
It cannot also be said that the paramarsa of the vyâpya {lifiga)
which does not have the vyapaka (sâdhya) in its particularity
as the object is anumana: otherwise in the case of a person
who knows the association or concomitance of smoke and fire
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on account of the instruction imparted by a reliable person
or due to its repeated apprehension, the vyäpya-paramarsa,
which arises from cogitation (vimarsa) occurring at a time
when fire and smoke are not apprehended, will be anumâna,
because the vyapaka is not cognised in its particular form in
this cognition. It may be argued that not all cognitions, but
recognitory cognition {pratyahhijnâ) alone can be paramarsa.
But this is not true, because in that case, the recognitory
cognition ' This is the very same vyapti which was cognised
by means of the instruction of a reliable person or by means
of cogitation ' after having got the knowledge of vyapti by
means of the instruction of a reliable person or by means of
cogitation, would be anumana. It may be contended that only
that paramarsa which cognises the vyapya ( i.e linga) in its
particularity is anumana. Does this mean that i t 'has as its
object the particular smoke, subsistent in mountain, or that
it has any individual smoke as its object ? In the former case,
the definition will not apply to the consideration of the smoke
in the forest etc. as it pertains to only the consideration
of the smoke on the mountain. If the latter is accepted then
any individual smoke is also an object of recognition, and
so the definition will apply to all such cases of recognition as
are mentioned above.

Moreover, by reason of possession of smoke, is the presence
of fire on the mountain at any time whatsoever inferredorthe
presence of fire only at that time ? In the case of the first
alternative, people will start operating with respect to fire at other
times also as well as at that time. Nor is the second alternative
proper because smoke is not known to be concomitant with
the fire of that time but with fire in its generality. It may
be urged that fire existing at the time of the smoke can
certainly be inferred as time is undoubtedly apprehended i n
the cognition of concomitance viz. 'Whenever there is smoke
there is fire'. This is not true. At some place the smoke may
be found at another time also, so that other time also is 'the
time of the smoke' and then the person interested in fire
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should act at that ume also. It may be argued that what is
meant is the time of that smoke which is the object of
paramarsa and so the person interested in fire would not make
an effort at another time. The answer to this is : If the definition
be made so narrow as to refer to the different individual
smokes which are the object of paramarsa in each case, the
difficulty is that the cognition of vyapti is not with respect
to the particular smoke-individuals, so how could their respec-
tive times be cognised in inference ? If it is said to refer to
just any individual in respect of which there has been the
cognition of concomitance then it is quite likely that there
may have been cognition of vyapti in respect of smoke existing
at another time, and so there will be activity even at other
times, and not necessarily at the time of the smoke on the
mountain.

It may be urged that the fire on the mountain can be
established on the strength of paksadharmata also and not on
the strength of occurrence at a specific time alone which as
as a matter of fact is incompetent in this respect. The answer
to this is that by reason of the paksa-dharmata of the hetu,
the fire of a place other than mountain and of a time other
than that may not be established; only the probandum
of that place and time may be established. But fire can
certainly be proved at another time. It may be urged that
the thing which is qualified by the time of the inferential
cognition or of the linga and in respect of which there is a
doubt as to the existence of the sadhya is the paksa; so the
sadhya of that time is apprehended by the inferential cognition,
and the sadhya as present at another time can never be proved.
In that case with the passing away of that time the thing
qualified by it will also cease to exist, so how can one act
confidently with respect to that paksa ? (There will not be
any activity). It may be argued here that îhe time of the linga
in its particular form is not apprehended, but only the time of
the linga in its generality is apprehended in the paksa, and since
the time of the smoke continues to exist there will certainly
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be activity. The answer to this is that if thî time of the smoke
be regarded as a qualifier of the paksa then other times also
could be times of smoke and there could be activity at other
times also. If the time of that smoke which is the object of
paramarsa be said to be a qualifier of the paksa, then the
paksadharmata should be cognised thus ; ' The mountain which
is qualified by the time of 'that' smoke, has smoke "; this
means that smoke partly resides in itself, as the 'thing qualified
by the time of the smoke which is the object of paramarsa'
is the paksa, and 'the smoke which is the object of paramarsa'
is its dharma (attribute); there is partial atmasraya (self-
dependence). Thus the concept of linga-paramarsa is shown
to be self-condemned (KhKh, pp. pp. 347-353).

Then érïharsa repudiates vyapti which is the very basis
of inference (KhKh, pp. 353 ff). What is vyapti! It cannot
be defined as avinabhava, for does this mean that when one
is non-absent, the other is present, or that when one is absent
the other also is absent ? If it has the former meaning, the
presence of one when the other is present would be signified
and then there should be vyapti (concomitance) between 'earth'
and ' possibility of being cut by i ron ' because the latter is
present in a log of wood in which ' earthiness ' also is present
( --but the two are not really concomitant because a diamond
cannot be cut though it is earthy, constituted of earth ) . é 5 It
may be contended that occasional relation (kvacitka-sambandha)
is not vyapti) vyâpti signifies universal ( sârvatrika ) relation.
But what is this universality of relation ? If it means 'presence
in all the individuals of that class' this cannot be established
unless all the individuals of that class are known, and all
individuals cannot be particularly known because the contact
of sense-organ and object required for the purpose would
not be there in all cases To this it may be said that at the time
of the cognition of vyapti, all the individuals of that class are
cognised by a sort of mental contact, called samanya-laksana-
pratyasatti ; if without recognising samanya-laksana-pratyasatti
one admits the cognition of vyapti, it would be equivalent, as
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Vâcaspati points out, to the desire to have a son on the part
of a young lady after having married an impotent person. The
answer to this is ;"In that case the person cognising vycipti by
samanyalaksana-pratyasatti would be omniscient because in
cognising the vycipti between prameyatva (cognisability) and
abhidheyatva (nameability) he would bs knowing every know-
able thing u e. everything. A rejoinder (pratikrtya) * may be
given that in putting forth this contingency of omniscience,
the knowledge of everything was pre-supposed, because unless a
person has the awareness of everything he caaoot have an idea
of omniscience. This is not proper; the idea behind urging the
contingency was that nothing should be unknown, whereas you
are ignorant of what is going on in my mind. It may be argued
that when by samanyaloksana pratyasattiaW things are known
as knowable (prameya) they are known only as knowable not as
having any other character, and so the contingency of omniscience
urged is not justifiable. But even those other characters are all
knowable, so the contingency of omniscience stands, and if
you admit this then you who know all things as knowable
should be able to tell what is in my mind and then I shall have
faith in you."** It may be urged that knowability is one single
character and that things may otherwise be quite different and
may yet be one so far as knowability is concernd, and hence
the things may remain unknown in their diversity of characters
and yet be known inasmuch as they are knowable. To this
Srîharsa answers that the class concept ' knowable ' would
include all knowables and so even the diversity of characters
would be included in ' knowable \

Again, assuming for the sake of argument, that all things
of a class are cognised by samanyalaksana pratyasatti, what
proof is there for the existence of a relation of invariable
concomitance obtaining between them. If our senses themselves
could observe such relations of concomitance, then there would

* Krtya is a spirit working havoc, and a pratikrtya is a spirit
undoing or preventing this havoc. Here pratikrtya figuratively stands
for pratibandi (rejoinder, retort).
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be no error in the perception of these relations as the sense-
organs would cognise them lightly. But such errors are there
and they are rectified later after contradiction. There is no
way in which one can account for these. The causal apparatus
( sense-organ, samanyaiaksana pratyasatti, etc, ) being the same
one cannot say that some cognitions oîvyapti (e.g. of smoke
and fire ) are true, whereas others ( e.g. earthiness and capability
of being cut by iron ) are false. It is well-nigh impossible
to differentiate on the strength of the presence of defects and
non-defects The difference in the results also cannot help
us to detect a difference in the causal apparatus. You cannot
say that in the case of smoke-fire the relation is a universal
one whereas in the case of earthiness and possibility of being
cut by iron it is an occasional one, because at the time of
the cognition of vyapti, the future relation is absent and so
cannot produce this cognition. If it is said that in its general
character the relation of the individuals of the two classes
( e.g. smoke and fire ) is certainly present before the cognition
of the relation, this holds good in the case of both true and
erroneous cognitions of the relation. Even the relation of
parthivatva ( earthiness ) and lohalekhyatva (possibility of being
cut by iron ). is certainly present in its general form in wood
etc. otherwise if this relation were not present anywhere even
erroneous cognition would not be possible.

It may be urged that on the strength of the difference
in the result, a different cause can be inferred for the erroneous
cognition of relation—a cause different from the cause of the
cognition of universal relation Will this different cause thatis
imagined be an accessory of the sense-organs or quite a different
instrument? It cannot be the former because there is no proof
that the sense-organs are instruments of knowledge in respect
of the portion of the relation which pertains to past and future
things. On the contrary even when ttu sense-organs have ceased
to operate, a person who cogitates, 'If smoke and fire were not
concomitant they would not bs repeatedly perceived together",
is found to have determinate knowledge of the concomitance
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of two things which were previously known to be related to
each other. The mind may be functioning as a sense-organ
even when the other sense-organs have stopped functioning, but
that makes no difference, as we know that like the other sense-
organs eye, etc. the mind is instrumental in bringing about
the cogniiion of concorrrtance. But if it is intended to remove
all faults by assuming certain accessory causes, there is no
proof relying on which one could hold that the mind is the
karana, special instrument; in the bringing about of the cogni-
tion of the relation it is just one of the causes like the eye,
and the Jike. If, as in perceptual cognition, eye or the like
sense-organ is a karana, so in the cognition of the relation
of universal concomitance, a karana different from the mind
is assumed, then if the cognition of relation is direct, a
seventh sense-organ will have to be recognised, and if it be
indirect ( i.e. non-sensuous ) a seventh pramana ( means of
proof) will have to be recognised, because being entirely
independent of vyapti, etc ( the karanas in the five cognitions,
inferential, etc. other than perceptual ), it will be different
from linga ( reason) , etc. and this will go against the tenets
of the Nyâ>a system—the 'check' apasiddhanta can therefore
be applied. If the mind is regarded as the karana then even
in the case of cognition by the eyes, etc. the eye, etc will not be
the karanas because even there as in the apprehension of
pleasure, etc. the mind can be the karana and the e>es etc. only
accessories. The second alternative that the special cause
is different from the above sense-organs, cannot similarly be
upheld, because there would be the contingency of recognising a
seventh sense-organ or a seventh means of proof (pramana),
KhKh,pp 353-358).

Then, it may be said, let vyâpti mean avincibhava, the
absence of one when the other is absent. When one thing
being absent, the other is present, the relation between them
is that of viaabhava (separate existence); the negation of this
is avinâbhava, which means that when one is absent, the other
also is absent. But such a definition is faulty, for it can apply
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to those cases where there is no real invariable concomitance.
For instance, there is not vyäpti between parthivatva and loha-
lekhyatya, yet in akasa ( e the r ) , there is the absence of both,
so according to the above definition they could be regarded
as concomitani.lt may be urged that concomitance cannot be
determined by a single instance of co-absence, it must be
approved that in all instances of the absence of the one (e.g.
fire), there is also the absence of the other ( e.g. smoke). But
it is as difficult to ascertain universal co-absence as it is to
ascertain universal co-presence. And if it is possible, then let
there be the ascertainment of universal co-presence, rather than
the unnecessarily crooked or round-about ascertainment of
universal co absence , 4 5

Some define vyapti as the co-presence of two things in
respect of which there is evidence against the presence of one
(probans) in a substrate (vipaksa) where the other ( proban-
dum ) is absent ( yatra vipakse vritau hetau bâdhakam asti
tayor anvayo vyaptir iti kecit. — KhKh, p. 359). But it is not
possible to determine the impossibility of the presence of the
probans where the probandum is absent—by sense-perception
(which canmt cognise past, future and distant things),
inference (which itself involves concomitance) or by any other
source of knowledge (KhKh, pp. 3^9-363). Tarka (hypothetical
reasoning) also is not capable of determining the impossibility
of the presence of the probans where the probandum is absent.
Tarka itself is based on vyapti, so this would involve the
contingency of mutual dependence (anyonyasraya) Moreover,
this second vyapti would require for its determination another
tarka which again would be based on vyâpti and so on ad
infinitum—the fault of anavastha (vicious infinite series). If
tarka is not accepted as rooted in vyapti, it will have a rather
slender root ( mula-saithilya ) as vyapti alone can serve as
its firm root, and it will be a case of tarkabhasa.

It may be urged that there will not be this difficulty, because
the tarka required to confirm the vyapti requires nothing tc

1-75
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confirm it. The tarka is : "If smoke is not regarded as
concomitant with fire, then smoke being causeless would either
be eternal or not exist at all." A further tarka is not required
to determine or corroborate the vyapti underlying this tarka,
because if you doubt it, you will contradict your own practical
experience. The practical rule is that doubis can be entertained
only so long as such entertainment of doubts is compatible with
practical behaviour, and does not contradict one's own practical
activities or experience. Thus tarka which is the final evidence
wherever there is doubt must be regarded as determining the
impossibility of the presence of the probans where the proban-
dum is absent.40

The answer to this is that we would never raise a
doubt like I f smoke and fire were not invariably concomitant,
there would not be the relation of effect and cause between
them or smoke would be causeless', so that this could be
incompatible with our experience. On the contrary, we would
raise this doubt, "Smoke might very well arise from a cause
different from fire also and in that case smoke would not be
invariably concomitant with fire." It might be argued here
that in that case all smokes would not be of the same class,
as they are actually found to be. But are not cognitions of
the same class whether they be generated by the sense-organs
or by the means of inferential cognition and the like? This
is true of smoke also. It may be urged that in the case of
cognition (jnüna) the sense-organs etc. are responsibe for
the sub-classes or species ( avantara-samanya ), directness
(sâksatkaritva ),etc , and not for the class-character knowledge
( jnanatva ) . But in that case, some factor present in all cases
as responsible for jnânatva will have to be mentioned in order
to avert the contingency of the accidental character of jnanatva
And we can similarly say that fire is responsible for some
particularity (visesa) of smoke and not for the generality
'smokeness' ( dhamatva) It cannot be rejoined thai; no parti-
cularity is noticed in smoke which could be said to have been
brought about by fire, because this non-awareness can be
explained on the strength of the non-perception of the species
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( avUntara-jati ) in the case of smoke due to certain other
circumstances. That is to say, we have not had the occasion
to perceive a particularity of smoke brought about by a cause
other than fire, and so the particularity of smoke brought
about by fire is not noticed. But when the particularity brought
about by another cause is observed, the question as to what
is responsible for the generality dhumatva will certainly be
raised. Nothing can come in the way of this possibility.

It may be suggested that the contact of soul and mind
is a common cause in the generation of all cognitions which
accounts for their jnanaiva, whereas no such cause other than
fire is found which could generate all smokes and account for
'smokeness' (dhumatva). But if what is generated by the contact of
soul and mind be cognition, then desire and the like also would
have to be regarded as cognition, If a particular unseen (adrsta-
visesa) or a particular potency (saktivisesa) or the generality
jnanatva or the prior negation ( pragabhava ) of cognition
be regarded as the common cause of all cognition, then even
in the case of smoke when smoke and fire are not concomitant,
these can account for the generality smokeness ( dhümatva )
of smokes, and fire, etc. can be responsible for their particularity.
There may be cases where smoke and fire are not co-present
though *̂ e may notât present be aware of these. The pramana-
vadin (one who recognises the validity of pramanas) may
be tempted to say : " If you go on doubting in this way,
you will never be able to employ any inference Unless you
infer the existence of a soul inycur opponent in a debate you
will not be able to discuss with him. And if you infer the exist-
ence of his soul, you will have a doubt about your inference,
and this will contradict your own activity or behaviour
[svakriyavyaghata). Thus you will yourself be subject to the
fault of vyaghaia ( contradiction ) urged above/ ' The rejoinder
to this is : " D o you want to suggest that even when there is a
doubt as to the concomitance, the inferenitial cognition is true?
But you yourself admit the fallacy of sankitopadhi (the doubt
of an adventitious factor ) intervening between the probans and
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the probandum and bringing about their concomitance. Or do
you want to suggest that even a defective anumana ( instrument
of inference) is a special instrument of valid inferential
cognition ? In that case as the inferential cognition of fire
from smoke is valid so the inferential cognition from
fire of its causes, grass, fuel, stone ( mani) etc. would have to
be regarded as valid. When the causal apparatus—the presence
of the probans in the minor term (paksa), doubt as to the
concomitance of the probans and the probandum and the like—
is the same^ we cannot say that the inferential cognition of
fire from smoke is valid, and that of grass, etc. from fire
(e.g. 'This place has grass, because it has f i r e ' ) is invalid. If
simply out of fear of vyaghata (contradiction of practical
experience) you do not allow doubt to aiise even though the
causal factors giving rise to it, viz. perception of common
attributes, non-perception of particular feature, etc. are present,
then you also are faced with the difficulty of vyaghata as you
make efforts to produce or bring together the causal aggregate
in the form of words, etc. to give rise to knowledge or conviction
in others and in spite of that the result is not achieved." *

Udayana argues that if you entertain a doubt that it
is possible that there may be instances at other places and
times in which the concomitance recognised between two things
may not be found to be true, then for the confirmation of this
vyapli, an anumana will be necessary, since knowledge of other
places and times must be acquired by inference as perception
is always concerned with perceptible things here and now So
doubt itself proves the necessity of inference. If such an
exaggerated doubt be considered illegitimate there is no obstruc-
tion in the way of infère ice. Doubts can be entertained only
so long as such entertainment of doubts is compatible with
our practical experience and tarka brings an end to doubts :

"Sanka ced anumasiy cva na cec chatika tatastaram.
vyïighatavadhïr â sank ci tarkah sankavadhir matah.

_ (Nyâya-kusumanjali 3.7 )
* Snharsa has refuted the concept of vjäghätä in the fourth pariccheda in

the context of the refutation of tarka.
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Srifaarsa gives a rejoinder by a slight change in the words
of Udayana to the effect : If there is vyaghata ( contradiction )
there must be doubt ( because there cannot be vyaghata without
doubt) . If there is no vyaghata then in the absence of an
obstructive factor*, doubt prevails all the more. How could doubt
be said to end finally with vyaghata or how could tarka be said
to bring an end to doubt (when doubt prevails even in respect
of vyaptiy the very basis of tarka)! (<lvyaghïito yadi sankïïst'
na cec dianka tatastoräm. vyaghâtavadhir asanka iarkah
sankavadhih kutah,—KbKh.p. 3"0). Thus tarka cannot remove
doubts and ascertain vyapti

Others define vyâpti as a natural relationship ( svabhavikah
sambandhah). But we may ask whose natural lelationship it
is Is it of the things related or of other things? If it is of
other things then the position will be reversed; that is to say,
there will be vyapti cf unrelated things alone. If it is said to
be the natural relationship of related things, what is meant by
'natural' ? Does it mean sj) that the relation subsists in the very
svabhava (nature) of the related things, (e g. 'hotness' subsisting
in the svabhava of fire), or (//) that it is produced by tue svabhava
of the related things (e.g. the fructification of trees being brought
about by spring is natural to it), or (///) that it is not different
from the svabhava constituting the relatedness—(that is to say,
vyapti is identical with relation which is their very nature) or
(iv) it is pervaded by (or is the determinate concomitant of )
the svabhava of the related things; or (v) that it is not brought
about by anything other than the svabhava of the related
things; or (vi) is it meant to be something else ?*7

If it has the first meaning, then parthivatva and
lolialekhyatva also will become invariably concomitant,
because lohalekhyatva is found with parthivatva. If it is
understood as produced by the svabhava of the related things,
then the definition will be either too wide or too narrow.
For instance, vyapti between smoke and ass will have to be
accepted because the relation between the two is produced by
them (—the fault of ativyapti. the definition will be too wide);
an J the relation of simavaya (inherence) in the same substrate
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in the case of colour and taste cannot then be considered as
vyapti because it is not produced by them (—the fault of
avyäpti, the definition will be too narrow). Hence also the
third interpretation is not tenable; as the definition will
then apply to the relation of the surface of the ground and
negation of jar (ghalabhava) and will not apply to the relation
of smoke and fire. The fourth interpretation too is not proper
because unless vyapti is defined vyapyatxa cannot be explained;
there would be atmasraya. Moreover, if the relation is regarded
as less extensive or pervaded, then the more extensive (pervading)
related things will be found in more places than the relation and
there will be nothing to guarantee the inference of one thing from
the perception of the other. That is to say, there will be vyapti
between relation and the related thing?, but not between the
related things themselves, so one wili not be able to infer one
thing from the other. ' Svabhavika' cannot also have the fifth
meaning, 'not brought about by anything other than the
svabhava of the related things'. If 'not brought about'means that
it is 'not produced', then this amounts to the relation being
unproduced i.e. eternal and then the qualification'by a thing
other than' will become superfluous, because what is unproduced
is not produced even by the svabhâva of the related things.
Even if it is regarded as a produced relation its nature will not
be established, as it is nowhere to be found that a relation is
generated only by the two related things All generated things
are generated by the causal apparatus and so ultimately it
will have to be admitted that the relation is produced by time,
space, adrsta, etc also. Moreover if {prayuktd means ljanya}

(produced), the definition will not apply to unproduced relation,
e.g. inherence of colour and taste in one substrate, and the
definition will be too narrow (avyaptidosa). The sixth inter-
pretation also is not proper as it is not possible to explain
it. Still it is necessary to put forth an alternative like this last
one to avoid the possible doubt of the fault of nyfwatva, that is
to say, to avert the charge of the opponent that all possible
alternative interpretations have not been discussed and refuted,
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and that his own view falls outside the alternatives mentioned
and so stands unrefuted (KhKh, pp. 370-371).

Still another definition of vyapti is \lVyapti is a relation
which is not adventitious ' ( anaupadhikah sambandho
vyaptih ) What is upadhi, freedom from which amounts to
'non adventitiousness' ? ;< Upadhi (conditional circumstance or
adventitious factor) is that which being more extensive than
the probandum is less extensive than tha probans" (sädhya-
vyapakatve sati sadharictvyapakah.—KhKh, p. 372). This is the
substance derived negatively from Udayana's definition, that
"Of the probans and the third factor (which is recognised as
the upadhi), the two being unrelated, that is the upadhi whose
negation is pervaded by the negation of the probandum when
the relation of one (i.e. the probans) with the probandum
is to be cognised.*8 Connection with moist fuel, for instance,
is the upadhi in the inference of smoke from fire, just as japa
flower responsible for th.e appearance of redness in crystal is
called an upadhi. It is said that a probans associated with an
upâdhi can never prove the probandum. Even if there is the
slightest suspicion of this upadhi, the probandum cannot be
determined by the probans Sriharsa's rejoinder is that according
to this definition, even paksetaratva l being other than the
minor term' would become an upadhi and this being present
in all inferences, no inference would ever be possible. Moreover,
unless vyapti has been defined one cannot say that the upadhi
is sadhanavyapaka ( less extensive than or pervaded by the
probans ) and sadhya-vyapaka ( more extensive than or the
pervader of the probandum) Thusconditionality (aupadhikatva)
of relations cannot be determined without the knowledge of the
nature of vyapti (invariable concomitance) and this latter cannot
be determined without a previous determination of the condi-
tionality or otherwise of'relations (KhKh, pp. 371 ff\

Thus it is not possible to explain vyapti, and so to accept
its truth.

Some logicians believe that vyapti and paksadharmata
(presence of the probans in the minor term) jointly give rise
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to inferential cognition. We ask ; what is this pak$^, being
the attribute of which is said to be paksa-dharmata ? Paksa
is defined as the thing in respect of which the attribute which
is the probandum is desired to be proved (sïsadhayisita-sadhya-
dharma dharml —KhKh> p. 382). Is desire to prove (sisädhayisü)
the desire to communicate (pratipipadayisâ) or the desire to
know (pratipitsa ) ? In either case the definition will be too
narrow as it will not apply to inference for oneself, in which
in some cases there is not even the desire to know ( as for
instance in 'Rotten meat must have a bad taste as it gives out
smeir salitamarhsam kutsitarasavat asurabhigandhavatlvâl).

Paksa cannot also be defined as that in respect of which
the attributeis not known or determined {anavadharita- dharma
dharmlpaksah—KhKh, p. 383). Like the probandum theprobans
also is an attribute of the paksa acd if it also be not known,
there could not be lingaparamarsa (consideration of theprobans,
which is concomitant with the probandum, as present in the
paksa ) and consequently inferential cognition would be impossi-
ble as linga-paramarsa is the cause of inferential cognition. And
if the probans be known as an attribute of the paksa, the above
definition of the paksa would no longer be true The definition
may be attempted to be modified as follows ; Paksa is that
in respect of which the object of the probans i e. the
p'oban-ium) is not known as an attribute (anavadharitahetu-
visayadharnm dharml paksah.—KhKb, p 383). But to whom is
it not known ? It surely could not be unknown to the man
who sets forth the inference for he would not then be able
to demonstrate it to the other party by means of a syllogism;
that is to say, inference for others (pararihanumana) would
be impossible. It cannot also be said to be necessarily unknown
to the other party, because even in respect of a thing that is
known to both parties, there is seen t o b e the use of inference
in debates in order to show off the respective excellence of
knowledge. Moreover, is this the absence of knowledge of an
attribute which is the object of just any probans or of the
probans adduced by the debater ? The former alternative is
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not true, because even when there is definite knowledge of
fire, the mountain would, according to this, be a paksa
because there is absence of knowledge of a number of
attributes, the objects of different hetus (reasons). The
second alternative also is not true, because even when
fire is known as an attribute of the mountain, the latter can
be a paksa in respect of the darkness, location, etc. which
can be inferred from the heiu ( probans ) smoke and so are
its objects. And even other hetus are employed by the debater
at some time or the other. If it is specifically pointed out
that that is the paksa in respect of which a particular attribute
is not known, then the definition will become too narrow and
a different definition will be required for each different set
of probans and probandum. A definition will have to be
provided for the paksa of each and every inference. There will
also be the fault of mutual dependence {anyonyasraya) as the
he tu is defined as that which is concomitant with the probandum
and which subsists in the paksa, and paksa is defined as having
an attribute which is the object of the probans.4 9

The probans is not stated in inference for oneself, so
there being no paksa there will not be inferential cognition;
and in the case of a contrary reason ( viruddha-hetu ) there
will be negation ofpaksa-dharmata, because there the probandum
is not the object of the probans. It may be urged that since
the probans is concomitant with what is opposed to the
probandura, it is regarded as fallacious and the inference is
rendered invalid even on account of this. The answer to this
is that virodha is directly a fault of the hetu and not through
the paksa.

This also repudiates the definitions that paksa is that in
respect of which there is a doubt about the probandum being
its attribute and the probandum is that which is the object of
the cognition produced by inference for oneself or for others 50

"Or paksa may be what you like, but what is
paksadharmata ? ' '

1-76
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It is said to signify presence in the paksa {paksasritata).
But in that case prameyatva (cognisability) will not remain a
probans for the Naiyäyikas. They do not regard prameyatva,
which is of the nature of the relation of object and subject
(visaya-visayin) as distinct from the nature of the knowable {jneya),
and knowledge (jnana), and these jneya and jnana cannot reside
in the jneya (the paksa here, every paksa being a jneya). For
instance, in the inference, 'Jar is nameable, because it is know-
able' (vacyo ghatah prameyatvat), knowability of the nature of
jar and its cognition cannot reside in jar as a thing cannot
be its own substrate and cognition cannot subsist in anything
but the soul, so there will not be paksadharmata.*1 The definition
will thus be too narrow. It may be urged that paksadharmatä
signifies the competence of the pervaded i.e. probans (vycipya) to
restrict to the particular (mountain and the like) the knowledge
which is envisaged in grasping the pervader or probandum
(vyâpaka) in its universality on the strength of vyapti.52 But
this is not true, because cognition of the universal is not
impossible without the cognition of the particular, just as
knowledge of vyapti ( e.g. whatever has smoke has fire ) is
not impossible without the cognition of the particulars. If
the knowledge of universa' is really impossible without that
of particulars ths acquisition of this latter knowledge will be
ä case of knowledge derived through vyâpti ( i.e. a case of
inferential knowledge-the cases of arthapalti being according
to the Naiyâyika cases of inference). As a matter of fact, if
the knowledge of universal does really stand in need of that
of particular?, we will have the undesirable contingency either
of the type of'interrupted operation' (viramya vyaparapatti) or
"of the type of necessity of 'positing an additional instrument of
valid Qo%mt\on\manantaratvaDatti\ (The first type of undesirable
contingency will arise if it is held that the knowledge of
universal first comes into existence and is then followed by
that of particulars; the second type will arise if it is held
that the knowledge of universal not being tenable gives rise
to that of particulars.—âarikara Misra),
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If the particularity of the probandum is established by
paksadharmatâ, then on perceiving fiie by the eye after
its inference, or on perceiving two men -after having
inferred the existence of a man from his voice, there should
not be the doubf, * Is this the same particular fire as was
inferred or is it another ?' or 'Is this the man who was inferred
or is it the other one V It may be urged that there is such
a doubt because previously there was not the perception of the
particular or specific character Then it can as well be said
that afterwards ( i.e. at the time of doubt ) the perception of
the specific character is already there and so there should not
be doubt. But the doubt is there (KhKh, pp 382-383). That is
to say, knowledge of particular is not possible with the help
of inference.

Thus vyapti and paksadharmata which are regarded as the
special causes of inferential cognition cannot be explained and so
inference cannot be explained. Thus the source of knowledge
called inference (anumana) is repudiated 5 3

Srïharsa has, besides repudiating the pramanas, however
strange it may seem, similarly refuted even hetvabhasas (fallacies
of reason) ( KhKh, pp. 415 ff) and nigrahasthanas as also
other faults of reasoning and debating. This shows that the
Tattvopaplavavädins on the one hand, and the Anirvacanîyatâ-
vädins ( those who say that the absolute is beyond expression,
and everything else is indefinable and so unreal-the Mädhyamikas
and the Kevalädvaitins ) on the other challenge the concepts
of truth and error, validity and invalidity which are usually
admitted by the other philosophers. They hold that nothing
can be known by means of the empirical sources of know*
ledge. The sceptics do not recognise any reality, while the
absolutists admit a non-dual ultimate principle which can
be realised by the highest spiritual experience alone, but which
the empirical sources of knowledge cannot grasp and which
cannot be described in terms of empirical concepts and
conventional symbols-products of the discursive intellect.
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But then a very honest and pertinent question can be
asked : How can the thinkers of other schools of thought
discuss with such sceptics and how can the latter refute the
Views of other schools of thought if they do not recognise
any of the sources of knowledge or the standards of truth
and error or subscribe to any philosohical doctrine?

Sriharsa has in his Khandana-khanda-khadya raised this
very question before starting to confute the categories of the
Nyâya system, especially those pertaining to, and connected
with, knowledge. How is a debate or a discussion possible
without both the parties recognising the well-known sources
of knowledge {pramanas) ? Some are of the view what pramanas
and the like being established as the accepted principles or
tenets of all the schools of thought they should be recognised
by both parties in a debate, otherwise discourse would
be impossible. Others (-the absolutists and the sceptics ) do
not agree with this. On what ground could it be said that
both parties in a debate should recognise the reality of the
pramanas etc.? (1) Is it so because the two parties not recognising
these could possibly carry on their controversy or debate which
is invariably connected with the simultaneity of acceptance, so
that whoever is a debater must always be one who recognises
the reality of pramanas1 etc ? (2) Or because pramanas,
etc. are the causes in respect of the controversy to be
carried on by the two parties ? (3) Or because they are
popularly accepted ? (4) Or if they are not recognised even
those ordinary persons who know nothing of these could be
said to be able to determine the truth and to attain victory—

„ which is absurd (that is to say, because the results of a contro-
versy cannot be attained without the recognition of pramänas>
etc.) ? 5 é .

The first cannot be a sound reason, as there are known
to have been debates and discussions with and between
Lokâyatikas and Mädhyamikas who do not recognise these;
and if such conversation a..d discussions on their part were
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impossible, 'Why did you take pains to refute them?' Wonderful
is this mantra (charm) in the form of non-acceptance of the
reality of pramanas, etc. meant for silencing speech, under whose
influence the Lokayatika-sutras were not composed by revered
Brhaspati, the tenets of the Mâdhyamikas were not taught by
Buddha, or a commentary was not written by Sarikara on the
sutras ofBädaräyana : (that is to say, these were undoubtedly
accomplished so it does not follow that une who does not
recognise the pramanas cannot speak or discuss). It may be urged
that even those who'do not recognise the pramanas and the like
may give expression to their stand-point, but simply on account
of this their utterances will not be competent to establish or
confute anything But this is not true. Non-acceptance of the
reality of pramanas, etc. is not a factor deciding ineffectually
in respect of proving or confuting; the deciding factor, on
the other hand, is that these utterances should be possessed
of the characteristics of a valid statement in order to be
able to prove or confute anything, or possessed of the
characteristics of a fallacious or invalid statement ( i.e.
nigrahasthâna, jati) in order to be ineffectual in this respect.
It is this that is acceptable to all. It is a known fact that
even if both the parties in a debate admit the reality of pramanas,
etc. the view or thesis of one party is refuted by the members
of the other party who are the adherents of a different school
of thought. This shows that merely acceptance of pramanas,
etc. cannot make utterances effectual or sound; and even one
who does not recognise the reality of pramanas, etc. cannot
be said to be defeated unless the opponent detects some flaw
in his argument. Merely saying, though it be a hundred times,
that the opponent is carrying on the debate without recognising
pramanas, etc. will carry no weight in respect of the result
of the controversy. If this is an arbitrary criterion, the sceptic
can as well say that the statements of a person who recognises

the reality of pramanas, etc. will invariably be invalid simply
because he recognises tlae reality of these

It may be urged that in the absence of pramanas there
would be no debate and there would be no question of
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refutation and the like as all assertions and negations are
dependent on the pramanas. The sceptic answers this by
saying : "We do not insist that one must start the controversy
or debate only after admitting that there are no pramanas.
We only say that just as you enter into a debate believing
in their reality, there may be some debaters who are indifferent
as to the reality or unreality of pramanas etc. and yet
they can carry on the discussion. Otherwise it would not be
even possible to find fault with our position by fathering on '
us the view that pramanas^ etc. have no reality. What rule or
limit (maryada) is this debate subject îo on ihe basis of
which you are refuting us? Is it that (/) both parties must
admit the reality of pramanas, etc. or that (//) both parties
must admit their unreality, or that (Hi) one party must admit
their reality and the other their unreality? The first is not
acceptable for the charge of a debate not being possible
has no scope in respect of one who admits the reality
of the pramanas and the like. In the second case, you
will yourself be in a difficult position for it will mean that
you also do not recognise them. The third also is not true
for in the same -way other debates also can be carried
on. The rules of a debate should, as a matter of fact, be such
as are acceptable to all—these rules are those pertaining to the
time-limit, the selection of judges and the like. In the absence
of such rules applicable and acceptable to both the parties in
a debate, the opponent also would according to his own whim
point out some flaw in your expression, and it would be
difficult to decide to whom the victory should go. For instance,
if there were no conventional prohibitions of utterances like
Hum, Fat, etc. or if there were not rules regarding expression
etc. to be observed by both parties any kind of'expression
could be objected to and made a ground of censure or defeat.
And one who admits the reality of the pramanas, etc. has this
extra burden on him over and above the acceptance of the
common rules. It follows therefore, that you have urged this
objection against me in a debate which is subject to the rules
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pertaining to time etc., irrespective of whether the reality or
unreality of pramânas etc., is recognised. Thus arguing in a
debate which is carried on irrespective of the reality or other-
wise of pramanas, etc., you tell me that theîe cannot be a
debate without the recognition of the reality of pramanas,
etc., which means that you cannot decide what your own stand
is and so you cannot even distantly hope to understand the
stand-point of others/ ' The sum and substance of this is that
the sceptic says that he is indifferent as to the reality of
pramanas, e t c , the'pramânavâdin, on the other hand, ascribes
to him the view that there are no pramanas.

The pramânavâdin may retort; "It is not our intention
to debar a sceptic from debates by saying that he who does
not recognise pramanas, etc. cannot enter into a debate,
after having entered into a debate with him. We are only
trying to impress upon our pupils and followers that one who
does not recognise pramanas, etc. bas no right to enter into
a discussion. It is because of this that Vätsyäyana has said,
'If on being questoned about the purpose, he accepts it'; he
has not used the expression, you accept it'." But this is not
convincing. The pramânavâdin will to have explain to his pupil :
This is the drawback of the Lokâyatikas and the like'. This
drawback could be pointed out in a debate which would have to
be initiated without admitting the reality of pramanas, etc. Thus
if the Lokâyatikas and the like have access to a debate, then it is
contradictory to say that they no right to enter into a debate;
and if they have no right this check could be applied only
in a debate which must be initiated irrespective of the stand
that they have no right to discuss ( KhKh, pp. 6-13 ).

The second reason that pramanas, etc. are the causes of
debate is also not acceptable. If there were no debates
with or among thinkers denying the reality of pramanas, etc.,
then alone could it be said that pramânas; etc. are the causes
of the debate carried on by debaters. As we have seen,
it is not possible to deny the debates carried on by the
Mâdhyamikas and other sceptical thinkers. It may be urged:
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" Pramanas, etc. are real because they are the causes of
debate between two debating parties and a cause is always
an immediately preceding existent thing ( niyata-pürvabhavi
sat), and because they are ieal they are rtcognised, as the
established practice is thai what is real is recognised".
This is not true, What rules and limits is the debate
subject to in which it is established that the pramanas etc.
are the causes of the debate of the debaters, and that
because they are real they are recognised ? If this debate
could be carried on even before determining the reality of
pramanas, e t c , other debates could be similarly carried
on; there would be the fault of mutual dependence (anyonya-
sraya ) if it is said that the recognition of pramanas, etc,
depends on a debate which in its tarn can proceed only if
pramanas, etc. are recognised.

Those wishing to determine the truth or to defeat the rival
party in a debate should admit before the debate starts
only as much as is simply necessary for achieving their end;
and this is possible in fhe case of either party if they only
fix the rules of debate as to time, etc., and this is what is
actually done. These rules are : 'The proponent should employ
pramanas and iarka; the opponent similarly should point out
to the proponent one of the nigrahasihanas such as pratijna-
hani and the like, which are indicative of the negation of truth.
If the nigrahaslhcina is properly urged by the opponent, the
proponent should be declared defeated, and if the opponent
is not able to do so and the proponent can avert it, the opponent
should be declared defeated. Accordingly, the other party is
declared victorious. The thesis supported by pramanas should
be declared as the true one ". That is to say, our mundane
activities, e.g debates, can be earned on without the recognition
of the reality of things, e.g. pramanas; only there must be
consistency in our behaviour.

It may be argued that that these rules of a debate are its
cause must similarly be proved in a debate which would have to
be carried on without these rules and they are thus not prove4
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to be essential constituents of a debate. But such a rejoinder
is out of place, because both the debating parties of their
own sweet will accept these rules of debate as the very basis
of the determination of truth or of victory, which is desired
to be attained by their procedure of investigation. That is to
say, there has never been any difference of opinion regarding
these rules as no debate could proceed without these,
and they are therefore the real causes of a debate. It
need not be feared that in such a debate which is not
preceded by the knowledge of pramanas etc., but is based only
on what is accepted by the will of both parties, there would
be the contingency of the upsetting of the relative positions
in respect of the mode of reasoning ( sadhana, establishing and
dusana, refutation), the objects of investigation (paksa-
vipaksa, thesis-counter-thesis, or vadin-prativadin, proponent-
opponent ) and result ( victory and defeat or determination of
truth ), or the investigation would not give rise to true know-
ledge, there would not be objects under investigation, and
there would be absence of victory and the like on account of
the possibility of the very root being vitiated. This set of rules
is empirically real, has been traditionally handed down and
has always been found to be consistent by the elders ( that
is to say, they have accepted that debates are not possible
without these rules which are invariably found to make the
procedure of the debate possible), and what is found to be
consistent is recognised as empirically true. Thus, this set of rules
is unvitiated inasmuch as these rules are self-established since
one could not even think of the possibility of debates being
conducted without them. But it is not similarly incumbent on
both the parties to accept the necessity of pramanas, etc.;
because a debate is possible only if the rules are recog-
nised, even without recognising the reality of pramanas, etc.;
and even if the reality of the pramanas is admitted, determi-
nation of truth or victory which is the desired end of the
two rival parties will not be accomplished in the absence of
the above mentioned set of rules. ( KhKh, pp. 13-16)

1-77
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The third alternative that pramanas, etc. are the causes
of a debate because they are popularly believed to be so,
is also not tenable. Is this popular belief based on pramanas or
is it the belief common to the vulgar and the like? It cannot be
the former as without an attempt at investigation or discussion
it cannot be proved to be based on pramanas, and it is for
this- investigation that rules are initially sought to be fixed.
Nor can it be the latter as in that case e\en the opinion of
those who believe that the soul is not different from the body
and the like will have to be accepted. If it is argued that such
opinions are not accepted because th^y are repudiated by
reasoning, then even pramanas if they can be repudiated by
reasoning should not be admitted, otherwise ( i.e. if they
be not refuted ) they could be admitted. Thus, not popular
opinion but absence of repudiation by reasoning is the criterion
of acceptance or recognition ( KhKh, p. 17).

The fourth alternative including the contingency urged is
also not plausible, for as the pramanavadins resort to the set
of rules for a debate after recognising the reality of
pramanas, etc., even so the sceptics resort to the set of rules while
being indifferent as to the reality or unreality of pramanas,
etc. Hence the contingency urged would hold true in the
ease of either That is to say, the determination of the set of
rules alone can decide which party is victorious, and not the
acceptance of the reality of pramanas, which is therefore
superfluous.

It may be argued that even a person who engages in a
debate after having fixed the rules for a debate will have
to recognise the reality—may be empirical—of pramanas, etc.,
as it is not possible to speak of practical activity without
accepting the reality of pramanas, etc. Activity (kriya) means
thé" making existent of what is non-existent. The rule that
one must proceed with the help of the pramanas will not be
determined unless the fact of the pramanas being the cause is
included in the set of rules, and a cause is that which is
necessarily existent immediately before the effect, so the reality
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of the pramanas must be accepted. And if a rule is fixed
that a person should be declared defeated if there are defects
in his reasoning, and that there being the rule of invariable
concomitance and the other members of a syllogism, the
conclusion is necessarily true,—then it is futile to say that it
is possible to engage in a debate even without recognising the
reality of pramanas etc.

The answer to this is that this is not tenable. Even these
arguments can be advanced in order to prove the reality of
pramanas, etc., only after a debate has started, so as this
debate can proceed without the recognition of the reality
of pramanas, etc., other debates may similarly be possible
only if the set of rules is fixed. It may be argued that the
set of rules which are voluntarily accepted results ultimately
in the acceptance of the existence or reality of pramanas, etc.
But this is not true as the knowledge of existence may then
be an anga (accessory factor) of a debate, but not existence
itself. Is it meant to be suggested that existence must be
accepted simply on the strength of mere knowledge of existence
or on the strengh of uncontradicted knowledge ? The former
is not true since in that case the existence of water in a mirage
will have to be accepted. The latter also is not tenable. Is
this absence of contradiction meant to refer to only the propo-
nent (vadin\ the opponent (ptativadiri) and the ]\xègQ{mùdhyastha)
and that too only at the time of the debate, or to just any
person at all times. It cannot be the former as it is on the
face of it absurd. A thing may be known at one particular
time in the same way by all the three persons, yet this know-
ledge is mostly found to be contradicted by the knowledge of
a fourth person or by their own cognition at another time.
And a thing though unreal will not be regarded as real in
the same form as it was cognised in, even after a contradicting
knowledge has arisen, only on the strength of the earlier
cognition of the three persons. Hence only that which is never
contradicted by any person whatsoever can be regarded as
real. Thus, even though the knowledge of the existence of
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dusatia (refutation) etc. (i e. pramanas and the like) is regarded
as an anga of the debate inasmuch as it is not contradicted by
the debaters, etc. at the time of the debate, how does this affect
the sceptic's non-acceptance {̂ as an anga of the debate) of the
reality of pramanas, etc., which can be regarded as real only if
they are never in any way contradicted? Ali empirical behaviour
is found to be based only on the cognition of a thing as having
a particular form by a few persons at a particular time, and the
knowledge of the reality of pramanas, etc., which U regarded
as an anga of the debate is of this type. It is, therefore, said
that the debate is preceded by the recognition of the empirical
reality of pramanas, etc., but the pramanas are not ultimately
real as the Non-dual Brahman is the only Ultimate Principle.
Hence, if the judges give the decision that a particular debater
has not violated in the course of his argument the rules
of debate as they were fixed at the outset, he is victorious,
and defeat goes to him in respect of whom no such decision
is possible. The party in respect of whom there is the recog-
nition of a flaw or nigrahasthana urged by the other party
is defeated, not the other. These and such other rules should
be accepted as indispensable for starting a debate. (KhKh, pp.
17-22)

ârïharsa has made it clear that even these rules are only
empirically real or valid, inasmuch as they help to carry on
the debate since they are fixed by mutual consent by both
the parties.55 The gist of Srïharsa's argument is that though
the sceptics and the Absolutists do not admit the ultimate
reality of pramanast etc., they are not keen on proving them
unreal in the case of each and every debate; they are just
indifferent as to their reality or otherwise and make use of
them only in order to facilitate the procedure of the debate
and also to defeat the opponent on his own ground by point-
ing out contradictions in the set-up of bis own reasoning and the
system consequently evolved. They subscribe whole-heartedly
to the rules of procedure fixed by mutual consent by the
two parties in a debate. But by their inner conviction they do
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not recognise the ultimate reality of these as none can stand
a critical examination; the conflict in reason cannot be eradi-
cated. Hence the sceptics do not claim to possess any theory
or doctrine of their own; they are satisfied with the popular
beliefs and prevalent views so long as they work. We may
also note that Nâgârjuna did not see any need to introduce
any change in the prevalent logic of his times What is the
sense in creating factions and dogmas unnecessarily when they
cannot explain the ultimate truth ? One dogma is as good
or as bad as any other. Candrakïrti also vindicates, from the
stand-point of empirical truth, the soundness of commonsense
notions with regard to the objects of sense-perception as
against the Sauträntika-Vijnänaväda doctrines of the unique
particular ( svalaksana ) and perception as devoid of concep-
tualisation (kalpanapodha)\ these refinements or niceties have
not much use either as a statement of the empirical or of
the ultimate reality.

Nâgârjuna has, in his Vigrahavyavartam, similarly anti-
cipated an objection that if everything is without essence
(nihsvabhava), words are included in this 'everything1 and so
must be nihsvabhava and so it is not possible to refute the essence
of things. Nâgârjuna answers this by saying that his position is
quite sound and consistent. Words are essenceless and whatever
is expressed by them is also essenceless. What he affirms is
not contrary to the empirical or conventional truth, nor does
he disregard it. He can affirm that the essence of all dharmas
is void because he bases his reasoning upon the conventional
truth. If he claimed that his thesis was real then his position
could be challenged. But he does not regard his thesis as
real. There is neither the refutation of objects nor the thing
to be refuted. That is to say, a sceptic or an absolutist has
no thesis of his own to uphold; he refutes the stand-point of
others to show the weakness of their theories and doctrines.56

Some critics of sceptical thought and the viianda type of
debate are, as we have seen, impatient about this. They say
that when the sceptic criticises the view of others, it is implied
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that he has a constructive philosophy of his own. Colling-
wood, among the moderns, brands scepticism as ' a covert
dogmatism'. When a sceptic condemns the philosophies of other
people and points out fauUs in them, does it not imply a
conception of what a constructive philosophy should be, as
also a conception of what philosophical criticism should be ?
And should he not state and defend these against criticism ?
Hence a sceptic is dishonest inasmuch as he disclaims the
possession of any theory of the nature, method and limitations
of philosophical thought, and conceals it from criticism; and
he applies a form of criticism which in his own case he will
not admit.57

The stand of the Indian thinkers with a sceptical tendency
is that unless one can define a thing properly it is not possible
to affiim its reality, and because all definitions and expositions
are found to involve contradiction or other faults like atma-
sraya, anyonyasraya, cakraka, anavastha, etc., we cannot say
anything to affirm the reality of things. All we can do is to
suspend judgment, be indifferent as to their reality or unreality
and carry on our mundane activities complacently. The conflict
of Reason impedes us at every step. To explain one entity
we have to depend on another, says Nâgârjuna, and what is
dependent on another cannot have an essence of its own.
Thus Reason cannot tell us anything of the reality of the
things which are empirically accepted to carry on our worldly
activities and satisfy our ego ( e.g. conception of heaven, hell
and the like), and the ordinary man cannot go beyond the
normal range of the sense-organs and the intellect. Jayaräsi
stops at this. The Mädhyamikas and the Kevalâdvaitins on
the other hand have the conviction of the reality of the ultimate
principle ( STinya, Nirguna Brahman ) which no flight of the
intellect can know, but which can be realised by the transcendent
vision or the highest spiritual experience. But from the point
of view of Reason, everything is indescribable and so
unreal. Thus, it can be seen that these sceptical or vaitandika
thinkers have tried to subject themselves to the same criticism
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as they apply to others, Nâgârjuna warns us against clinging
to the view of Sunyata also after it has served its purpose.
Sarikara and all the Absolutist Vedäntins go to the extent of
saying that the Upanisads, etc. also are Avidya, but have to
be recognised empirically till the Ultimate Reality is realised.
Srlharsa says that he has no soft corner for his own view of
anirvacamyata (indescribability) also, as it also is included in
'everything', and should share the same fate; that is to say,
it also is indescribable. He only wants to refute the view of
others that things are nirvacamya (describable); he does not
want to establish the theory of anirvacamyata and so is
not worried about its fate. According to the view of
others when nirvacamyata is refuted, anirvacamyata would
become established, but the thinkers of a sceptical tendency
do not accept this and so do not hald themselves subject to
the charge that they must also admit their acceptance of a
philosophical conception when they criticise the philosophies
of others.58 They would not even say that everything is
anirvacamya1 but they have to discourse with others and hence
are compelled to use expressions which are invariably faulty,
faults being themselves indescribable.59 Conflict of Reason
prevails everywhere. Nothing can be established if it is not
self-established (-pure consciousness), the Absolutists would say.

'Is criticism possible without holding a position' ? This
problem has been discussed in passing by Vätsyäyana in his
commentary on the Nyaya-sâtra 1.I.1, but his treatment is
not satisfactory. He, it seems, fails to understand how a thesis
could be criticised without accepting a counter-thesis. We have
discussed this in connection with vitanda. If the vaitandika,
says Vätsyäyana, has something to say, he has a thesis to
establish and cannot be called a vaitandika; on the other hand,
if he has nothing to say, his statements would be meaningless
prattle. But the holding of a position cannot by itself decide
the issue in favour of either party in a debate or discussion.
The opponent can be defeated and his position refuted only
if it is pointed out that his position involves contradiction, its
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implications contradict it or are absurd These need not be
believed in by the party arguing and raising objections; what
is necessary is that the consequences should be shown to be
implied by the position of the opponent concerned to his
satisfaction The latter o; the judges must be convinced of the
absurdity of his position on the strength of principles accep-
table to him. The Mädhyamikas or the Absolutists in general
claim to do nothing else. They do not have any view or theory
of their own and do not care to frame any argument to prove
their own position as they hive none. As both Candraklrti
and Srîharsa have pointed out, a vadin, in putting forward a
thesis, is expected as he is a pramanavcidin (believer in the
reality of pramanas) to prove it. He must prove to his oppo-
nent the validity of the arguments by which he arrives at
what he believes to be (he right conclusion. But the sceptic
or Absolutist has not to prove any thesis to convince his
opponent. There are no reasons and examples which he believes
to be true. He has only to reduce his opponent's position
to absurdity by means of the logical apparatus acceptable to
the opponent. To point out the conflict of Reason is his only
task. To criticise a thesis it is not necessary to advance a
counter-thesis. It is even irrelevant and defeating the purpose
for which it is done.0 0

But does not the sceptical attitude towards knowledge
betray a 'defect of temper5, * as Collingwood would put it ? Its
general temper instead of being sympathetic, as good criticism
should be, can hardly escape being superficial and to some
extent frivolous. Does it not display a disposition which sees
no good in others ? Yes, it does if the sceptic assumes
the role of a sophist and is out just to criticise. We are apt
to lose our temper when we find such a philosopher at times
setting one position against another, when as a sceptic he
should have criticised either position independently, or when
he is just out to refute the opponent's position by any means

* An Essay on Philosophical Method, p. 139—R. G. Collingwood.
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including the foul, ârïharsi says at the end of his Khand'nd-
khandakhadya : lt All definitions should be similarly confuted;
if necessary by inserting with slight changes an argumert used
elsewhere into these arguments, or by urging similar or other
arguments Thus an intelligent man should confute (lie cate-
gories propounded by others. If after you hive refuted a
definition, the opponent formulates another definition or
explams away the objections raised, and if you ire at a loss as to
how to answer, you must initiate another refutation for the pur-
pose of repudiating the meaning of a word used by the opponent
in his reply. If even here the opponent can silence you. you
should jump to another branch ( i e pass on to another topic
of refutation ) and be thus very cautious In respect of the
circb of refutation. There will not be the fault of Arthantara
(irrelevancy—a nigrahasthana) on account of passing on to
another subject, because the latter also is not irrelevant.
Similarly, there will not be AnaucHya ( impropriety ) by virtue
of shifting to another topic when you have started to settle
one, because anaucitya occurs only when one passes on to an
irrelevant topic. Otherwise, one will not dare to doubt or to
desire to understand the probans 'krtakatvci (artificiality)
adduced to prove that s ibda ( w o r d ) is non-eternal, and
there w'll be nothing like anyaiarasiddhi (—the probans not
being recognised by one of the parties) and the like, because
if the probans is attempted to be proved or established it
would land one in Arthantara or Anaucitya, with the result
that no one would attempt to establish the probans in the
context of the establishing of the probandum But as a matter
of fact, the probans is relevant because if the probans which
is meant to prove the probandum cannot be explained (—is
anirvacaniya), the sadhya also will turn out to be indescribable
(anirvacaniyay\ ( KhKh, pp 730-731). Srlharsa concludes:
'My method of confutation has a triplecourse—urgingarguments

similar to the ones advanced by me, use of arguments employed
by me in one place in another context, and when one finds
these iüsufficieiir, a chain of other refutations,'7(n

1-78
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As a rule, the sceptical philosopher is very conscientious
and cautious lest his method drift into mere sophistry. "He uses
only one weapon—By drawing out the unacceptable implications
of any view he shows its self-contradictory and absurd
character. The dialectic is a series of reductio ad absurclwn
arguments ( prasangapadana );6 3 every thesis is turned against
itself."* The sceptic disproves the opponent's view but does
not uphold any position of his own, because the disproving
of the opponent's position does not necessarily mean the
establishing of one's own indirectly, for the opponent's view
and its opposite may both be false. For instance, the rejection
of satkaryavada ( —the theory that the effect is latent in the
cause ) does not entail the proving of arambhavada or asat-
karyavada( —the theory that a novel effect is produced by the
causes ). As a matter of fact, even the latter and all other
theories of causality as also the concept of causality can be
confuted.

The dialectic of such philosophers is not merely bent on
refuting; it is pre-eminently a critique of Reason—a criticism
of Reason undertaken by Reason itself, a case of Reason
sitting in judgement upon itself. There is no ill will against any
one school of philosophy or all schools of philosophical thought;
there is only self-criticism. Mere refutation of all the prevalent
views cannot help anyone unless it is helpful in saving him
from the mistakes committed by others. The Mädhyamika,
for instance, wants to free the human mind of dogmatism
(-including that of Sunyata) and the net of conceptualisation
(vikalpa-jala ) and verbal elaboration Conflict is visible
everywhere in reason which therefore has no access to the
Ultimate Reality which cannot be described in terms of
linguistic symbols which can express merely empirical concepts
that are found to be anomalous and self-contradictory. Silence
is, as a matter of fact, the only explanation reaching nearest
the Absolute. Sriharsa similarly refutes all categories recognised
by the systems of philosophy ( mostly the Nyâya ones ) on

* The Central Philosophy of Buddhism, p. 131—T. R. V, Murti.
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the basis of their own tenets and grounds and observes that
Reason cannot give us any knowledge of the Highest which
is Pure Consciousness and can only be spiritually experienced
or realised ( —this also is an inappropriate expression for we
cannot be conscious of realising it when we are that and
there is no duality ).

We may again note here in passing that there was a
sub-school of the Mädb>amikas, viz. the Svatantra Mädhyamika
school, (he chief exponent of which was Bhävaviveka, which
believed in advancing a counter-thesis But this school was
severely criticised by Candrakïrti in his Vrtti on the Mädhyamika
Karika as behaving in a manner opposed to the stand-point
of a true Mädhyamika. When Bhävaviveka adduces syllogisms
of his own, he, Candrakïrti says, is merely trying to show
off his skill at reasoning and he betrays the school to which
he belongs. Candrakïrti reaffirmed the prasangika standpoint
of Buddhapâlita against Bhävaviveka with the result that
the sub-school to which the latter belonged never became
popular. Caodraklrti's contention is that if the opponent is
so dogmatic as not to be convinced even when the absurdity
of his own stand is brought home to him on the basis of
principles accepted by him, it will not many way help tose t
forth a syllogism independently. And a Mädhyamika cannot
set forth a syllogistic argument because he does not accept
any counter-thesis and it is because of this that tfaeMâdhya-
mika's position is irreproachable.63

In conclusion we may say that the sceptical approach as
revealed in some Indian philosophers is only an attempt at
a Critique of Reason. It is, as said before, Reason sitting in
judgement upon itself. ' Keep an open mind free from all
dogmas and .suspend judgement ' is the message left by the
sceptical philosophers. Of the two types of sceptical thinkers—
the sceptics and the anirvacamyaiavadins or Absolutists—the
latter depended for the knowledge of truth upon spiritual or
intuitive experience. The sceptical thought had this .effect on
Indian logic that it set all logicians thinking seriously and
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consequently all the schools of philosophy tried to evolve
their own theories of truth and validity, and of eiror in a
very precise manner

NOTES

1. Ŝ e Madhyamika-VTtti—Prasannapadä Commentary of CandrakirtJ, pp.
14 ff, 36 if, etc. (Bibljotbeca Buddhica).

2. Snharsa himself admits the similarity of his criticisms to those of Nägä-
rjuna—Tathä hi yadi darâanesu sün) avädänirvacamya-paksayor asra-
yanarh tadä" tävad amosäm mrbädhaha sârvapathmatâ —KhKh, p 138.

3. The historical reason may possibly be that in his own time the Nyäya
was the most prominent school for the theory and the diakctical use
of the pramânas.

4. Api ca. yadi pramânâdhïnah prameyädhigaraas tari praniänäm kena
pancchidyanta ityädinä Vigrahavyävartanyäm \ihito dosah, tad-apari-
härät samyag-laksana-dyotakatvam api räsü —MKV, p. 59.

Laksanadhma täval laksyavyaxaslhitir laksanäni cä'nupapannäni,
jnâtâdhikaranâdi-laksana-niropanadvârena cakrakädyäpalteh.—KhKh,
pp. 141-142.

Compare—Sallaksananibandhar am mänavyavasthänam mâna-
nibandhanâ ca meya-sthitih, tad-abhäve tayoh sadvyavahäravisayatvam
katham (svayatn eva) . ..tâm.—TPS, p. 1.

5. Evarnpraksräni tattallaksanesu khandanäny ühanjyäni tad eîâsu
khandana-yuktfsu kam api sthänantaiastbärh kei.ä'pi prakätanlarcnä'1-
niya tat-sadrsîm anyarh väsvayam nhitvä parair vivicyamänäni padärthä-
ntaräny api buddhimatâ bädhamyäni.—KhKh, p. 730.

6. Pratitya yad }ad bhavati na hi tävat (ad eva tat.—MK, 18.10
Pratitya yad yad bhavati tat tac chäntam svabhâvatah. — MK, 7.16
apratltya samutpanno dharmah ka«cin na vidyate;
yasmät (asmäd asünyo hi dharmah kascm na vidyate.—MK, 24.19
apara-pratyayarh sântam prapancair aprapancitnm,
nirvikalpam anänärtham etat tattvasya laksanam.—MK, 18.19
parasparäpeksä siddhir na svbähäv.ki —MKV, p. 200

7. Yadi ca pramänatas tesärh tesâm prasiddhir arthänäm;
tesäm punah prasiddhim biühi katham t-säm pramänänäm.
an\air yadi pramänaih pramânasiddhir bhavaiy anavasthg;
nädeh siddhis taträsti naiva madhyasya näntasya.
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tesarn atha rramänair vina piasiddhih vihiyate vâdab,
vaisamikatvam tasmin visesahetus ca vaktvyab.—ViV, 31-33

8. Atha tu pramänasiddhir bhavaty apeksyaiva te pramcyâm;
vyatyaya evarii sati te dliruvarh pramäna-prameyänäin.

— athä' pi manyase' peksyaiva prameyàn arthän pramänäm bravanti,
evarii hi sati ma bhfit parvokta-dosa ill krtva", evarii te sati v\atyayah
pramana-prameyânâm bhavati; pramânâni te prairie) äni hhavanti
prameya'h sädhitauät oramänäm ca pran'e>äni bhavanti [ ramänänärh
sâdhakûtvât —Yi/, 46 with Nägärjuna's ai to-commen(ary.

9. VigrGhavyo\aris,ni of Nägärjura with his own \rtti— K. P. Ja\aswaland
kähu'a Sänkr'3äyana (Apperdix to JBORS, Vol. 23) and Tuccfs
Translation of therein 'Pre-Dihnäga Biddhist T(xts en Logic' (GOS).

10. Tad evam upaplutesu eva tattvesu avic^rita-ramamyäh s-arve vyavahârâ
ghatante iti.- TPS, p. 125.

11. IPS, pp. 2-3. Atha bddnanutpittyä'vyabhicäritvarii jnäyate: bädhänut-
pattir vijnsnasya kirn )aihâitha-grhïtu\ena. ähesvid bädrakainärot-
pädaka-käiaka\aikalyad iti saneihmab- —TPS, p. 2.

12. TPS, pp. 3-4. Atha pravrtti-sämarthyena av>abhicâiitârti \etsi; pravrtti-
sämarthyarii phalenä'bhisambandhah, phalarh ca srak-candana-vanito-
dakädi, Usu satyaphalanispatteh tesu plialopacärah taddehasambandbah
pravrtti-sämarlhyam pravrttih käyasthä knyâ (at-sämanhyam avyabhi-
cäritäm gamayati (at kirn a\agatam. anavagatarii vä ? yadi nä'vaghtam,
tad 'asti* iti katham \etsi, «tbâ'vagatam, tadavagater av^abhicaritä
katham avagam>ata j11 parvoktam anusartavyam.

udaka-präptyä parvotpannodakavijnânasya avyabhicâritâ vyavasthg-
pyate. kirn talpratibhSrodakapräptya, ähosvit tajjatiyodakapräptyä, tad-
varbâajajalaprâptyâ vä ? - TPi1, p. 3.

13. For refutation of jmi, vide TPS, pp. 4-8.

14. This would be a problem with all inferences. The probans and the
probandum are known in their generality, then from a particular probans
in a particular substratum, the probandum is connected with the
substratum.

15. TPS, p. 9. Av'dyamânasya visayärtho vaktavyah-kim äkäiärpakatvena
vä, mahattvädidbarmopetatvena vä, sattâ mätrena vä, sahotpädena va?
sarvasya pratyastamitatvät katham asau visayah ? tad-visayatve
kesondukädi-vijnänasyeva mithyätve bijam anvesarnyam âtmasattâmâtrena
mith\ätve sarvasya mith\ätvam äpadyate tatah tattvopaplavah syät.—
TPS, p. 9.
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16. TPS, pp. 11-13. Ko'yam âlambanârtho nâma yenedam udghusyate—
anyad Slambanarh cänyat pralibhâtïti ? - kim vijnänajanakalvam, äkarä'-
rpakatvarh, vijnäoädhikaranatvarf], vijnänävabbäsitalä va ?—TPS, p. 12.

17. Athabädhyarnänatvena mîthyatvam iti cet, kirh bâdhyate-arthab, jngnam,
ubhayam va ? yady arthasya bädhä, sa kena bâdhyate ? kim svayam
evätmänam bädhate, äho, aithäntareria, jnänena vâ.r-TPS, p. 14.

18. Atha jftânena bâdhyate, kim tad-visayena, anya-visayena, nirvisayena
va ? yadi tad-visayena, tadâ tat svaropam vidhatte na tu viparygsayati
tadâkâra-paryavasita-rnpatvât. atha anyavisayarn bädhakam, lad api oa
yujyate, yad yadvisayarh tat tasyaiva sattârh vidhalte na tv anyasya
vidhâyakarn pratisedhakam vä svavisaya-par>avasäyjn)O hi btddhayah.

. atha nirvisayena bâdbyate, na kimcid vidadhâti pratisedhati va nir-
visayatvâd eva.—TPS, pp. 15-16.

19. Na hi sarve bhâvâh sarvapurusâriha-hetavab. na ca sarvapurusârtha-
kriya-vihïnam etad ity avagantum päryate arvägvidä. tasmät sthitam
etad avyabhicäri-padam anarthakam.—TPS, p. 17.

20. Tasmin sanöeha jnâne jäte kimcit pratibhâti âho na pratibhâti ? tad
yadi pratibhâti, sa kim dharm? dharmo va ? tadyadi dharmï pratibhâti
sa tâttviLah, atâttviko va.—TP5, p. 19.

21. Anye tu 'avisaihvädi jfiänam' (Pramäna-värttikam, 2.1) pramänam abhi-
dadhati. ko' yam avisarhvâdârthah—kim }athävyavasthitärtha-grhititvam,
bädhä-rahitatvam vä pratiyamänärthajanyatä vä, pratiyamänärtham
prati pravartakatvam vä, artha-präpakatvam vg.—TPS, p. 28.

22. Atha arthî-prâpakatvam avisamvädah, tatra kim arthamätra-präpaka-
tvaro, äho avabhätärtha-präpakatvam, tajjätiyodaka-präpakatvatn vä,
svotpädakärtha-präpakatvarh vä, atha svotpädaka-kärakänäm dhruva-
bhävitvam avisamvädah.—TPS, p. 29.

23. Evam cä'vyavasthite yad uktam—{<na hy äbhyäm artham paricchidya
pravartamäno'rthakryäyäm visarhvädyate " iti tad bälavilasitam.
—TPS, p. 29.

24. Tathä, Tathägatänäm api anadhigatärthagantr-visesanam apärthakam
apohyajßänä'sambhavät. na hi parvä'parakälabhävini vijfiäne eka-visaye
stah, na svalôksanaikavisaye, na sämänyaikavisaye. svalaksanasya
abhinnaika-svabhavasya kramavrttyaneka-vijaäna-jananasakti vyatirekät.
—TPS, p. 27.

25. The reading in the text I1* 'Vikalpe bädhaka-visayotpannä'nekapurusa-
vijfiänabheda-prasangah.—TPS, p. 27. This does not convey any mean-
ing. Could it be 'vikalpe vä ekavisayotpannä' ' ?
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26. Anye tu anadhigatärtha-gantrtvena praniana-laksanam abhidadhati. te
tv ayuktavädino drast^vyäh. katham ayuktaväditä tesäm iti cet; ucyate
—vibhinnakärakotpäditaikärthavijnänänärh yathävyavasthitaikärtha-
grhitirapatvä'viiese'pi parvotpannavijftänasya prä"mänyam nottarasya ity
atra myamakarh vaktavyam. atha yathävyavasthitärthagrhitirapatva'-
visese'pi parvotpanna-vijtlänasya pfämänyam upapadyate na prathamo-
ttara-vijnänasya, tadâ'nenaiva nyiyena prathamasyä'py aprämänyam pra-
saktam grhitärtha-grähitvä'visesat. yathä ekanila-svalaksanavabhäsita- *
yugapadutpannänekanila-vijfiänänäm ntlaik^nhagrhitjröpatä na
bhidyate, tathä pürväparotpanna-vijfiänänäm api grhitarthagrhui-rapata
na nivartsyati.—TPS, >pp, 22-23.

27. Tad anabhyupagacchato'pi Carväka-Madhyamikader vägvistaränäm
pratiyamänatvät. tasyaiva vä'nispattau bhavatas tanniräsa-prayäsä' nupa-
patteh. So'yamaporvahpra'mänadisattanabhyupagamätmäväkstambhana-
mantro bhavata'bhyahito nonarh, yasya prabhivad Bhagavatä Sura-
gurunä Lokayatikäni sütrani na pramtäni,, Tathägatena va Madhyamâgama
nopadistäli, Bhagavatpädena vä Bädaräyaniyesu satresu bhasyarii nä'bhäsi.
—KhKh, pp. 6-7. See Sankara Misra's commentary.

28. Avyabhicaritvam arthävinäbhütatvarh, tadâ prastavyam ko'syärthah?
kim yadärthas tadaiva jüänam, Uta yatrà'rthas tatraiva dese jnanam,
atha yädrg arthas tädrg eva jfignam yat tat pramitir iti.—KhKh, pp.
248-249.

29. Arthasya ca yathä samaväyäd raparh visesambhavati tathä visaya-
bhavst jnänasyäpi tad visesanam bliavaty e\a iticen, na, evam hi puro-
vartitvädinä ropena tathäbhäva-sambhavät purovaitmïm suktim
rajatatayâ'vagâhamanam jfiänam pramä syät.— KhKh, p. 237.

30. Avisamväditvam hi jßänäntarena tathaivollikhyamänärthatvam vS,
jüanantarena vipantatayä* pratiyamânarthatvam vä, p aiiyamäna-vyäpya-
visayatvam vg, anyad eva va kiücit.—KhKh, p. 250.

31. KhKh, pp. 249-255. The arguments put forth by Snharsa are similar
to those of Jayarâsi Bhatta. The arguments have been given at length
to enable the reader to compare for himself. Snharsa enters into greater
details—he had the advantage of greater acquaintance with works of
dialectical criticism, though Jayaräsi's criticism is many a time subtler.

32. Ghataiva ( jarness ) is jatU but nilc-ghatalva ( blue-jarness ) is vpadhi;
svarüpatva is iipädhi; svarüpa is own unique essence or character, so no
jnti can be possible. Upädhih ( 2') Dhannamatram, sa ca dharmah kvacij

* The correct reading should be 'svalaksanävabhdsP and not 'ovobhasita9.
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jàîjadik, kvatit îadhiiinho^pi blïasati yathäpadânha-VibhsjùkopadhiniaUvani
Uyädau. p ultrtha-vibhnjakofödhiyas lAvad dravydtva vupiv
snmänyai\Kt Hsesall'a-samavüyatva-cbhfivanar h pah setiti. taihi droV)
jüiiriipük sïïmànyatYudayas tu tad-bhihna'h jätibhinno dharmo" pi d\i\idhüli
Sakhandopädhih akhandopädhis edti. tatradydh äkaUitvädih ( SuhihUrita-
taftdro'daya. p 33 Ö n̂ares ) dxUlyah prameyatYa-kunduhtva-pratijogitYa'
dih (Tarka-kauihüdi p. 20; Bombay 1886). — Njüyakosa of Bhimacäryä
Jhaîakîkara ( B0RÎ> Poona 1928 ). See aisé 'Mater/als for the Study of
NavyL-Nyäya Logic, Introduction, pp. 40—12— Daniel Ingalls (Harvard
Oiiental Sçr"cs, 195Ï ) " The difference between generic character ( jati)
and imposed property (upndhi) is based partly on the extent to which
they distinguish the qualificand from other entities." ( Ib'd , p. 4) ). For
instance, in the cognition 'it is a man', the qualifier (visefanct) of man
is the jäti 'manness*; this cha acter is present in mauy individuals and
is said to inhere in all its loci On the other hand, in the cognition 'It
is Devadatta1, the qualifier of Devadatta is the upadhi "'Dcvadattaness*
which belongs to nothing other than (he man Devadatta. It is said to
reside in Devadatta not by the relation of inherence but by a particular
Qualification Relation (visesanatä-visesa-sambandha): this relation is
also called Peculiar Relation (svarûpa-scirbcr.dl a) i e. a relation peculiar
to ihe pair it connects. A qualifier is al̂ o termed upadhi if it is the
qualifier of a generic character, e.g. ghotatvclva ( jarnessness ) A
qualifier is an upadhi if its loci are loci of loci of a generic character;
e.g. danditva ( staff-holderness ). The lozi of staff-holderness are all
persons who hold staffs; ihese persons are leci of staffs; staffs are the
loci of the generic character steffness. And so on.

33. Etena käranam tattvam iti nirastam sarvasya tathStv: \ ram tyabhâvena'-
tmâsrayena ca pratiksana-visist^-visvâvasyakârauatvopagamî durapa-
vaJä'thi-kriyäkäritva- sattvalaksanSngikari - jainacarana-saranaprawsi- .
vidarabanäpädidosagrasena ceti—KhKh, pp. 147— 148.

34. Kim cedam anubhrjtitvarh näma ? Jnänatvä'vantara-jätibhedo va,
smrtivyatirikta-jfianatvarh va, smrtilaksana-rahita-jnâ; atvarii va, tad-
avidura~präkkalotpat{in!yatä'sädhäranakäranakabuddhitvdm va. —KhKh,
pp. 149-150.

It may be noted with regard to the last alternative that the
Qsadhârctna kâranas of perception, etc, are sense-object contact, knowledge
of concomitant proban; (as r:siJing ni the minor term ), knowledge of
similarity; and knowledge of 's ab da or word; these are produced
immediately before them, whereas samîkîru (impression) thj aiâdhârana
kârana of memory is not produced m th.2 immediately preceding moment.
See KhKh, pp. 149-228.
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35. Avasyam asyâ'vyabhicâritveavyabhicâriniyatam eva karanam vaktavyam.
kim tad iti cet. svatmanaivâ'tra praéne diyatâra uttaram bhavatâ, yena
nîyatesu prämä-rä îsv evedarh jnânam antarbhâvyam prarnâ-samânya-
laksanena va vyavacchettavyam.—KhKh, p. 231.

36. Pcatyartham vyävrttäkäränam ca visesänäm upadäne'nanugama-prasangät,
sämäoyatas ca'tipras an gäd iti ubhayathä'py asangatatâpatteh.—KhKh,
p. 244.

See History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. I/, p. 135—S. N Dasgupta.

37. 'Badhàbad3a-vyavasihâhetur asti visesah' iti paksam yas tu jadataro
na jahâti sa 'âptânâptavâkyabhyam naditire phaläni santftyevam-
rapäbhysm pratipädyamäne'rthe sthitam kam visesam ekatra paéyasi
yam aparatra na pasyasi ?'—iti prstvä pratibodhamyah; tathg'py
ajätabodhas tu jadatamah kascid yadi syât sa evam prabodhyah—ye
te visesäntarapravähasvikäre'Dantavisesäpattibhayät tvayä syata eva
vjsesaropä iti svikrtàh tesärii svaröpam tavat paraspara-vyävrttam ato*-
nugataikarapäbhävad avyäpakatvam syäd iti.—KhKh, pp, 246-247.

38. Other likely objections and attempts at defence have been repudiated
in the refutation of yäthärthya (correspondence) and so are not refuted
here in crder to avoid repetition,—"Sahkäntaräni cä'tah paräni
väthärtbya-visesanadüsanadüsitäny evopanipatantitiha dvir abhidhäna-
bhayän noktani".—KhKh, pp. 247-248; yadvjsesasahito dharmi tena
rüpenä'nubhavah pramä, säksäd visesa-sähityarh samyak-paricchedo
vivaksitah, bhâsamâna-yavadvisesa-visesana-visayaka-jnânam va prame-
tyädy api pramä-laksanam düsitam evety aha.—Sänkan, pp. 248-249.

39. Na cä"häryau tau näbhyupagantavyäv iti yuktam, vipralambhakasya
väkyaprayogama]atayä ähäryabhramasya jnäta-tattvasya ca guroh sisya-
prabodhärtharh vicärarh pravartayata ähärya-samsayänärii bhavata eya
sastre'numatatvät. —KhKh, p. 248.

40. Ito'pi avinäbhava-sambandha-grahanä'nupapattih-kirh sämänyayofi
sambandhävadhäranam, aho svalaksanayoh, sämänva-svalaksanyor va.
—TPS, p 65.

4L Atha dhomavirodhitvena asau dhomasya khandans iti cet; kah punar
asau virodhärthah ? Kim-atadakärata," äho asamänakähnatä, tatsadbhäve
tasyä'nupalambho vä, tajjanyatä vä, taj-janakatvam va, bhinna-kriyä-
kartrtvam \ä, bhinnahetatpädyatvarh vä, äsritanägritatvam vä ?
—TPS, pp. 67-68.

1-79
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42. Upalaksana and visesana are different kinds of qualifiers. Upalaksana
qualifies and helps one to recognise the qualificand even when not
present; for instance, even when the crow is not sitting on the house-
top, Devadatta's house can be introduced or pointed out as the one on
which the crow was known to sit. Visesana is an internal quality or
qualifier; for instance in the proposition The blue lotus is dancing on
the waters', blue is qualifier, internal to the lotus and so associated
with the action predicated of it. The external qualifier which is not
integral to what is qualifies is regarded by Indian logicians as two-
fold—(a) upadhi (adjunct) which is in actual association with the quali-
ficand, e.g. ear-drum of aka'sa (ether). (According to the Vaisesikas, the
auditive organ is nothing but ether enclosed in the ear-drum);
(b) upalaksana (pointer) which qualifies even when not in association
with the qualificand.

43. Kas ca vyapti-sabdartha iti vaktavyam, avinäbhäva iti cen, na. kirn
ekasyä'vyatireke'parasya bhävo'vinäbhava-padarthah, uta ekasya
vyatireke'parasya vyatirekah ? yady âdyah tadä'vyatireko'nvayäitha
ity ekasyânvaye parasyânvaya ity uktam syät, evarh ca sati pârthivatva-
lohalekhyatvayor apy anvayo vyaptih syät.—-KhKh, p. 353.

44. Prameyatayä sarvarh tadä* jfiäyate eva na tu ropantarena iti cen, na,
yadi mpäntarena tat prameyarh tadä rapäntarvato'pi prameyatvädhä-
ratayä katham agrahanam. atha na prameyarb nâsty eva rapäntarena
tat, yena tu ropäntarenästi tena sarve^a prameyam iti yävad-vidyamänä-
käreria jnätatva-prasangah. tathätva-svikäre ca jnäyatäm prameyatva-
darainä bhavatä mämaki citta-vrttih, tatah sraddhäsye.—KhKh, p. 355.

45. Särvatrikarii vyatireka-yaugapadyarfi vivaksitam na tu kväcitkam ata
evoeyate avinäbhäva-niyama iti cen, na. Särvatrika-vyatirekavadhärana-
syä'py aeakyatvät, ŝ kyatve cänvayävadhäranam evästu sarvatrikam, krtarh
vyatirekavadhärana-kutilikayä.—KhKh, p. 359.

46. Agnidhüma-vyabhicärasankäyärh bädhakas tarko'yam abhidhïyate—'yadi
dhomo'gnim vyabhicared akäranakah san nityah syät, na sysd eva
Va*, sa ca'yam anuttaras tarkah; tatra sankäyam vyaghatäpatteh, tad
eva by äsankyate, yasminnâsankyamâne svakriya-vyäghätädayo dosa
nâvatarantï'ti loka-maryäda. evarh sarvatranuttaras tarko bädhako'-
bhidheya iti.-KhKh, pp. 363-364.

47. Ädye kah sväbhävika-sabdärtha iti prastavyarh; kirn sambandhi-svabhävä-
sritah(l), atha sambandhi-svabhäva-janyah (2), atha sambandhitva-
vivikta-svabnävanatiriktah(3), atha va sambandhi-svabhâva-vyâpyah(4),
atha sambandhi-svabhävad anyena na prayuktah (5), utânya eva
kaâcid(6), vivaksitah.—KhKh, p. 370.
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48. "Ekasädhyävinäbhäve mithah sambandha-sünyayoji;
Sädhyäbhävavinäbhävi sa upädhir yadatyayah, —KhKh, p. 372;

yadatyayo yadabhäyah sädhyäbhävä'vinäbhävi sädhyäbhäva-vyäpyah
sa upädhis tathä ca sädhyäbhävavyäpyä'bbäva-pratiyogi, sâdhya-vyâpaka
iti yävat—mithah sambandha-sûnyayob sädhanopädhyor madhye ekasya
sädhanasya sädhyävinabhäve grähye yadatyayah sädhyäbhävä'vinäbbävi
sa upädhir iti Bhattacärya-värttika-yojanä. —Sänkan, p, 373.

49. Yyapta-paksadharmaivarh hetutvam hetu^visaya-dharmatvam ca paksa-
tvam ity anyonyäsraya ity arthab.—Sänkarl, p. 384.

50. Etena sandigdha-sädhyadharma-visisto dharmî paksah sädhyatvam ca
sva-parärthänumana-sädhäranam utpadya-jfiänatvam iti nirastam.

—KhKh, p. 384.

51. KhKh, p. 382; also—prameyatvam näma pramâ-visayatvarh, visaya-
visayibhävas ca svabhävänatirikta iti praoiäto visayataé ca prameyatvam
nätiriktam tatha cä'drstädi kasyacit pratyaksam prameyatväd ity asya
hetor apaksadharmatä syät. ätma-vyatiriktasyä'rthajätasya pramä-
érayatvânupapatter arthasyä' pi svä"srayatvänupapatteh. atah paksâ-
sdtatvath paksa-dharmatvam ity avyäpakam ity âha—prameyatveti~
Nayanaprasädini oa Tatlva-pradipikä, p. 393 (Udasma Sarhskrta
Vidyälaya, Kaâi, 1956).

52. Pratitim vyäptibalena samänyato vyäpakävagahanapravrttäm--visesam
ädäya paryavasayayitum vyäpyasya sämarthyam sä iti cet.—KhKh, p. 384.

53. Citsukhäcarya also has refuted the pramänas in his Tattvapradlpikä-oi
Citsùkhi, His refutation of anumäna is almost a summary of the arguments
advanced by Snharsa. See Tattva-pxadipikn, pp. 378-397.

54. Atha kathâyâm vâdino niyamarii etädrsam manyante-'pramänadayah
sarvatantra-siddhäntatayä siddhäh padärthäb santïti kathakSbhyäm
abhyupeyam', tad apare na ksamante; tatha hi-pramânâdïnam sattvarh
yad abhyupeyam kathakena, tatkasya hetofr ? Kim tad anabhyupagacchad-
bhyam vâdi-prativadibhyâm tad-abhyupagama-sâhitya-niyatasya v5g*
vyavaharasya pravartayitum aâakyatvât? (1), Uta kathakâbhyam
pravartamya-vägvyavahärarh prati hetutvät ? (2), Uta lokasiddhatvät ? (3),
atha va tad-anabhyupagamasya tattvanirnaya-vijayaphalätiprasaöja-
katvät ? (4).—KhKh, pp, 5-6.

55. Astu evarh hi, tathä hi tatra tri-catura-jfiäna-kaksä-gavesanamätra-
visräntena vicärena tatah param ananusarana-ramamyenaiva ca samayarfi
baddhvä kathäyäm mithah sampratipattyä" pravartanät.-KhKh, p. 23.
Compare--Tad evam upaplutesv eva tattvesu, avicärita-ramaniyäh sarve
vyavahärä ghatanta iti. -TPS, p. 125.
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56. Sarvesäm bhävänam sarvatra na vidyate svabhavas cet.
tvadvacanam asvabhâvam na nivartayiturh svabhgvam alam. 1.
Na svâbhâvikam ctad vâkyarh tasmân na vâdahânir me.
nâsti ca vaisamikatvarh visesahetus ca na nigädyah. 24.
Samvyavahâram ca vayam nanabhvupagamya kathayämah 28 cd.
(Api ca, na vayam vyavahâra-satyam pratyakhyâya vyavahära-satyam
anabhyupagamya kathayämah sanyäh sarvabhäväici. na hi vyavahära-
satyam anägamya sakyä dliarmadesanä kartum. yathoktam-
Vyavaharam anäsritya paramärtho na desyate,
paramärtham anägamya nirvänam nädhigamyate.
iti. tasmäd madvacanavat sunyäh sarvabhäväh sarva-bhävänäm 3 a
nihsvabhävatvam ubhayathopapadyamanam iti.-Nâgârjuna9s Vrtti),
Yadi käcana pratijnä tatra syäd esa me bhaved dosah,
nâsti ca mama pratijnä tasmän naivästi me dosah. 29
pratisedhayämi näham kificit pratisedhyam asti na ca kificit,
tasmät pratisedhayasity adhjlaya eva tvayä knyate. 64.

—ViV, 1, 24, 28, 29. 64.
57. See 'An Essay on Philosophical Method", pp. 140-141—R. G. Colling-

wood (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1962).
58. Vijfiâna-vyatiriktaih punar idam visvam sadasadbhyäm vilaksanam

brahmavâdinah sangirante. tatliâ hi nedarh sad bhavitum arhati,
vaksyaraänadüsanagrastatvät. nä'py asad eva tathä sati lâukika-
vicärakänäm sarva-vyavahära-vyähat)äpatteb —KhKh, p. 76.
Na ca te dosäh svakam api ghnanto jätayah katham na syur iti vâcyam,
yato nirvacaniyatvarh bâdiiyaîe tair dosaih svayam apy amrvacamyair
eva. anirvacaniyair eva ca tair vyavabnyate eveti kuto'smgn prati
vyäghätah syat: tajjätitvasya ca nirucya yojayitum aàakyatvât.—KhKh,

.p. 77.
Yo hi sarvam anirvacamya-sadasattvam brate sa katham anirvacamyatä-
sattva-vyavasthitauparyanuyujyate. sa' pi hi krtsna-prapancapara-sarva-
sabdäbhidheya-madhya-nivistaiva. parasyaiva vyavasthayaivam pary-
avasyati—nirvacana-pratiksepâd anirvacanïyatvarh, vidhinisedhayor ekatara-
nirâsasyetara-paryavasâyitâyas tenäbhupagamät. tatah parakiya-ntyedam
ucyate—'anirvacamyatvam visvasya paryavas}ati' iti. vastutas tu vayam
sarva-prapanca-sattväsattva-vyavasthäpana-vinivrttäh svatah-siddhe cid-
âtmani brahma-îattve kevale bharam avalambya caritärthäh sukham
äsmahe.—KhKh, pp. 18-19.

The conflict of Reason is finely presented in the works of the
Mädhyamika school. See MK-Ch. 2 on motion, 5. 1-8; 18.10; 24.19
etc. The ultimate reality is attempted to be explained in MK 3 8.9, 25.3,
etc. See also MK 2.21, 19.6, 6.10, 10.16, 10.1, 10.15, 8.12-13,4.1; 14.8;
24.18, Catuhsataka 14.14; 9.2; 8.16; Bodhïcaryâvatârapahjikâ, p. 352.
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59. "The unhappy terminology used even in philosophical treatises is a
predicament of language. Language is pre-eminently an instrument 10
express the empirical. This is not only natural, but pragmatically the
more important Very often philosophy, especially absolutism, has to
convey through the usual swubols what admittedly cannot be symbolised.
This it does by superimposing an induced or artificial signification on
conventional words. Many of the ambiguities and apparent inconsistencies
in the Madhyamika or other absolutist systems are traceable to this
necessary predicament. They are ever trying to convey through language
and concepts things for which language was not intended as an instrument
of expression."—The Central Philosophy of Buddhism p, 153-T. R. V.
Murti (George Allen and Unwin, second edition, 1960).

60. Na vayam svatantram anumânam prayunjmahe paia-pratijfiâ-nisedha-
phalatväd asmad-anumänänäm.-MKV, p 34. Kim punar anyataraprâ-
siddhenâ'py anumânenâ* sty anumänabadhä". asti sä ca svaprasiddhenaiva
hetunâ, na paraprasiddhena. lokata eva distatvät. kadäcid dhi loke'rthi-
pratyarthibhväm pramänikitasya säksino vacanena jayo bhavati parajayo
va. kadâcit svavacanena. paravacanena tu najayona'pi paiâjayah. yathâca
loke tathâ nyâye' pi. laukikasyaiva vyavahâras} a nyâyasâstre prastuiatvât.—
MKV, pp. 34-35. See also MKV, p. 51, pp. 18-19; KhKh, p. 11.

61. Tattulyohas tadiyam ca yojanani v sayântare,
snikbalä tasya ŝ se ca tridhâ bhramati matknyâ .—KhKb, p. 731.

62. Äcäryo bhayasâ prasangâpattimukhenaiva parapaksam niräkaroti sma.
-MKV, p. 24. Prasarïgâpâdanarn ca na svapaksasihâpanâyopâdîyate
kim tu paras>â' nistapâdanâ' rtham, parân'stam ca tadabhyupagama-
siddhair eva dharmâdibhih sakyam âpâdayitum.—Njâyakandali, p. 197
(as quoted by Murti).

63. See MKV, pp. 14-16- also pp. 36-38, etc.



CHAPÎER 14

PROBLEM OF TRUTH

Indian logicians from very early times recogaised certain
sources of knowledge, the most important of them being
perception, inference and verbal or scriptural testimony,1 The
philosophical systems have accepted the important rule that
knowables (prameya) can be established on the strength of
pramanas (sources of valid knowledge).9 Accordingly, each
system of philosophy has laid down the number of pramanas
acceptable to it and it is within the framework of these that
the different doctrines of a particular school are established
and developed. The logical and the metaphysical principles,
as said above, present a striking consistency in the systems of
Indian philosophy.

The Mädhyamikas, the most outstanding among them
being Nägärjuna ( second century A. D. ), and the sceptics,
as we have seen, did not admit that the pramanas could
yield valid knowledge. The knowledge derived from them
may be empirically efficient or useful, but its ultimate validity
cannot be proved. The system of pramanas is dependent on
their being properly defined, and the system of knowables is
dependent on the pramanas, but the pramanas cannot be
defined as the different definitions put forth suffer from
anomalies and contradictions, and consequently nothing can
be proved. The éârikara Vedântins also repudiated the validity
of the pramanas.5 Besides, the Buddhists did not admit
savikalpa pratyaksa ( determinate perception ) as valid as it is
determined by conceptual construction ( kalpana ) and is not
derived from the object alone. In the face of such devastating
criticism, the pramanavadins had to put their conception of valid
knowledge on a sound basis, and they formulated their theories
of truth and validity and attempted to establish them, espe-
cially keeping in view the criticism directed against them.
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The Vaisesikasutra distinguishes between vidya ( true
cognition) and avidya ( untrue cognition ) by saying that
avidya is defiled knowledge ( dusia jnana ), knowledge which
is conditioned by vitiations (such as defects of the sense-
organs, vitiated predispositons and the like ). Vidyâ is know-
ledge not so defiled.4 The Nyaya-sutra inserted two epithets
in the definition of pratyaksa (perception) which can be applied
to all cases of valid cognition—avyabhicârin ( non-deviating
or non-discrepant ) and vyavasayatmaka ( certain, i.e. not
doubtful ). As Vätsyäyana says, that cognition is avyabhlcarin

(non-deviating, non discrepant ) which presents its object as
it is in reality; what is otherwise is vyabhicarin (deviating or
discrepant ).5 It is to be noted that here true and untrue
cognitions are defined in terms of their characteristic features
and not the conditions leading to them as in the Vaisesika
sUtra. Here the emphasis is on conformity or correspondence
with the object—undoubtedly a progressive step. True know-
ledge ( yatharlha jnana ) in order to beprama ( valid knowledge)
must be presentative (anubhavatmaka) in character and not
reproductive of previous experience. Smrti, though a cognition,
which agrees with its object or is true, is. not regarded as valid
in the Nyäya-Vaistsika school.0 Here the psychological
distinction of anubhava (direct knowledge) and smrti (memory,
remembered knowledge) enters into the demarcation of the
definition of praniä ( valid knowledge ). The reason may be
that memory, however correct it may be, suffers from
haziness, while the understanding of truth requires lucidity
and resoluteness in it. Thus, according to the Nyâya school,
the truth of cognition consists in its correspondence
(avyabhicaritva or yatharthya) and certainty or definiteness
(vyavasayatmakatva)\ and to bepramâ (valid), knowledge must
be, as said above, presentative (anubhava). Anubhava is the
knowledge of real objects as distinguished from those that
are imagined; that is to say, knowledge which is grounded
in the object itself (arthajanyaj.1 Knowledge not of this
nature is aprama,
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The nature of truth according to the Nyäya-Vaisesika
is correspondence (yatharthya) between the objective fact and
its apprehension. According to the Correspondence Theory, a
proposition is true if there is a fact to which it corresponds;
correspondence consists in ihe agreement of the constituents
of the objective fact and of the proposition. But it may be
noted here that when we apply the terminology of western
philosophy to Indian theories, it is not fair to load the under-
standing of Indian theories with all the implications of the
terms of western philosophy. As a matter of fact, any Indian
theoiy pertaining to the nature of truth is not exclusively a
theory of Correspondence or of Coherence or of Pragmatism.
Thus, according to the Nyäya Vaisesika, the truth of knowledge
consists in correspondence with objective facts. Where a test
of truth is required, it is expected to satisfy the test of
confirmation and utility. If we accept the proposition, 'There
is water at a distance', we can test its trufh by approaching
it and making sure. This is what pravrtti-samarthya (efficiency)
also means. Or we may compare a similar true knowledge of
water on several occasions in the same circumstances
( tajjatfyatva ) . Yet the Nyäya school does not accept the
pragmatic theory of truth. Knowledge, according to it, is
useful because it is true; it is rut true because it works.8

We have seen that the concepts of avyabhicaritva,
vyavasayatmakatva, yatharthya were severely criticised and
repudiated by sceptics like Jayarâsi and absolutists like
Sriharsa and others. Garigesa (thirteenth century)—the founder
of the Navya-Nyäya school who kept in view these criticisms
of Srïharsa, discussed the different definitions of pramanya and
recognised the definition— ' yatra y ad asti tatra tasyamibhavah
prama, tadvati iatprakarakanubhavo va.' (Prama is presentative
knowledge of a thing in respect of that in which it subsists,
or presentative knowledge having that as the special qualifier
in respective of a thing which possesses that ).9

The author of the Parva-Mviiamsa-sutra while saying
that sabda is the only infallible guide in respect of dharma
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gives us an idea of what the Mïmâmsakas understand by
prama or valid cognition. According to Kumärüa, the Purva-
Mimamsa sTitra 1 1.5 says: " T h e (metaphysical) relation
between word and its meaning is eternal and the means of
knowing it is the Upadesa (injunction) which is incapable of
contradiction; v is authoritative with regard to an object
not appiehended before, because it is independent, so says
Bâdarâyana" ( autpatiikas tu sabdasyâ' rthena sambandhah tasya
jnanam upadeso'vyatirekas ca* n he' nupalabdhe tat pramanam
BadaräyanasycCnapeksatvat )} °

Thus according to the Purva-Mïmâmsakas, knowledge
in order to be valid must be uncontradicted and must have
novelty, that is to say, must cognise a thing not apprehended
before; it must be presentative in character. Smrti is not
regarded as valid, though it may be true, by the Mïmâmsakas
as it does not yield, any fresh knowledge and is dependent
on previous impressions. Recognition (pratyabhijna) is not
excluded as it does not consist only of remembrance; there
being the element of direct cognition in it, it is valid. Conti-
nuous cognition {dharcivahika jntiiia) similarly cannot be classi-
fied under memoiy as theie is throughout contact between the
sense-organs and the object and the various stages are
independent of one another.1 1 Prabhäkara in a way differs from
this view. According to him, it is not a necessary characteristic
of prama or valid cognition that its object should be one
that is not already cognisedf agrhita ) . He defines valid
cognition as apprehension ( pramanam amibhutih) and regards
memory as non-valid uot because it is not agrhUa-grahin
(cognising a thing not already known), but because it is not
independent, being dependent upon previous cognitions.
Presentation( anubhava ) is an essential requisite of prama.
This definition of prama presupposes the intrinsic validity
of knowledge; prama can be defined as anubhfxti only if each
and every knowledge is inherently valid, Kuiriârila, on the

1-80
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other hand, regards agrhïta-grahitva as an indispensable charac-
teristic of valid cognition, which must of course be definite.12

Determinate perception ( savikalpa pratyaksa), continuous
cognition {dharavâhika-jnâna) and inference (anumiti) are
valid as they add to the knowledge already acquired.13

The Mîmâmsakas accept the svaiah-prâmanya (intrinsic
truth or validity) of knowledge, because if each piece of
knowledge is required to be ascertained by another, it would
lead to the contingency of anavastha (infinite series) and never
lead to confident action. It is only the invalidity or falsity
{apramanya) of knowledge that is determined by extraneous
means —defects, etc. A cognition is known to be false only
if it is contradicted by another cognition The peculiarity of
the Mïmârhsakas lies in this that they test apramanya rather
than pramanya. They have a theoiy of Error, rather than a
theory of Truth. Truth is an inherent characteristic of know-
ledge though we may test the truth of our knowledge by
finding out whether it coheres with other experiences or not.
But this test is an external one and does not affect the nature
of truth. The statement of the Mîmâmsakas that a judgment
may be ascertained to be true by seeing if it is confirmed by
other judgments, suggests the theory of coherence The various
judgments must fit together.

It may be noted here that according to Prabhâkara and
his followers all presentütive cognitions are valid (pramâna);
they may be bhranta ( erroneous ) or not according as they
come into conflict with our empirical experience and behaviour
or not. We may take the instance of a person suffering from
jaundice who sees a yellow conch-shell. This cognition is valid
{pramana ) inasmuch as it really consists of two true cognitions*
between which he has failed to distinguish; but it is bhranta
(erroneous) as it is contradicted later when the man realises
that the conch-shell appeared yellow because of the yellow
bile in the eye. In the case of the cognition of ' hot water '
on the other hand, the heat really belongs to the particles of
fire, but the cognition is never found to be contradicted or
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to be iaconsistent ( visamvadln ) , so it is not erroneous (bhmnta)%

Those who call it invalid and erroneous are contradicting
experience common to all {sarvaiokavirodha) l* Pârtbasârathi
JVlisra refutes this argument regarding the cognition of 'hoi"
water'. There would be sarvalokavirodha if people admitted its
validity though knowing that it was not true. But they regard
it as true (yathärtha) and hence also valid and not-erroneous.
But those who know it as ayathârtha (not-corresponding to
the objective facts) never regard it as valid and not-erroneous,
Hence yathârthya is, an essential characteristic of valid
cognition.15 Kumärila and his followers contend that so far
as the judgment This is silver' (in respect of shell) involves
a cognition it is quite valid for the cogniser at the time he
has the cognition; the subsequent experience or detection of
some defect in the sense-organs, etc. sets aside the validity
that belonged to the cognition.10

Valid knowledge according to the Buddhists is that which
points to a point-instant of reality and is free from error.
According to them the stalaksana (unique particular) alone is
real, there is no samanya, universal, which is general and charac-
teristic of the class Direct perception cognises the particular
(svalaksatia) and inference the universal (samanya). In that case,
inference would be indirect and non-valid as it involves conceptual
construction (kaipana). From that high standard from which
pure sensation perceiving the svalaksatia is regarded as valid
knowledge, perceptual judgment is subjective and conceptual
and hence not valid. Much less valid is inference which is
more stepped in thought-construction. Dharmottara says that
inference is erroneous since it deals with non-entities The
course it takes consists in having to deal with mental contents
of a general, unreal character and in ascertaining through
them some real fact and so is regarded as pramana. Inference
has an imagined thing as its object, as inference is cognition *
of a thing which cannot be perceived but can only be imagined.
But its procedure consists in referring this imagined object
to a real point. Its ultimate result is the same as in pratyaksa,
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the cognition of a point of reality through a constructed
symbol. What is finally cognised is a point-instant of reality as
possessing a definite symbol, e.g, the mountain as possessing
the unperceived fire. Pratyaksa and anumana point to definite
objects and therefore are valid; what is other than these is
not valid l 7

A further characteristic of valid cognition, according to
the Buddhists, is that it should be fresh or new, that is to
say, cognition of a thing not already cognised. A person acts
as stimulated by the knowledge which first cognised an object.
If knowledge is characterised as 'stimulative to action'
(pravartaka), no other knowledge than that of the first moment
is required as it would be superfluous. Hence knowledge of
things already cognised is not valid.18 Novelty is regarded by
the Buddhists as an essential characteristic of valid knowledge.
The Mlmärhsakas also accept this, but they make concessions
and regard savikalpa pratyaksa (determinate perception) and
dharavahika jnana (continuous cognition) as valid, as explained
above. The Buddhists, on the other hand, insist that it is
only the knowledge in the first moment of pure sensation
that is valid; afterwards it is intellectually determined The
object in the later moments is not grahya (object of sensuous
apprehension), but adhyavaseya (intellectually determined).
Though the Buddhists accept anumana as a pramana, source
of valid knowledge, they are really hesitant about it, as in it
ideation is at work from the very outset. They expel with a
single stroke, savikalpa pratyaksa, same ay a (doubt), vi par y ay a
(error), pratyabhijnïï (recognition) and smrti (memory) from
the category of pramana or valid knowledge Dharmottara
evidently excluded even dharavahika jnana from the category
of valid knowledge {Nyayahinda-ükcis pp. 3-4). Arcata opines
in his Tika on the Hetubindu, that the dharavahika jnana of
yogins is valid as it is conscious of the different point-instants,
not su of ordinary persons.19

The test of truth in Buddhism is a pragmatic one.2 0 Yet
the Buddhist logicians point out that what constitutes validity is
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not pragmatic fitness (arthakriyayogyata) and verification alone
but that along with the correspondence of the presentation
with the tiue nature of reality. Such presentations as'lhose
of jewel itself for the light of the jewel, or of yellow conch-
shell for a white one, or of movin trees for trees which are
really stationary are not valid though there is verification.
The pragmatic test must satisfy the conditions of shape, quality,
place, time etc. Every variation in the characteristics makes
the characterised object a different one. Thus, cognition
revealing one shape of ihz object is not to be considered
valid when the real object has a different shape. For instance,
<the yellow conch-shell' is not a valid cognition of the shell
which is really white. Nor is the cognition valid when it
falsely reveals the place of the object; e.g the cognition
apprehending a jewel in the radiance in the chink in a door,
when the latter is mistaken for the jewel which is in the
room behind the door. The cognition is not right also when
it reveals an object as existing at a time which does not
belong to it; for instance, dream of an object being seen at
noon is not a true cognition of a real object existing at
midnight81. The Buddhists can be said to insist on a pragmatic
test which agrees in all respects with the circumstances of
the original cognition.

But here a difficulty presents itself. In the view of the
Buddhist, objects are momentary, so to reach the object in
its own time—the unique moment to which its real existence is
confined—is impossible. The Buddhist agrees and says that he
does not maintain thatit should be reached bya distinct cognition
at that vory moment to which its existence is confined. There
is a moment of sensation and a different moment of actual
reaching or even distinct perception. The unity which appears
to exist between different moments is a unity produced by the
synthesis of distinct apprehensions and represents in reality a
chain of momentary existences.S2 The pragmatic tQst can be
said to be satisfied if an entity of the same continuum is
reached.
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There were perhaps thinkers among the Buddhists
themselves who regarded the pragmatic fest as ultimate. The
knowledge of the moving trees, for instance, is valid as acting
upon it the trees can be reached, and some sa}/ that it was
because of this that Dirinâga did not regard 'abhrântatva* (non*
illusoriness) as an essential characteristic of direct perception.
( He defined pratyaksa as only kalpanapodha, devoid of
conceptualisation). But il is the contention of Sântaraksiia
and Dharmottara among others th-it what constitutes validity
is not just verification but verification in the true sense of
the term, which satisfies ail considerations of colour, time,
place, etc,2 3 The purpose of knowledge is served v\hen it
presents an objective reality in its true character. Buddhism
does not accept knowledge as true only because it is useful,
but it should be useful in the sense that the content of
cognition is verified. If may be noted that the actual attainment
of the object which takes place by reason of a chain of
psychical phenomena or efforts is a secondary product. Tlie
intermediate link between knowledge and attainment has only
a psychological bearing on the problem, its logical value is
mediate and derivative. Dharmottara distinguishes clearly
between know'edge and its result, viz. attainment of an object.
The volitional urge and the attainment follow as necessary
consequences. This means that an instrument of knowledge
fulfils itself by making known an object which is not cognised
before, this object being one towards which effort or activity
can be successfully directed.

The Jainas define pram an a as knowledge which is self-
luminous and which illumines other things, which is definite
and uncontradicted Definitenëss ( vyavasayatmakatva ) is an
essential characteristic of pramâ, so that samsaya (doubt),
viparyaya (error) and anadhyavasaya (indefinite cognition) aie
not regarded as valid. For the Jainas, all true and definite
uncontradicted knowledge is pramana (valid knowledge)—even
smrii, tirka, pratyabhijTiâ, etc. Ths Jaina view does not regard
agrhitagrahitva or novelty as essential forprâmânya. Avyabhicaritva
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(non-discrepancy) is enough to make a cognition valid.25 The
validity of knowledge is ascertained from avisamvada or lack
of inconsistency with facts According to the Jamas though
the knowledge of a moving tree when the ship is moving is
avisamwdin because if a person puts it to the fest, the tree
is undoubtedly found, yet tbis knowledge is not pramana as
the knowledge does not conform to facts as they are found
A moving tree is apprehended while what is found is a
stationary one. In those cases where by previous knowledge
of correspondence a conviction is produced that a particular
knowledge is true there may be a psychological ascertainment
of its validity without reference to extraneous facts. Vyaxasaya
( decisiveness, definiteness ) is also regarded as a criterion of
validity. It enables a person to employ propositions about
the existence or non-existence of things. As Vidyânanda says
avisamvada and vyavasaya do not differ essentially. Correspon
dence is essential, besides conative fulfilment for the validity
of knowledge.20

The Kevalâdvaitins initially did not propound any logical
views of their own; it was only at a later stage that ihey
laid down their logical principles. According to them all
uncontradicled knowledge is prcma. The Sâiikara Vedàntins
have no special objection to accepting smrti as valid knowledge,
nor do they insist on the inclusion of smrti in prama Valid
knowledge is knowledge which cognises a thing as possessed
of the attributes it actually has, and which is conducive to
successful effort.27 But, it may be urged, all empirical
phenomena are unreal and are sublated on the realisation of
Brahman; tlieir knowledge is contradicted or becomes badhita,
and hence the knowledge of jar, etc. cannot be regarded as
valid The answer to this is that 'abädhita' means not contra-
dicted during the empirical or worldly state and so the
definition is quite acceptable with regard to empirical knowledge.
Of course, the definitions of logic are such as to be consistent
with metaphysical principles from a higher point of view. All
our uncontradictcd knowledge of the object of the world of
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appearance should be regarded as valid until the absolute is
realised. Sankaräcärya distinguishes the empirical world, which
is taken for granted in logic, from dreams and illusions. They
do not satisfy the logical test of the fulfilment of conditions
of place, t imj, cause and non-contradiction 3 8 According to
éarikara and his followers that alone is true or real which is
not cojtradicted in all the three times (trikcilâbadhita ). Thus,
the non-dual Brahman which is pure consciousness and which
is not an object of knowledge is the only reality.

The Vedântins can, on the whole, be said to admit the
Coherence theory of truth. Truth is a systematic coherence.
This is more than just logical consistency. A proposition is
true in so far as it is a necessary constituent of a systematically
coherent whole. In the Vedäatic view, truth in its fulness is
only one systematic coherent whole, which is the absolute.
It attaches to propositions as we know them and to wholes
as we know them only to a degree. A proposition has a degree
of truth p"opordonate to the completeness of the systematic
coherence of the system of entities to which it belongs. Thus,
according to Rämänuja, when of the three elements—fire,
water, earth—a particular element predominates in an object,
the latter is designated by its character, though the other
elements are also present. The element of fire or light (tejas)
being present, a shell possesses the qualities of tejas i e. silver
and thus resembles silver in some sense. In the case of
illusion, owing to defect in the sense-organs and the like,
perception grasps only the qualities of silver {tejas) existing
in the shell and not qualities of the other elements in it (e.g.
the prthM or earth element) and the shell is perceived as
silver. The knowledge of silver is thus true as it refers to a
real object, the element of silver in the shell. In this view
all knowledge is regarded as having a real object. Viewing it
differently, it can be said that every cogition is strictly speaking
imperfect as it cognises only the predominant element in a
thing but not the o the r s . " Accoiding to the Vallabhaites, the
inner organ (antahkarana) generates prama when it is equipped
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with saltva-gutia, otherwise there is apranià. The knowledge
which is primarily predominant in sattva is the knowledge
that one universal essence is present everywhere; this knowledge
alone is absolutely valid Our empirical knowledge is associated
with rajas and is not absolutely valid. This râjasa jnana is
ordinarily regarded as valid, though it is not absolutely so,
and it is with rajasa jnana that logic is mainly concerned.
Knowledge associated with tamas is completely false.30 Thus
a knowledge can be judged as valid or not in relation to the
system of which it is an essential part. Jar, cup, saucer, etc. are
unreal when considered by themselves; they are real inasmuch
as they are modifications of clay or earth. Similarly, earth,
etc. are unreal by themselves and are real only when viewed
in relation to the Ultimate Principle This is true of their
cognitions also. All knowledge is to be viewed within the
framework of the knowledge of the Absolute. According to
the Kevalâdvaitins also, the ephemeral or illusory {pratibhasika),
the empirical (yyavaharika) and the highes!* (paraniärthika) are
real or true in view of the Absolute Brahman which is the
substratum of all appearance. Whatever reality there is derives
from the Absolute Principle. It may be noted that for the
Vedântins truth and validity are identical; only the Vallabhaites
do not regard memory, though it be true, as valid. Definite
uncontradicted knowledge whose causes are not vitiated is
regarded as valid.

Yatharihya ( correspondence or agreement with the object),
avisarhvada ( coherence or lack of inconsistency) and arthakriya-
karitva ( efficiency or being capable of leading to successful
action) are regarded as the criteria of true and valid knowledge.
Novelty is.regarded as another requisite of valid knowledge
especially by the Mïmârhsakas and the Buddhists. The
Naiväyikas and the Präbhäkaras regard anubhutitva (presentative-
ness) as an essential characteristic of valid knowledge; knowledge
in order to be valid must be presentative and net reproductive
in character. Smrii though true cognition is not prama (valid
knowledge). For almost all the the other schools, truth and
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validity are one, and all true knowledge is regarded as valid
knowledge.

The Indian logicians have lent much thought to the theory
of knowledge. They have distinguished between knowledge,
true and untrue, valid and invalid, as also defined valid
knowledge and formulated theories of truth. The moot problem
with them is whether pramanya { validity ) or apmmanya
( invalidity ) of knowledge is intrinsic ( svatoh ) or extrinsic
(paratah), generated by the same factors as produce knowledge
or by other causes, whether it can be known directly along
with knowledge and whether it can proceed independently
in its task of rightly or wrongly ascertaining the object. That
is to say, 'Ts pramanya independent of other factors in respect
of its origination (utpatth, apprehension (jnapti) and its effect
or the function of ascertaining things as they actually are
(yathcivyavasthitârthapariccheda-laksane karye) ?" The two main
exponents of the theory of the validity of knowledge are the
Mîmâmsakas and the Naiyäyikas. The Mïmâmsakas hold that
pramanya or validity is not dependent on other factors in all
these respects, whereas apramdnya is dependent on other
conditions; the Naiyäyikas, on the other hand, are of the view that
both validity and invalidity are dependent on conditions other
than those required for the origination, etc. of knowledge. The

Vedäntinsbave generally accepted the theory of the Mïmâmsakas.
The Sämkhya-Yoga, in agreement with their theory of every-
thing being always existent whether latently or patently, are
believed to hold that validity and invalidity are both intrinsic
and self-sufficient. The Jaina logicians hold that validity and
invalidity are dependent on other factors for their genesis
and function but in respect of their apprehension they may
be dependent or not, according as the object cognised is
a familiar one or not a familiar one. The Buddhist logicians
hold the same view as the Jaina logicians though they are
generally believed to be of the view that validity is extrinsic
and invalidity intrinsic. In familiar cases both pramanya and
apmmanya can be known intrinsically. A person with some
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eye-disease ( tha t he is aware o f ) knows as soon as he sees
anything that his cognition is not true. Similarly, in normal
cases pramanya is ascertained along with the cognition.31

Pramanya and apramanya seem, according to the Buddhists,
in their utpatti to be paratah, as being due to excellence or
defect in the causal apparatus. The controversy on this problem
is mainly and primarily between the Mïmamsakas and the
Naiyâyikas. Following in their wake, other schools formulated
their own theories regarding pramanya and apramanya as
seen above

We shall discuss at some length the views of the M lmämsakas
and the Naiyâyikas with regard to validity being intrinsic
(svatah) or extrinsic (paratah). The former were concerned
most with proving the validity or authoritativeness of Sruti
or the Vedic word. They accepted it on the strength of their
tradition, but they had to prove this in their controversies
and discussions with others, It is obvious that they could not
confine their discussions to the intrinsic validity of the
Veda alone which they regarded as apauruseya ( authorless,
not owing its existence to any person, not even God).
Consequently, they formulated a theory of validity in genera l / 2

We may now consider the arguments in favour of svatah-
pramanya (intrinsic validity) as given by Kumärila in his
Slokavarttika ( 1.1 ?, 33 ff ) and supplement this discussion
where necessary by additional arguments advanced by others.

With regard to all cognitions you must consider the follow-
ing questions ; Is the validity or authoritativeness (pramânatva)
and invalidity or unauthoritativeness {apramanotva) of a cogni-
tion due to itself or to something else ?5 S Since those that are
themselves nonexistent cannot by any means be established,
some people attribute both validity {pramanya) and invalidity
{apramanya) to the cognition itself whereas others attribute them
to the proved excellences or defects of its cause. But both can-
not be due to the cognition itself, since the two are mutually
contradictory and cannot subsist in one entity. Nor can both be
due to something else, because there would be no definiteness
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in the cognition and it would have no character of its own.
That is to say, if both are held to be due to proved excellences
or defects in the cause, then a cognition having arisen, so
long as such excellences or defects have not been proved,
the cognition cannot be accepted as valid or invalid, and so
would be without any character—which is an absurdity. How
could it again be possible that any one thing, independently
of all extraneous agency should have contradictory characters ?
And when devoid of both these characters, what nature could
the cognition have ? It may be urged that though one and
the same cognition cannot be both valid and invalid, yet the
duality of character can be explained as referring to different
cognitions and thus there would be r o contradiction. This
is not tenable, because even then if no extraneous determining
factor is accepted, how can it be ascertained which cognition
is valid and which not, and also where it is one or the
other. Therefore, for those who hold aprâmânya of cognitions
to be intrinsic or natural (svâbhâvika), prâmânya must depend
upon something else. In this connection the following rule is
laid down : 'Apmmanya being a negative factor can never be due
to the defects of the cause, whereas pramanya being a positive
entity is brought about by the excellences of the cause "3*

Kumârila thus puts forth all possible alternatives regarding
pramanya and aprâmânya being intrinsic or extrinsic. Showing
the impossibility of both being intrinsic or extrinsic, he
anticipates the arguments in favour of the view that aprâmânya
is intrinsic and pramanya extrinsic. If cognitions as a rule
have pramanya and the negation of pramanya be not determined
by anything else, then no one could prevent dieam cognitions
from having pramanya. Their aprâmânya cannot be said to
be due to defects, because as said above, being a negative
entity it cannot but be causeless. In the view that aprâmânya is
intrinsic and pramanya extrinsic, however, there can be no
pramanya in the absence of a particular cause, and
consequently there is not the contingency of a, negative factor
(viz. aprâmânya) having a cause (in the form of defects of thç
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cause). The excellences of the sense-organs, etc. alone can be said
to be the cause of pramanya, but the authority of these is denied
fortvio reasons—(i) the occasional disorders of the organs of
perception, and (ii) the occasional absence (e.g. during
dreams) either of the organs themselves or of their capabilities
It is on account of this fact that you have the mistaken
notion (hat the iUusoiy cognition is due to defects in the
cause. As a matter of fact, the invariable concomitance of
defects leads to the knowledge of the absence of excellences
and this absence establishes the apramanya of the cognition;
that is to say, apramanya is not brought about by defects in
the cause, but is due to the absence cf the exceller ces which
would have brought about pramanya in the cognition Apramanya
is the rule and pramanya an exception in respect of cognitions.
Therefore the purity of the cause ( karana-suddhatva ) must
be admitted to be the cause of the piamanya of a cognition;
while apramanya being natural is due only to the absence of
such purity (in the cause). There is no invariable concomitance,
either positive or negative, between apramanya and defects,
so apramanya cannot be said to result from a defect in the
cause. No defect, for instance, is found to exist in the case of
ajnana (non-cognition) that is due to the absence of the cause
of cognition. [It maybe noted here that apramanya is of three
kinds—doubt (samsaya), erroneous knowledge (vfparyaya)
and non-knowledge (ajnana)] Therefore inasmuch as there is
no human agency—or even if there be any, because of the
impossibility of any purity belonging to it—, there is no cause
for the pramanya of the Vedic injunction ( codana ) and so
pramanya cannot rightly be said to belong to it.35

Kumârila then answeis these arguments and establishes
the view of the Mïmâmsakas that pramanya belongs intrin-
sically to cognition, and it is apramanya that is extrinsic or
due to external factors : We must understand that pramanya
( validity) is inherent in all pramanas for a potency by itself
non-existent cannot possibly be brought into existence by any
other agency; since it is only for the sake of its origination
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that a positive entity requires a cause, and when it has once
acquired existence, gives rise to its effect or proceeds to do
its work naturally.50 If even on the rise of a cognition, the
object is not comprehended until the purity of its cause has
been ascertained by means of another valid cognition then
in all cases we should have to wait for the rise of another
cognition from another cause, for until the purity of the cause
of a cognition has been ascertained, it is as good as a non-
entity. And this second cognition could be regarded as valid
only on the ascertainment of the purity of its cause and so
on ad infinitum. On the other hand, if pramanya is accepted
as due to the cognition itself, nothing else is required,
because in the absence of the cognition of defects, falsity
(i.e. apramanya) becomes precluded automatically. Therefore,
the authoritative character which cognition comes to have
through the mere fact of its having the character of 'cognition'
can be set aside only by the awareness of the contrary nature
of its object or by the recognition of defects in its cause.
( For instance, in the typical case of mistaking the rope for
a serpent, when it is found on examination that it is a rope,
the validity of the previous cognition of the serpent is set
aside. Similarly, one suffering from jaundice, perceives the
white conch-shell as yellow, but as soon as he recognises
the disorder in his eye, he attributes the cognition of yellowness
to the disorder and accepts the conch-shell as white, thus
setting aside the validity of his previous cognition ).

Apramanya is three-fold according as it is due to falsity
(mithyatva), non-cognition (ajnana) and doubt {samsaya). From
anong these, two, vizfalsity and doubt, being positive entities
are brought about by discrepancies in the cause. In the case of
non-cognition, however, we do not admit the operation of such
defects, because all non-cognition is due to the absence of the
cause of cognition. The fact of apramanya being due to defects
does not involve the svatah pramanyavadins (those who hold that
pramanya is intrinsic) in any vicious infinite series (anavastha)
as is found to be the case with the theoiy of excellences (as
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being the cause of pramanya). [They explain opramariya as
due to defects in the cause and thecontraiy character of the
objects of cognition which are known by pramTinas which are
authoritative; thus the latter cognition comes to be intrinsically
valid and here the matter rests and they are saved the necessity
of assuming one cognition after another ad infinitum. It is
only when one thing (authoritative or otherwise ) is made to
depend upon another of the same kind that the contingency
arises].37 Apramanya (falsity) is got at directly through the
cognition of the same object as having a contrary character,
for so long as the former cognition is not set aside, the
subsequent cognition (of its contrary) cannot arise. As to the
other method, though the cognition of the defect of the cause
is known to refer to a different object (than the object of
the original cognition), yet we have co-objectivity (of the
two cognitions) as being implied thereby and hence there
is the preclusion of the former as in the case of the
milking pot. (There is a general rule for performing a
certain rite by means of a certain \essel: but in a particular
case there is a special rule, whereby the rite is performed by
means of another vessel, and here both the rules are accepted
as being co-extensive in their scope as having the common
purpose of laying down a vessel for the same rite. Similarly
in the case of the cognition of yellowness with reference to
conch-shell, though the preceding cognition of such yellowness
has for its object the yellowness of the conch-shell and the
subsequent cognition, the yellowness of the bile in the eye,
the cause of perception being the defect of being jaundiced;
yet in this latter case also we must admit a co-extensiveness
of the scope of the two cognitions as implied by their
meaning. The cognition of yellowness leads to the cognition
of the bile, and the bile being the cause of the perception
of yellowness in white, is found to exist in the eye and thereby
leads to the conclusion that its effect—-the perception of
yellowness—is wrong and this conclusion of the cognition of
yellowness being a mistaken one contradicts the former
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cognition of yellowness in the ccnch-shelJ, and hence this
latter is set aside The implied meaning of the subsequent
cognition is that there is bile in the eyes and the presence of
the bile has given rise to the mistaken cognition of yellowness
in respect of the conch-shell )

But this rule (regarding the pramanya of the previous
cognition being set aside by a succeeding cognition) applies
only to those cases in which with regard to the latter there
is neither cognition of any defect in the cause nor any
contradictory cognition. In those cases, however, in which we
have either of these two, the succeeding cognition becoming
false, the preceding one comes to be authoritative.38 But in
that case too, the pramanya is intrinsic (in the absence of
any cognition of defects). It may be urged that just as the
first cognition is set aside by the second, so the second may
be set aside by the third and so on and on we may have to
proceed and find every cognition set aside by the one following
it The answer to this is that where there is no such cognition
of defects, there is no reasonable ground for doubt. It is only
the recognition of defects in the cause that sets aside the
cognition. Hence when we do not come across any such defect,
we cannot reasonably doubt the validity of the cognition
(dosajnâne iv anutpannc ncC sanka nispramanika.—Slv, 1.1,2,
60 cd) In this way the svatahpmmanyavadin does not stand
in need of postulating more than three or four cognitions and
it is for this reason that he adheres to the doctrine of svatah-
pr aman y a.3 9

Speaking of sabda ( word, verbal testimony ) in particular,
Kumârila says : As a rule the possibility or rise of defects
in an assertion or statement depends on the speaker; and in
certain places the absence of defects is due to its having a
faultless speaker because the defects removed by his good
qualities cannot attach to his word, or in the absence of any
speaker ( as is the case with the Veda ), there would be no
defects as these would have no substratum to inheie in. In the
case of (truthful) human speech, we find two factors-absence
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of defects and presence of excellences, and it has already
been explained that pramanya cannot be due to excellences.
Therefore excellences must be held to help only in the removal
of defects, and from the absence cf these latter proceeds the
absence of the two kinds of apramanya (viz erroneous knowledge
and doubtful cognition, non-cognition being out of the question
in a case of cognition). And thus the fact of pramanya being
inherent in cognition—here verbal knowledge (sabda) — remains
unaffected. It may be urged that if the absence of defects
is held to result fiom excellences, there is the same anavastha
(vicious infinite series) as was urged against the rival thinkers.
The answer to this is that it is not so, because at the time
of the cognition of the absence of defects, we do not admit
of any active functioning of excellences, though they continue
to be recognised because in the cognition of the absence of
defects, they help by their presence. If the cognition of excellence
be the cause of the ascertainment of pramanya, then even
this cognition would stand in need of another for its confirmation
and so on ad infinitum; but as a matter of fact, excellences
help the ascertainment of the absence of defects only by
means of their presence, which serves to suppress the defects
and these are not able to weaken the confirmed pramanya
of the cognition. Then too in the case of the Veda, the assertion
of freedom from ieproach is very easy to put forward, because
there is no speaker in this case, and for this reason, the
aprâmânya of the Veda cannot even be imagined. Thus, then,
the pramanya of the Veda being independent of a speaker or
author, taking resort in its Author is entirely out of place, for
this could be possible only if the Veda be assumed to be
devoid of pramanya. (Only if the Naiyâyika holds the theory
of the unauthoritativeness of the Veda itself would he require
a shelter in its infallible Author whom he assu ' es. But then,
this infallible author would depend on the Veda fox the proof
of His existence, and the infallibility of the Veda resting upon
the infallibility of such an Author, the reasoning vvould become
a case of mutual dependence), Hence the mere fact of the Veda
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not having been composed by a respectable or reliable (apta)
author ceases to be a defect. It is only human speech that
depends for its authority upon another means of valid knowledge,
and hence in the absence of the latter, the former becomes
faulty, but the other (i.e. Vedic statement) can never be so
on that ground. [ The commentators clarify even here that
the other pramana serves merely to set aside (suspicion of)
a fault and not to establish pramanya ] . 4 0

Kumârila goes on to give a detailed exposition of the
validity of the vedic word, into the details of which it is
not necessary to enter here. Kumârila has not explicitly
referred to the three problems involved in the discussion of
pramanya— though these are implied in (he exposition. Is
pramanya intrinsic in respect of its origination {utpatti), its
own effect or function {karya ) and its own cognition (jflapti)
or is it dependent on factors other than those on which
knowledge depends ? Most of the logicians discuss the problem
of pramanya from the point of utpatti (origination) and jflapti
(cognition, awareness).41 But some like Jayanta, the author
of the Nyaya-manjari and Abhayadeva ( tenth century) ,4 3

the author of the well-known commentary of Siddhasena
Diväkara's Sanmati Tarka have discussed it from a third
point of view also, viz. its karya (effect, or function of making
things known as they are) (see Nyayamanjan,,!, pp. 146 ff ;
Sanmati-tikä, pp. 2 ff).

It may be noted that with regard to the cognition of
validity (prâmânya) there are three views among the Mîmâmsakas.
According tto the Prâbhâkaras it is known from the knowledge
itself which is self-luminous. According to Murâri Misra it
is known from the anuvyavasaya which arises after the know-
ledge of a thing (e.g. I know the jar), and according to
Kumârila and his followers it is known by inference from the
hetu, viz. jnataiâ (cognisedness) produced in a thing by the
anuvyavasaya. Nevertheless all hold that pramanya is ascertained
intrinsically, that is to say, by the very factors that are necessary
for the apprehension of knowledge ( see Tattva-cintamanu
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Pratyaksa-Khanda, Pramanyavada, pp. 54ff ; also Vardhamâna's
commentary on the Nyäya Kusumanjali, 2, p. 9 ) . 4 S

The Naiyäyikas on the other hand hold that pmmatiya and
apramanya are extrinsic (paratah ). This problem was initially
discussed from die point of view of the determination of the
pramanya or apramanya of knowledge The validity of a
cognition must be established ultimately by an appeal to
facts. The process is that on the perceptual judgment 'This
is water', there arises the further mental judgment 'I see water'
and its validity is proved by actually drinking the water. The
validity of cognition is determined by its pravrtti-sâmarlhya
(efficiency) though vie may not verify each case of cognition of,
for example, water.4* The difficulty is anticipated in the
Nyaya-vartika and later works that there would be thus
itaretarasraya (mutual dependence). A person will not act
till he knows that his knowledge is true and the truth or
validity of his knowledge cannot be determined till he acts
(see NV, pp. 3-4; NVTT, pp. 11 ff ). The Naiyâyika's solution
is that the validity of knowledge can be determined only
by its pravrtti-samarthya. A person proceeds to act on there
being the cognition of a thing, but not on there being
the certain true cognition of a thing, because intelligent persons
(scientists, discoverers, etc.) are seen to act even when there-is
doubtful cognition about a thing. And even when people act
with the confidence that the knowledge of a thing is certain,
they might be doubtful about the future result, whether they
would be able to reach and handle the object or not. These,
functioning even when doubtful of the result, determine the
truth of the cognition from the success the activity meets
with, and later determining the validity of similar cognitions
pertaining to familiar things and circumstances on the ground
that they are similar and so efficient, they act on such cognitions.
The validity of each cognition would be already determined
by inference on the strength of similarity with a previous
successful cognition and so on. If the cognition of the result
attained by acting on a particular cognition is doubted by
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reason of comparison with enjoyment in a dream and the
like, then we can say that such a cognition is not a familiar
one, so its-validity would have to be determined by pravrtti-
samarlhya,zs explained above (NVTT, p. 12 ). Thus determining
the validity of mantras and Medicine whose results havs been
actually seen by reason of their praïrîti-samarîhya, the validity
of the Veda which has no visible fruit but which is similar
to the former can be determined even without resorting to
pravrtti-samarlhya, by reason of its being the utterance of an
apia (viz. God). The allegation of mutual dependence (itaretara-
sraya) can be answered by the consideration that one's
mundane life (samsärä) is beginningless, so even when a baby
starts sucking the breast it does so on the strength of its
conviction of the validity cf the cognition of the breast by
comparison with similar experiences in past lives, so the fault
of mutual dependence is not there as also in the case of seed
and sprout (NVTT, pp. 13-14). It may be observed here that
even the Naiyäyikas admit that the prâmanya of amimana
(inferential cognition), upamana (analogy) as also of anuvyavasaya
(introspection) is svatah. This is so because the inferential
cognition arises out of a linga which is invariably concomitant
with the sadhya and so is resolutein its genesis. Anuvyavasaya
is always true; even in the case of the cognition of the shell
in front as silver, the anuvyavasaya is 'I know the thing before
me as silver' (purovartinam rajatatvena jananri). This does
not require further verification. But sensuous cognition and
verbal testimony necessarily require further verification as
though pertaining to an existent object and caused by if,
they are not known to be invariably connected with the objeci;
nor are the other causes, sense-organs, etc. invariably connected
with the object in question. Word is not necessarily connected
with the thing, but makes us understand the meaning of the
proposition only on the strength of the knowledge of the
convention regarding the meaning of words (NVTT, pp. P-l.3).

Udayana has discussed the problem of the validity of
cognition more systematically in the second stabaka of his
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Nyaya-kusumanjaliand this is ably supplemented by Vardhamâna
in his commentary Nyaya-kusumânjali-prakasa. Vardhamâna has
incorporated in his commentary arguments advanced by his
father Gangesa in his Taiîva-cinîâmani ( Pralyaksa-kharida—
Pramanyavada;. We- shali consider here Udayana's arguments,
supplemented by those of Garigcsa or Vardhamâna oüy
where necessary.

The argument establishing the paratastva of validity ia
re5pect of utpatii (genesis) is : liPrama (valid cognition) is
dependent on causes over and above those that are the causes
of cognition, because being an effect it is a parncular type of
it, like aprama (invalid cognition;'' (prama jnanahetvanrikta-
hetvadhlna karyatve sati tad-visesatvat, aprama\at). Vardhamâna
examines a number of likely objections against the wording
of this definition, but the simple argument is quite under-
standable as it is. What is meant is ; whatever causes, including
the special ones (sense-organs, etc. in the case of perceptual
cognitions, etc.) are required for producing the icspective
cognitions, cannot bring about the validity also of thecogmtion
for which additional causes such as excellence of the sense-
organs and the like are necessary. If prama (valid cognition)
were dependent on only as many causes as are lequired for
the origination of cognition, then even aprama would be
prama; the cause of cognition is also a cause of aprama since
otherwise apramâ would not be cognition. And, as Gangesa
and Vardhamâna add, even aprama (invalid cognition) shuuld
thus be intrinsic (svatah), not extrinsic (paratah), because if
it, like prama (valid cognition), were produced by the peculiar
causes giving rise to cognition, dosa could not possibly be
its cause. If the causal apparatus being there, dosa is regarded
as the cause of aprama} on account of positive and negative
concomitance of dosa ( e.g non-perception of particular
features) and aprama, then on account of positive and negative
concomitance of such guna (excellence) as perception of parti-
cular features and the like and prama, guna should similarly
be regarded as a cause of prama (T C, Pramanya vada, pp.
167; Nyayakusumanjali'p}akasa 2, p. 3).
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Udayana continues : It may be urged that even while
being cognition, it is aprama owing to the presence of defects
in addition in the causal apparatus. The answer to this is
that similarly owing to the presence of the absence of defects
in addition to the causes of cognition, cognition arises as
prama (valid cognition) as it necessarily depends on that. It
may be further urged that absence of dosa (defect) may be
an additional factor, all the same it is not a positive one and
so prama can be said to depend only on those factors that
are the causes of cognition. The answer to this is that this
would be tenable if dosas were necessarily positive in character.
But it is not so. Even absence, e.g. absence of cognition of
the particular features of a thing, can be a defect; otherwise
how could doubtful and erroneous cognitions arise due to i t?
And then absence of dosa would be positive in character. Why
should one not take it like this.? (Nyaya-kuswnanjali, pp 1-2),

Vardhamâna explains this as follows : - It maybe urged :
"In the case of the cognition 'yellow conch-shell', erroneous
cognition arises though there is the perception of particular
features ; hence non-perception of particular features cannot
be the cause of erroneous cognition; or where perception of
particular features also is erroneous there the knowledge
produced by it would also be erroneous, so perception of
particular features cannot be said to bring about pramatva.u

This is not tenable The absence of that perception of particular
features which is opposed to erroneous cognition is the cause
of aprama. In the case of perceptual error, direct perception
of particular features is opposed to it because this is found
to be true with respect to erroneous perception of directions
and the error 'I am fair '(-body and soul are identified); and
that is not there due to a defect. Perception of particular
features which is of the nature of valid cognition is an
excellence {guna) and so its negation or absence is a defect
(dosa).

It may be argued here : "Non-perception of particular fea-
tures is not a defect, but bile, etc. which obstruct the perception
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of particular features are defects, because they are indispensable
in the generation of invalid cognition. It may be urged on
the ground of parsimony or simplicity (laghava) that since
these are many, it would be better to regard non-perception
of particular features as the cause of aprama in view of its
persistence (—i.e. its being common to all cases—) as an
obstructive factor of perception of particular features. But
there is persistence in the sense that there is some defect or
the other in all cases,, otherwise aprama would not arise even
from bile, etc. as these do not persist in all cases of invalid
cognition; and because there is a greater degree or intensity
of illusion corresponding to the greater degree or intejsity
of bile, etc. It bile etc. are not defects how is it that there
is not the valid cognition of particular features ? If it is said
that this is because the particular features of these particular
features are not pereived, then this would lead to a vicious
infinite series. Moreover, perception of particular features is
not the cause of all valid cognitions whatsoever, nor of valid
perceptual cognition, because this is not always found to be
the case, and because if it were the cause of the valid
cognition of particular featuies there would be a vicious
infinite series.''

This reasoning is not tenable. Though it may not be a
cause of all valid cognition, yet it is a cause of the valid
cognition which arises after doubtful and erroneous cognitions.
Non-perception of particular features being a defect here, it
is a defect in other cases also. The greater intensity of bile,
etc. is not directly connected as a cause of a greater intensity
of aprama inasmuch as it mostly obstructs the perception of
particular features. Thus excellence (guna) is a cause of pramâ
and dosa (positive or negative in character) that of aprama
(NKuP, pp- 4-5; also TC, Pramanyaxada, pp. 174-184)

The Mîmâmsaka may perhaps concede that validity is
brought about in perceptual cognition and the like by
excellence but yet contend that in the case of the Veda, the
four-fold negation of error, etc. is the cause of prama; in
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practice only when there is absence or error, etc., is there
the rise of prama, and being possessed of the true knowledge
of the ireaning of the utterance of a speaker or the like is
not an excellence. Thus, as Udayana puts it, the Mïmârhsaka
may aigue that in the case of s ab da (verbal or scriptural
testimony) the defects are comprised by positive factors like
the intention to deceive so in their absence the validity of
\erbal cognition is intrinsic. But this is not tenable. The
Naiyäyika's contention is that in the case of inference, etc.
though the fallacies (lit. perversities) of linga and the like
which are positive are present as defects, prama does not
arise simply due to their absence.

It may be urged : "Whatever may be the position elsewhere,
in the case of sabda there being the absence of the intention
to deceive and the like, the excellences of the speaker are
not required for the rise of valid cognition." This is not true.
It can as well be said then contrarily that there being the
absence of excellence its invalidity does not depend for its
origination on the defects of the speaker. ]f it is argued
that pr aman y a is concomitant both positively and negatively
with dosas (defects) and so they are its causes, this is not
tenable; pramanya is likewise concomitant both positively
and negatively with gun a s (excellences) and so they are its causes.

It may be argued further ; "This may be the position with
regard to a person's (pauruseya— owing its rise to a person)
word or speech, but in the case of the Vedic word which
owes its rise to no person (i e. is apauruseya, authorless),
there is prâmanya only due to the absence of dosa" This is
not tenable, because even apramanya is possible due to absence
of guna. If it is contended that absence of guna is never
found to be efficient with regard to apramanya, we ask :
"Where has absence of dosa been found to be efficient with
regard to pramanya ?" If it is said that this is found to be
the case with the utterances of worldly people/ we say that
absence of guna is similarly found to give rise to apramanya. •
It may be said : Dosas alone are the cause of apramanya,
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the absence of gunas being there because it cannot be avoided.
The answer is ; This is true of gunas with regard to pramanya.
If it is held that the presence of gunas is there due to the
removal of dosas, then we can similarly urge that the presence
of dosas is due to the removal of gunas. It may be argued
that in that case the apauruseya Veda would become nihsvabhava
(characterless) inasmuch as it would be associated with neither
guna (the cause of pramanya) nor dosa (the cause of apramanya)
and so would be neither valid nor invalid. The rejoinder to this
is : "You have to blame yourself for this.'' Therefore, as even
though there is invariable connection with the absence of
dvesa (hatred, dislike) and absence of raga (love, liking), still
as it necessarily follows in the wake of raga and dvesa, effort
of the nature of proceeding towards (pravriti) or desisting
from (nivrtti) a thing, is said to have raga or dvesa as the
cause, and it is not proper to differentiate between them by
saying that nivrtti is due to dvesa, whereas pravrtti is due to
absence of dvesa though it follows in the wake of raga - so
here also pramâ and aprama are both due to guna and dosa
respectively, and prama cannot be said to be due to dosabhava
( absence of dosa ).

The Mlmârhsaka may rejoin : "Still the Veda being esta-
blished to be apauruseya, it will come to have validity even
because it is free from the doços of the speaker, and pramanya
being thus established it follows that it is there even in the
absence of gunas; so dosabhava is the cause of pramanya
and not gunas ( excellences )." This can be counter-balanced
by the argument that the Veda being devoid of the gunas of
the speaker is not-valid and apramanya being thus proved,
absence of guna is the cause of apramanya and dosas are
not the cause of it. It may be urged : "Pramanya is determined
intrinsically, and the attempt at determination only removes
doubt about if; being based on dosas, the doubt is absent. Hence
it is not possible to put forth a counter-balancing rejoinder
here." This is not true; there can easily be doubt or suspicion
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based on the absence of gunas. If it is urged that absence of
guna alone cannot be a cause of apramanya ( —it can be a
cause only when accompanied by dosa — ) so there cannot be
a doubt due to it, the rejoinder is that absence of dosa
alone cannot be a cause of pramanya ) (—It can be a cause
only when accompanied by guna). So the doubt cannot cease
due to absence of dosa (NKu. pp 5-6).

Then Udayana takes up the question of the apprehension
(jnapti) or determination of pramanya by extraneous means
and not intrinsically. The argument is : " Similarly, pramanya
is known from another source, because in unfamiliar cases it
is doubtful, like apramanya ( pramanyarh parato jnäyate,
anabhyasa-dasayam sârhsayikatvât, apramânyavat-NKu, 2, p 7).

Udayana observes that if knowledge carried with it the
conviction of its validity, there would never be any doubt
about its validity (yadi tu svato jnâyeta, kadacid api pramanya-
sarhsayo na syat—NKu, p. 7 ), as there is never any doubt
about its 'knowledgeness', and there is no scope for doubt in
respect of determined things. Doubt does not arise from the
perception of common attributes and the like alone, leaving
aside the absence of sadhaka (corroboratory proof) and badhaka
(negatory) proof, for if it were so there would be the conlingency
of its complete extinction (—there would never be any doubt).
If it is said that what is meant is that as in the case of
pramana so even in respect of apramana there arises doubt
owing to the apprehension of the cognition and the non-
apprehension of particular features, then we ask ; Even when
there is the apprehension of valid knowledge, is its pramanya
(validity) not apprehended or is the valid knowledge itself not
apprehended ? In the former case, how can there be the
determination of pramanya intrinsically, because it (pramanya)
is not apprehended even when the knowledge is apprehended?
In the latter case, how could there be doubt when the thing
itself is not apprehended? The argument that the validity of
knowledge must be intrinsically known as otherwise immediate
successful activiîy on a vast scale would not be possible — is
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not tenable. This can be otherwise explained Immediate effort
not being possible without the immediate aggregate of causal
factors implies its existence; profuse or intense effort implies
profuseness or intensity (pmcurya ) of its causes; and desire
is the cause of effort, and its cause again is the knowledge of
the means of achieving what is desired and that arises from the
apprehension of the probans Hajjcitiyatva' ( being of the same
class), and that also arises from contact with sense-organs and
the like. But cognition of pramanya is nowhere found useful,
and even if it were useful how could it be said to be
intrinsic? Then profuseness of successful activity also results
from profuseness of pramanya or profjsene>s of its cogniiion,
but where is its svatastva (intrinsicness) useful ? And because
those who want water, immediately, forcefully and successfully
act with reference to water, therefore it does i.ot follow that
its potency to allay thirst is perceptible ( NKu, pp. 7-8 ).
That is to say, on there being cognition of water people
proceed in its direction if they are thirsty not after ascertain-
ing the validity of this cognition or the potency of water to
allay thirst, but only on the basis of past experience or
similarity to previous cognitions of water and the behaviour
based on it.

It may be urged : ' All this ( immediate activity etc. ) is
justifiable on there being the cognition of pramanya; but if
it were not intrinsic it would not be there at all, because
the view that it is extrinsic suffers from the fault oîanavastha
(vicious infinite series)." As Vardhamäna explains, if cognition
whose validity is not grasped is accepted as determining the
validity of another cognition, then let even definite knowledge
whose validity is not cognised determine the object. What is
the need to cognise its validity ? And if on account of there
being suspicion of its invalidity there is not the determination
of the object from that alone, then due to doubt or suspicion
as to the invalidity of the inference pertaining to validity
there is not the determination of validity from it. If the
validity of this also requires to be ascertained there would be
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anavastha. Similarly owing to the validity of the cognitions
of the linga ( probans ), vyapli ( invariable concomitance ) etc.
not being determined, the hetu (reason), etc would be asiddha
(unproven), and if they were to be ascertained there would be
anavastha. It is not true that there is not doubt as to the
validity of the cognition of linga, as this would contradict
practical experience. Therefore it has to be accepted that
pramanya is cognised intrinsically.

Udayana's rejoinder is : Even if it {pramanya) is not cognised,
everything (immediate action, etc) is possible even from the
doubtful cognition of the thing. And there is not involved
anavastha (vicious infinite series) because it is not accepted
that pramanya must be necessarily known, otherwise the fault
would be there in the case of the theory of the intrinsic
cognition of pramanya also. Vardhamâna argues that there
is not the determination of the object only due to the deter-
mination of the validity of the knowledge, but where in
respect of knowledge of palm of the hand and the like (ie.
familiar objects) there is not the suspicion of invalidity, there
is the determination of the object only on there being definite
knowledge; so confident activity is possible only due to it
and there is not the pursuit of the validity of the cognitions
of the linga and the like of the inferential cognition of
validity, and so there is no anavastha (NKu. 2, pp. 12-13 and
Prakasa, p. 14).

Udayana continues : It may be urged that the linga can
help to determine only if it is itself determined, so another
linga would be required for its cognition and so on ad
in fini turn. The Naiyayika rejoins : Does the thing, which is
not accounted for, imply the existence of what can account
for it without itself being determined, so that there should
not be anavastha ? It may be urged here that it is definitely
known by means of perception and it by its very presence is
a determining factor, so this difficulty is not there. This is
not tenable. In my case also, the linga is definitely known
by means of perception and it serves as a determining factor
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by its very presence; so the difficulty is similarly not present
here. It may be asked ; When validity of the knowledge
of probans is not determined, how could there be its definite
knowledge? We can rejoin : When theie is not the definite know-
ledge of the validity of the knowledge of the thing which is not
accounted for, how could there be its definite knowledge ?
The argument is similar. If it is contended that as said above,
perception does not help to determine its object by definite
knowledge or by definite knowledge of its prâmânya, but by
its very presence, a similar argument can be advanced against
it. It may be objected : <: What would happen if the probans
accepted to establish prâmânya turns out to be a fallacious
one ? " We can similarly ask : " What would happen if the thing
that is one not accounted for also proves to be a simulation ? '
It may be argued ; " I t also implies prâmânya, so the general
rule is maintined. It is only set aside at times by a contradicting
factor.''' The rejoinder is that this would be true in the case
of the probans also. It may be further urged that thus doubt
will remain all the same with regard to the inference of validity,
so the attempt to prove validity is meaningless. The answer to
this is ; " It '*'ill be the same in your case also. If it is urged
that the thing, which is not accounted for, is such that it
could not be a simulation even in a dream, and so there
would be no suspicion, we answer that the same can be said
of the linga also What again is this thing which is not a
simulation even a dream, on the non-apprehension of which
there would be scope for erroneous cognition and on the appre-
hension of which there is the demonstration of its contradiction
or absence (bâdhavyavasthâ; ? Otherwise, if the contradicting
factor is itself subject to deviation (vyabhicâra), bâdha-vyavasthâ
also would not be there;?. \f the opponent urges, ' What harm
if it is not there ? }> The rejoinder is that this is not tenable as
the classification of reality (or truth) and unreality (or falsity)
has to be there, otherwise there v»ould be contradiction of
worldly behaviour. How can there be the superimposition
of the opposite even when theie is the apprehension of all
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particular features which are the decisive factors? Or if this
were to happen how could ibere be a contradicting factor,
when there is the non-apprehension of the particular features
other than these ? And in its absence how could that which
is not contradicted be illusory? (NKu. 2, pp. 13-14). Vardha-
raâna cxp'aining tins says: If there be superimposition of the
opposite even when there is the apprehension of all particular
features that are deciding factors, then its character of being
a superimposition could not be determined without a contra-
dicting or sublating factor (badhak a) because otherwise there
would be the contingency of everything being a superimposition.
If it is determined by the badhaka> then on that which is
regarded as the badhaka being contradicted, there would be
the contingency of its being a non-bâdhaka; and in the event
of its being uncontradicted there could not be the possibility
of superimposition, when there is the apprehension of
the particular features. And if pmmanya is thus inferrable,
knowledge whose pramUnya is cognised would not be the
stimulator in respect of a thing which can be achieved after
great effort, because the inferential cognition of its validity
would have already perished; but the stimulation can come
only from another cognition having the same object as that
knowledge and in respect of which there is no suspicion of
apramanya (invalidity). And thus inferential cognition of
pmmänya is not fruitless as without is there would be
suspicion of invalidity in respect of knowledge having the
same object.

That is to say, the pmmanya of knowledge in unfamiliar
circumstances has to be ascertained by inference. The similar
cognition that, arises after this serves as (he stimulator of
activity In familiar cases, it is not necessary to ascertain the
validity of cognitions, but this is so only because we have
an inner conviction of their validity on the ground of similarity
with previous cognitions in the same circumstances which
had been ascertained to be valid. This is the substance of
Udayana's contention.
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Summing up, one may say that the sceptic's and the
absolutist's challenging the absolute truth of knowledge put
the thinkers and logicians of ihe other schools on the alert
and they carefully formulated iheir own theories of truth and
error, validity and invalidity. E\en here they held different
views and discussed their own theories and confuted rival ones
at length in actual debates and controversies and in works on
logic and philosophy An enormous mass of dialectical thought
grew around this subject. The attack on the authority of the
the Veda and the sceptical attitude with regard to all knowledge
in general g-ive the fillip to establish theories pertaining to
validity and invalidity of knowledge in general. The Mïmâmsakas,
mainly concerned with the defence of the intrinsic authority
of the Veda, contributed much that is really important
to the problem of knowledge According to the Mïmâmsaka,
truth is inherent ia knowledge as the very aim and purpose
of knowledge is truth and the very drive of it is towards it.
According to the Naiyâyikas, on the other hand, cognition
is neutral to truth and falsity which are due to and apprehended
by extraneous conditions. Even the Naiyâyikas had almost to
recognise the intrinsic validity of anuvyavasaya, upanmna, etc.;
their contention that validity is extrinsic mostly pertained to
perceptual cognition and verbal testimony. The Mïmâriisakas of
aU the different sub-schools gave convincing rejoinders to the
arguments advanced by the Naiyâyikas. Thus an important
epistemological problem came to light an J received due attention
from the different schools of philosophy as a result of dialectics.

The Mïmâmsakas and the Vedäntins who assert that
validity is intrinsic to knowledge and invalidity extrinsic seem
to have hit upon a very important truth. Knowledge does
carry with it the conviction of its own truth in the case of
eveiy normal person. Even the ever-doubting sceptic's drive
in the cognitive process is towards truth though he never
feels sure of it and so goes on doubting and questioning.
The agnostic, though he does not believe in the possibility
of the discovering of the ultimate truth about fundamentals,
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yet has faith in, and works with, empirical truths. But there
cannot be an unbridgeable gulf between the ultimate truth and
the empirical one, though one may not be able to bridge it
In our human condition with its limitations one has to proceed
with the conviction that the quality of truth is inherent in every
knowledge as it arises and that further contradictory experience
removes the element of error from it and thus progressively
leads to a clearer and a still clearer vision of Reality. This
was the stand of the Mïmâmsakas, which became more
comprehensive in the case of the Uttara-Mïmâmsakas or the
Vedäntins who attempted to grasp Reality as a whole.

NOTES

1 See 'The Great Epic of India' pp. 90 ff—Hopkins.
2 Prameyasiddhih pramänäddhi—Sämkhya-kärikä, 4.
3 Sal-laksananibandhanam msïnavyavasthânam, mänanibandhanä" ca meya-

sthitih, tad-abhäve tayoh sadvyavahära-visayatvam katham ( svayam
eva) .—TPS, p. 1; Laksanädhmä täval laksyavyavasthitih, laksanäni
ca anupapannän', jnâtâdhikaranâdi-laksananirûpanadvârena cakrakä-
d>äpatteh.—KhKh, pp. 141-142; see also ViV, 31.

4 Tndriyadosat samskäradosäc ca avidyâ; tad dustajnanam, adustam
vidyä.~VS 9.2.10-12.

5 indriyärthasannikarsotpannarii jnanam avyapadesyam avyabhicäri vyava-
sä>atmakam pratyaksam.—NS. 1.1.4; yad atasmims tad iti tad vyabhi-
cän yât tu tasmims tad iti tad avyabhicäii pratyaksam iti.—Nß. 1.1.4.

6 See Saptapadärthi, 59-61; 211 ff; Nyäya-kusumanjali, 4.1 ff; Tarkasahgraha,
34-36; 64-65; Bhnsß-pariccheda, 51, 126-130.

7 Tattvam anäropitarii rapam, tasya jnänam anubhavah.—Saptapadurthi,
110-111.

8 Pramsnato'rthapratipattau pravrtti-sämarthyäd arthavat pramänam.
pramänam antarena närthapratipattih nàrthapratipattim antarena
pravrttisäraaithyam. pramäaena khalu ayam jnätä'rtham upalabhya tarn
artham abhipsati jihâsati va tasyepsajihäsa-prayuktasya samihä
pravrttir ity ucyate. sämarthyam punar asyah phalenS'bhisambandhah.
samihamänas tarn artham abhipsan jihäsan vä tarn artham äpnoti
jahäti vä.—NB Introductory, 1.1,1. See also NM. 1, pp. Î58-159.
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9. TC, Pramäna-Iaksana-siddlmnta, Pratyaksa-khanda, p. 217 (Darbhanga,
1957). Gangesa does rot regard the following definitions as tenable-
yathärthägrhlta-grühitvam lokasiddha-prawätvam, yathàrihanubhavatvaïn
pramätvam, gunajanyämibhavatvam dosabhava janyänubhavatvam väpramntvam
abädhitunubhavatvam piamätvam, samvüdyanubha\atvam pramntvam,
samarthapravrttijanakcitnibhavatvam pramätvarh, tattvänubhavatvam pranm-
ivam. The refutation is aimost the same as in KhKh, though not so
elaborate. Other definitions refuted have the ring of Navya Nyäya
about them; for instance, ' Visesyanisthütyantnbhävapratiyogidharma-
prakärakänubhavatvam' [ pramn is anubhava of which the chief qualifier
(prakära) is that (e.g. ghatatvd) which is mt the counter-positive of
the absolute negation (e.g. paßbhava) which subsists in the qualificand
(e.g. ghata)]; this definition is not acceptable as it is so narrow that
it cannot apply to the valid knowledge of e.g. samyoga (conjunction)
which is co-subsistent with its negation in the substrate. See
pramälaksanaphrvapaksa in the Pratyaksa Khanda of the Tattvacintamani.

10. See also 'Etac ca visesanatrayam upädadänena Sütrakärena käranadosa-
bädhakajnäna-rahitam agrhitagrähi jnänarh pramänam iti pramäna-
laksanam sütritam.—SD. 1.1, p. 45

11. PP, Ch. 6, 2-4, p. 127; also PP, p. 42.

12. The following stanza is ascribed to Kumärila :
Taträ'pürvartha-vijnänam niscitam bädhavarjitam,
adustakäranärabdham pramänam loka-sammatam.

13. Tad-ädhikyäc ca siddham uttaresäm prämänyam.-SD. Ï.1, p. 46.

14. PP, pp. 43-44.

15. SD, p. 46

16. Tasmâd bodhätmakatvena präptä buddheb pramânatâ;,
arthänyathätvahetattha-dosajnänäd apodyate.

—Slv. 1. 12., v. 53; tasnaät svatah-prämanyam präptam anyathâtva-
käranadosajnanäbhyäm apodyate ity avasyam angïkartavyam.-SD, p. 22.

17. Bhräntam by anumanam. svapratibhäse'narthe'dhyavasäycna pravrtta-
tvät—NyBT, p. 9, yathä ca pratyaksam pratibhäsamänarh niyatam
artham darsayati, anumanam ca lirigasambaddham niyatam artham
dariayati; ata ete niyatasyä' rthasya pradaréake; tena te pramänenä'nyad
vijfiänam.—NyBT, p. 4.

1-84
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18. Yenaiva jfiänena prathamam adhigato' rtbas tenaiva prayartitab purusah
prâpitas cä'rthal?. tatraivä rthe kim anyena jnänenädhikam karyam.
tato'dhigatavisayam apramânam.—NyBT, p. 4.

19. Tad yadi pratiksanam ksanavivekadarsino'dhikrtyocyate tadä
bhinnopayogitayä prthak pramânyâd nänekäntah. atba sarvapadärtnesu
ekatvä'dhyavasäyinah sämvyavahärikän purusän abhipretyocyate tadä
sakalam eva oila-santänam ekam artham sthiraraparn tat-sädbyäm
cä'rthakriyäm ekätmikärn adbyavasyantiti prSmänyam apy uttaresäm
anistam eveti kuto'nekäntab.— Hetiibindutlkn, pp. 37-38 (GOS).

20. Vide Pramnnavurttika, 1.3 ff

21. NyBT, pp. 4-5.

22. Nocyate yasminneva kgle paricchidyate tasminneva kale präpayitavyam iti.
anyo hi darsanakälo'nyas ca präptikälah. kirn tu yatkälam paricchinnarii
tad eva prapaniyam. abhedädbyavasayäc ca santânagatam ekatvam
drastavyam iti.-NyBT, p. 5.

23. Tan nädhyavasitäkärapratirüpä na vidyate,
taträ'py arthakriyävyäptir anyathä'tiprasajyate.-TvS, 1325.

24. Tac ca porvamätram, na tu säksätkäranam. samyagjääne hi sati
pürvadrstasmaranarii, smaranäd abhiläsah. abhiläsät pravrttih. pravrttes
ca präptih. tato na säksäddhettih.—NyBT, p. 5; tathä bi na jnänarh jana-
yad artharii präpayati, api tu arthe purusam pravartayat präpa) aiy arthana.
pravartakatvam api pravrttivisaya-pradarsakatvam eva, na bi purusam
hathät pravartayitum saknoti vijnänam, ata eva cä'rthädhigatir eva
prarngnaphalam. adhigate cl'rthe pravartitah purusah prâpitaé cärthah.
tathä ca saty arthädhigamät samäptah pramäna-vyäpafah. ata evä'nadhi-
gatavisayam pramänam.—NyBT, pp. 3-4.

25. Pramänam sva-paräbhäsi jnsnambädbavivarjitam.—-NyA> 1. See also 4-6.
Tattvärthavyavasäyätmajnänarh mänam itïyatâ,

laksanena gatarthatväd vyartham anyad visesanam.—TSlv. 1.10.77;
Svaparavyavasäyi jögnam pramänam.—PNTL 1.1.2;
Samyag arthanirnayah pramänam.—PM 1.1.2.
grbïtam agrhîtam vä svârtham yadi vyavasyati,
tan na loke na sastresu vijahäti pramânatâm.—TSlv. 1.10.78
jnänasya prameyä'vyabhicaritvam prämänyam, tad itarat tv apramänyam.
—PNTL 1. 18-19.
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26. See Nyavävatärasütra-värttika-vrtti, p. 17;
Tafssmarthyadhinatvät pramänatvasthiteh. avisarnvâdasyâpi

svärthavyavasäyatmakat'vät. — Astasahasri, p. 279; see Ibid, pp. 276-280.

27. Tatra smrtivyävrttam pramätvam anadhigatä'bädhitärtha-visayaka-
jnänatvam, smrtisädhäranarii tu abàdhitârtha-visayakajnânatvam.
— Vedantaparibhäsä, Ch. 1, p. 5; tathä* hi smrt>anubhava-sädharanam
samvädi-pravrttyanukü]am tadvati tatprakärajnänatvarh prämänyam.—
lbid,Ch. 6. pp. 148-149.

28. Kim punas tatra kartsnyam abhipretam, desa-kälanimitta-sampattir
abädhas ca —Br. Sä. Sähkar abhâs y a, 3.2.3.

29. See Sriblmsya, 1.1.1, pp. 96-97 (Bombay Sanskrit and Prakrit Series);
also NP. p. 39: Yatindramatadipikä, pp 4-5.

30. Prasthanaratnäkara, pp. 5ff (of Purusottarua) (CSS).

31. Ahosvïd aprärnänyam svato' vagainyate prâmânyam tu käranagunajnänät
samvädajnänäd arthakriyäjfiänäd vä avadhäiyate.—SD 1.1.2, p. 20;
tasmäd aprämanyarh svatah prämänyam tu samvädajnanädibhir ity etad
eva yuktam.—SD 3.1.2, p. 21. The author of the Yukiisnehapropürani-
siddhania-candrikâ refers to this as the Buddhist view;
Äbhyäsikarh yatha jfiänam pramänam gamyate svatah,
mithyä jfiänam tatha kificid apramänam svatah sthitam.

—TvS, 3100; also Panjikn, p. 811.

For the Nyaya-Vai^sika view s?3 Bhasn-pariccheda, 131, 136;
Nyäya-kusumänjalU 2.1. p. 1 ff; Nyäyamanjdri, pp. 157-160.
Pürvamimämsä view—S Iv. 1.1,2. 33ff; SD 1.1, p. 20ff; PP, pp. 33ff;
Jaina view—PMS 1.1.3; PNTL U20; PM 1.1.8, etc.
Vedäntic vitw-Vedäntaparibhäsä, Ch. 6,140 ff; Bhaskara's commentary
on the Brahmasùtra, 1.4.21; NP, pp 31-34; TT. Vol. 4, pp. 4ff.
Purusottama thinks that in some cases where knowledge is due to the
accessory inPuence of memory, its validity is not spontaneous or
intrinsic, but is derived through corroborative sources; whereas there
may be other cases where knowledge is intrinsically valid (PR, p. 155).

I have dealt with Indian epistemology at length, with special refer-
ence to the problem of error, in my book Avidyn-A Problem of Truth
and Reality (Published by the Gujarat University).

32. Vide Slv, 1.1.2, 27-32. 1 am highly indebted to Gangänätha Jhä's
translation.
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33. Sarvavijnäna-vi?ayam idarh tävat pariksyatäm,
pramänatvä' pramänatve svatah kirn parato'tha vä.—slv. 1.1.2. 33.

34. Tasmät sväbhävikam tesâm apramänatvam isyatäm,
prämänyam ca paräpeksam atra nyäyo'bhidhiyate.
aprämänyam avastutvän na syät karanado?atah,
vastutvät tu gunais tesäm prämänyam upajanyate.

-Slv. 1.1.2. 38-39.

35. Anvaya-vyatirekäbhyäm apräniänyarh na do?atah,
nâ'jnâne drsyate hy et at käranäbhävahetuke.
tataé ca purusäbhävät sati va suddhyasambhavâr,
nirmalatvât pramânatvarh codananâm na yujyate.

—Slv. 1.1.2. 45-46.

36. Svatah sarva-pramanânâ"rn prämänyam iti grhyatâm,
na hi svato'satï saktih karttim anyena sakyate.
atmaläbhe hi bhävänäm kâranâpeksitâ bhavet,
labdhâtmanârh svakäryesu pravrttih svayam eva tu,

-Slv. 1.1.2, 47-48.

37. Dosatas cä'pramänatve svatah-prämänyavädinäm,
gunajnäna'navasthävan na dosesu prasajyate. Slv. 1.1.2. 56

38. Tatra dosäntarajnänarh bädhadhir vä para na cet,
tadudbhütau dvitiyasya mithyätväd ädyamänatä.

-Slv. 1.1.2. 59.

39. Evarh tri-caturajnSnajanmano nä'dhikä matih,
prärthyate tSvad evaikam svatah prämänyam asnute.

—Slv. 1.1.2. 61.

40. Taträpavädanirmuktir vaktrabhäväl laghïyasï.
vede tenä'pramänatvam nä"sankäm api gacchati.
ato vaktranadhinatvät prämänye tadupäsanam,
na yuktam apramänatve kalpye tat-prärthanä bhavet.
tatas cä"ptä'pranHatvam na dosäyätra jäyate,
prayogänäm tu saivesärh vaksygmah pratisädhanam.
paurufeye tu vacane pramänäntaramniatä,
tadabhäve hi tad dufyed itaran na kadäcana.

—Slv. 1.1.2. 68-71
Pärthasärathi Misra has given a summary of Kumärila's arguments

in his Sasiradipikn, pp. 20-23.
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41. See Nyaya-Kummuhjali, 2. p. Iff; Tattva-cintatnani, Pratyaksakkanda,
Prâmânyavâda.

42. See Appendix 2.

43. Tenaiva prâmânyagraha iti Prâbhâkarâh. jnanasyâ'tîndriyatayâ tadanu-
mityâ tadgraha iti Bhättäh. manasaiva jnänasvaropavat tat-prämänya-
graha iti Murärimisräh. tritaya-sädhärariarhca svatasvarh niruktam eva.
—Vardhamâna's commentary on the Nyäya-kusumanjali, 2, p. 9.

44. See NB, NV-1.1.1 (Introductory).
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CHAPTER 15

GROWTH OF DIALECTICAL CRITICISM AS NOTICED

IN PHILOSOPHICAL WORKS

Vedic Literature :

We shall, in this chapter, study the evolution of dialectical
criticism in philosophical writings. Certain hymns of the Vedas
pertain to philosophical subjects; theie is an attempt in them
to explain the creation of the world and describe the ultimate
principle, and different thinkers have tried to express their
views in a language which is giadually becoming clearer and
clearer with the passage of time and the growing maturity of
thought. The monotheistic tendency is evident in them though
its expression is not always consistent The Purusa SUkta
is an illustration in point. The Nasadzya Sukta is a bold
philosophical sally. The thinker with a monistic bent of mind
is thinking of the origin of the world. The sage finds it
difficult to give expression to a principle which is beyond
sat (being) and asat (non-being), which breathes without breath.
He tries to show the process of origination. Then a thought
comes to him—who could have information about the origina-
tion of the world ? Perhaps the gods might know or even
they could not for they were produced later. Was. the world
ever produced or was it not ? The hymn ends with a query
which smacks of Agnosticism. We can be sure that in the age
of the later Vedic hymns, philosophical speculations of all
sorts were rampant, some of which have found a place in the
Vedic Samhitas. The form in which these speculations are given
does not admit of much reasoning or argument and therefore
we do not get any clear idea of the processes of thought by
which the thinkers arrived at their own conclusions which
are stated in the hymns, or of the discussions and controversies

1-85
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that were there among the thinkers of that age in respect of
philosophical problems.

The Bmhmanas, on the other hand, are exegetic works, a
kind of commentary on the Vedic hymns and sacrificial rites.
There is an attempt in them to explain everything—even the
number of syllables in a particular metre, and the etymology
of terms x There is a myth to explain every sacrifice and
there are tales in exhortation of the performance of particular
sacrifices, and also tales to recommend particular rites or in
condemnation of the trangression of moral rules and the
proper mode of performing different sacrificial rites. For
instance, we are told that Kalyâna Arigiras told a lie and he
lost his former state, he became a leper. As Sâyana points
out in his commentary there is implied here a relationship
between telling a lie and losing the former state and becoming
a leper.2 similarly, in the story of Sisu Arigirasa, who
addressed his elders as ' putrakah* ( 'Dear Boys' ), the gods
pronounce the judgment that he who is a mantrakrt (maker
of mantras) is a piir (father)—yah mantrakrt sa pita.15 There
is a certain logic behind this however childish it may seem
to us—which succeeded in convincing the people of those
days and some of which can convince even today (e.g. dignity
and seniority rest more on inner worth than on age). The
Satapatha Brahmana 5.2.1.10 tells us—A wife is half the
husband, so the husband is only half (i.e. imperfect and
insufficient) so long as he is without a wife. He does not
become whole till he marries and begets a son (lit, till he is
born in her).4 This explains why the presence of the wife is
required by the side of the husband in religious ceremonies.

What is more interesting for our purpose is that we find
recorded in the Bmhmanas, differences of opinion among the
different schools as regards the interpretation of sacrificial
rites and their performance. In the Satapatha Brahmana 4.2.9,
there is noted a difference of opinion as to the number of
metres to be used for reciting verses for Sürya and the order
in which the verses addressed to Sîîrya are to be recited. An
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objection is similarly referred to and attempted to be answered
in the same Brahmana (3.4.43 ff). In the Agnistoma, the
beginning and the end are so alike that it is not possible to
distinguish between them as in the case of the Säkala serpent
one cannot say which is the fore-part and which the hind part.
But some object to this saying, " They make the beginning
of the stotras of the Soma day with the trivrt (three-fold)
stoma and conclude with the ekavirhsa (twentyone-fold) stoma
(at the evening libation), so how could they be a l ike? ' ' To
this one should answer, "They are like in so far as the eka-
virhsa stoma is also a trivrt stoma for both contain triplets
of verses." Similarly a question is raised that on the hand we
are told that the Agnistoma is like the sun because both are
connected with the day, and on the other hand it is said that
the rites must not be performed hurriedly so that mistakes
could be avoided. Now if the rites of the evening libation
(trtiyasavana) are performed slowly, there being very little time
at the disposal of the sacrifice!', the sun might set even before
the ceremony has been performed. The answer to this is that
the sun neither rises nor sets. When people think that the
sun is setting it itself produces two opposite effects, making
night to what is on this side and day to what is on the other
side. When they believe that it rises, having reached the end
of the night it makes itself produce two opposite effects,
making day to what is on this side and night to what is on
the other side. In fact, the sun never rises or sets. Rising and
setting are both relative, the sun retains his high position in
the sky.5 Perhaps what the thinker means to say is that
sunrise and sunset do not signify the origination and the
destruction of the sun, and so from this point of view, the
sun neither rises nor sets for neither is it born nor does it
perish. Sâyana seems to suggest this interpretation (astamayah
svarnpanasah, udayah suryotpattih). That rise should be equated
with origination and disappearance with destruction might
appear childish to advanced science, but we find here the
seeds of philosophy wherein appearance does signify origination
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and disappearance destruction At least, the inquiry of a
searching mind is quite evident here.

The Aitareya Brahmana 7.2.10 refers to a question asked
by some, "In what does an Agnihotrin who has no wife bring
his oblations with speech (i.e. by iepeating the mantras required
with his voice) ? In what way does he offer his daily burnt
offering when his wife dies after he has already entered on the state
of an Agnihotrin, his wife having by her d.ath destroyed the
qualification for the performance of the daily burnt offering. The
Agnihotrin who has no wife says to his children, etc. " I have
ascended the heaven by means of what was no heaven (i.e. by
the sacrifice performed in this world)." He who does not wish
to have a second wife keeps up, by speaking thus, his connec-
tion with the other world. His children, grand-children and
relation establish new fires for him who has lost his wife. How
does he who has no wife bring his oblations with his mind ?
Faith is his wife and Truth the sacrificer. The marriage of Faith
and Truth is a most happy one, for by faith and Truth joined
they conquer tlis celestial world. Another controversial point
discussed in the Aitareya Brahmana 1'.4.26 is whether the ksatriya
should or should not eat the sacrificial food which is to be eaten
by the sacrificer. They say if he eats then he commits a rreat
sin by eating sacrificial food although he is an ahutäd ( one
not permitted to eat ). If he does not eat, then he cuts himself
off from the sacrifice, for the portion to be eaten by the
sacrificer is the sacrifice. Thus he is on the horns of a dilemma
(This it a case of ubhayatah spasa rajju, which is then shown
to be an abhasa, simulation)

One view is that it to be made over to- the brahmana
priest, for the brahmana priest of the ksatriya is in the place
of his purohita. The purohiia is one-half of the ksatriya; only
through the intervention of another (—the brahmana priest)
the portion appears to be eaten by him though he does not
eat it with his own mouth, for the sacrifice is there where
the brahmana priest is. The entire sacrifice is placed in
the brahmana and the sacrificer is the sacrifice. They
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throw the sacrifice in the shape of the portion which is
to be eaten by the sacrifices into the sacrifice which has the
form of the brähmana. priest, just as they throw water into
water, fire into fire without making it ovci-flow; this does
not cause any injury to the sacrifice. Therefore, the portion
to be eaten by a sacrifice!* is, if he be a ksatriya, to be given
to the brâhmana priest. Some sacrificial priests, however, sacrifice
this porlion to the fire saying, "I place thee in Prajäpati's
world which is called Vibhän (shining everywhere); be joined
io the sacrificer, svahïïV But the sacrificial priest should not
proceed thus for the portion to be eaten by the sacrificer is
the sacrificer himself, and therefore the priest who acts thus
burns the sacrificer in the fire. In this last passage we find
different views held in respect of the same point and also
that there is some justification given for a particular view
and also condemnation of a different one. This is thus a very
good instance of dialectical criticism. Further the dilemma is
posed that if the ksatriya partakes of the sacrificial food he
becomes a sinner and if he does not eat the sacrificial food,
he cuts himself off from the sacrifice, and a solution is found
so that either difficulty is averted.0

The examples of dialectical criticism given above are by
no means exhaustive, and we do not here concern ourselves
with the contents of the discussions in the Brahmanas, yet
we discern the logical skeleton underlying them. It is quite
likely that during the long sacrificial sessions, the people
paiticipating got plenty of time to indulge in all sorts of
discussions and liddles and the like. As a consequence of
this, modes of dialectical criticism and elements of logic
emerged. Some scholars are of the opinion that the early
Mîmâmsakas were the original pioneers in the field of logic
and that pfirvavat, sesavat, and samanyato drsta types of
inference were originally formulated by the eaily Mïmârhsakas
who perhaps formulated also the syllogism of ten members
(avayava) referred to by Vâts>âyana.7 In \he Äranyakas the
sacrificial rites are given a symbolic interpretation and this is
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attempted to be explained, though there are not many reasoned
out statements

In the Upanisads we find recorded a number of philoso-
phical debates and discussions as to the nature and identity
of the soul and the Ultimate Reality, each thinker having a
more and more subtle interpretation of his own to offer
thereof.8 But very few arguments are found advanced by
way of refutation.

Still we do find at times a rival view referred to and
refuted briefly. Uddälaka Äruni explains to his son that in
the beginning this was Being (sat) alone, one without a second.
Some people say that in the beginning this was Non-being
(asat) alone, one only without a second; from that Non-being,
Being was produced. But how, objects Äruni, could it be
thus? How could Being be produced from Non-being ? Hence
it follows that in the beginning there was Being alone, one
only without a second ( Chandogya Up, 6.2.1-2 ). Similarly
we find philosophical problems posed in the Sveiasvatara Up.
1.1—Those who discourse on Brahman say ; ''What is the
cause? Is it Brahman? Whence are r e b o r n ? By what do v\e
live? And in what are we established? O ye who know
Brahman, tell us presided over by whom do we live our
different conditons in pleasure and pain ? " A number of
views are mentioned as they were suggested in the history of
the philosophical thought of that period— " Time, inherent
nature, necessity, chance, the elements, the womb or the person
— should they be considered as the cause? It cannot be a
combination of these because of the existence of the soul.
E\eti the soul is powerless in respect of the cause of pleasure
and pain. Those who were devoted to meditation and con
templation saw the power of die Divine hidden in its own
qualities. He is the one who rules over all these causes from
Time to the soul." (Svet. Up. 1.2.3; see also 6.1). In the Katha Up.
( 1.1.^0), Naciketas asks Yama regarding the state of man
after the destruction of the body as some hold that he is and
some that he is not. Thus different views on the same point
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are at times mentioned in the Upanisads though we hardly
ever find any reasoned out statement in support or in refutation
of any view.

In the Brhadaranyakopanisad 3.8,9-11, Yâjfiavalkya adduces
inferential evidence from the orderliness of the world. The
maintenance of the respective positions of heaven and earth
and the like is not possible without the existence and guidance
of an intelligent transcendent ruler Yâjnavalkva explains
that this Ultimate Reality is inexplicable, indescribable,
beyond speech and mjnd and undifferentiated. We have a
number of such negative explanations of the Ultimate Reality
wherein ail opposites are negated of it, these being confessions
of the fact that logical reasoning or other empirical proof
or verbal expression confined to empirical concepts cannot
give us an idea of the Absolute Reality. This shows the
limitations of Dialectics with regard to metaphysical ultimates.
The avyakrta ( indeterminable) problems of Buddha may be
compared in this respect. Any answer to such questions is
invariably relative and therefoie invalid from the absolute
point of view.9

From the fore-going account it is clear that philosophical
discussions and controversies were very common and popular
in the Upanisadic period among the enlightened people
especially learned Brâhmanas and Ksatriyas. The philosophers
must have reasoned and discussed at length before they arrived
at or proved their conclusions, though these arguments are
not preserved, as the Upanisads seem to be brief accounts
of the philosophical speculations of the period, perhaps by
way of brief notes and points helpful to the memory. The
philosophers gradually developed the niceties of philosophical
thought and expression. As the Nasadiya sukta says that there
was neither being nor non-being in the beginning, so in the
Subala Up. 1., Brahma says to Subâla, ' It was not existent,
nor non-existent, nor both existent and non-existent (na san
n'a san na sadasad iii). For a very long time, Vedânta con-
fined its description of the Absolute Principle to the negation
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of existence, non-existence and both Sanjaya Bdanhaputta,
the Mddhvaniikas and the sceptics add one more alternative
and deny that also—' not neither ' (na asac/asnt), and come to
their conclusion that the Ultimate Reality cannot be described
in terms OÏ empineal concepts or that il is not possible to
have definite knowledge of anything or that all definitions of
Reality are self-contradictory. The se^ds of such fine specula-
tions can be traced to the Upanisadic period, if not earlier.

Buddhist Canonical Literature-The early Buddhist Pah
literature (collected roughly in and after the fourth century
B.C ) is packed with accounts of discussions and controversies
between Biddha and his disciples and between Buddha and rival
thinkers. We have also references to disputes and controversies
in the Sangha itself and with thinkers of rival schools These
discussions also contributed to the growth and method of
dialectical criticism. Buddha puts himself as far as possible
in the mental position of the questioner. He accepts as the
starting point of his exposition the position of the opponent
(e.g. desirability of the union with God as in the Tevijja
Suta of the Djglia Nikaya, of sacrifice as m the Khuuianta
Hitta, cf social rank as in the Ambaliha Sutta of seeing
heavenly sights as in the Mahali Sutta, or of the soul theory as
in the Potthapada Sutta) and even adopis the very phraseology
of the questioner. A'id then partly by putting a new and (from
his own point of view) a higher meaning into the words and
partly by an appeal to such conceptions as are common ground
between them, he gradually leads his opponent to his conclusion.
In îafer philosophical works we find a similar mode adopted;
to satisfy the opponent his position is accepted and the ano-
malies and contradictions are pointed out; the opponent's
pocit ;on is also refuted even independently and the contrary
position established. Buddha a!so asks questions in answering
which the opponent is gradually led to accept his view.10 In
the Assalaycria Sutta {Majjhima Nikaya>, Buddha's questions
while repudiating varna-vyavastha (—classification of xarnas
i.e. classes hardened into castes—) are very convincing, e.g.
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"Is fire lit by a Brâhmana brighter and more useful than that lit
by others? "' This is another way of embarrassing the opponent
on the basis of experience which cannot be contradicted.
Similarly, in the Vasetiha Sutta, Buddha explains to Vâsettha
and Bhäradväja that there is a linga (characteristic mark)
peculiar to different classes of living beings but there is no
such mark distinguishing the jatis or castes of human beings
from one another. There is no difference in their bodies. They
are only conventionally addressed differently. Here there is
an attempt to show that no conclusion can be accepted if
there is no mark to prove it. We have seen that inference,
especially of the sesavat or the samanyato-drsta type is very
frequently found in the Buddhist Canonical literature. Buddha
very often discusses as to who is a true Brâhmana, and how
one is a Brâhmana whether by his birth or by his character.11

It may be noted here that Buddha avoided answering
certain metaphysical questions which he regarded as avyakata
{avyakrta, indeterminable). They are—(1) The loka is eternal,
(2) the loka is non-eternal, (3) the loka has an end, (4) the
loka is endless, (5) soul and body are one, (6) soul and body
are different, (7) the Tathägata exists after death, (8) the
Tathâgata does not exist after death, (9) the Tathägata both
exists and does not exist after death, (10) the Tathâgata
neither exists nor does not exist after death ( see Malunkya
Sutta, Majjhima Nikaya). One view with regard to this is that
Buddha was a practical philosopher and so did not discuss
such topics, as these in no way help to ease the pain man's
life is full of. Buddha himself says that such questioning is
of no avail. Another view is that Buddha was an agnostic;
he was of the opinion that one could not have certain
knowledge of these metaphysical entities and problems; we
must restrict our activities in such a manner as to concentrate
all our energy on the leading of a life guided by right conduct
and on the removal of pain. The last four of the questions
mentioned above betray Sanjaya Belatthaputta's influence that

1-86
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one cannot affirm existence, non-existence, both or neither in
respect of anything. We shall come to this point later. Any
such proposition betrays a conflict of Reason and so could
not be valid. Thus no knowledge is valid. This line of thought
leads to utter scepticism in respect of everything. Buddha
might not have gone to this length but he probably detected
the conflict of reason in all empirical statements. It is here
that we have the beginning of dialectics having to confront
the conflict of Reason at every step of one's argument. The
Mädhyamikas admitted this and came to the conclusion that
everything is sunya (void) as it is relative and dependent on
another and only what is independent can be real. All the same
they recognised the claims of Pure Knowledge or Highest
Intuition. Prof. Murti seems to be of fhe view that this was
the position of Buddha himself also and that is why he refused
to answer questions of a purely metaphysical interest.13

Jaina Canonical Literature—Mahâvïra, we are told was not
the founder of a new school of thought but was a reformer of
the older one of Pärsva so he must have had to vigorously
combat the opinions of his opponents and defend those he had
accepted or refined. During this process, dialectical criticism
must have experienced a notable growth though we may
not notice this in all its significance in the accounts of
controversies in the Jaina Agarnas. Before coming to the
extant canonical works we may note that besides the angas
there existed other and probably older works called Purvas
of which there were originally fourteen. The knowledge
of these Pürvas was gradually lost, but according to the
évetâmbara tradition, the PUrvas were incorporated in the
twelfth Anga, the Drstivada which also was lost (before 1000
A.V. i.e. 474 A.D ). But a detailed table of contents of the
Drstivada and consequently of the Purvas has survived in the
Samavayanga and in the Nandi Sutra. From this we know
that they dealt chiefly with the drstis or philosophical opinions
of the Jainas and other schools, It may be inferred that the
Purvas contained much dialectical criticism, though it might
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have been of a preliminary character. The title pravada which
is added to the name of each purva confirms this.

At times criticism proceeds on the basis of one's own
interpretation of the teachings or writings of other philosophers.
The Sthanânga Sutra, 587 mentions seven pravacana-nihnavas,
that is to say, those who conceal the true teaching of Mahävira
and put a new interpretation on it. Some recognise the
Digambaras as the eighth Nihnava. These creators of schism even
while remaining within the Jaina fold rejected the traditional
interpretations of certain Agamic texts and gave them a meaning
contradictory to the traditional one but favourable to their own
position on account of some bias or obsession of theirs. Some
interesting episode of personal experience is connected with most
of these nihnavas which conditions their thinking. It may be
noted in passing here that if two parties enter into a
discussion as regards the interpretation of a particular text
without bias or obsession, neither is considered to be Nihnava.
For instance, there was difference of opinion between Jinabhadra
and Siddhasena whether kevala-jnana ( perfect determinate or
particular knowledge), and ktvala-darsana (perfect indeterminate
or general knowledge)occur at different timesor are simultaneous
and whether they are different or one. They are not called
Nihnavas because the sincere desire to know the truth was
behind this difference of opinion of theirs. On the other hand
Jamah, Tisyagupta and such others are regarded as Nihnavas
because they deliberately tried to misrepresent or trangress
some of the teachings of Mahävira and created schisms even
while remaining generally in the same school of thought. In
later philosophical works we find attempts to misconstrue or
misinterpret the views or arguments of the opponent before
refuting them.

In the Sutrakrtanga 1.1.4,, a number of views including
those of the Cärväkas, Buddhists, Sämkhyas, Vedäntins,
Ajnânikas (agnostics) are referred to and refuted briefly by
pointing out some striking drawback. For example, in the
refutation of the Vedäntins recognising one sentient principle
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appearing under various forms as the universe, it is argued
that in that case one could not be sure that the man engaged
in undertakings who committed a sin would himself suffer
severe pain (1.1.1.9-10). The views that are refuted pertain
to all kinds of philosophical problems such as number and
nature of the souls, perfection, karma, good and evil, creation
of the world and the like. The STitrakrtanga 2 6. gives an
account of the discussions which Ärya Adda (Ärdraka) had with
a number of thinkers-Gosâla, a Buddhist, a Vedic priest, a
Vedântin, a Hastitäpasa (belonging to a sect members of which
kill one big elephant and live upon it in order to spare the lives
of other animals). Goiäla finds inconsistencies in Mahâvlra's
earlier solitary life and his present life when he sits in the midst
of a crowd, surrounded by monks teaching his doctrines for
the benefit of many people.13 Adda explains that this is no
sin. Gosâla rejoins that in that case an ascetic who lives
alone and single commits no sio if he uses cold water,
eats seeds, accepts things prepared for him and has intercourse
with women. This is an instance of pratibandi. Thus the dis-
cussion proceeds. Similarly, in Sutrakrtanga 2.7, there is a
discussion between Gautama and Udaka, a follower ot Pärsva.
Udaka raises a question whether at some future.time all movable
things in the world might not die out being born as immovable
things and none but immovable things exist and vice versa.
fn the latter case, a layman who abstains from killing animals
practically causes no injury whatsoever; in the former case,
he cannot be said to transgress the Law even if he would do
injury (2.7.12). Gautama combats this at length with the
result that Udaka is converted from the creed which enjoins
four vows to that which enjoins five great vows and the
pratikramana (expiation of sin).

Sanjaya Belatthaputta and Âjnâ&iavâdins—This is sufficient
to show that dialectical criticism gradually developed as a
result of discussions between rival schools of which quite a
number are mentioned in the Buddhist and Jaina Agamas.1^
Of the Annaniya {Ajnanikah), it is said in the STitrakrtanga
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1 12.2 that though they pretend to be clever, they reason
incoherently and do not get beyond the confusion of their
ideas. In the Brahmajala-sutta, lokayata (sophistry) is enume-
rated among the low arts. Lokâyatikas are said to enter into
controverses on fabulous or absurd points. The Brahma-
jalasutla-atthakatha states that the term lokakkhayika is applied
to such conversation as : 'Who made the world ? The world
was made by so and so. Crows are white because their bones
are white; cranes are red because their blood is red.' Lokayaîa
or vitanda comprises such controversies.15 In relation to
dialectics we are interested in Ajnanavada {kgnosûch m referred
to in Jaina works) or in the theory of Sanjaya Belatthaputta
as stated in Buddhist works. The latter is reviled as amara-
vikkhepa (amaraviksepa, eelwriggling), behaviour like that of
the amara fish which is slipplery and wriggles through the
hand. The applicability of this term to the teachings of Sanjaya
Belatthaputta can be seen from the following passage from
his reply to Àjâtasatru : "If you ask me whether there is
another world-well, if I thought there were, I would say so.
But I do not say so. And I do not think it is thus or thus.
And I do not think it is otherwise and I do not deny it. And
I do not say there neither is nor is not another world/ 'And
if you ask him about the being produced by chance, or whether
there is any fruit, any result of good or bad actions, or whether
one who has known the truth continues or not after death—
to each or any of these questions he gives the same reply.10

Thus the Eel-wriggler equivocates about each of such proposi-
tions as the following :

(a) (i) There is another world,

(ii) There is not another world,

(iii) There both is and is not another world,

(iv) There neither is nor is not another world;

(b) (i) There are chance beings (sprung into existence without

the intervention of parents,

(ii) There are no such beings,
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(iii) There both are and are not such beings,

(iv) There neither are nor not such beings;

(c) (i) There is fruit, result of good and bad actions,

(li) There is not ;

(iii) There both is and is not,

(tv) There neither is nor is not;

(d) (i) The Tathägata continues to exist after death,

(ii) He does not,

(iii) He both does and does not,

(iv) He neither does nor does not. l T

It is evident that the Eel-wrigglers, as they weie called,
did not commit themselves to the assertion or denial or both
or neither of anything. The Buddhists and the Jainas condemned
them as ignorant, stupid. But perhaps they were too critical
to accept the validity or truth of any proposition. Their theory
can be called proto-agnosticism or even proto-scepticism.
They found that there could be no absolutely true knowledge
for the conflict of reason faces us at every step, though there
may be pragmatic truth which conducts and guides our worldly
affairs. Safijaya Belatthaputtaexamined all modes of expression
of the existence or non existence of a thing, and rejected them.

The Buddhists and the Jainas as also the thinkers of the
Vedic school could not but be influenced by this agnostical
or sceptical trend of thought, especially with respect to
transcendental matters. We find in the Vedic works descriptions
of the ultimate Reality in negative terms—not sat (being), nor
asat ( non-being )f nor both, (nor neither), this last being
introduced very gradually and in a very few cases. We also find
a clear-cut distinction between the empirical reality or truth
and the ultimate reality or truth in Vedäntic thought, though
nowhere so marked as in the philosophy of Gaudapâda and
Sarikara, who were definitely inheritors of a past tradition
going centuries back. The influence of Sanjaya Bellatthaputta
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on Buddhist and Jaina thought is obvious. In the Malunkya
Sittta (Majjhima Nik ay a) Buddha sets aside questions such as
whether the Tathâgata exists after deaih, does not exist, both
exists and does not, and neither exists nor does not exist—as
avyäkrta, indefinable, indeterminable.18 As Jacobi says, if the
public of Buddha's time had not been accustomed to be told
that some things, and those of the greatest interest, were
beyond the ken of the human mind, and had not acquiesced
in such answers, it certainly would not have lent a willing ear
to a religious reformer who declined to speak out on what in
Brâhmanicaî philosophy is considered the e td and goal of ail
speculations. *9 Agnosticism or scepticism seems to have prepared
the way for the Buddhist doctrine of Nirvana. Buddha could
afford to maintain his reticence on the nature of Nirvana in
the intellectual or philosophical atmosphere of his days. But
as the different schools of thought kept on criticising and
refuting one another, each school of thought even while
refuting the position of others aad demonstrating one's own
was bound to develop and be transformed internally. The
followers of Buddha also having to hold their own against such
hair-splitting dialecticans as the Brähmanical philosophers,
were almost driven to enunciate more explicit ideas about the
important problem of Nirvana which Buddha had left unsolved.
This is true to some extent of the concept of soul or the
intelligent principle also, and this and such factors led to the

division of the community into a number of sub-schools after
the life-time of Buddha.

This brief digression is meant to show the important
part played by dialectical criticism in the development of
philosophical views. In support of the assumption that Buddha
was influenced by contemporary agnosticism or scepticism, we
may note that as stated in the Mahavagga 1.23,24, Sâriputta
and Moggaläoa two of his most distinguished disciples had
previously to their conversion been adherents of Sanjaya and
had brought over to Buddha two hundred and fifty disciples
of their former teacher. This happened not long after Gautama's
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reaching Bodhi (enlightenment), that is at the very beginning
of the new school when its founder must have been willing—
on account of his enthusiasm to have aa open mind acd a
rational attitude, or in order to wir pupils (-perhaps on account
of the former reason )—to treat prevalent opinions with due
consideration. It is quite hkeiy that Mahâvîra established bis
Syad\ada under the influence of Agnosticism or scepticism
or in opposition to it as Hermann Jacobi suggests.20 As the
Ajnanaxada (Agnosticism) declares that of a thing bejond our
experience and thinking existence or non-existence or both or
neither can neither be affirmed nor denied, so in a similar
way but leading to contrary results, the Syadvada states that
we can affirm the existence of a thing from one point view
(syad asti) deny it Horn another {syad nasti) and affirm both
existence and non-existence with reference to it at different
times or from different points of view (syâd asti nasti). If
we should think of affirming existence and non-existence at
the s:me time from the same point of view, we must say that
the thing cannot be spoken of (syad avaktavyah). Similarly,
pnder certain circumstances the affirmation of existence is not
possible (syâd asti avaktavyah), of non-existence (s\ad nasti
avaktavyah) and also of both {syad asti nasti avaktavyah).21

There are similarly the famous nay as of the Jainas which
justify different points of view and suggest that a proposition
may be correct from some point of view, though it does not
give the whole truth. Perhaps the Jainas were motivated to
enunciate such nay a s to silence the opponents and to lessen
difference of opinion. The Ajnânavadins must have puzzled
and even misled many of the contemporaries, and the Syadvada
must have seemed to them a happy way out of the maze of
Ajnânavada*22

Thus Safijaya Belatthaputta and other sceptics and
agnostics, though brushed aside cursorily as stupid and
ignorant, and as having confused ideas, influenced considerably
contemporary speculation and the development of dialectical
criticism and of philosophical views in general
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The Epics-—In the period of the epics (2nd cent. B - C -
2nd cent. A D.) systems of philosophy were fully ripe for formu-
lation even if they were not actually formulated. This accounts
for the number of expositions connected with different schools
of thought, especially the Sârhkhya with a theistic tinge and
without it, in the epics, particularly the Mahâbhâraîa. There are
references to the views of the Vedäntin, Särhkhya, Yoga, Nyäya,
Saiva, Pâfïcarâtra, Bauddha, Jaina, Lokäyata.23 We may only
say here that there occurred discussions and disputes between
adherents of different schools which W2 find reflected in
the Mahabhcirata, People of the Vedic faith were confronted
with materialists and other heretics.2* Rationalisation (hetuvada)
was prevalent and was a favourite practice among the Panditas
and that is why too much of it is condemned. There are
numerous references to people indulging in too much of reason-
ing and devoid of any faith in the scriptures. Thus in Santiparva
19. 23-24 are mentioned rationalists (hetumantah), hard to
convince, who are by nature confused and stubborn and deny the
existence of the soul. These fools are despisers of immortality
and talkers in assemblies of people; they wander over the whole
earth, being fond of speaking and learned.35 The Bhagavad
G it a 4. 40 refers to the unbelieving man who keeps on doubting,
according to whom neither this world nor the other exists»
(See MBH, 12. 131 13). He negates or repudiates all scriptures,
duties and even the soul. Thus we find the Lokâyatas referred
to as extreme rationalists who question everything. It can be
said that it was the dialectical criticism of the Lokâyatas that
gave the chief incentive to other philosophers to formulate
their theories of the pramanas and their metaphysical views
precisely and in a well reasoned our manner. Rationalisation
carried to an extreme was looked upon as dangerous and
unhealthy as far as practical life was concerned. Nevertheless,
the study of logic (Nyäya) was wide spread and the Maha-
bharata is, as seen before, full of references to Nyäya. Vyäsa
admits that he was able to arrange and classify the Upanisads
with the help of Anvîksikî; that is to say, the Upanisads ought
to be interpreted rationally.20

1-87
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Philosophical discussions are necessarily only a few in the
Mahabharata and the Kämayana (-especially rare in the latter-),
but these works abound in very interesting and appealing dialogues
and controversies full of arguments by means of which the
parties decide the future course of action. An interesting feature
of these is that the parties make out a point very clearly and
have something to say in defence of their own position even
after the other party has pointed out drawbacks in it. These
discussions—personal or political—are not of the formal type,
yet the element of supporting or defending one's own position is
evident in them. On the other hand we hardly ever find this in
the philosophical and religious discussions and disputes recorded
in the Upanisads and the Buddhist and Jaina canonical works,
in which a disputing party is shown to be immediately convinced,
once the inconsistency in its position is pointed out and the
other party has presented its position convincingly. In the
Sutras, as we shall see, we find finer points being raised in
favour of one's own position and looseness or fallacy detected
in the opponent's argument even after the opponent has had
his say. The dialogues of the epics and the dialectical parts
of the Sutras can be said to be the predecessors of all later
dialectical literature.

The Sutras^- The composition and the chronology of the
Sutras are such as not to permit a clear chronological order
amongst the different darsanika Sutras. However, it may be
said that the Sutras with which we are dealing are not later
than the second or third century A.D. Leaving aside the
question of chronological order we may here arrange them from
the point of view of the dialectical matter contained in them.
Looking to the form of the satras we cannnot expect much
dialectic or argumentation expressed in them. Nevertheless, if
one studies the sutras consecutively, one does not fail to per-
ceive that there is a certain mode of argumentation running
through them and that they imply the purvapaksa (prima-facie
view) and the uttarapaksa (final view) and their intermediary
forms.
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Yoga-Sutra—The Yoga-suira of Patanjali gives a very
systematic account in four chapters of the philosophy and the
technique of Yoga. But there is not much of dialectical criticism
in it. An objection is anticipated, as the commentator Vyâsa
explains, in Ch. 4, sutra 12 that if there is no existence for
that which exists not, and no destruction for what exists, how
could residuary impressions {vasana) which exist as entities be
destroyed. Patanjali answers this by saying that the past and
the future exist in reality, there being difference of the attributes
in respect of the paths of being (4.12). He proves the reality
of the object by means of the unity of modification; a single
modification of more than one is observed. Wick, oil and
fire change into a lamp, as illustrated by Väcaspati. Similarly,
though the attributes are more than one, a single modification
does take place. Thus things have a real unity (4-14). There
is then the refutation of the Vijnänaväda in this chapter
in connection with this. 4. \6—cNa caika-cittatantram ced
vastu tatpramanakam tada kirn syaf—states that if an object
is dependent on the one mind, then if the mind is restrained
or attending to some other object, the object will not be
cognised by it, nor will it come into objective relationship
with any other mind; it will not be cognised by it. Will it
then cease to exist at the time ? (Vyâsa gives further arguments
condemning Vijnânavïïda). Patanjali goes on to say that the
mind is not self-illuminating, since it is a knowable and since
both (one's own nature and the nature of the object) cannot
be ascertained at the same time (4. 19-20). If this is said to
be cognised by another mind, by what will the cognition of
cognition be apprehended ? If by another this will mean aiU
prasanga (extreme absurdity) in view of the vicious infinite series,
and there will be confusion of memories. As many will be the
cognitions of various buddhis so many will be the memories.
Thus the opponent can be said to bave confused everything
by denying the existence of the sentient principle or purusa
who is a witness of the buddhi.21

In short, there is hardly any dialectial criticism in the
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Yoga-sutra. Only in the last chapter, there is refutation of the
Buddhists who regard the citta as self-illuminating and who
deny the existence of a soul, as also of external objects This
is intended to prove the reality of things which, according to
the Sämkhya-Yoga, are never destroyed though they may
undergo modifications. This became relevant especially when the
problem of destruction of vasana (residual impressions) came
up for discussion. The distinction between the knowable mind
and the knower purusa is also shown here. Argument based
on anavastha (vicious infinite series) and sankara (confusion)
is found employed here.

Vaisesika Sutra — Vaisesika-satra 2.1.8ff shows how the
existence of vâyu (air) can be inferred from sparsa (touch)
since it is the substrate of this quality. Vâyu is also proved
to be a substance (dravya), eternal (as atoms) and many. An
objection is anticipated that no one has perceived vayu, so
the inference from sparsa can only be of the type of samanyato-
drsfi and so only based on verbal testimony (tasmad âgamikam —
2.1.17). The answer to this is that people having supernormal
powers must have perceived this substance for names are
given only to things one knows directly. Thus that it has a
name is itself a mark of inference (linga) to prove the exis-
tence of vayu (2.1.18-19). Then it is shown that sabda (sound)
can be the distinguishing feature of âkasa alone and so can
serve as a mark or linga of akasa which is supersensuous.
Kanada refutes the view that the existence of akâsa can be
inferred from the fact that a man enters or goes out through
the door and not through the wall. Exit through the wall is
obstructed because of the conjunction of body, the substrate
of action, with a substance, viz wall having touch (and not
because akasa is absent there, since akasa is present every-
where ) ( 2.1.20-28 ) 4.1. gives an argument proving certain
things to be eternal and explains how the existence of such
non-sensuous eternal things can be infened. An existent thing
devoid of a cause is eternal (sad akaranavattannityam-4.L\.),
e.g. atom. Supersensuous things can be inferred from their
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effects. Non-eternality of supersensuous things cannot be
perceived, so it cannot be affirmed of such things; they are
real (4,1.2-5) . The Vaisesika-sutra, it can be seen, attempts
throughout to justify the existence and nature of its padarthas
(categories).

An interesting topic discussed at some length is : "Is sabda
(word) connected with ariha (the thing denoted, meaning)?"
Sabda is an attribute1 (guna) of akasa, so it could not be
connected with artha (thing); moreover, a guna is motionless,
so sabda being a guna cannot reach the artha. If sabda were to
come into contact with the artha, the expression'mw//' (is not)
could not be employed with reference to what is non-existent
for there can be no conjunction with the non-existent. There-
fore sabda and artha are not connected. It may be urged that
we can have knowledge of the samyogw (substance, viz. man with
a staff) from the staff, and of the samavayin (substance, horned
animal) from the horns. Now the staff and the man and the
horns and the animal are connected; similarly, since we have the
knowledge of artha from sabda, the two must be connected.
The answer to this is that the two cases are not parallel. Man
with a staff and horned animal are perceptible, whereas here the
relation of sabda and artha is imperceptible, so the knowledge
of artha from sabda cannot be a reason (hetu) proving their
connection. The Siddhântin treats the Pïïrvâpaksin's argument
as a jati (sophistical rejoinder). Moreover, if sabda were
connected with artha, a person could know the artha simply
on hearing the sabda (word) even when he is not aware of
the convention in respect of its meaning. If it is argued
that akâsa is connected with sabda and artha is connected
with akasa, so sabda and artha are connected, the answer to
this is that this would cause confusion. All things are connected
with akasa, which is all pervading, so which particular thing
would the word denote? Hence sabda and artha are not
connected. The knowledge of artha can be obtained from sabda
due to convention (samaya) and not due to any relation between
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them (7.2.15-24). * The relation of sabda and artha must have
been a controversial and important topic of the times. Jaimini
takes great pain in his Purva Mimamsa sût ras to prove that
the relation ef sabda and artha is eternal, and Kanada has
almost gone out of his way to devote a number of sutras to
this topic to show that sabda and artha are not related. The
arguments employed here are quite nice and subtle. The satras
9.2.3-5 explain that verbal testimony is inference.

It can be seen that the V ai sesika-su.tr a examines in its
own way the categories of the Vaisesika system by showing
their similarities and dissimilarities. It also tries to account
for the number and size, perceptibility or otherwise and the
like of things. At times an argument is anticipated and refuted.
It has given a fairly good exposition of the problem whether
sabda and artha are connected or not and comes to the
conclusion that they are not. It puts forth reasons to prove
that sabda or verbal testimony can be included in inference,
that it is in fact inferential in characer. Kanada shows
acquaintance with the ]ati type of arguments though he has
not branded them with the name Ljati\

PUrva Mimamsa Sâtra-Wz shall here examine very briefly
the method adopted by the Pürva-Mimärhsa-sutra in presenting
in a systematic manner the contents of the Brahmanas and
the procedure of sacrificial rites. We shall also note the dialec-
tical modes implicit or explicit in the composition of the sutras.
1.1. is called the Tarka-pada (Argumentative Quarter). 1.1.1.
shows that Dharma can be known by means of verbal (i.e.
scriptural) injunctions; the relation of word and its meaning is
an intrinsic one and is therefore eternal; Instruction (upadesa)
is the means of knowing Dharma; it is infallible regarding all
that is imperceptible; it is a valid source of knowledge since
it is independent, according to Bâdarayâna (1.1.5). Then the
PUrvapaksa that sabda is a product and is non-eternal is

* According to the G.O.S. Edition of Vaisesika Sütra with the
commentary of Candränanda, there are a few additional sûtras here.
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refuted and it is proved that s ab da is eternal (1.1.6-23). This
topic is very interesting and is very carefully discussed as it
is the very pivot of the Pürva' Mïmâmsâ system. Jaimini
stresses that both accept that sabda is freshly perceived; now,
a thing can be perceived if it is brought about by the causal
apparatus, and even when it being unmanifest is manifested
by certain factors; so it cannot necessarily be said that sabda
is produced and so is non-eternal. The Naiyäyika's argument
that sabda is non-eternal because it is a product—is a wrong
one (-See The Chapter on juris). Sutras 24-26 establish the
expressiveness of the Vedic sentences; 27-32 prove that the
Veda is apauruseya-not the work of any person, as against
the view that it has an author. This is again a very important
topic of the Purva Mimämsä system and the arguments on
both the sides are very apt and interesting. 1.2.1-18 establish
the authority of arthavada (valedictory) passages in general. The
PUrvapaksa is that the purpose of the Veda lying in the
enjoining of actions, those parts of the Veda which do not
serve that purpose are useless, and in respect of these there-
fore the Veda is declared to be non-eternal; moreover, herein
we find the scriptures and the directly perceived facts contra-
dicted, and so on and so forth. The Siddhantin's contention
is that being construed along with injunctions they would
serve the purpose of commending those injunctions. He refutes
at length the other arguments of the Purvapaksin. 1.2.19-25
prove that such arthavada passages as resemble injunctions
inasmuch as they say something not already known, are
nevertheless not injunctions as the Purvapaksin would have us
believe; if they be taken as injunctions, there would be a syntacti-
cal split {yäkyabheda). 1.2,31-53 refute the prima-facie view that
mantras have no meaning, and prove that they certainly have
a meaning. This topic is again very interesting and an important
one for the Mïraâmsaka. *

1.3.1-7 discuss the authority of the Smrti texts in general,
that Sruti is more authoritative than the Smrti and that no

•* Compare the Kautsa commentary in Yäska's Nirukta, 1.
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authority attaches to Smrtis prompted by worldly motives.
1 3.8-9 show that a word in Vedic and Smrtl texts should
always be understood in the sense assigned to it in the scriptures.
Su. 1.3.10 says that the usage of words current among Mlecchas
is also authoritative, and 1.3 11-14 show thai the authority
of the Kalpa-satras is not a self-sufficient one. In all these cases,
the Purvapaksa is either implicit or is expicifly stated. 1,3.24-29
discuss the authoritativeness of grammatical Smrtis '(Jauh' is
grammatically correct, whereas (gan\ 'goni, etc. are incorrect
or vernacular forms of it. Are the latter forms rightly expressive
of 'cowJ or not? The Purvapaksa is that they are expressive
as there is actual cognition even with the help of them. The
Siddhantins view is that the utterance and use of incorrect
words is only due to the slips on the part of the speaker, hence
they cannot be believed to have an unbroken tradition behind
them. Yet they can express the meaning only by reminding
us of the correct word due to a part of the word being
the same as that of the correct word. 1 3.30-35 establish that
words denote class (âkrti, lit configuration) and through it
the individual. Here the Purvapaksa that words cannot denote
class is stated at length and then refuted. 1 4. discusses whether
the names udbhid, cine, syena, etc. signify accessories of a
sacrifice or are names of particular sacrifices, the latter being
the Siddhanta (conclusion), and that doubts regarding the
meaning of words and sentences are set aside by subsequent
passages and consideration of the capacity of things.

The second Adhyaya deals with the differentiation among
actions, and matters subsidiary to it e.g. apTirva, mantra etc.
At the outset, verbs and nouns are defined and differentiated
in order to give a rejoinder to the opponent's objection that
all words denote activity. 2.1.30-31 show that mantras are not
injunctiveas against the Purvapaksa that they also are injunctive.
2.1.46 gives the principle of 'syntactical unit'-one sentence.
So long as a single purpose is served by a number of words
which on being separated are found to be incapable of effecting
that purpose, they form one sentence (vakya). But when the
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sentences are equally independent of one another they should
be treated as syntactically distinct or as distinct sentences
{yakyabheda) (2.1 47). Incomplete sentences should be completed
by elliptical extension (anusanga) as the passage that is supplied
belongs equally to all But there can be no such elliptical
extension wh.re there is intervention of words which are not
consistent with the passage to be supplied, and so cannot also
be connected with it [2,1.48-49).38 After this the Purva-Miniämsci'
sTitra gives in IF. 2 the grounds of differentiation among acts,
the difference in the apTirva of subsidiary acts, and other
details pertaining to sacrificial ceremonies and their perform-
ance. We need not pursue this further as this is sufficient to
illustrate the method of the PUrva-Mimarhsa-sUtras. They have
not explicitly referred to or refuted any school of philosophical
thought as their main concern is the sacrifice. But whenever
a controversial problem or a topic in which an alternative is
possible is to be discussed, the author gives a full statement of
the other view or views and then establishes his own after refuting
them. Each topic thus becomes the subject of a controversy
or debate. Jaimini has, moreover, set forth the method of
interpreting Vedic texts. For instance, in 5 1. he states the
factors that determine the order of sequence (of rites) and in
?.i 46-49 the principles of syntactical unit hakya), syntactical
split {yakyabheda) and elliptical extension (anusanga). The
examples for illustrating the laws of interpretation (nyâya)
are all from texts pertaining to sacrificial rituals. As the
sacrificial ritual has almost disappeared from the life of the
people, these rules are not properly appreciated or sufficiently
used. Even so, it continues to be recognised that the rules
that Jaimini or his predecessors evolved are still found useful
in the interpretation of law-texts and they have been so widely
used that there is no imponant legal digest which does not
draw upon the nyayas of Jaimini. The enunciation of these
laws must have been the result of many discussions and
controversies about the interpretation of Vedic texts, or proposi-

1-88
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tions io general and texts quoted in their support. After they
were made clear, they must have been used in interpreting
texts, particularly so in courts of justice.

Brahma Sutra—After ind ;caticg the subject of study and
showing that Brahman is the Ultimate Reality from which the
origination, etc. of the world proceed, the Brahmaputra shows
the harmony of Vedic texts AU scriptural passages have
Brahman as their purport, and their differences are only
apparent. Sutras 1.1.5-1 i establish by various arguments that
the cause of the world is a sentient ultimate principle which
cannot be identified with the insentient Prakrti or Matter as
the Sâmkhya holds. They refute the Sâmkhya interprétation
put on certain Vedic passages cited in support of their own
theory by the upholders of the Sâmkhya system of philosophy.
For instance, the Vedântin argues that if the meaning of the
word 'seeing' ('thinking') is accepted as secondary or figurative,
this is not true on account of the word 'atmart (self) (gaunas
cen nâtmasabdât-l.h6). li may be urged that the word'seeing'
is used in a secondary or figurative sense in some passages,—
' That fire thought, that water thought ' (tat teja aiksata, ta apa
aiksanta-Chandogya Up. 6.2.3-4 ), and it may be so treated
here. But this is not tenable, as the word 'self is actually
employed It is the self that sees or thinks and it is not
necessary to look upon 'seeing' as figurative In the passages,
'fire thought' or 'water thought', what thinks is the Self acting
through them. From this section onwards (i e. from i 1.12ff)
we find a discussion whether certain terms used in the
Upanisads refer to the Supreme Self, the individual soul or
unintelligent matter—such terms being ananda, akasa, prana,
jyotis, etc. All possible interpretations of these words are
stated, which make the passage a controversial one. The
Purvapaksin is supposed to plead for one or more of these, and
then the Siddhantin refutes this and gives his own interpretation.
Thus each adhikarana assumes the form of a controversy.
1.4.1-3 give a Vedântic interpretation of such terms as mahat,
avyakta, etc. which apparently seem to be technical terms of
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the Sämkhya, the Sämkhya view being refuted at each step.
14.l4ff show that there is no conflict in passages pertaining
to Brahman's causality and that il is Brahman that is the
material and efficient cause of the world. Incidentally the nature
of the Highest Self, as also the relation of the individual soul
and the Highest Self, is discussed and views of Äsmarathya,
Auduiomi and others are quoted. The last sfxtra of Adhyaya 1
states, "Hereby all the doctrines (opposed to the Vedânta view)
are explained'5. The Sämkhya is the pradhanamalla (principal
wrestler in the game of intellectual wrestling), and by refuting
his doctrines, all doctrines can be looked upon as re ft. ted.

Argument from anupapatti> not being able to account for
something or inappropriateness, is a favourite one with the
author of the Brahma-suira. All other alternative explanations are
rejected and one is accepted because there is some anupapatti
involved in the former (See 1.1.16; 1.2.13) Asambhava (impossi-
bility) or sambhava{yos$\b\Y\{y) is a similar basis of argument
( 1.2.17; 1.3.18; 1.3.26). Absence of conflict with the praUjna
(thesis or position) and drstanta (example) or non-contradiction
is regarded as an essential characteristic of a conclusion (—See
prakrtls ca pratijnä*drstantanuparodhat-\A2Z)^

2.1.1-3 repudiate the Smrti opposed to Sruti, especially
when the Smrti supports the Sämkhya-Yoga view. The opponent
should not argue that thus certain Smrti texts though authori-
tative will have no scope at all, because the Smrti texts being
of a conflicting character, if these be accepted others would
have no scope. This is an example of a pratibandi, the urging
of a fault same as that urged by the opponent. 2.1.4-11 refute
the view that the sentient Brahman cannot be the cause of the
insentient world on account of disparity in the natures of the
cause and the effect. A number of problems whether insentient
things can arise out of, and be merged in, a sentient cause and
the like are discussed. The author of the Brahmasatra argues here
that the faults and objections urged by the Sämkhya against
the Vedänta view are present in his view also ( svapaksadosac
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ca~- 2.1.10). And it is a rule that common faults should not be
urged against each other. Of course to ascertain and prove
one's position, each party should try to answer these objections
Urging of prasanga (contingency) is a favourite device of dialec-
ticians. For instance, Bädaräyana argues here that if it it urged
that quite a different conclusion from that of the Vedäntin can
be arrived at by means of reasoning, the answer to this is
that if reasoning be solely relied on there would be the contin-
gency of non-release (2.1.11) (—see also 2 1.21, 26). Hereagain
the Sârhkhya is the principal opponent and by refuting the
Särhkhya theory, the author of the Brahma-sutra claims to
have refuted other theories which are less reasonable (2,1.12).
He also tries to account for the distinction between Brahman,
the enjoying soul and the objects of enjoyment (13), and
establishes (he non-difference of the effect from the cause
(14-20) He further answers the objection that if the individual
soul be non-different from Brahman, imperfections and faults
like not doing what is beneficial to oneself would attach to
Brahman (21-23) . He discusses other questions such as
Brahman's independence of material and instruments of action
(24-25), Brahman's integrity being unaffected by the world
(26-29), the manifold powers of Brahman, the world being
His lilâ (sport), the problem of suffering and evil and inequality
in iespect of the souls and their experiences (30-36), and
shows that Brahman has all the qualities necessary for being
the creator of the world.37

Brahma-sutra 2.2. is called the Tarka-pada. Here the author
refutes the important philosophical views with regard to the
cause of the world, which are opposed to the Vedântic positon
-Sämkhya (1-10), Vaisesika (11-17), Sarvâstivâda (18-27) ,
Vijnânavâda (28-12), Sünyaväda (32, according to Rämänuja),
Jainism (33-36), Saivism (37-41), Bhägavata view or Vaisnavism
(42-15). The statement hereis mainly based on argumentation— •
perhaps chiefly for the conviction of those who would not
recognise the authority of the Vedas, or even the validity of
verbal testimony and would demand a rational stand. The
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SOtrakâra has not stated here the view of the opponent; but
presupposing acquaintance with it on the part of the reader,
he straightaway starts refuting it by advancing arguments
showing inconsistencies in the opponent's position. For instance,
he says that since the orderliness of the world is not possible
on the Särhkhya hypothesis, Pradhana inferred by the Särhkhya
cannot be the cause of the world ( racananupapaties ca
nanumanam—2.2 1 ).

Argument from anupapatti, as said above, is very common
with the dialecticians (—see also 2 2.3); further a conclusion is dis-
carded if it involves contradiction (yipratisedhac ca's am anjasam
—2.2.10). Rejection of an argument or theory because it involves
vicious infinite series is found illustrated in the refutation of
the Vaisesikas If the relation of inherence (samavaya) be
admitted between two things, then the samavaya which is
different from them must be inherent in them by means of
another samavaya and so on ad infinitum (samavayabhyupa
gamac ca sâmyad anavasthiteh—2,2.13). In the refutation of
the Jaina view, it can be seen that the doctrine of Syâdvâda
is brushed aside cursorily by saying that it cannot be accepted
on account of the impossibility of contradictory attributes in
one thing (naikasminnasambhavat-2.2.33). The Jainas also would
not acept this in this form; when they affirm such contra-
dictory attributes of one thing they always qualify their
expression by svarUperta (from the point of view of one's
character) or parampena(from the point of view of another's
character), which the Sütrakära has conveniently ignored. This
is an instance showing that sometimes m the enthusiasm for
refutation the dialecticians misrepresented or imperfectly
represented the opponent's view. This would be an example of
jalpa in practical life, the sole aim being victory.

It may be noted here that Bädaräyarn starts here with
the refutation of the Särhkhya and then refutes the doctrine
of the Vaisesika, the Buddhist, the Jaina, the Saiva and the
Bhägavata schools. The Sâmkhya stands nearest the Vedänta
doctrine; it admits the non-difference of cause and effect;
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and is acceptable in one form or other to Smrti texts. So
Bädaräyan.1 repudiates it first. This was one way of refuting
rival philosophies. The pradhana-malla is defeated first and
then it is easy to repudiate the others. In later philosophical
literature we find a different method adopted. The most alien or
distant philosophical theory or doctrine is stated and another
school is made to refute it, the corresponding doctrine of this
school being refuted by another, and so on till one comes to
a theory which is very near one's own, which being refuted,
one's own theory is established. This method we find adopted
in Abhayadeva's commentary on the Sanmati-tarka, and in the
Sarvadarsanasangraha and such other works.

The author of the Brahma-sUtra has considered other
attempts at the interpretation of the Upanisads and summa-
rised their resuLs The ancient teachers cited seem to have
entertained different views on important points of doctrine
such as the relation of the individual soul and Brahman and
the like. Some of these are stated and Bädaräyana's view is
de fended" Thus the Brahma-sutra indulges in the refutation
of rival systems of philosophy and the criticism of other
traditions of Vedântic thought. Each adhikarana is in the form
of a controversy; or the PTu}cipaksin's argument is anticipated
{-iti cet) and refuted.

Nyaya ^utra : The first chapter of the Nyaya-sutra is
concerned, as Vätsyäyana sa>s, with the enumeration and
definition of the Nyäya categories. The fifth chapur also gives
the varieties of jati (futile lejoir.der) and nigrchcsikânas
(grounds of censure). In 1.2.15-17, an objection is anticipated
that upacara chaJa (figurative quibble) is not different from
vdk chala{verbal quibble) and answered by saying that they are
different: if some similarity be sufficient reason to regard
them as one, then on account of some similarity, however
slight, all the chalas could be brought under one variety only.
This is a criticism of a view which accepted only two varieties
of chala (-see chala in Caraka Samhita and Upayahrdaya).
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From the second chapter onwards the author of the
Nyaya-sutra examines these categories by putting forth the
likely arguments that could be advanced by the pTirvapaksin
and refuting them. He starts with the examination *of the
concept of samsaya (doubt) ( 2 . \ 1-7). As against the definition
of doubt given earlier (1.1 23), the PTirvapaksin urges that no
doubt can arise either from the definite cognition of properties
common to several objects or from the definite cognition of
characters belonging to only one of the objects, or from the
cognition of diversity of opinions or from that of uncertainty.
On the contrary, where there is diversity of opinions there
is certainty of conviction. Further, since uncertainty itself is
quite certain in its uncertain character, no doubt can arise
from it. ( Vâtsyâyana adds that if uncertainty is not quite
certain in its own character, it would mean that it is not a
real uncertainty at all, and in this case also no doubt should
arise.) Lastly, says the Purvapaksin, doubt would never cease, as
the property whose cognition gives rise to doubt continues to
exist. The Sötrakära's rejoinder to these arguments is that when
doubt is held to arise only from such a cognition as has
been described (in 1.1.23) as not apprehending the specific
character of any one object, there is no possibility of either
there being no doubt at all, or of there arising a doubt that
would be unceasing. The arguments in the pnrvapaksa here
seem to be those of some sceptical philosopher and speak
highly of the development of dialectical thought of the time.
We find a few such rare glimpses of advanced dialectical
criticism as early as the Sutras, and especially in the Maha-
bhasya of Patanjali (2nd cent. B.C.). In 2,1.8-20 there is a
dialectical examination of the pramanas in general. The
Purvapaksa (prima-facie view) is that perception and the rest
cannot be regarded as sources of cognition (pramana) on
account of the impossibility of connecting them with any of
the three points of time. If the pramana exists already before
the object, then perception cannot be produced by the contact
of the sense-organs with the object. If the pramana comes
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into existence afîer the object then by whose instrumentality
could the thing be cognised and thereby become the prameya
(object of knowledge)? If the two come into existence
simultaneously, then inasmuch as each cognition is restricted
to its own object, there can be no sequence among cognations
(2.1.8-11). The answer to this is that the denial itself is the
cause or instrument of the cognition of the impossibility of
praniânas and so there can be no denial as it is impossible to
connect it with any of the three points of time; since all the
pramanas have been denied, the denial itself cannot be established.
If the character of prarnana is admitted in the case of reasoning,
the denial becomes restricted to only a few from among the
pramanas,—which is not proper. There should be no denial of
prameyas with regard to all the three points of time as their
existence as cause and effect is proved in the same manner
as that of the musical instrument is proved by its sound.
Prarnana itself can be a prameya as the names are applied
accoiding to circumstances The weighing balance, for instance,
which is a prarnana (the means of ascertaining the weight of
things) is a prameya also as regards its own accuracy (2.LI2-16).
Here the pnrvapaksin raises a point : If the pramanas are
cognised by means of pramanas, then this involves the possi-
bility of other praihanas and so on infinitely (that is to say,
there is the fault of anavastha, vicious infinite series;. If another
promettra is not operative in respect of a pramcina, then just
as the cognition of the pramcina would be accomplished without
the operation of a pranmna, so could the cognition of the
prameya (object of cognition) also (2.1.17-ks). The answer to
this is that it is not so, as the apprehension of the pramânas
is similar to that of lamp-light.30 There is no absolute rule,
as in the case of certain things we find that other instruments
are inoperative, while in others it is found that they a?e not
inoperative (2.1 19) 3 1 Sutras 20-29 examine and defend the
definition of perception especially in view of the charge of the
PUrvapaksin that all the causes of perceptual cognition are
not mentioned, 30-32 state and refute the view of the
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Pïïrvapaksin that perception is only inference because only a
part cf a thing is perceived and the cognition of the composite
who'e (avayavin) proceeds from if. 33-36 examine the nature
of the avayavin and refute the Purvapaksa that there is no real
thing corresponding to the conception of the whole The Pïïrva-
paksin says that we have the conception of ' o n e ' in respect
of a number of constituents of a forest or army because owing
to distance, their distinctness cannot be perceived; similar is
the case with other things because the distinctness of the atoms
is not cognised. The Siddhantins answer is that the two cases
are not parallel. The trees and the constituents of the army
can be individually perceived, whereas the atoms are super-
se/isuous. Therefore the avayavin is perceived as also the parts.
In 37-3^, the Pïïrvapaksin gives examples of inferences which
are not true, thereby showing that inference has no validity
or does not yield true knowledge; and the Siddhantin refutes
the Pïïrvapaksin s arguments saying that if a particular inference
is fallacious, it is due to the fault of the person putting it
fonh and not because inference has no validity. 39-43 examine
the nature cf Time especially in view of the contention of the
Pïïrvapaksin that there is no present time, for when an object
falls, the only possible points of time are—that which has been
fallen through, and that which has to be fallen through.
In 2. i.4!-48 the Purvapaksa i s that upamana (analogy) can be
included in inference; there can be no analogy on the basis
of either perfect or partial resemblance. In 2 1.49-56 the
Purvapaksa that s ab da (word, verbal testimony) is anumana
(inference) is examined at length and it is proved that there
can be no relation between word and its meaning ( as the
Mîmârhsaka believes ) as the meaning of a word is based on
convention. 57-68 deal with sabda in its particularity i.e. the
Vedic word. The Pïïrvapaksin's contention is that sabda can-
not be regarded as a pramana because of such defects as
falsity, contradiction and tautology. The Siddhantins rejoinder
is that it is not so, as the failure is due to deficiencies m the

1-39
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action, the agent and the means, the contradiction is only
apparent and repetitions have a purpose; and so on.

2.2.1-12 examine and refute the claim of Aitihya (tradition),
Arthapatti ( implication \ Sambhava (inclusion) and Abhava
(negation or non-apprehension) to bepramanas. Sutras 2.2 13-19
give an exposition and proof of the non-eternity of sabda. In the
course of the discussion, arguments and objections of the Purva-
paksin who holds that sabda is eternal are anticipated and refuted.
The Purvapaksin employs chala (quibble) at one place : "When
a thing is 'different', it is ' different ' from something that is
'different1 from it, and what is 'different' from the 'different'
must be 'non-different', so that there is nothing that can be
regarded as 'different ' (anyad anyasmad ananyatvad ananyad
ity anyatabhaxah—22.3V). The Siddhantin's rejoinder to this
is that if there is no conception of the 'difference', (there can
hi none of'non-difference' as the two conceptions are mutually
relatively tadabhave nastyananyata lay or itareiarapeksasiddheh.—
2 2.32). In continuation of this discussion, sutras 40-56 examine
and refute what is meant by the modification of letter-sounds
(varna); It is established that there is no modification in letter-
sounds as would justify the continuity of their existence. Here
too the Purvapaksin employs chala—" As there is constancy
in non-constancy, it is not right to say that there is no constancy"
{aniyame niyaman na* niyamah—2.2 54). 57-68 give the definition
of word and discuss what a word means. There are differences
of opinion that a word means the individual (vyakti), con-
figuration (akrti) or the universal (sâmânya). The Nyâya view
is that all three constitute the denotation of a word; it is
established by refuting the other views. It can be seen that the
whole of the second chapter is devoted to the examination of
pramanas, their definition, validity, number and the like
problems pertaining to them, which all the schools of philosophy
discussed.

Sutras 3.1.1-3 show that the soul is distinct from the
sense-organs, and 4-6 refute the view that it is identical with
the body (—refutation of the Lokäyafa view or the Tajjiva*
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tacchanravada). 7-15 refute the view that the visual organ is
one only (caksuradvaita); being two it could not be the soul
which is one. 1G-18 refute the view that the mind is the soul.
19-27 show that the soul is eternal and it does not originate,
28-32 examine the exact nature of the body—that it is composed
of earth—and refute other views. Sutras 33-53 are highly
dialectical in character. They refute the view that the senses
are not made up of elemental substances, and while proving
that they have a material character, objections are repeatedly
anticipated (-iticet, if it be urged—) and answered. 54-63 refute
the view that there is only one sense-organs and the objection
that their objects being many, the sense-organ, also should be
many and not only five; and prove that there are five sense-
organs of the same nature as the five elemental substances.
64-75 examine the objects of the respective sense-organs and
the qualities that the elemental substances have; here also
the Purvapaksa that each one of the substances has only one
quality is stated and refuted.

3,2.1-9 discuss whether buddhi (cognition) is eternal or non-
eternal. At many places the Nyaya-sütra states what the
ground of such a controversy is. For instance, here it is said
that the doubt whether buddhi is eternal or non-eternal arises
due to its similarity to action and akasa (3.2.1. See also 3.1.54,
4.2.44). In problems pertaining to the sense-organs, buddhi,
eternality or non-eternality etc. the Purvapaksin is mostly the
Särhkhya. In connection with the question of the eternality
or non-eternality of buddhi, 10-17 state and refute the theory
that things of the world are in perpetual flux and perish in
a moment (ksatiabhanga-refutation of the Buddhist viev of
perpetual flux). 18-41 prove that buddhi (cognition) is not a
quality of the sense-organs, or the object or the mind, but
is a quality of atman (soul). Arguments based on the probans
being itself one that requires to be proved, or the position
of the opponent being liable to the same objection and the
like are found advanced here. Objections on the part of the
Purvapaksin and on the part of other schools of thought are
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anticipated and answered with the result that the problem is
treated in a highly dialectical fashion. 42-45 discuss the point :
'Granting that bucldhi (cognition) is non-eternal, does it perish
as soon as it is produced, or does it endure for some time ?'
The objection that if cognition were evanescent, the perception
of things would be always indistinct, like the indistinct per-
ception of colour during lightning-flash—is answered by saying
that the very reason put forward (viz. cognition is evanescent)
implies the admission of what is sought to be denied; further
even if it is evanescent, the perception of things can be distinct
like the distinct perception of the continuous seiies of lamp-
flames. ^6-55 establish that consciousness is not a quality of
the body even though it is believed to be found when the
body is present and absent when the body is absent, ubjections
and analogies put forth by the opponent being refuted. 56-59
say that there is only one mind in one body and that it
is atomic as against the view that there must be a plurality of
minds as we perceive a number of actions (—cognitions—)
appearing simultaneously. 69-72 show that the body is formed
under the influence of the persistence of the effect of previous
actions and not independently of karman as the Näsükas
would have us believe. Here a number of absurdities are shown
to be involved in the opponent's position {prasangapatii),

4.1.3-9 give a classification of dosas (defects) into three
groups—raga (desire), dvesa (.hatred) and moha (ignorance) by
anticipating objections (—e.g. since between moha and the other
two there is the relation of cause and effect, it follows that
moha is something different from the dosas-) and refuting
them. 10-13 treat dialectically the problem of rebirth. Suiras
14ff. state the views of different dialecticians ( Pravadukas as
Vatsyäyana calls them) and refute them; even in between the
argument an objection on the part of the opponent is
anticipated and refuted, so that a fair chance is given to the
opponent to justify bis own position and only after that it
is taken to be refuted. This is the usual practice of the
Nyâya-sntra. The views stated and refuted here are—(i) Things
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are produced out of negation (14-18),. (ii) God is the cause
of the universe (19-21),33 (iii) the world is a result of chance
(22-24), (iv) all things are non-eternal (25-28), (v) all things
are eternal (29—33), (vi) eveiything is unique, there is no unity
(34-36^; (vii) all is mere void (37-40), (viii) Samkhyaikcinta,
dogmatic assertion with regard to the exact number of things
(U-43). Sutras 4 1.44-54 discuss fruition of action and prove
that it comes after rebirth, and that it does not appear
immediately. 55-58 examine the nature of pain and refute
the belief of some that t}iere can be no pleasure whatsoever.
59-6^5 treat final" release (apavargo) by refuting the position
that there can be no final release, since there is the concate-
nation of debts, afflictions (klesa) and activity.

4.2.4-17 deal wiih components (avayava) and composite
whole (avayavin) and at length state and repudiate the
Buddhist's denial of avayavin. I £-25 say that according to the
Ämipalambhika (Negationist) all things are non-existent, and
accordingly he denies the atom also, but this is not true.
26-35 repudiate the denial of the external world and 36-37
the denial of all, including buddhi (consciousness).

From the above survey, it is evident that the Nyâya-sïïtra
conducts a sort of Pariksa (examination) by pointing out why
a doubt is likely to arise, postulating a Parvapaksa and
answering it by ihe Uttara-paksa. The different topics are treated
as if they were subjects of controversy, especially in the part
dealing with 'examination' (Chapters 2-4). The Purvapaksa is
given full scope in respect of presentation, and then it is
refuted; even after this, fine objections or clarification on the part
of the PUrvapaksin or a third parly are anticipated and refuted.
We find in the Nyaya-slitra, a more logical criticism of the
opponent's view on the basis of specific principles of dialectical
criticism (such as sadhyasama, etc.) than we find in the other
Sntras. Moreover, in connection with the Nyaya-sutra,
Vàtsyâyana clearly enunciates the procedure of dialectical
examination; first the categories are enumerated, then they are
defined and then this definition and the particular category as
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such are examined.33 The Nyaya-suim itself does not mention
this procedure, but if we examine the order of the treatment we
find that it is implicit though it cannot ba said to be wholly
lacking in, as for example, the Vaisesika-satra.

Conclud.ng we might say of the different darsanika Sütras
that the Yoga-sutra and the Vaisesika sutra, (especially the
former) very rarely attempt any dialectical examination of
their own tenets or categories, though this is not entirely
missing in the Vaisesika-sutra The Yoga-sutra1 in Chapter-4,
while asserting and establishing, the reality of things, has in
view, as seen before, the Buddhist as the pUrvapaksin.
Similarly, the Vaisesika sntra when it shows that there is no
connection between sabda and artha is, as a matter of fact,
îefuting the contention of the Mlmâmsakas that their relation
is eternal. The Purva-Mîmamsa sutra and the Brahma-sutra
have each a Tarka-pada. The Purva-Mlmarhsa-sUtra postulates
a pnrvapaksa in the discussion of each topic, especially so in
the Tarka-päda and the exposition of each topic assumes a
dialectical form. This is true of the Brahma-sutra also with
this in addition that the important systems of philosophical
thought are refuted in the Tarka-pada. In fact the whole of
the Tarka-pâda is dialectical in character. Though not attaching,
in so many words, any importance to tarka in respect of the
higher problems of philosophy, the composition of the Brahma-
sutra is dialectical in character. In the course of refutation,
arguments on the part of the Punapaksin or a third party are
anticipated (fti cet) and repudiated. The exposition of the
Nyaya-sutra also is highly dialectical in character. After
enumerating and defining the categories, it examines them
critically, and presupposes powerful arguments against them
as accepted by the Nyäya school. Arguments against the
validity of the pramânas also are stated and answered.

Sarhkhya Karika— A contemporary satra of the Sârhkhya
system is not extant, but we may consider here the Sâmkhya-
Karika (second cen^.-fourth cent. AD.) of fsvara Krsni, the
earliest extant Särhkhya work. The very first karika comprises
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a question or objection and its answer ; " There being in this
world an impediment caused by the three kinds of pain
(duhkhcfi, there arises a desire for enquiring into the means
of alleviating them. And if it is urged that the enquiry is
superfluous on account of there being known cures for the
same, we answer that it is not so, because thes>e latter are
neither ctr 'ain nor f inal/ '3 4 The revealed (Vedic) is like the
perceived. It is associated with impurity, destruction and
inequality. Other than that is better—proceeding as it does from
the right cognition of the manifest (mahat, etc), the unmanifest
(Pradhäna) and the knower (purusa) (1-2). Here the author
is trying to justify the Sämkhya position by pointing out its
indispensability if pain is to be absolutely eliminated. We
have here clearly a proper type of dialectical argument. First
the problem of Sâmkbya philosophy is stated, then a rejoinder
is formulated as the parvapaksa and this in its turn is denied
by proper arguments and then the final position is stated.
This becomes the justification of the whole system. The Vedic
rites are here criticised as impure and involving destruction
and inequality.

We find an important principle of critical investigation
laid down in ihtSamkhyu-karika, viz. a knowable is established
by means of a source of valid knowledge (prameyasiddhih pra-
nmnaddhi-SK. 4). All dialecticians are unanimous in recognising
this as the fundamental principle of discussion. Even the sceptical
thinkers repudiate all the categories of thought by postulating
this as the accepted standard of dialectical criticism and showing
the inconsistencies involved in the different conceptions of the
pramanas and consequently of the prameyas or knowables.
The formulation of this principle was thus an important land-
mark in the history of dialectical thought. Karlka 7 states the
factors due to vhich even an existent tbiügmay not be perceived.
This signifies that it is wrong to argue that an entity is not
existent because it is not perceived. Prakrti is one such entity
which though existent is not perceived on account of its
subtlety, but can be ascertained from its effects— mahat, etc.
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(SK. 8 . This implies the refutation of the position that what
cannot be perceived is non-existent. Kcirika 9 gives reasons
to establish that the effect is existent in the cause. It may
be stated here (hat argumentation (Fiha) is mentioned first
among the eight siddhis (accomplishments), along with oral
instiucîion, study, the three-fold suppression of pain, intercourse
of friends and gifts—ignorance (viparyaya), incapacity (asakti)
and contentment (tusii) being the three-fold curb on siddhis.z~°
This shows the importance the SämkhydS, or rather all ihinkers,
attach to reasoning or the spirit of critical inquiry. The Samkhya
Karika, it is noteworthy, establishes the Sâmkhya categories
on the basis of reasoning.

The early Commentaries on the Sutras—We may now
briefly examine the Bhasyas (commentaries) on the Sutras of
the- different systems of philosophy to enable us to form an
idea how dialectical discussions entered the texture of the
philosophy of the different systems of thought.

Vatsyäyana (fourth century AD.) who has written a
B/msya on the Nyaya-sutra-} adopts the style of a teacher
expounding philosophical problems to his disciple. The
question 'kasmat' ('why so ?') is repeatedly asked and answeied.
As a matter of fact, the Indian bhasyakara always has in view
an audience* In his introductory remarks on Nyaya-sUtra 1,1.1,
Vâtsyâyana has explained the effectiveness of the pramanas and*
has show 7 that the real nature of things is dependent .(for its
being accepted or rejected or treated with indifférence) on the
pramatr ( cogniser ), pramana (source of valid cognition),
prameya (cognised object, knowable) and pramiti (valid cog-
nition). He further explains what the 'real nature' of things
signifies. It is nothing else but 'being' or 'existence' in the
case of that which 'is', and 'non-being' or 'non-existence' in the
case of that which 'is not'. That is to say, when something
that 'is' is apprehended as being or existent, so that it is
apprehended as what it really is and not as something of a
contrary nature (i.e. as non-existent), and when a non-entity
is apprehended as such, i,e. as what it really is and no-t as
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something of a contrary nature, then that which is thus
apprehended constitutes the true nature of the thing. Raising
the question how a non-entity can be cognised by means of
a pramana, he answers it In explaining sfitra 1.1.1, Vâtsyâyana
explains the purpose and connection of the treatise and
anticipating an objection why doubt, etc. are mentioned when
they can be included in either the pramanas or the prameyas,
answers it. He shows that doubt and the other topics form
integral factors of the science of reasoning, and also explains
what motive (prayojana) could be present in the three kinds
of debate—vada, jalpa, vit an da mentioned among the topics,
especially the last, because the true vaitandika does not accept
anything.lt is a practice with Indian commentators to expound
at the very outset the four anubandhas ( bonds of connection,
moving considerations ) which should also be referred to
implicitly in the mangala stanza if any. The four anubandhas
are (i) adhikarin, person qualified, or adhikara, what qualifi-
cations are required for the study, (ii) visaya, subject-matter,
(;ii) sambandha, what connection there is between the subject-
matter and the book itself {pratipadya-pratipadakabhava), and
(iv) prayojana, purpose to be served by the study.30 The
commentator also tries to justify the order in which the
different topics are mentioned and discussed. The method of
treatment has been clearly analysed by Vätsyäyana when hë
says ; Trividha ca'sya sästrasya pravrttih—uddeso laksanam
panksa cell ( —NB, 1.1.3 )—The procedure of this sastra is
three-fold—enumeration of topics, definition and examination.
This last involves criticism of definitions on the basis of
the criteria of the definition being narrow (avpapti), too wide
(ativyapti), etc. and the faults of vicious infinite series (anava*
stha), self-dependence (atmasraya), itaretarasraya (mutual
dependence), etc. These comprehend the main elements of a
dialectical discussion.

Commenting on Nyaya-sutra 1.1.3 which enumerates the*
pramanas recognised by the Nyäya system, Vâtsyâyana raises

1-90*
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an important question : Do the pramanas have common
objects, that is to say, can the different pramanas operate
with respect 10 one object ( pramâna-samplava), or is the
scope of the pramanas restricted within mutually exclusive
limits (—pramana-viplava) ? This is in view of the Buddhists who

• are pramana-viplavavädins ) or in whose view the pramanas
have their own exclusive objects—svalaksana> unique particular
being the object of perception, and sämünya, universal that
of inference. While giving an exposition of the definition of
perception (1.1.4), Vâîsyâyana explains the significance of
every term and justifies why other factors (e.g. mind) contri-
buting to the rise of perceptual cognition are not mentioned.
Commenting on the term ' avyapadesya ' ' not expressible, '
'devoid of verbal expression/ he says that it is meant (o refute
the view of those who hold that no perception is free from
verbal representation and examines it at length. In his commen-
tary on the Nyaya-sütra 1.1.22 which defines final release
as absolute freedom from pain, etc. he refutes at length the
Vedântin's view that in the state of emancipation there is
manifested the eternal happiness of the soul just like its
ubiquity, and when that happiness is manifested the soul is
absolutely free and becomes happy. He repeatedly anticipates
arguments in support of the Vedântin's view, as also the
Vedäntin's objections to the Nyäya position and repudiates
these by showing the anomalies involved. The discussion is
highly dialectical in character.

Commenting on Nyaya-sutra 1.1.32 which enumerates the
members (avayava) of a syllogism, Vâtsyâyana refers to some
logicians who recognise ten members—desire to know (jijnasâ),
doubt (samsaya), capacity to accomplish what is desired
{sakya-prapti), purpose (prayojana) and dispelling of doubt
isamsaya-vyudasa) in addition to the five mentioned in the
Sutra—and explains that the author of the Nyaya-sutra has
not recognised the former five members as they are not
cognitive in character and so cannot prove anything directly.
It may be noted that the nature of thesç also is dialectical in
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character, the ten members jointly giving rise to a picture
of a debate inasmuch as they show how the question arises,
what is the cause of doubt, and the like. They were eliminated
to prune the syllogism of its practical associations and make
it more theoretical and logical. Even so it retains a dialectical
character, the different avayavas being like answers to questions.
Vätsyäyana similarly refutes a suggested interpretation of the
Nyayasutra 1 2.9 defining the fallacious probans kalatlta
(belated), in view of the Buddhist view with regard to kalätita,
reversal of the order of the avayavas of the syllogism. In his
Bhasya on Nyaya-sïitra 2.1.19 he has anticipated a number of
objections on the part of the opponent and answered them
especially because this pertains to an important point, whether
pramana (cognition) is self-luminous or not, and the Nyaya-
sutra apparently seems to favour the view that pramana is
self-luminous—which goes against the Nyâya view. Vätsyäyana
establishes at length the reality of the avayavin (composite
whole) as distinct from the avayavas (components) in his commen-
tary on Nyaya-sïitra 2.1.35 as this was again one of the points
of controversy with the Buddhists who do not recognise the
reality of the avayavin. Discussing the authoritativeness of the
Veda, Vätsyäyana refutes the Mîmârhsâ view that word (sabda)
is eternal (2.1.68).

In the fourth chapter of the Nyaya-sUtra there is, as
stated above, the refutation of rival views. In the commentary
on this chapter Vâtsyâyana's dialectical skill is revealed. He
has criticised the opponent's view by exposing all the anomalies
involved in his line of argument; here he has employed many
of the principles of dialectical criticism laid down in the
Nyaya-sUtra^ fallacies, anavastha and the like tarkas and so
on. To take one instance, Nyaya-sUtra 4.1.37 states the Sünya-
vädin's view before refuting it. All things must be non-entities,
because all things are known to be mere negations of one
another ( sarvam abhavo bhavesv itaretarabhava-siddheh ). The
author of the Nyaya-sUtra himself refutes this in 4.1.38, but
before that Vätsyäyana offers his own answer to the SOnya-
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vädin's contention and this answer is expressed in a typically
dialectical fashion : The assertion put forwaid cannot be right
because there is contradiction (a) between the two terms of
the proposition, vi7. 'all things' and 'non-entities' (—if they be
things they cannot be non-enities ), and (b) between the
proposition and the statement of the probans (-If all things
are non entities, it is not possible for things tobe the negation
of one another and if things are negation of one another, then
'all things' cannot be'non-entities';.37 Here vyaghata (contra-
diction) in the opponent's assertion is exposed.

It can be seen that though Vätsyäyana is quite eariy among
the commentators whose works are extant (fourth century
A.D), he has refuted the theories of rival views very often.
The Nyaya-sutra is itself dialectical in character, so Vätsyäyana
rarely got a chance to introduce discussions and refutations
of his own. But he critically and dialectically examined the
categories of the Nyäya system and repudiated rival views
whenever he got an opportunity. His dialectical skill is fully
revealed in such passages. The Bhasya of Vätsyäyana provided
Dirinâga (perhaps his contemporary) the ground and the
material for attacks on realism. Uddyotakara (635 A.D.\ author
of the Nyâya-vârttika defended Vätsyäyana against the attacks
of Di r räga and vehemently warded off and demolished the
criticisms of Dirinâga. Cddyotakara has very carefully
examined the categories of the Nyäya system and tried to
fortify it against all possible attacks at weak points by refining
and rendering precise the presentation of different problems.
He is very tenacious, though not alv\a>s just in his dialectical
criticisms which often take the shape of a jalpa (see his
criticism of the Buddhist definition of Praiyoksa—NV. 1.1 4,
pp. ff). Väcaspati (841 A.D.) devotes a major portion of his
Nyaya-varttika-tatparya ilka to the exposition and repudiation
of Buddhist theories. He is well known for his exemplary
impartiality, open-mindedness and true philosophic spirit. To
take but one instance he was, along with others who are
mostly forgotten, mainly responsible for the introduction of
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the concept of ninikalpa pratyaksa (indeterminate perception)
into the classical Nyâya system, though it had earlier entered
the Brâhmanical field through the formulation of the theory
of perception By Prasastapäda and Kumârila, probably due to
the influence of the Buddhist view of perception. Prasastapäda
and Prabhäkara and Kumärila also were influenced by Buddhist
views through they were original thinkers and though they
tried to dialectically examine and repudiate Buddhist theories.
We can say that the period between the fourth or fifth century
A.D. and the tenjh century and beyond was the age of
controversies and polemical writings of a high order, in which
the different systems criticised one another and even while
defending themselves against rival aitacks benefited and were
inspired to develop their philosophical views on account of
the influence of other philosophical systems and in view of
some juit criticism levelled at one another. Udayana (tenth
century A.D. ) among other Naiyäyikas is well known for
his dialectical skill as evinced by his Nyayakusumanjali and
Atmatatlva-viveka. Fie has, further, enhanced the scope of
different dialectical categories, as we have seen before, by
accommodating the different dialectical devices and principles
of dialectical criticism, employed in actual debates and in
polemical works, within the scheme or framework of the
Nyaya-sutra.

Prasastapäda ( fifth century A.D.) gives in his Bhasya a
systematic account of the Vaisesika system by way of a running
commentary. He hardly ever indulges in the criticism of rival
views, though when he gi\es at length the arguments to prove
the existence of a soul he must have had in view the tenets
of some who did not accept a soul, or did not accept that
it could be established by inference. At times he pre-supposes
and states possible objections on the part of the opponent
and answers them ( e.g while treating visesa particularity,

and samavaya, inherence). In his ontological views, Piasasîapâda
remained thoroughly realistic, but his logic was very strongly
influenced by Buddhist views as can be seen from his Bhasya.
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The commentaries Vyomavati of Vyomasiva and Kandah of
Srïdhara, are highly polemical in character and state and refute
the views and definitions of rival schools, especially the
Buddhists.

Sahara (fifth century A.D.) has, in his commentary on the
Pürva-Mimarhsasütra adopted a dialectical style. He repeatedly
anticipates an objection on the part of the parvapaksin and
answers it. Thus he examines all possible interpretations and all
possible alternatives in the explanation of a satra or the formu-
lation of a theory (see 1.1.2, 1.1.5 where he discusses the relation
of word with its meaning and the trustworthy character of the
Veda). Sahara has introduced the question whether cognitions
have or do not have corresponding objects in the external
world. Here he intends to refute the Vijnänavädins. The Parvu-
Mïmamsa-sTitras themselves are dialectical in character; more-
over, they are mostly concerned with matters pertaining to
dharma, its knowledge from the Veda, the trustworthy character
of the Veda, the authority of sruti and smrti and the interpre-
tation of Vedic passages in relation to the performance of
sacrificial rites and the like topic?. Consequently there is not
much scope for an independent critical examination or refuta-
tion of rival philosophical viev/s and Sahara therefore, could
not display his knowledge and dialectical skill in this respect,
though as said above his commentary mostly assumes the
form of a controversy.

Kumärila plunged headlong into the stormy waters of
polemics and slated and criticised, in his Slokavarttika, rival
theories of knowledge, sources of knowledge and the like.
While commenting on 1.1.4 in his Slokavarttika, Kumarila
has critically examined the definition of pratyaksa (perception)
as given in the Purva Mïmamsasutra and its interpetation
by earlier commentators. He also states at length the Sârhkhya
doctrine of the functioning of the sense-organs in relation to
their objects, with a view to establish the 'contact-theory' in
opposition to the Buddhist view. He repeatedly refers to
Nyäya-Vaisesika and Buddhist views on problems associated
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with the process of perception. Kumärila also tries to justify
why Sahara initiated the discussion of cognition being with
or without corresponding objects in the external world. He
shows that if cognitions were without corresponding external
objects as held by the Vijfiänavädins, all the doctrines and
subjects treated in the Mïmâmsâ would be baseless and a
treatment of these altogether unreasonable. He has stated and
refuted at length the Nirälambanaväda ( Idealism ) and the
Sünyaväda. Giving an exposition of inference, Kumärila treats
at leng-h the Nyâya view regarding the probandum (sadhya)
the probans (hetu) and the like. He further raises objections
to the division of inference into pratyaksatodrsfa-sambandha
(where the relation of concomitance between the hetu and the
sadhya is said to have been directly perceived elswhere) and
samanyatodrsiasambandha (where it is determined on the basis
of analogy) and refuses to see any difference between them
(138 ff). He discusses at length the Buddhist and the Vaisesika
view that s ab da (verbal testimony) can be included in anumana
(inference) as against the Sâmkhya view which accepts them
as distinct without pointing out any adequate grounds of
difference. He has also controverted the Nyâya theory that
the object of upamana is the recognition of the denotation
of the name, e.g. gavaya. He takes great pains to establish
arthapatti (implication) and abhava (negation) as pramàrias
(sources of knowledge) and anticipates and answers objections
for the purpose. He has dealt with the problems of sphota,
the denotation of word (—akrti according to Kumärila ), the
relation of word and meaning, the existence of. the soul,
eternality of word and has answered objections raised against
the eternality of the Veda. He has also refuted the Apohavâda
(—the theory that 'cow' signifies negation of non-cow—) of the
Buddhists. It may be noted here that Kumärila (and for the
matter of that, the Mîmâmsaka) stands almost by himself
(except for the company of the Cârvâka) in his refusal to
accept that any person could be omniscient (see Slokavarttika,
so, 2, 117 ff). The Slokavarttika of Kumärila is thus a
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philosophical work highly dialectical in character, the author's
polemic being chiefly directed against Buddhism, though one
cannot say that the Mïmàrhsakas were completely free from
Buddhist influence.38 Pärthasärathi Misra's commentary on
the Slokavarttika and his Sastradipika are very good dialectical
supplements to Kumänla's works. Pärthasärathi M.sra very
often controverts the views of Prabhâkara and his followers.
The schools of Prabhâkara and Kumârila are well known for
their mutual criticism, and dialectical treatment of philoso-
phical problems.

The Yoga-sntras hardly afford any scope for polemics so
Vyâsa (founh century) l.he author of a commentary on the
Yoga-sixtra merely gives a clear exposition of the sfitras and
does not enter of his own into much dialectical criticism.
Mäthara (fifth century A.D.) who has written a vrtti on the
Samkhya-karika has shown his dialectical skill in comparing
the Sdmkhya conception of purusa with that of the Vedântins
and the Vaisesikas ( kâ. 19) and in the refutation of the
different theories of the creation of the world (kä.61). Mäthara's
style of explaining the karikas is very lucid and persuasive;
he takes the reader from one step to another and shows the
significance of one expression after another. The unknown
author of the Yuktidipika refers to the different views of
Sämkhya Äcäryas—while commenting on the Sâmkhya-karika
and expounding the Sämkbya principles. Vâcaspati has fully
brought out in his TattvakaumudlihQ dialectical argument of the
Samkhya-karika, While commenting on Karika 5, he refers
to the different views as regards the number of pramanas and
justifies the Särhkhya position with regard to pramanas by
showing that it is necessary to recognise inference and verbal
testimony along with perception and that the other pramanas
can be included in these three. While doing so he has refuted
the views and definitions of other schools of thought. Similarly,
in his commentary on karikas 8-9, Vâcaspati alludes to the
different theories of causality as upheld by the Buddhist,
the Vedântin, the Nyäya-Vaisesika and the Sämkhya,
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and shows the weakness of the former three. (This has been
done briefly by the earlier commentators also.) Here his
exposition is highly dialectical in character. He anticipates
objections on the part of the opponent and answers them. The
Samkhya-karika, as noted above, establishes the Sâriikhya
principles on the strength of reasoning and Väcaspati has
throughout very well brought out the dialectical implication
of the argument. Vijnänabhiksu is a later writer, so it is
needless to say that his commentary is dialectical in character.

The earliest extant commentary on the Brahma-sutra is
that of Sarikaiàcârya ( 788-820 A.D. ) by whose time it bad
become a practice to avail of the slightest chance to examine
and criticise rival views We may note here that before Sarikara,
his grand preceptor had in his Kârikas established Ajätiväda
(Acosmism) mainly on the strength of reasoning, perhaps
under the impact of Mahâyâna Buddhistic thought and the
logical implications of the absoluhstic trend of Vedântic thought.
Gaudapäda has in his Karikas referred to the different views
prevalent regarding the world, and shown that these are
meaningless as there is no creation or origination whatsoever.
He has brought out the contradictions and absurdities involved
in the recognition of the reality of the phenomenal world
and in that of the different theories of causality. The influence
of Nâgârjuna's dialectical method is evident in his repudiation
of the concept of causality and the reality of the world. Gaudapäda ,
pits the arguments of one school against those of another and
finally establishes his own view, as can be seen in the refutation
of causality. Sarikara was profoundly impressed by Gaudapâda's
view, and he also like Gaudapäda regarded the phenomenal
world as unreal or even a non-entity when viewed apart from
Brahman. #Sarikara commented on the Brahma-sutra, the Gitâ
and the like so he did not get much scope to display his
originality, yet his dialectical method is quite evident in his •
writings His exposition always assumes the form of a controversy >
wherein the opponent is repeatedly given a chance to clarify

1-91
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his own position or- raise objections. At times in an adhikarana,
especially in one pertaining to the consistency of Upanisadic
passages, several persons are one after the other made to refute
the view of the opponent or put forth a counter-balancing proof
and argue out a case of their own if they have any (—see Br Sü.
Sankarabhasya 2.3—first adhikarana discussing whether akdsa,
ether is originated or not). Sarikara has employed the different
principles of dialectical criticism, such as the faults of self-
dependence (citmâsraya), mutual dependence (itaretarasraya)
and the principle that faults common to both parties cannot
be urged against one of them, and the like. Many arguments
„that can be said to be of the jati type or that can be said to
invo.lve* samMya-chala are easily detectable in his writings
thoügh/in most cases he makes (he opponent object to such
arguments. -

' Jayaräsi Bhatta (eighth century) belonging to a section of the
Lokäyatikas was a thorough-going sceptic. In his Tattvopaplava-
simha, he has adopted the method of setting forth at fhe out-
set all possible alternatives with respect to a problem or the
implications of a definition, and then'showing the absurdities
involved in each one of them. This has been sufficiently
illustrated in the Chapter on ' Is Knowledge Possible ? ' This is
not to suggest that Jayaräsi was the innovator of this dialectical
style. The* Mädhyamikas were the pioneers.in this respect,
and";weT,find it highly elaborated, especially in the centuries
after Jayaräsi. Almost all later dialecticians have adopted this
practice, ^ e see the influence of the style of the Mädhyamika
Buddhists in the works of Jayaräsi, Gaudapäda, Sarikara, Vädi
Devasüfi, Abhayadeva and others, more so in the Khandana-
khandakhadya oï Snharsa and the Tattvapradipika or Citsukhi
of Citsukha and the Advaitasiddhi of MadhusOdana *Sarasvatï
and such other works, especially of Sarikara Vedänta which
was interested in the repudiation of all entities except Brahman
which could be known by the Supreme Vision alone.

ft is not necessary to pursue this inquiry further as we
have already come to a period when polemics and dialectical
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criticism had become the oider of the day as is clear from
the works of Uddyotakura, Kumârila, Sarikara, Srïdhara,
Udayana, Pârthasârathi Misra and others. In most cases as
the fervour of discussion and disputation settled down a bit
and assumed more of an intellectual and academic tone rather
than having a practical and worldly significance, the statement
of the purvapaksa came to be more impartial and correctand
just and the refutation also more within the limits of reason.
The philosophical writers also made the formulation and
statement of theories as precise as possible, each new writer
improving on and refining and clarifying the expressions used
by the previous ones in order to escape refutation and to
prove convincing.

Dialectical Criticism hi Post-Pi taka Buddhist works—About
a hundred years after the departure of Buddha, a schism
occurred and the Mahâsarighikas, a progressive group, severed
their connection with the orthodox group. The Mahäyäna
school of Buddhism was a later product of the Mahâsarighikas.
The most distinctive in doctrine and probably the oldest of
the Mahäyäna works are the Prajnaparamitas ( Books of the
Perfection of Wisdom). Some of the thesa Sutras—which are
in the form of dialogues, long replies to question^ "put by
Mahâmati—may be as early as the first century B.C. and we
may take them as evidence that at the time when they appeared
the new teaching was being systematically promulgated in the
schools. There is nevertheless hardly any. reasoned out statement
in the Prajnaparamita Sutras which set forth the doctrine
of STinya in a popular form. There is no attempt here at
explanation or proof, the assertions and denials being made
dogmatically. Yet these Slitras have an important place in the
history of dialectical criticism inasmuch as th.ey inspired
Nägärjuna (second century A.D.) whose works are the earliest
written record of the reasoned out system which probably lay
at the root of these Sutras from the beginning.,

The Lankavatara Sutra is later than the Prajnaparamiias.
Instructing the Bodhisattva Mahâmati, Buddha refers to the
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erroneous teachings accepted by philosophers. They do not
recognise the objective world tobe of Mini (ciita) itself which
is erroneously discriminated; and not understanding the nature
of the vijnanas which are also no more than manifestations
of Mind, simple as they are they cherish the dualism of being and
non-being where there is but one first principle. Buddha also
comments on erroneous views held by some Brâhmanas and
Sramanas concerning causation, continuation etc.39 Buddha
shows that the reality of things has nothing to do with the
prevalence of words which are only conventional symbols; it
is not right to argue that a thing must b? existent because
there is a. word denoting it. We have a word like 'hare's horn'
and yet no reality corresponding to it.40 The unreality of
phenomenal things is explained by means of illustrations like
dream, reflection etc. Mahämati raises a question that it is
equivalent to self-contradiction to say that things are not
produced and that they are like maya. Buddha explains that
he has to give the simile only for the sake of those ignorant
persons who are obsessed with the notion of causality or
origination, otherwise it is only right to say that they have
no origination.41 Absence of contradiction was thus always
insisted ao and any apparent contradiction explained away.

The Lankavaiara Sutra offers an explanation of avyakria
( inexplicable ) questions. " These avyakrtas are not taken up
for consideration by the Tathâgatas in order to keep people
away from their wrong views and theories of speculators. "
^Mahämati, the speculators may say, * What soul is, that h the
body, or soul is one thing, body is another.' These are inexpli-
cable statements. Entirely bewildered by the idea of causality,
they make an inexplicable statement, but that is not found in
my teaching. There is no discrimination in my teaching, because
1 teach to stand above grasped and grasping. How could there
be any setting aside here ? But Mahämati, to those who are
obsessed with grasped and grasping, since they do not have
a thorough understanding of the world which is no more
than what is seen of the Mind (Citta) itself, there is something
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to be set aside {sthapaniya) (as inexplicable). The Tathägatas,
Arhats, Fully-Enlightened Ones teach the Dharma to all
beings by means of the four forms of questioning and answering.
As to the propositions that are set aside as inexplicable,
Mahämati, they are made use of by me on some other
occasions for those whose senses are not fully matured, but
for those of matured sens s there is nothing to set aside. " 4 3

The Lankavatara Sutra thus gives one of the explanations
offered for the inexplicable questions which were set aside by
Buddha. The four kinds of explanation referred to are, as we
have seen before, direct statement, questioning, answering
after analysis, and setting aside. The Lankavatara Sutra says
that ihe Sä/hkhyas and the Vaisesikas teach origination from
being or from non-being; all that is proclaimed by them are
the inexplicables. When the nature or essence of all things is

examined by reason, it is found to be not determined. Therefore
they are essenceless and inexplicable.43

In the îhird chapter there is a condemning reference to the
Lokäyatika skilled in various forms of incantation and in the
art of persuasive eloquence, who piUs the mind of the ignorant
in utter confusion by means of various reasonings, by clever
manipulation of words and phrases, neither in accordance with
reason nor in unison with sense. Buddha here condemns all
philosophy other than his own of not coming and going
(an-aya-vyaya—not-origination-and-destruction) as Lokäyata.4 4

Lokâyata signified, it seems, in the time of the Lankavatara
Sfitra everything clever, deceptive, not true to reason. In this
chapter different views regarding Nirvana are refuted,45 and
eight different views regarding impermanence or non-eternality
(anityata) are set aside as Buddha is neither for eternality nor
for non-eternality, as nothing in the world is accepted but
the Mind (citta) itself and so no discrimination occurs.40

We can say from this that the practice of examining one's
tenets and of stating and refuting those of others was in vogue
round about the first century B.C. to the first century A.D.
though we do not find much by way of reasoned argument
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in support or refutation of a view ôr theory. Jalpa, or idle
disputation was condemned as leading to suffering, and away
from truth, in Buddhist circles and the path of Buddha
recommended.47

Among the Buddhist darsanikas, Nägärjuna (second cen-
tury A.D ) was a great dialectician who challenged the very
potency of the pramanas (sources of knowledge) to yield the
truth (—in Vigrahavyavartani) and consequently the reality
of the categories recognised by philosophers ( especially the
Vaibhäsikas ), not excluding Nirvana ( in the Madhyatnika-
karika). With regard to Nirvana Nägärjuna would argue that
compounded things whose nature is arising and pissing away
are neither bound nor released, nor is a being either bound ot
released. The bound is not released and the the not-bound
likewise is nothing to be released from. If the bound were
released, bondage and release would be simultaneous. What
is meant is that there is no abandoning of anything in Nirvana,
nor the ceasing of anything; Nirvana is the destruction of all
false imaginings. The conclusion is drawn that Nirvana is neither
existent nor non-existent nor existent-and-non-existent, nor not-
existent-and-non-existent. This shows the connection of Nägä-
rjuna's dialectical method with the treatment of the avyakata
( inexplicable ) questions about the existence of a Tathägata
after death, in the Pâli Canon, and with Safijaya Belatthaputta's
sceptical position. What Nägärjuna means is that the ultimately
real cannot be grasped in terms of empirical concepts. Nothing
can bs said of it but 'No', 'No', as the Upanisads also say,
though not so firmly. All knowledge of the senses can be
dismantled when analysed, for the definition of one concept
is dependent on and presupposes another; nothing is self-
sufficient, and so no definition can be upheld, and consequently
the reality of no definable (category) can be upheld. The
conflict of Reason blocks the recognition of things of the
world. The analysis of any proposition or argument shows
that it involves contradiction of one's own tenets or involves
self-contradiction or some such anomaly. For instance, we talk
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of passion or coloration (ruga) and the person affected by it
(rakta). If the rokia were devoid of raga before the rise of
ruga, then ruga would arise as depending on the rakta devoid
of ruga. In that case it is proper to say that the ruga would
arise in the rakta; it is not possible that one devoid of raga
should be rakta, for then there would be the contingency of
raga even in (he case of Arhats. If there be not räga in a rakta,
how could there be raga in the absence of the rakta, when it
could have nosubsîrate? This is also true of rakta when the
raga is existent or non-existent. Raga and rakta could not arise
simutaneously, for then they would be independent of each
other. If they be one, they could not be co-existent, for a
thing cannot be co-existent with itself; if they be different
how could they be at all co-existent ? If there is said to be
co-existence when there is oneness or difference, then there
would be co-existence, even when a thing is alone or existing
separately. If there is said to be co-existence when there is
difference, we ask: Is the distinct existence of raga and rakta
established", so that they could be co-existent ? And if they
are proved to have distinct existence, why do you imagine them
to be co-existent? If you postulate co-existence because they
are not established as distinct, * you will have to postulate
again difference in order to prove co-existence, and this would
involve mutual dependence Distinct existence not being proved,
co-existence is not proved, for the two are relative. Thus rakta
and raga are neither simultaneous nor temporally separated,
and similarly all entities, e.g. hatred and one affected by it
(dvesa-dvista), stupidity and stupid ( moha-mudha) cannot be
proved to be simultaneous or temporally separated.48 Nâgârjuna
exploits to his advantage the argument detecting the defects of
contradiction, impossibility, mutual dependence and the like.

Nägärjuna was, we might say, the first to pointedly note
the conflict of reason and thereby dismantle everthing by
critical examination. Taking the clue from philosophers like
Safijaya Belattbaputta he formulated a dialectic for the Mädhya-
mikas, which greatly influenced all later dialectical criticism
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whether sceptical or not. Nägärjuna has, in his Vigraha-
vyavarîanï, adopted the method of first allowing the pfirva-
paksin to state his view and then refuting the arguments one
after another, and even anticipating and answering objections
in the coufse of the reflat ion where necessary. The works
of Nägärjuna may be said to be the chief inspiring force of
all dialectical criticism.

Äryadeva was a disciple of Nägärjuna, and there is no
difference in their philophical views, though the formers
expression at times shows leanings towards Vijnänaväda. In
his Catuhsataka, Äryadeva has attempted to prove that the
things generally recognised by us as real are essenceless (nihsva-
bhava\ Chapters 9-16 being called Vigrahasataka, (two centuries
of stanzas regarding disputation) by the commentator Dharma-
pâla. The dialectical character of the work is thus obvious.
Chapter nine states the repudiation of things regarded as
eternal, Chapter ten of atman, eleven of Time, twelve of wrong
or heretical views, thirteen of senses and their objects, fourteen
of adherence to the extremes (antagrahcfi, fifteen of compound
things; and Chapter sixteen deals with the discussion between
the teacher and the pupil : ' How is it possible, when everything
is void ? ' In Chapter eight, Äryadeva answers an objection and
makes an important clarification. It may be urged by some
that the doctrine of Sunyata was propounded just to infuse a
sense of detachment, and did not, as a matter of fact, imply
the unreal nature of the world of appearance. But Äryadeva
assures us that Nirvana can never be attained by a false view
of things.49 He answers further doubts and objections pertaining
to the path of renunciation (nivrtti) leading to nirvana and gives
practical advice when the doctrine of Sunyatà should be taught
In Chapter ten he refutes the existence of at man and also the
Särhkhyä position of Prakrti being insentient and yet an agent,
and the different views regarding the soul and its size in the
different schools of philosophical thought. Similarly in Chapter
11, while repudiating Time, Äryadeva refutes the Sarvästivädin's
view regarding the existence of things in all the three times,
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and the satkaryavadu (doctrine of the effect being latent in
the cause even before its manifestation) (of the Särhkhyas and
the Vaibhâsikas) and the asatkciryavada (doctrine of the produc-
tion of a novel effect) (of the Vaisesikas, the Sautrântikas and
the Vijnänavädins, according to Candrakîrti). Äryadeva states,
in chapter fourteen, that the method of refutation which he has
illustrated can be employed against all dialecticians. Sat (existent),
asat (non-existent), sadasat ( both existent and non-existent )
and sad~asad na (neither existent nor non-existent)—this order
of putting forth the alternatives and refuting them should be
adopted by the learned everywhere in respect of oneness and the
like.50 The commentator explains this by applying this mode
to the view of the satkaryavadin, who believes that the cause and
the effect are one; or cloth and whiteness—Are they one or
different or both or neither ? None of these positions is valid
and thus things cannot be said to have a nature of their own
independent of others.51 It can be seen that Äryadeva 's
dialectical mode is similar to that of Nägärjuna, and he also
resorts to arguments based on impossibility, mutual dependence
and the like for the refutation of the different philosophical
concepts.

Chapter sixteen of the Catuhsataka brings up an important
issue. If the speaker, the thing spoken of and the statement be
sanya ,then it is meaningless to have attempted these fifteen
chapters or we may say, to teach or discuss; but all the three are
existent, so they are sasvabhava (having an essence or natufp
of their own) and not nihsvabhava (essenceless) as stated. The
answer to this is that the speaker, that which is spoken of
and the statement are known as such in relation to one another,
so they do not have an essential nature of their own. But
then everything would come to be a non-entity like hare's
horn, while we find the senses and their objects to be real !
The answer to this is : If asunyatva (non-voidness) can be
established for fear of some fault in the position of sunyaia
then why should sünyata not get established if a fault is

1-92
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detected in the position that things are asunya or non-void?*
If the world were not sanya, it would be eternal, non-produced
non-destroyed. But this is not what we find. Therefore the world
must be sunya. Thus the person attacking Suayavâda cannot
even establish his own position. It may be said that there
must be something which is asfinya for there being something
which is sûnya; thus everything cannot be said to be sunya.
The answer to this is that this difficulty arises only because
the stand that sanya is not an entity, though not propounded
as a doctrine of sunyata is accepted as a doctrine or view.
It is not proper to say that a paksa (doctrine or view) is not
possible without a vipaksa (contrary-view) and so the vipaksa
must be there and in that case ail things are established. If
there were any view left unrefuted or upheld then it would serve
as a vi@w though not meant to be one. But when the paksa is
not there, what could become the vipaksa ? ;Aryadeva boldly
says at the end that it is not possible to repudiate one who
holds no position of his own.52 Such a person answers the
opponent on the strength of the views and dialectical principles
accepted by the latter only, but the opponent cannot detect any
flaw in his argument or view for he does not recognise the
ultimate validity of anything.

The Satasasira, also of Aryadeva, is a polemical work, the
scope of which is to establish the exact doctrine of sünya
after Refuting other views. The criticism is directed not only
against the Vaisesikas and the Sârhkhyas, but also against
the various Hïnayâna schools. We find the method of question-
answer adopted here, the opponent raises an objection at every
step, Nägärjuna* and Äryadeva can thus be said to be great
pioneers in the field of dialectics, especially in proving that
empirical concepts involve self-contradiction or other anomalies
and absurdities and so cannot yield any-truth. They start from
the stand-point of logic and refute the opponent even while
for the time being accepting what he has to say. They have
no thesis of their own to propound and so do not advance

argument to establish éûnyavâda.
Argument of the pratibandi or samavacana type.
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It may be mentioned here that Buddhapälita (sixth century)
did not make use of reasoning to establish SOnyavâda. But
Bhävaviveka or Bhavya (sixth century) of the Svâtantrika school
argued that even the Mâdhyamikas admitted the empirical
validity of logic, so reasoning could be employed to establish
Süoyaväda, as also to refute other philosophical views.
Candrakïrti, a staunch champion of the MaJhyamika Präsarigika
school repudiated Bhävaviveka's contention at great length in
his commentary on the Madhyamlka Karlka Here we find
the adherents of one school criticising one another. Moreover,
Candrakïrti rejected Dirinäga's reform in Buddhist logic and
preferred the realistic logic of the Brâiimanical school, but
later philosophers deemed it possible to accept the reform of
Dirinâga with the same proviso as Candrakïrti's, viz the absolute
can never be cognised by logical means. Sânîaraksita (seventh or
eighth century) and his pupil Kamalasïla have, in the Ta'ttva-
sangraha and its Panjikâ, refuted the theories and doctrines of
rival systems of thought—Vedic Buddhist, Jaita and the like.
They state the purvapaksa at length and with exemplary faithful-
ness to the original doctrine and its statement in the texts of the
respective schools, and then point out the anomalies involved,
allowing the purvapaksin oppoi (unity to express his doubts
and objections even while the refutation is going on Sânta-
raksita and Kamalasïla give some positive exposition of sanya
as the Ultimate Reality and the character of their teaching is
not as completely negative as that of Nägärjuna and other
purist Mâdhyamikas, so they are regarded by some as belonging
to the mixed school of Mâdhyamika-Yogârâras or Mâdhyàmika
Svätantrikas.

Coming to the Vijnänaväda school, we may briefly consider
the method of treatment adopted in the Vimsika and the
Trirhsika of Vasubandhu (fourth-fifth century A.D.). In the
Vimsika and the auto-commentary on it, as also in the Trimsika,
Vasubandhu proves that the world-appearance is nothing but
a manifestation of consciousness and has no reality apart from
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consciousness pure and simple; that is to §ay> the worldly
phenomena have no external status and are merely subjective
ideas. He anticipates objections from the realist to the following
effect: If consciousness were to be entirely independent of
external reality^ how could the spatio-temporal deLrminations
of experienced objects be explained 9 An experience is found to
occur in a particular place and at a particular time and
not just anywhere or at all times. Again, such experiences
occur to all individuals who happen to be there; and not to
a particular individual, whereas illusions like double-moon
are private, confined to the cognising individual. Moreover, the
tuft of hair and the like experienced by a man of diseased
vision, or poison, etc. seen in a dream are found to be incapable
of discharging the functions of real hair, etc. or of killing
anyone and the like, whereas such objects as are experienced
by normal persons do exist and produce real consequences.
Hence it is not right to say that these objects are unreal.
Vasubandhu proceeds to explain away these objections, and
to show that the external existence of things is not a necessary
condition of experience. It is evident that the objections anti-
cipated are very appealing and sound and it requires exceptional
courage and confidence to anticipate and state so convincingly
these objections. In the course of the argument Vasubandhu
proves dialectically by putting forth different alternatives that
the whole (avayarin) is not an entity distinct from the consti-
tuent parts (avayavas).

The Trirhsika is not on the whole as explicitly dialectical
in character as the Vimsika. Yet even here Vasubandhu and
his commentator Sthiramati repudiate, the suggestion of those
extreme idealists who deny the reality of consciousness on
grounds of interdependence or relativity. Nevertheless, we do
not find any very important principles of dialectical criticism
employed in these works.

Dirinäga (fifth century A.D.), the stabiliser of Buddhist
logic, has in his Pramana-samuccaya and his own commentary
on it criticised the Nyâya and the Vaisesika definitions and
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concepts of perception (Ch.l-Pralyaksa Pariccheda), the Nyäya
and the Vaisesika definitions of inference and their concepts
of invariable concomitance, and the relation between the linga
(probans) and the sadhya (probandum) underlying the rule
of invariable concomitance (yyapti) \Ch. 2-Svarthanumana
Pariccheda). He has also criticised the heivabhasas (fallacies of
reason) as they are recognised by the Vaisesikas (chapter 3
-Pararlhanumana Pariccheda) and examined the Vaisesika view
regarding drsianta (illustration) (chapter A-Drsiänla-Pariccheda).
Dinnâga has similarly criticised Vasubandhu's definition of
perception in his commentary on chapter one, as it can be
interpreted to presuppose the reality of the external object.53

Besides, Dinnäga has criticised the metaphysical views of the
Sâmkhyas and others with subtlety. Till the time of D^rinäga,
Buddhist logic had no distinctive character of its own. It was
Dinnäga, regarded as the father of Buddhist mediaeval logic,
who for the first time examined the pramanas (sources of
valid knowledge) and the like of the Brähmanical schools and
established a distinct theory of pramanas. Dinaäga is well knowu
for his intellectual attacks on Vätsyäyana, and Cddyotakara
had to make special efforts to defend Vätsyäyana and .criticise
Dinnäga.

Dharmakïrti (seventh century A.D) was a great logician
and he can be said to have systématisée! Buddhist logic once
for all. His works—Pramana-varttika ( his main and most
important work with auto-commentary on the chapter on
Svarthanumana ), Sambandhapariksa with auto-commentary,
Codana-prakarana (a treatise on the art of carrying on dis-
putations), Santanantarasiddhi, Nyayabindu, Pramana-viniscaya,
Hetubindu— especially the first four, aiv highly dialectical in
character; objections from thinkers of different schools are
anticipated and refuted. The chapter on the validity of know-
ledge in the Pramana-varttika is supposed to be a comment
upon the initial stanza of Dirinäga's work {Pramanablunaya
jagaddhitaisine...). The whole of Mahâyânistic Buddhology
and all the proofs for the existence of the Absolute Being
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are discussed under that head. In the course of his exposition,
Dharmakïrti refutes the reality of God (1.10.30). While
establishing Buddha as pramana, he says he is such because he
has the knowledge of the means leading to the removal of misery
in the world and not because he is omniscient in the sense that
he knows how many insects exist in the universe—this knowledge
being useless. If capacity to see things at a distance is regarded
as a sign of omniscience we should worship eagles. (1.33-35).
Here Dharmakïrti is pointedly criticising the Jaina view of
avadhi and kevala-jnana (omniscience). He further refutes the
view that the material elements give rise to consciousness
as an epiphenomenon and consciouness has no existence apart
from the elements (1.37 ff) and establishes the reality of
consciousness alone. He also refutes the concepts of avayavin
(whole as disiinct from the constituents), sarhyoga (conjunc-
tion), samavaya (inherence), the separate existence of guna
(quality), karma (action), samanya (universal), etc. as distinct
from the svalaksana (point-instant of reality). It is our dis-
cursive intellect that makes such abstractions; what is real
is the unique particular (svalaksana) which admits of no qualifier
or division. He has clarified the concept of spiritual evolution
and elevation especially when the Buddhists do not admit any
permanent eternal unchanging consciousness, but only an
eternal stream of point-instants of consciousness (ciita-ksanas)
(1.122 ff).

In the chapter on Perception, he has explained why the
Buddhists accepted two pramanas (pratyaksa and anumana)
and has refuted at length samânya as having any objective
reality; it is just a mental construction. He has further proved
that all the sense-organs can yield knowledge simultaneously
(2. 136] as against the Nyäya-Va ;s;sika view that the mind
being atomic, experience cannot be simultaneous. He criticises
the Sämkhya view that sukha (pleasure), etc. are external to
the soul as they are modifications of the citta (mind) and do
not inhere in the soul (2.268). In the chapter on Svarthanumanat

he criticises Dirinâga of his own school for having accepted
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the negative reason (vyatireki-hetu) (J.15-19) and criticises the
manner of reasoning of the Cärväkas, the Vaisesikas, the
Säriikhyas and the Jainas who reason from non-perception
( 3.20 ff ). Examining sabda-pramana (verbal or scriptural
testimony), he refutes the view upholding the validity and
apauruseyatva (its not having been composed by a person) of
the Veda and refutes Sphota as also the concept of the fixity
of the order of Vedic words. He similarly examines the concept
of àpta (trustworthy person) (3 219ff). Here his arguments are
mostly against the Mïmârhsakas. He repeatedly resorts to the
prasanga method, that of exposing the contingencies—positions
implied which the other party also is not prepared to accept—
or the absurdities involved in the other party's position. In
the chapter on Pararthanumana, he has shown that the pratljna
is not a necessary member of a syllogism and demarcates the
sphere of inference or reasoning and agama (verbal testimony)
which is to bi set aside if it conflicts with reasoning (4.48 ff).
While discussing the members of a syllogism he repeatedly
criticises the Naiyäyikas (e.g. 4.195) and even Dirinâga. In the
Nyayabindu he refutes the Jaina argument that trees are
sentient beings because they are organisms which die when
the covering texture is stripped off ( Nyayabindu ô.6l-Asiddha).
He criticises Dirinâga for considering the variety of concealed
contrary reason as a special variety of contrary reason
(viruddha) (3.89-91). He has added some fallacies to the scheme
of Dirinâga as we have seen in the chapter on logical
fallacies.54

Dharmakïrti, it can be seen, was a great dialectician of
the Buddhist school, comparable toKumärila and Uddyotakara.
It may be said to his credit that he generally does not twist
the argument of the purvapaksin but does full justice to the
reasoning behind it. The Buddhist logicians and commentators
after Dbarmakîrti indulged in polemics and dialectical criticism
for the sake of explaining precisely and convincingly their own
views and concepts—some important names among them being
Dharmottara (800 A.D.), Prajnäkaragupta (eighth century A.D.),
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Arcata (ninth cent;) Jfïânasrï (tenth cent.), Durveka (1100 A,D).
We need not pursue this inquiry further.

We may now consider ihe Sarvästiväda literature froni
our point of view, The Sarvâstivâdins, as is well known, did
not accept the authority and even the authenticity of ihe Pali
Canon of the Theravädins. They reconstructed a canon of their
own. Their Abhidharma cons;sted, like the Abhidhamma, of
seven works attributed not to the Buddha directly but to his
disciples. A huge commentary called the Mahavibhasa was
written on these works, from which was deiived the name
'Vaibhäsika\ Vasubandhu has given the substance of this
commentary in his Abhidharmakosa in which he has clearly
formulated the system of categories of the Vaibhäsika school
based on the teachings of Buddha as recorded in the Buddhist
Canon acceptable to the Vaibhäsikas. In his own Bhasya on
the Abhidharmakosa, Vasubandhu's leaning towards, and even
affiliation to, the Sauträntika school is evident "In his
characteristically powerful style Vasubandhu critically examined
the Dravya-väda (doctrine of enduring substance) cf the
Vaibhäsikas, accused them of being Hteralists, ridiculed their
dogmatism, and compared them with such heretical schools
as the Sämkhya and the Vaisesika. Yasomitra [author of
Sphutßrthä Abhidharmakosavyakhya] rightly observes that
Vasubandhu belongs to the Sauträntika school.>;55 The
Sauträntika leaning of Vasubandhu especially while commenting
on a work on Abhidharma brought hostile reactonsfrom his
contemporary Vaibbäsikas Sarighabhadra composed two works,
viz. Nyayanusara and Samayapradipika in refutation of the
Bhasya. Abhidharmadipa with irs Vibhasaprabhavrtii by Vimala-
mitra (450-550 A.D.) is a similar work primarily written to
refute the Sauträntika views upheld in the Bhasya. All these
works in their contents and their presentation take the Kosa as
their model and retain those parts of the Bhasya which are
not objectionable to them. They hold identical views on almost
all controversial points, their main difference lying in the
fact that the works of Sirig'iabhadra are based on the karikas
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of the Abhidharmakosa, whereas the Abhidharmadipa has its
own karikas notwithstanding their correspondence to those
of the Kosa. The works of Sunghabhadra have not come
down to us in their original form (—they are available only
in Chinese translations ). The Abhidharmadipa, however
fragmentary it may be, is therefore a lone witness, as far as
we are concerned, with regard tu the controversies between the
Vaibhâsikas and the Sauträntikas and the Vaibhâsikas' reactions
to the Bhasya of Vasubandhu.

Vasubandhu's treatment of the categories of the Vaibhâsika
system in his Abhidharmakosa is very systematic. He gives a
detailed exposition of the dharmas which constitute the subject
of the Abhidharma in Kosisthâna 1, karikas -iff. He gives
definitions of lavijnaptï, etc. and etymological explanations
of words like 'rfipa\ dhatu, etc (kâ. 11 ff) and shows how the
bhulas (elements) can be established on the strength of their
specific characteristics dhrti (fixity), sarigraha (coming together or
agglutination), pakti (heat), vyUhana (spreading) (kä. 12). Karikas
1. 32-33 and 2.33 take up the question whether vitarka
(initial gross application of the mind to the object) and vicara
(subsequent subtle sustained application) can operate simul-
taneously or not. Vasubandhu in his Bhasya on 2.33, after
quoting and criticising several views on this controversy from
the Mahavibhasa, explains the Sauträntika view that vitarka
and vicara are two different names given to gross and subtle
states of samskaras that produce corresponding gross or subtle
speech and therefore cannot operate together, but only each
to the exclusion of the other. Vasubandhu agrees with this
view and explains away scriptural passages which seem to convey
the opposite of this. The author of the Abhidharmadipa repro-
duces this controversy from the Bhasya and severely criticises
Vasubandhu for his theory which goes against the Vaibhâsika
view that vitarka and vicara co-exist in one moment of
consciousness, though they do not operate simultaneously.
This view is identical with the view of Sanghabhadra quoted

1-93
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and criticised by Yasomitra in his Vyakhya on the Bhasya.
Yasomitra finds Sanghabhadra's explanation unconvincing.
True, a certain factor of an aggregate alone manifests itself in a
given condition and not the other, but vitarka and vicara cannot
be said to be two different dharmas ( entities ) as their charac-
teristics are not fully differentiated. Their respective grossness
and subtlety do not establish any specific difference of kind,
but only a difference of degree, so vitarka and vicara are not
two different entities but only different states of a single dharma.
It may be noted that further speculations on these are recorded
in the Abhidharma-samuccaya of Asariga, and in Sthiramati's
Bhasya on Vasubandhu's Trimsika also, from which we can
say that the Vijnânavâdins regarded vitarka and vicâra as
different by attributing to them the functions of enquiry and
judgment respectively, which can appear only successively and
not simultaneously. From this controversy it appears that
originally the Vaibhâsikas, like the Theravädins, held these
two to be simultaneously active, but modified their view owing
to .Vasubandhu's criticism.50

Another such controversy pertaining to cognition is raised in
the Abhidharmakosa : Does the eye see or the eye-consciousness
(caksur-vijnana) ? The former view is held by the Vaibhâsikas
and- the latter by the Därstäntikas or the Sauträntikas. The
Vaibhâsikas contend that the function of the eye is to see and
that of vijnâna is to know; they argue that eye-consciousness
cannot see if any object intervenes between the eye
and the visible object. The Sautrântika answer to this is that
the eye-consciousness sees in spite of intervening factors like
glass, water etc. Further it is by the light thrown upon an
object thati t is visible and therefore one must not say that the
eye sees. These and the like arguments are advanced by the
Sauträntikas to refute the contention of the Vaibhâsikas and
both cite texts in support of their own contention (see Bhâsya
and Vyakhya 1-42 and Abhidharmadlpa, pp. 32ff; Introduction
pp. 74 ff). The author of the Abhidharmadipa {karika 4)1
refutes the different views that the eye or the eye-consciousness
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or prajna (outlook, right or wrong) or finally the aggregate
of all these and such other causes as the light, etc. can be
sai j to perform the function of seeing and then asserts the
Vaibhäsika view that (he eye sees and the consciousness knows
or comprehends its object. He repudiates Vasubandhu's criticism
of the Vaibbâsika view and accuses him of ignorance as also
leanings towards JVlahä^äna.

The second Kosasthäna opens with a comment on the
word 'indriytï which means adhipaiya, supremacy, and devotes
the first twenty-one karikas to the exposition of the twenty-
two indriyas as found in Buddhist works. ' Indriya' meaning
adhipaiya signifies the five organs of knowledge; caksu etc.
may be explained as the predominating factors for a person's
appearance (atniabliïivasobha), withdrawing oneself or protection
( parikarsana ) , knowledge ( vijnana ) and distinctlveness
{asadharanakaranatvu) The Sauträntikas contend that adhipaiya
should be attributed not to caksu, etc. but to caksurvijnana
etc. and that they would define 'adhipatyd as 'adhikam prabhu-
tvam* i.e. greater activity. The author of the Abhidharmadlpa
refers to this as the view of the Paurâna (older) Äcäryas, but
Vasubandhu does not say so. According to the author of the
Abhidharmadlpa, the Vaibhäsikäs hold that the adhipaiya of
caksu, etc. consists in the cognising by them of their object,
Vasubandhu also agrees and has nothing original to add. l i te
Sauträntikas do not accept anything to be directly perceptible^
So they contend that adhipatya should be attributed not . to ;
caksu, etc. but to caksur-vijnana etc and they define 'adhU
patya* as 'adhikam prabhutvam' i.e. greater efficiency in cognising,
the object (see Abhidharmadlpa, pp. 46-48). Similarly, discussing
as to which indriyas ansavipaka (a result of previous karman)t

Vasubandhu states in kâ. 10 that jivitendriya (life) is savipaka,
that is to say, the length of one's life is subject to the fruits
of the karman of previous births. He has in his mind the well
known controversy whether the life-span can be prolonged
by yogic powers arising from the legend of Buddha's statement
(Digha Nikaya 16.3.3) that on account of his mastery over
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the four paths of rddhi he could live in the same life for a
kalpa or a kalpavasesa. Vasubandhu personally maintains
contrary to the accepted Vaibhâsika theory that in the case
of such prolongation of life by Buddha, the yogic powers
supersede karman and produce a new life born of samadhi as
against the life which is vipâkaja (a result of karman). The
author of the Abhidharmadlpa (pp . 98 ff) has criticised
Vasubandhu's view.

Of the four cittaviprayuktas, jati ( origin ), jara ( decay ),
sthiti (sustenance) and anityata (impermanence or iiàsa), there
is a good deal of controversy regarding sthiti as it is not
admitted by all the Buddhists (see karikas 35 ff). In the
teachings of Buddha only three laksanas (characteristics) of
constituted objects appear, viz. utpada (jati), vyaya {anityata)
and sthityanyathatva {jara). To these the Vaibhâsikas add the
fourth, sthiti saying that the sat ras are suggestive and not
enumerative ( Abhidharmakosa-vyakhya 2, p. 94 ), or that
'sthityanyathatva' asserts both sthiti and jara. The Sauträntikas
contend that sthiti-laksana can only be applied to the
asarhskrtas (non-composites), it could not be a laksana of the
sarhskrtas (composite or constituted things). The sthiti-laksana
if upheld would go against the Ksanikaväda of the Vaibhäsikas
that everything is momentary (—There is a lengthy and learned
discussion on the conception of ksana, point-instant and
pravaha, continuum in the Vyakhyâ, pp. 98-104). Again, the
Sauträntikas hold that jati, jara, etc. are only laksanas and
not dravyas as their existence cannot be established by any of
the pramänas. Vasubandhu favours this view in the Bhâsya (see
also Abhidharmadlpa, pp. 104 ff). Abhidharmakosa2Al-i% deals
with the three citta-viprayuktas—nàma (word), pada (sentence)
and vyanjana (articulate sound). The Sauträntikas hold that
nama, padayyanjana are not different from vcik-sabda (sound
of speech) and so should be treated as rupa, and it is not
necessary to invent such new categories outside the group of
Matter. Vasubandhu favours this view and ridicules the
Vaibhâsika doctrine of the citta-viprayukta samskaras. The
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author of the Abhidharmadipa ( p p . iOSff) in turn answers
Vasubandhu's arguments and also criticises the Mîmâmsâ,

Vyâkarana and Vaisesika theories of sabda.
There have been controversies on a number of points

between the Vaibhäsikas and the Sautrcîntikas and these are
found recorded in works like the Abhidharmakosabhasya of
Vasubandhu and the Abhidharmadipa with its Vrni by Vimala-
mitra We may only note here that Abhidharmakosa 5.25-26
gives the fundamental principle of the Sarvâstivâda school —
'tadastivâdat Sar\âstivadï matah.—25. a Sarvästivädin is so called
because he admits the reality of things in all the three times.
The Sarvästivädins believe that dharmas ( entities ) exist in
essence {dravyaiah) in all times-past, future and present and
consequently they are confronted with the problem of giving
a rational explanation of the nature of the dharmas associated
with the three times, as also of the nature of change that
takes place when a future dharma enters into the past through
the present Vasubandhu records four distinct views of the
ancient exponents of the school viz. Dharmatiâta, Ghosaka,
Vasumitra and Buddhadeva and also gives an illuminating
and lively criticism of these views. We are familiar with this
controversy through the works of Stcherbatsky and oihers. The
author of the Abhidharmadipa (pp. 257 ff) has made a very
bold attempt to save the Sarvâstivâda position. The controversy
between the Vaibhäsikas and the Sauträntikas is almost an
interminable one like many other controversies, as neither
party is prepared to give up its position AM the same there
is this advantage that clarification of issues is the result on
either side due to such controversies, and both traditions have
benefited thereby.

We have thus seen that Vasubandhu shows Sautrântika
leanings in his commentary on his own Abhidharmakosa and
he criticises several Vaibhäsika views and refers to several
Buddhist thinkers and their theories in his Bhasya. Vimalamitra
in his Vrtli on the Abhidharmadipa takes up all such passages
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for special consideration and refutes Vasubandhu in particular
and the Sauträntika position in general in connection with
several points of controversy between the Vaibhâsikas and the
Sauträntikas and restates with greater persuasion the Vaibhâsika
system of philosophy. He mentions some topics that
were overlooked or not mentioned by Vasubandhu, and also
examines at places the doctrine of Sünyaväda, the Parinäma-
väda of the Särhkhya and the like theories and views. ( See
Abhidharmadïpa kä. 289-324). He also mentions different
views and theories of the earlier Buddhist thinkers. Prof. Jaini
has treated all these points in his Introduction to the
Abhidharmadipa^1 so we shall not go into further details.
What is interesting to not2 is that there were a number
of discussions among the different sections and schools
of the Buddhists—a clear picture of which is presented by the
Abhidharmakosabhasya and a still clearer one by the Abhi-
dharmadipa and its Vrtti. This also explains how in the Buddhist
fold feur main schools or systems of philosophy with distinctive
views and theories could emerge and how they tried to rationalise
their own position against the attacks of rival schools—Buddhist
and non-Buddhist—thus contributing to- the development of
dialectical thought and showing the different ways in which
the same scriptural texts could be interpreted. We may note
in passing that Vasubandhu's boldness in passing on from
the Vaibhâsika school to the Sauträntika and later to the
Vijnânavâda is worthy of appreciation, and gives us an idea
of the dialectic in his mind—a mind struggling with itself in
an intellectual dual.

We may finally refer here to the introductory part of
Atthasalini, a Pali commentary by one Buddhaghösa (fourth
or fifth century A.D.) on the Dhammasangani. The introductory
Nidana-kathà opens with the interpretation of the word
'Abhidhamma' as Higher Dharma in that there is an absolute
method of treatment in it (1 2-3) and names the various
treatises included in it (1.4). The author then refers to the
co troversy raised by some vitandavadins (disputationists) about
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including YLathâvattha in the Abhidhamma Pitaka since it has
been ascribed to Moggaliputta Tissa (1,5.-9) and gives the
names of the subjects mentioned in the chapters of the seven
treatises of the Abhidhamma (1.24-28) and shows the importance
of the last one of these (1.29-35\ The author seems to be
aware of the objections raised by some against including Abhi-
dhamma in the Buddha's 'word' and gives quotations from
the Stitta Pitaka and the Vinaya PiiakaXo support its inclusion
in it (1.70-71). He answers at length the objection that the
Abhidhamma Pitaka cannot be 'Buddha's word' as it does not
contain, like othsr works ascribed to the Buddha, a prefatory
remark (jiidâna) like 'Once upon a time, Buddha was living
at Râjagrha ' (1.73 ff).58 Thus the author of the Attha-
salini has tried to give a critical account of the Buddhist Canon
before commenting on one of the canonical works and has
stated and answered objections wherever he thought it necessary
to do so. It seems that in the fourth and fifth centuries it
was thought fit by some Buddhist writers to attempt to explain
and interpret critically and systematically the Buddha's word in
Pâli (—compare Visuddhimagga of Buddhaghosa who was slightly
older than the author of the Aiihasalinv, as Kundakunda and
Jinabhadra made similar attempts in Präkrta in the Jaina school
of thought. The author of the Atihasaiini has made full use of the
dialectical method, giving the arguments on both the sides of
a point and arriving at the final conclusion which is in conso-
nance with the view of his own school.59 He tries to explain
away conflicting statements in the Buddhist Canon by some
such argument as, 'The statement of the 'Sutta Pitaka is a
relative one (pariyaya desanâ) while we are here dealing with
absolute statements (nippariyaya desanâ)" (3 304, 484, etc.),
At times not finding a sound argument, he ridicules the opp-
nent or even curses him.0 0

It can be said that the Buddhist thinkers were very
great dialecticians of their day and it was their sound
and healthy criticism of rival views (especially in respect of
the reality of the enduring substance or the soul entity and of
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external objects) which mainly set the bail of dialectical criticism
rolling, the momentum being an enormous one. The Buddhists
indulged in the examination of the traditional interpretation of
the teachings of Buddha with the result that the Buddhist current
of thought split up into a number of sub-currents, four of them
being main among them. Other thinkers —Vedic and Jaina—rose
to the occasion and indulged in dialectical reasoning to establish
their own doctrines and defend them against rival attacks. Thus
dialectical criticism came into vogue and was employed in
works of logic and philosophy and even other vidyas (sciences)
for the refutation of the theories of rival schools and the
establishing of one's own.

Dialectical thought in Post-Agamic Jaina Works—Some
of the outstanding early Jaina philosophers and authors are
Kundakunda (first century A.D.), Umäsväti (believed to be his
pupil), (—according to some, Kundakunda is much later—),
Siddhasena Diväkara (fifth-sixth century A.D.), Jinabhadra
(sixth century), Samantabhadra ( seventh century A.D.),
Akalarika (seventh-eighth century), Vidyânanda (ninth century),
Haribhadra (eighth century), Prabhàcandra (eleventh century),
Vädi Devasüri ( eleventh-twelfth century ) and Hemacandra
(eleventh-twelfth century). We need not go ahead.

The relative seniority of Kundakunda and Umäsväti
has not been incontestably decided. But they can be regarded
as early Jaina writers who have attempted to treat problems
of Jaina philosophical thought systematically, Kundakunda
using the éaurasenï Prâkrta language and Umäsväti Sanskrit.
Both rely mainly on the teachings of Mahävira and support
them with the help of reason. Umäsväti has given us the sum
and substance of the Agamic texts in his Tattvarthasatra. He
has not entered into the field of polemics, though he was
familiar with the major philosophical currents of the period
as can be seen from his own commentary on the Tattvartha-
sutra.G1

Kundakundäcärya even while deriving and basing his
views on the teachings of Mahävira, has treated various
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philosophical problems in the light of contemporary philo-
sophical doctrines. The Digambaras rejected the authenticity of
the texts accepted by the Svetâmbaras as the Agamas, so
perhaps to supplant them Kundakunda -^rote a number of
works in Prâkrta on different topics to satisfy the requirements
of the Digambaras. In his days the doctrine of Non-dualism
(whether it be Brahmädvaita or Süayädvaita or Vijfiänädvaita)
was very popular and it was very difficult to defend the
relative pluralism of the Jainas in its midst. Now, niscayanaya
(true and full or noumenal point of view) and bhava-niksepa
(present or phenomenal aspect) were known to the Jaina
tradition. Resorting to these, Kundakunda presented the
Jaina philosophy in a new light altogether and showed that
the self, in its pure unconditioned state, radiates its pristine
glory through all its wealth of infinite qualities, but in the
conditioned state its intrinsic glory is dimmed on account of
the meshes of the material environment. Thus also, the
distinctions of dravya (substance) and paryaya (mode>, dharma
(quality) and dharmin (substance), part and whole and the
like melt into unity. This enabled the people of the Jaina
faith to get the joy of Advaita even in the Jaina school.
Kundakunda's description of the soul from the niscaya point
of view is at par with the description of the Absolute
Brahman of the Upanisads. Thus he treated Jaina philosophy
in a newer perspective which would make it appear similar to
the current Advaitism, though not so in reality (see Samayasara).

Kundakunda states in his Samayasara, 44ff different
'erroneous' views regarding the soul—viz. some believe the soul
to be identical with attachment or with karman or with the
operation of karman or with the result of the intense and
mild nature of the fruition of karman or believe it to be the
soul and karman combined together or to be the result of the
combination of karman — and states the ' t rue ' nature of the
soul. Similarly, in Samayasara, 92 while discussing karmic
matter transforming itself into the eight-fold karmic forms,

1-94
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Kundakunda says that if karmic matter were not to thus trans-
form itself there would result the non-existence of mundane
existence (samsara), or the Särhkhya view that souls are eter-
nally pure would be established (Samayasâra, 124). There is
a similar reference to the Sämkhya view according to which
the souls are inactive (366). He also criticises those who believe
the soul to be momentary or transient or absolutely unchange-
able (351-352) . But it can be seen that in all these cases
Kundakunda is more interested in showing that any one of these
theories is right from a particular point of view and does not
give the whole truth, rather than in severely condemning the
rival views. Jaina dialectical thought is, as a matter of fact,
a relativistic one. Kundakunda bas also discussed the problem
of knowledge illuminating others while being self-illuminating
(Niyamasara, 160-170).

The problem of the simultaneity or priority-posteriority
of darsana (indeterminate awareness) and jnàna (determinate
knowledge) in the case of a kevalin (omniscient soul) was
a controversial one among the Jaina philosopers. In the
Digambara tradition we do not find any reference to it till
Kundakunda who believes in their simultaneity.62 He must
have newly formulated the doctrine or accepted and supported
the doctrine traditionally handed down. The Svetâmbaras must
have discussed it from very early times for we find thinkers
actively discussing this problem in their works. The works of
Slddhzsena (Sanmati-prakarana 2 401) and Jinabhadra (Visesana-
vatl, 184-280 and Visesavasyaka-bhasya, 3089 ff) are instances
in point. Siddhasena (fifth-sixth century) and Jinabhadra (sixth
century ) seem to have put this doctrine in a logical set-up.
Jinabhadra regards the two as kramika, one occurring after the
other, whereas Siddhasena regards the two as identical in the case
of a ktvalin. The latter first establishes the two as simultaneous
in order to refute the kramika-vada and then proves that there
is only one upayoga (conscious attention) in the case of a kevalin
all whose obstructions have been removed and suggests his
own way of interpreting Agamic texts so that they do not
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seem to contradict what is proved by means of reason. Whereas
Jinabhadra in his works condemns the identity of upayoga
and establishes darsana and jnana as kramika, Siddhasena
refutes the view that they are kramika and establishes their
identity. We cannot say which of these philosophers was the
earlier of the two or whether they were contemporaries, but
it may be noted that all the arguments of the one have not
been taken note of by the other; some are unnoticed, while
additional ones are taken note of. This means that theie must
have been other philosophical works in both the traditions,
upholding the kramavada and the abhedavâda, this being
corroborated by the use of words 'kecit* (some) and Lanye
(others) used by Jinabhadra while stating the views pertaining
to abhedavada.ThQTQ must have been much dialectical thought
exercised on this problem from very early times. Mallavädin,
the author of Dvadasaronayacakra was regarded as the best
tarkika by Hemacandra (anuMallavadinam tarkikah—Siddhahema
2.2.39). Abhayadeva, the commentator of Sanmati regards
Mallavâdin as the pioneer of the view of the simultaneity of
the upayogas in the case of a kevalin (yugapada-upayogavada),
and this Mallavädin is said to have commented on the Sanmati
of Siddhasena Perhaps they were contemporaries or even
teacher and disciple.

A similar discussion occurred in respect of the identity
or otherwise of guna (quality) and paryaya (mode). Kunda-
kunda and Umäsväti followed the Agamic teaching and when
defining dravya (substance) as possessed of guna (quality) and
paryaya ( mode ) regarded the two as distinct and gave an
exposition of them accordingly,63 Siddhasena raised an objec-
tion against this and proved that guna and paryaya are one
and that both words convey the idea of only one thing.
Siddhasena's arguments were so sound and convincing that
even Akalarika, a follower of Kundakunda, and Yasovijaya
had to accept that as a matter of fact a guna has no reality
distinct from the paryaya, and the distinction is but an idle
abstraction. It can be seen that Siddhasena was a great original
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thinker who was not afraid of going against the traditional
Interpretation of the Jigamas if it was not supported by logical
reasoning or if reason established something else.

We find a similar leap taken by Siddhasena in the field
of logic He was the first among the Jaina logicians to bring
Jaina logic in line with the logic of other schools by dividing
knowledge into pratyaksa (direct) and paroksa (indirect), where
pratyaksa signified sensuous perception besides the Agamic
type of perception comprising manah-paryaya (intuition of
mental modes), avadhi (intuition of all things having shape and
form) and kevala-jnana (omniscience).0 4 Jinabhadra too
admitted pratyaksa in a two-fold sense—direct perception by the
soul or the Agamic perception, and sâmvyavaharika pratyaksa
or empirical perception as accepted by the other schools of
logic 6 5 This was accepted by most of the later Jaina logicians
as this facilitated debates and discussions with philosophers
and scholars of other schools of thought as the need for it
arose.60 This also encouraged the growth of dialectical thought.
Recommending the non-absolutistic point of view Siddhasena
has shown that the different theories of causation or origination
(Kala, Svabhava, etc.) are false if one sits tight upon any one
of them alone; they are right from the non-absolutistic point
of view as the capacity to produce cannot be denied of any
one of them ( Sanmati 3.53 ). He states that the views which
uphold that the soul does not exist, is not eternal, is inactive, is
not an enjoyer of the fruits of action, there is no emancipation
for it or that there are no means leading to moksa or emanici-
pation are erroneous and the views which hold that the soul
exists, is imperishable, is a doer, is an enjoyer, i t is emanci-
pated and there are means leading to emancipation are right
(3.54-55). This suffices to prove that Siddhasena was a great
dialectician and an original thinker.

Jinabhadra has written a number of works of which
Visesâvasyakabhasya and Vfsesanavatï-both in Präkrta stanzas
are useful from our point of view. The Visesavasyakabhasya
is a commentary on Bhadrabähu's Niryuktl on the first
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adhyayana (SamaW/ctf-perfaining to the rules of conduct) of
the AvasyakasUtra, so Jinabhadra has followed the original
in the treatment of topics. But so skilful is his composition
that he has interwoven discussions on numerous topics while
adhering to the thread of the original. In this work, especially
in the Ganadha'ravâda section of it Jinabhadra has made
IndrabhGti and others raise a number of doubts with regard
to the existence of the soul and karman, whether the soul
and the body are one, whether the elements exist; with regard
to the similarity of this world and the other world, whether
there is anything like bondage and emancipation and with
regard to the reality of gods, hellish beings, good and evil
(punya-pcipa), the other world and nirvana ( emancipation ).
The purvapaksa is stated and then it is refuted; even in the
course of refutation doubts, objections and defence on the
part of the purvapaksin are anticipated and set aside. Thus
the dialectical mode offers great opportunities to criticise the
Lokäyatikas, the Svabhävavädins, the Buddhists and the like
(gat has 1549-2024).

Jinabhadra's method is very critical. He tries to explain
important technical terms from different angles. He anticipates
objections from the purvapaksin with regard to the smallest
topic under consideration and tries to convince the purvapaksin
by means of sound arguments as also by referring to the
Agamas. In the Ganadharaväda an attempt is made to interpret
the Vedic texts in the light of Jaina docrines so as to bring
them in line with the Jaina Ägamas and assimilate their
teaching and thus show a respectful attitude towards the Vedic
Sruti. He cites a number of popular illustrations and parables
to prove his point.67 Thus while giving an exposition he
always keeps in view an audience and even a rival thinker
holding a different theory and his exposition thus becomes
dialectical in character. Jinabhadra attached much importance
and authority to the Agamasf so in his Visesanavati he has
tried to resolve all apparent inconsistencies in them. He has
attempted to show that the mutually conflicting statements
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only appear to be so; as a matter of fact they have different
approaches in view according to what is meant to be conveyed.
He has aiso refuted certain views of Jaina thinkers which were
not in accordance with the teaching of the Agamas, as for
instance, the view of those who maintain the simultaneity or
oneness of the upayogas of darsana and jnana in the case of
a kevalin and has tried to support or strengthen the Agamic
view (viz. kramika upayoga; see gathas 153-249). Jinabhadra
holds that reason can only support or corroborate the Agamic
teaching but never contradict it {gâthas 249, 2 74, etc. ).
Siddhasena on the other hard has demarcated the range of
reason and of Agarna in his Sanmatitarka 3 43-45 and thus
averted occasions of conflict between them. The difference
between the approaches of Siddhasena and Jinabhadra is
evident though both were great thinkers and dialecticians in
their own way.

The depth which Indian philosophy attained within a
span of two to four centuries and the development of the
logical and philosophical discipline in the Jaina tradition
account for the diffeience in the style and method of treatment
of Kundakunda and Umäsväti on the one hand and Siddha-
sena, Jinabhadra and Samantabhadra on the other. With
the latter it became almost a fixed pattern to give a logical
and systematic statement of one's own doctrines and strengthen
and corroborate it by arguing out a case against rival views.
By the time of Samantabhadra, dialectical criticism became
current in philosophical writings. In the Apta-Mimamsa,
Samantabhadra gives reasons why the Jina is an Apia (autho-
rity) as against others whose statements and nature bear no
sign of their being apta. The Mïmârhsakas regarded the Veda
as authoritative because it is beginningless and not composed
by any person. The Nyâya-Vaisesika and others believe that
the Véda is created by the Supreme Person— omniscient
God—and therefore it is authoritative. The third view was that
any scriptural text should be regarded as authoritative if it
came from an apta— a person as authoritative as God—Kapila,
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Buddha, Mahävlra and the like. We do not know who was
originally responsible for this view, but we can say with
confidence that the greatest contribution and support to this view
came from the followers of Buddha and Mahävira. Sanmoii
of Siddhasena and Apta-mimtimsa of Samantabhadra have
been specially composed to clarify and demonstrate the nature
and teachings ôf such an omniscient Upta. While giving this
exposition, Samaütabhadra always has in view an opponent
who holds a brief for someone else whom he considers to be
an apta or who does not recognise any ctpta. In the course
of this discussion, Samantabhadra refutes the views dogma-
tically upholding non-duality, duality or plurality (24ff), absolute
eternity or morttentariness (37ff), consciousness alone as
ultimately real, or external objects alone as real (79ff) and
the like extreme views in order to show the importance and
superiority of Anekäntaväda or the non-absolutistic standpoint,
The Apta-Mimamsa of Samantabhadra is thus dialectical
in character and this has been fully brought out by Akalarika
and Vidyänanda in their Astasati and Astasahasn respectively.

Akalarika bas written a number of works—Asiasati,
Nyayaviniscaya, Siddhiviniscaya, etc. in which he has precisely
formulated and established Jaina logic by criticising the
definitions of pramanas, etc. given by logicians of other schools
and also by assimilating acceptable elements of those schools.
Akalarika is well known for his criticism of Dharrr.akïrti
besides others, and refutation of his theories.,08 Vidyänanda
carried on this task in his works which bear witness to his
great scholarship and rational outlook. He was a worthy
commentator of Akalarika and elucidated a number of points
in the light of other schools of thought. We may here mention
by the way that the subject which benefited most as a result
of dialectical criticism was logic, in which great development
is noticed in the period between the fourth century (after
Vasubandhu, Vätsyäyana and even Dirinâga) and tenth century
(Prasastapâda; Dharmakîrti, Dharmottara; Kumârila; Uddyota-
kara, Vâcaspati, Udayana, Jayanta, Bhâsarvajna; Siddbasena,
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Akalarika, Vidyânanda and others).69 This helped the develop-
ment of dialectical thought in philosophical literature. Gradually
it became a practice with Jaina wiiters to refute rival views
while giving an exposition of their logic and philosophy. We
find this fully illustrated in the works of Vidyânanda, Hari-
bhadra, Pujyapäda, Abhayadeva, Prabhâcandra, Vâdi Devasuri
and Hemacandra, to mention bu ta few, some of whose works
(eg. Syadvadaratnakara of Vädi Devasüri, a commentary on
his own Pramana-naya-tattvalokalankara\ AbhayadevasOri's
commentary Tattvabodhavidhayini on Siddhasena's Sanmati-
tarka and Prabhâcandra's commentary Nyayakumudacandra
on Akalarika's Laghiy astray a) have assumed an encyclopaedic
character from the point of view of both volume and content.
In these works the opponent's view is analysed by putting
forth all possible alternative interpretations of it and then
all these are repudiated and thus the hollowness of the view
is exposed. The influence of the dialectical mode of the
Mädhyamikas and of Jayarâsi Bhatta is quite evident here.

We need not proceed further. The practice of dialectical
criticism can be said to have come into vogue in Jaina
philosophical literature with Siddhasena and Jinabhadra,
markedly the latter, though Kundakunda indulged in occasional
refutation, especially of the extreme views in respect of certain
problems. The task before Siddhasena and Jinabhadra was
to give a rational interpretation of the Jaina Agamas and
to defend Jaina tenets against adverse criticism as also to
criticise the views of other schools and establish the doctrines
of the Jaina school of thought. Later thinkers and writers
carried this task ahead to the benefit of all the parties
involved in the controversies and of dialectical criticism.
Siddhasena criticises only broad points of rival thought when-
ever necessary but there is hardly any attempt to go into the
niceties of refutation and to explain away likely objections against
minor points. This is true of Samantabhadra also None
of these gives as fine and detailed a critique as Dharmakïrti or
Kumärila or Uddyotakara. Probably it was not necessary for them
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to do so, though the element of criticism present in their
works is brought out by their commentators. However,
Jinabhadra showed great acumen in dialectical criticism. That
his galhas are in Prakrit redound to his credit as the precise
philosophical style had not developed in Prakrit except in the
rare case of Kundakunda. Jinabhadra can be said to be the
first real Jaina Lmalltf in the arena of dialectics. So systematic
and pointed are his arguments that all later dialecticians like
Haribhadra, and even Yasovijaya (seventeeth century), who
was an extraordinary student of Navya Nyäya, utilise them, the
latter fashioning them in the dialectical mode of the Navya
Naiyâyikas. This gave a great impetus to all later Jaina
dialecticians whose writings are at par with those of the
Brahmanical and the Buddhist dialecticians with this added
qualification that the Jaina writers state the purvapaksa at
great length and very faithfully too, mostly even using the very
words of the great writers they are attempting to criticise, so
that it is at times possible to obtain many pages of lost
works, expecially of the Buddhist writers. For instance, Muni
Sri Jambuvijayajï has thrown considerable light on the
history of the Vaisesika system and Buddhist logic with the
help of references from the Dvadasaranayacakra of Äcärya
Mallavädin Ksamäsramani which he has edited.70 Other
examples of such commentaries are the Tattvabodhavidhayim of
Abhayadeva on Sanmati, Nyayakumudacandra of Prabhäcandra,
the Syadvadaratnakara of Vädi DevasOri aüd even the
As\asahasrx of Vidyänanda.

After about the tenth century and notably after Garigesa
Upâdhyâya (thirteenth century) a novel technique was intro-
duced in dialectical criticism. Definitions came to be examined
by anticipating all possible objections based on vagueness
or lack of precision in expression leading to the faults
of the definition being too wide or two narrow and the like.
The Navya-Naiyäyikas were mainly responsible for this
methodology, and the adherents of all the schools of thought

1-95
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later employed the technique of the Navya Naiyäyikas,
so it is necessary to examine in a somewhat detailed manner
the methodology of Navya-Nyäya.

NOTES

1 See Gayatri Äkfyäyikä, Tandycirchabükmano, 8.4. Ait. Br, 3 3.25 ff;
Ait. Br. 3.1.9 where terms like praisa, puroruk, vedi, nivid, graha are
explained.

2 Ahiyata Kalyänah, anrtarh hi so'vacht, sa esa %vitï2L\).-TandyamQhïï>-
brähmana, 12.11; yasraät so'nrtam vitatham avadat tasmäd ahïyata,
sa eso'satyavadï évitrah svetakusthï disyate,—Sayana's comm. on the
above.

3 Te devä abruvan esa \âva pitâ 30 mantrakrd iti.— Tândyamcihâ-
brâhmana, 13.3.

4 ;Ardhora^ä esa âtrraro \aj jâ)â, lasrrsd . }^&] jâ>3in na vindate
naiva tâvat prajäyate'sano hi tâvad bhavaty atha yadaiva jâySm
vindate'tha prajâyate tarhi sa sarvo bhavati.—Sata. Br. 5.2.1.10.

5 Sa Va esa na kadacanâstam eti nodeti, tam yad astam etïti manyante'-
.hna eva tadantam itvâ*thâ"tmanarii viparyasyate râtnm evâ'vastât
kurute'hah parastat, atha yad enarh pr^tar udetlti manyante ratrer
eva tadantam itva'thâ"tmânarh viparyasyate'har evg'vastât kurute
râtrirh parastat, sa va esa na kadacana nimrocati.—Ait. Br. 3.4.44.

6 We find different views on the same point referred to in the Ait, Br.
3.5.47 (in connection with the devikn oblations). In Ait. Br. 7.4.25, a
question is raised as to how the initiation (diksa) which in the case of a
Brähmana is announced by the formula 'The Brähmana is initiated',
should be promulgated in the case of the sacrificer being a ksatriya.

7 See A.B. Dhruva's Paper on. 'Trividham AnumanarrC—First All India
Oriental Conference, 1919, Poona.

8 Brh. Up. 3.8; 2.1; 4.1-3; Ch. Up. 5,6,7, etc.

9 See also /is, 4; Kena Up. 1.3 ff; 2.1 ff, Katha Up. 2.3.12, etc.

10 See the dialogue of Buddha and Upâli on the question whether the
sins of the mind are the heaviest as Buddha teaches, or the sins of
the body as the Nigantha Nätaput'a.

} 1 See Vâsettha Sutta, Sonadanda Sutta (Digha Niknya).
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12 See 'The Central Philosophy of Buddhism, pp. 47 ff. T.R.V. Murti.
13 Compare Kasibhäradväja Sutta in the Sutta Pitaka where Kasibharadvaja

reproaches Buddha with idleness This shows that even in those days people
were alert as to the hypocrisy prevailing amongst certain mendicants.

14 Vide Brahmajälasutta etc.; Sûtrakrtnhga 1.12; 2.1. etc.
15 See Loknyatam, Dictionary of the Pali Language~R.C. Childers This is

significant especially as an interpretation of Lokäyata. The Lokäyatikas
were reputed as extreme rationalists and this also accounts for Jayaräsi
being an adherent of the Lokâyata school, though he does not recognise
any of the elements generally accepted by Lokäyatikas or Carvâkas. A
section of them were extremely sceptical in their views.

16 See Sämannaphala Sutta, 21; Brahmajâla Sutta, 65 (Digha-Nikäya).

17 Brahmajâla Sutta, 65 (Digha Nikaya, 1),

18 In a dialogue between King Pasenadi and the nun Khema" (in the
Samyutla Nikäya). the king puts his questions about the existence or
the non-existence of the Tathägata after death in the same formulas
as Sanjaya is made to employ in the Sämannaphala Sutta.

19 Jaina Sütras, Part II, Introduction, p.xxviii-Jacobi--SBE Vol. XLV.
20 Jaina Sütras, Part II, Introduction, p. xxvii-SBE Vol. XLV.

21 Bhandarkar, Report for 1883-4, pp. 95 ff as cited in Jaina Sutras,
Part If, Introduction, p. xxviii, SBE Vol. XLV.

22 Hermann Jacobi has discussed at length the influence of Makkhali
Gosäla on the religious and philosophical views of Mahävira and the
moral code he laid down, especially where he differed from Pärsva.
See Jaina Sutras, Part II, Introduction, pp. xxix ff-SBE vol. XLV.

23 See 'The Great Epic of India, Ch. 3, pp. 83-190—E.W. Hopkins, 1920;
also Ramayana, Ayodhyïïkânda, 108 for Cärväka arguments.

24 Ä'svamedhika Parva, 48 refers to a number of views that were prevalent
in that period. The people were consequently almost perplexed as to
the right view to be adopted. Hence the need for teachings like those

, of the Bhagavad Gun and the like, especially to strengthen the Vedic faith.
Evarn vyutthäpite dharme bahudhâ vipradhavati;
niscayam nädhigacchämah sammadhäh surasattama. 14.48.25.

25 Bhavanti sudurävartä" hetumanto'pi panditäh;
drdhapürve smrtä müdhä naitad astîti vädinah.
amrtasyävamantäro vaktäro jana-samsadi;
caranti vasudhäm krtsnäm vävadükäh bahusrutäh.

-MBH, Suntiparva 19.23-24.
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26 4Tatropanisàdam tâta parisesam tu pârthiva;
riiathnami manasa tâta drstvâ ca"nvïksikîm parâm.'
—MBH as quoted by Visvanätha in his Nyäya~\rtti, 1.1.1.

27 Cittäntaradrsye buddhi-buddher atiprasafigah smrtisankaras ca.—
Yoga^htra 4.21. It may be noted that the Buddhist citta is sentient,
whereas the buddhi of Sariikhya-Yoga is insentient, and hence there is
the need for an additionalpurusa (sentient principle) in the latter This
has been lost sight of her?.

28~ For details see Pürvamimämsä Sutra 2.1 46-49 and Sâbara-bhâs)a on
it; also Translat'on by Gaügänätha Jbä (GOS).

29 The following Icâryas are mentioned in the Brahma-sûtra :— Aireya
(3.4.44); Äsmarathya (1.2.29, 1 4.T0), Audulomi (1 4.21, 3.4.45; 4.4.6);
Kärsngjini (3.1.9); Kââakrtsna (1.4 22). Jaimini (1 2.28,31); Bädari
(1.2,20); Bädaräyana (1 3 26,33).

30 The sütra 'Na, pradipa-prakasa-sxddhixat tat-siddheh9. (2.1.19) is a bit
confusing. It seems to mean that the pramnnas are self-luminous.
Perhaps this was the original view which was later given up when
problems regarding svatah-pramanya (intrinsic validity) acd paralah
prâmânva (extrinsic validity) came up for discussion and were decided
in favour of paratah-prâmânva in the N\äya-Vaisesika school as against
svatah prâmânya accepted by the Mimärhsä and other schools.

31 'Kvacin nivrttidarsanâd anivrttidar4anäc ca kvacid anekäotah' is found as
sü. 20(2.1,20) \\\ cert-am editions.

32 It is surprising that the Nyäya-sütra refutes this view when the Nyäya
school itself rerards God as the creator of the world. Does this mean
that there was no place for God originally m the Nyäya system ? The
commentators have tried to justify this refutation in different ways—God
is not the constituent cause (samavâyi-kârana) of the worid; God does
not create the world independently of the karman of living beings
and so on.

33 Trividha cä'sya sästrasya pravrttih—uddeso laksanam panksa ceti. tatra
nâmadheyena padârthamâtras^â'bhidhanam lîddesah, tatrcddistasya
tattva-vyavacchedako dharmo laksanam; laksitasya yathâ îaksanam
upapadyate na vcti pramgnair avadhäranam parikss.—NB, Introductory
to NS. 1.1.3.

34 Duhkhatrayäbhjghatäj jijnäsä tad-apaghätake hetau;
drste sä'pärthä cen naikantatyantato'bhävät. —SK, Î.

35 Uhah sabdo'dhyayanam duhkha-vighatâs trayah suhrt-praptih;
dänam ca siddhayo'stau siddheh pürvo'nkusas trividhah.- -SK, 51.
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36 Visayas cädhikärl ca sambandhas ca prayojanam .
vmänubandham granthädau mangalarh na praâasyate./

37 Pratijnä-Väkye padayoh pratijnâ-hetvoà ca vyäghätäd ay ukiam, anekasyä*-
sesatä sarva-sabdasyä'rtho bhäva-prat«sedhas cä'bhävasabdasyä'rthah.
porvaiii sopäkhyam uttararh nirupäkhyarh, tatra samupäkhyäyamänam
katham nirupäkhyam abhävah syäd iti. na jätv abhävo nirupakhyo'-
nekhaîaya'sesatayâ sakyah pratijrïâtum iti. sarvam etad abhäva iti
cet, yad idarh sarvam iti manyase tadabhäva iti? evam cet anivrtto
vyaghâtah, anekam asesam ceti näbbavapratyajena sakyarh bhavjtum,
asti cäyaiii pratyayah sarvam iti, tasrnän näbhäva iti. pratijfiä-hetvos
ca vyäghätah. sarvam abhäva jti bbäva-pratisedhah pratijnä, bhävesu
itaretaräbhävasiddher iti Letuh, bhävesv itaretaräbhavam anujfläyä"-
sritya cetaretaräbhävasiddhyä sarvam abhäva ity ucyate yadi saivam
abhävo bhävesv ttaretaräbhiva-siddher iti nopapadyate. atba bhävesv
itaretaräbhäva-siddhih, sarvam abhäva iti nopapadyate.~Nß. 4.1.37

38 Of Kumänla, Stcherbatsky writes in his Buddhist Logic, Vol. I, p. 51 :
"The chief work of Kumärila, the Slokavärttika is an enormous compo-
sition of about 3500 stanzas entirely filled with a polemic against
Buddhism The information to be gatheied from this work about the
teachings of Buddhist logicians is, however, scanty and very often
unclear. The author is an ardent controversialist and cares much more
for brilliant repartees and witty retorts than for impartial quotation
of his enemy's opinions. His commentator Pärthasararhi IVfisra very
often fills up the gaps. He is also the author of an independent treatise,
Sâsiradïpikïï devoted mainly to the refutation of Buddhism."

This is true to some extent of Uddyotakara and even the great
Sankaräcärya, but this probably reflects the urgency of ihe time to
defend the Brährnanical faith and philosophy and to stem the tide of
the popularity and superior intellectual attacks of the Buddhists.
This polemical upsurge was, it seems, very powerful in the southern
part of India.

39 See Lankävaiära Sütra, Ch. 2, 7 (Kyoto, Otani University Press, 1956);
also Translation by D. T. Suzuki (George Rout ledge and Sons, London,
1932),

40 Lahkâvatâra Shtra, Ch. 2, p. 87ff. In the Vaisesika Sutra we ha\e
an argument that air, space, etc. must be real entities, because we
have names for these. The Visesavasyaka Bhasya contends that words
which are not compounded and which can be grammatically explained
invariably denote a real entity (see Viîesâvasyakabhâsya, Ganadharaväda,
Gâ. 1575).
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41 Lahkävatära Sutra, Ch. 2, p. Ill,
42 Tathägata arhantah samyak-sambuddhäh utträsapada-vivarjanärtham

sattvänärh na vyäkurvanti, avyäkrtäny api ca Mahämate tïrthakaradrsti-
vädavyudäsärtham nopadisyantetathägataih. tirthakarä hi Mahämate evam
vadino yad Uta sa jivas tac chanram anyo jivo'nyac chanrain ity evamädye'-
vyäkrtavädab. tirthakaränam hi Mahämate kärana-visammadhänäm
avyâkrtam na tu mat-pravacane, mat-pravacane tu Mahämate- grahya
grähaka-visarhyukte vikalpo na pravartate, tesàrâ katharii sthäpyam
bhavet. ye tu Mahämate grahya-grähakäbhinivistäh svacittadrsyamaträ'-
navadhäntamatayas tesäm sthäpyam bhavati. caturvidha-padaprasna-
vyäkaranena Mahämate tathägata arhantah samyak-sambuddhâh sattve-

~ bhyo dharmarh deâayanti. sthâpanïyam iti Mahämate kaläntaradeaanaisä
- maya krtä'paripakvendriyänäm na tu panpakvendriyänäm sthäpyam

bhavati.—Lahkävatära Sülra, Ch. 2, pp. 114-115

43 Caturvidham vygkaranarn ekärhsam pariprcchanam;
vibhajyarh sthàpamyam ca tirthavâdanivâranam.
sadasator hy anutpädah Sâmkhya-Vaisesikaih smrtah;
avyäkrtäni sarväni tair eva hi prakäsitä.
buddhyä vivecyamananärh svabhävo nä'vadhäryate ;
tasmâd anabhiläpyäs te nihsvabhäväs ca desitäh.

—Lahkavatara Sïttra, p. 116 (vv. 173-175).

44 See Lahkävatära S'ûtrà, pp. 173 ff.

45 Ibid.,. pp; 185-186

46 ibid, pp, 204ff.

47 Jalpa-prapaücabhiratä hi bâlâs tattve n'a kurvanti matim visäläm ;
' Jaipo hi traidhätukaduhkhayonis tattvam hi duhkbasya v'inäsahetuh.

- —Ibid, p. 186 (v. 73).

48 MK, seventh chapter.

49 Catuhsaîaka 8.7.

50 Sad asat sadasac ceti sadasan neti ca kramah ;
esa prayojyo vidvadbhir ekatvâdisu nityaâah,—Ibid, 14.21

51 Pratitya sambhavo yasya sa svatantro na jâyate ;
na svatantram idam sarvath svayarh tena na vidyate.—Ibid. 14 32.

52 sad asat sadasac ceti yasya pakso na vidyate ;
upalambhas cirenâpi tasya vaktum na sakyate. -Ibid. 15 25.

53 See Appendix 7, Vaisesika Sutra of Kanada with the Commentary of
CandrSnanda—Muni Sn Jambûvijayajï-GOS 1961.
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54 For details see Buddhist Logic, Vol I, pp. 327-340—Th, Stcherbatsky.

55 Abhidharmadipa with Vibhusïïptabhïïvrtti.lnitoàuzXion, p. 7i—?. S. Jaini
(K. P. Jayaswal Research Institute, Patna, 1959),

56 See Abhidharmadipa, pp. 81-83, text and footnotes; also Introduction,
Pp. 83 ff,

51 I could examine only Abhidharmako'sa edited by Rähuia Sänkrtyäyana
and Abhidharmako'savyàkhyn of Yaâomitra 1-3, edited by Narendra
Nath Law. Prof. Jaini's introduction and foot-notes have been very
helpful in writing this brief account as he has consulted the press copy
of the Abhidhannakosabhäsya of Vasubandhu edited by Prof. Prahlad
Pradhan and has noted the places where Yimalamitra has condemned
Vasubandhu for the Sauträntika and even Mahâyâna leanings shown
by him in his Bhâsya. Prof. Jaini has also written a section on
'Some Major Controversies between the Ko&kära and the Dïpakâra'
(Introduction, pp. 69ff).

58 See Introduction, pp. xv ff to Atthasälini—V, V. Bapat and R. D.
Vadekar (Bhandarkar Oriental Series, 1942).

59 See the controversy pertaining to Kathnvatihu (1.5,9), Abhidhamma
(1.70 ff), jaraia and aniccatu (4.114 ff); mlddhassa rûpârûpakathâ
(5.80ff).

60 Tava väde solasasaccäni äpajjanti, tvam buddhehi pi aditiham passasi,
bahusaccako närna tvam.—Atthasâlinî, 3.531. 'Gaccha vigbgsädo hutvä
jtvissassit \.—Ibid„ 1.72

61 Asadabhidhânam anrtam.-Tattvurthasutra 1 14; asad iti sadbhäva-
pratisedho'rthäntaram garhä ca. tatra sadbhsvapratisedho näma bhüta-
nihnavah abhütodbhävanam ca; tad yathä nästy ätmä nästi paraloka
ityadil? bhütanihnavah; syämäka-tandulamätro'yam ätmä^ angu?tha-
parvamatro*yam ätmä, ädityavarnab, niskriya ity evamädy abhütod-
bhävanam. arthäntararii yo gärfi bravity aévam aavam ca gaur iti. garheti
himsä-pärusya-paisuny3diyuktarh vacah satyam api garhitam eva
bhavatiti.—Commentary.

62 See Pravacanasära 1.51; Niyamasnra, 159.

63 See Pancastikäyo, 10; Tattvärthasütra 5.38,

64 See NyA, 4 ff.

65 See ViB, 95.
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66 For details see Pramâna-Mimâmsa, Notes(in Hindi), p. 19 ff-Pt. Sukhlal
Sanghavi and Nyäyävatära-Värttika-Vrtti, Introduction, pp. 144-145—Pt.
Dalsukh Malavania.

67 See ViB, Gnthas 1145 ff; 1425ff,

68 See Dharmakirti and Akalahka—A Criticism of the Former by the Latter
—N. J. Sbah (L. D. Institute of Indology, Ahmedabad).

69 For details see Pramona—Mïmafnsâ> Notes (in Hindi) pp. 5ff, 1 Iff, I6ff,
19ff, 5Off etc.-Pt. Sukhlal Sanghavi.

70 See Appendix 6, Vaisesika Sutra of Kanada with the commentary of
Candrânanda (G OS, 1961).



CHAPTER 16

METHODOLOGY OF NAVYA-NYÄYA

In the history of the development of the Nyâya system, "
three stages are discernible. The first comprises the Bhasya
of Vätsyäyana, the Varttika of Uddyotakara and the Tatparya-
tika of Vâcaspati besides the works of Bhäsarvajfia and
Jayanta, Udayanâcârya who wrote the Parisuddhi on the
Tatparyatika of Vâcaspati Misra forms so to say a link
between the 'Prâcîna' (old) Nyâya and the later developments.
The second can be said to be the stage when an attempt was
made to evolve a syncretic philosophy out of the tenets of
the Nyâya and the Vaisesika schools. Siväditya, Bhäsarvajfia
and even Udayana can be said to be the pioneers of syn-
cretism. The third stage culminating in the Navya-Nyâya has
its main inspiration from Garigesa (.thirteenth century) though
Udayana also can be looked upon as one of the early
harbingers of the new school of Nyâya. These are not three
clear-cut divisions of the history of the Nyâya system. One
roughl) overlaps on the other and even extends far into it. Or,
one may say that there was the stage of the propounding and
the dialectical examination and even advancement within the
precincts of the system itself, 'and the other was the stage
when the Nyâya system received a thorough re-examination
from all the then-conceivable points of view and it was
attempted to carefully syncretise it with the Vaisesika system'
and to bring precision and subtlety to the definitions and
assertions of the Nyäya school as also mainly concentrate on
epistemological problems.

Udayana (tenth century"1, as said above, can be looked
upon as the pioneer of the new school of Nyâya, and Garigesa
(thirteenth century) is very much indebted to him. But, as
Prof. Saikari Mookerjee says, " T h e greatest achievement of

1-96
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Garigesa consists in the marshalling of the arguments of all
previous writers in his work with an accuracy and ingenuity
which evoke spontaneous admiration".1 Garigesa's main contri-
bution consists in a newness of style and an oiiginality in
method. He is far more precise and careful in defining his
terms than his predecessors, and although the Navya-Naiyäyikas
have continued to improve their techniques almost down to
the present times, the boundaries of their subject-matter are
set by the Tattvacintamani of Garigesa and by the commen-
taries of his son Vardhamäna. Some new ground was broken
by Ragnunàtha Siromani (1475-1550 A.D.), an original thinker
of the Navya-Nyäya school, who revolutionised the concept
of the ontological categories of the Nyäya school. It may
however be observed that between the time of Udayana and
that of Garigesa there were a number of logicians who were
concerned with giving, in a novel and precise fashion,
definitions, especially those of vyapti (invariable concomitance)
as can be seen from the definitions of vyapti that have been
critically examined and rejected by Garigesa. Their efforts
paved the way to the New Logic and it was in this period,
as seen above, that the Mabävid}ä syllogisms came to be
invented, propounded and criticised.

Those not ushered into the inner recesses of Nav>a-N>äya
complain of the undue waste of skill and ingenuity on the
elaborate structure of definitions and the attention devoted
to the consideration of linguistic problems. Though verbal
accuracy may seem to some to have been pushed too far
when the definitions seem to be more of the nature of a
mathematical formula, yet the results on the whole have proved
to be wholesome. "The room for misunderstanding due to
careless expression has been narrowed down to the minimum
extent and a course of discipline in Nyäya is a sure propae-
deutic for philosophical accuracy/'1 It is not surprising there-
fore that the scholarship of a student of the philosophy of
any school of thought was looked at askance unless he produced
proof of his acquaintance with Navya-Nyäya methods. As
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the importance of precise definitions is being realised in Modern
European philosopy owing to the attacks of the Neo-Realists
of Europe and America, the Navya-Nyäya method is coming
to be more and more appreciated by modern scholars. The
Navya-Nyaya invented a wonderful complex system of what
Prof. Ingalis calls 'clichés' by which it expresses a great deal that
we could never think of expressing without symbols.2 These
cliches are of great value as logical instruments of the language
of intellectual discourse. It is true that the style of the later
Navya-Naiyäyikas is as formidable as one could imagine,
Jagadisa and Gadâdhara (seventeenth century) formulate their
system almost entirety by means of technical terms and their
sentences contain long compounds, one such compound even
extending over a full page of writing. But even here we must
appreciate the Navya-Naiyäyika's groping for a methodology
which would lead to greater clarity, lack of ambiguity, accuracy
and consistency. The Navya-Nai^äyika does not want to leave
any loop-hole in his definitions which would on that account
be liable to be misunderstood or deliberately misinterpreted
and become subject to criticism. Tf it is true that the establishing
of knowables or categories rests on correct and proper
definitions ( cf. ' sallaksana-nibandhana prameya-vyavasthitih')
then one cannot find fault with the Navya-Naiyäyika for
concentrating on the preciseness of his definitions.

In order to understand the technique of Navya-Nyäya,
we shall initially consider briefly how the definitions of early
Nyâya writers were likely to be vague and to be wrongly
interpreted and found fault with, and consider how Neo-logic
tried to rectify and strengthen these definitions and consequently
their position.

Navya-Nyâya, in order to bring precision to its definition
and to the expression of the relation between the sadhya
(probandum) and the hetu (probans) in an inference has attempt-
ed to specify its terms and relations by devising a technical
terminology for the purpose An entity, for instance, becomes a
sadhya or a hetu by being connected with other entities, and it is
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neceessary to specify these connections. The knowledge that a
sâdhya stands in the relation of cont2iQ\.{sarhyoga) is quite different
from the knowledge that the sâdhya stands in the relation of
inherence (samavâya). The sâdhya fire may be in the relation
of contact (samyoga) with a mountain or kitchen, but it is not
connected with these by the relation of inherence (samavâya}.
(Samyoga-sambandhena vahniman parvatah na tu samavaya-
sambandhena, or parvatah samyogatvavacchinna-sambandhena
vahniman, na tu samavâyatvâvachhinna-sambandhend). The
connection is not any connection, it is a particular one—of the
type of samyoga (contact) in the present case, and not any other.
It is therefore said to be limited or determined {avacchinna)
by the avacchedaka ( limitor or determinant ) sarhyogatva
(contactness). This may also be expressed by saying 'Vahniman
dhumad ity atra dlmma-nistha-hetuiayah sumyoga-sambandha-
vacchinnatvam} (the heluta in smoke is limited by contact) or
'dhUmah samyoga-sambandhenaiva vahnivyapyalv (smoke is
pervaded by fire by the relation of contact only). Hence the
statement 'Parvato vahniman dhümat (Mountain possesses fire
because it possesses smoke) is an ambiguous expression of
an inference where smoke is hetu and fire is sâdhya. If 'It
possesses smoke' is interpreted to mean ' It possesses smoke by
inherence ', the inference will be false for smoke resides by
inherence only in atoms of smoke, and these are not loci of
fire. The inference will be correct only if 'It possesses smoke'
means 'It possesses smoke by contact'. The relation has
therefore to be specified as above. In the same way, the sâdhyatâ
in fire, if the inference is to be valid, must be determined by
contact ( ' vahni-nistha-sâdhyatayâh samyoga-sambandhâ-
vacchinnatvairi or 'vahnih sariiyoga-samband/iena dhuma-vyâpakah\
Therefore, when vyâpti (invariable concomitance) is defined
as ''sadhyavad~anyasminnasambandhah\ 'absence of relation
(ôf the hetu, reason) with anything other than what has the
thing to be inferred', the absence of the hetu in objects other
than those having the thing to be inferred is to be understood
in respect of the relation that the hetu bears to the subject
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(paksa), e.g. contact in the case of smoke as residing in
mountain and leading to the inference of fire Hence though
smoke is present by the relation of inherence in its parts,
which are objects other than those having the thing to be
inferred (viz fire), the definition is not faulty, because smoke
is not present there by (he relation of sarhyoga, but by the
relation of sama\aya.z

Specific relations are important, as seen above, in the
expression of vyapti and anumana. They are also important
in speaking of superstratum (ädheya) and substratum (âdhâra).
Thus when a jar is in contact with ground or when a jar
inheres in ils halves (kapâla), it can be said that an adheyata
(superstratumness) limited by ghataiva (jarness) resides in jar
{ghatanisthâdheyalayâh ghaiaivavacchinaatvam\ But there is
nevertheless a difference between the two adheyatas. There
resides in the first case, in jar an adheyata limited by cortact
and jarness, and in the second an adheyata limited by inherence
and jarness {ghaianisthadheyaiayâh samyogävachinna-ghaialva-
vacchinnatvam-, ghatanisihadlieyatäyah samavayavacchinna-
ghatatvavacchinnatvam) As a general principle it may be said
that "a relational abstract residing in an entity may always
be termed limited by the specific relation in which that entity
as a locus of the said abstract occurs"4

An abstract determinantness or limitorness (avacchedakatâ)
can also be conceived, and the avacchedakaia will also be
determined. For example, in the inference 'It possesses fire
because it possesses smoke', the avacchedaka of the sâdhyata
in fire is firecess, and there resides in this fireness an
avacchedakata itself determined by firenessness and inherence
( vahnitvasya vahni-nistha-sadhyatavacchedakatU', vahnilvanisiha-
vacchedakùtayïïs ca samavaya-sarnbandhâvQCchinna-vahnitatvâ-
vacchinnatvam).

This method of specifing relations by avacchedakas has
proved very useful to the Navya-Naiyäyikas in bringing
precision to definitions and the statement of inferences. Another
such device is that of expressing by means of the technical
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terms nimpita (described) and nirapaka (describer). To take
an instance, if we speak of a thing being a locus, this is vague
unless it is specified of what other thing it is the locus; in
the technical language of Navya-Nyäya, the locusness has to
be described by the superstratum. The Navya-Naiyäyika would
analyse the situation ' A mountain is the locus of f i re ' by
saying ' The locusness resident in mountain is described by
fire ' ( parvatanisthädhikuranata sa vahni-nirüpita ). He may also
say that the locusness in described by fireness (vahnitva-
nirupita). Fire or fireness may here be called the describer
(ninipaka) of the locusness in mountain. [ The abstract (e.g.
fireness) is used in place of the simple (e.g. fire) generally,
in order to refer to several instances. For instance, where
mountain, kitchen, quadrangular place are each a locus of a
different fire, the locusness of all three would be said to be
described by fireness rather than by a fire.] The above
mentioned situation can also be analysed by saving that the
locusness in mountain is described by the superstratumness
in fire (parvatanisihadhikaranaia sa vahninisthadheyata-
nirupiia ) for wherever a locusness (adhikaranaîa) appears in
knowledge, a superstratumness (âdheyata) is implied. Or if
the same situation is differently expressed as 'Fire is a super-
stratum of mountain', it can be analysed as 'The superstratumness
in fire is described by the locusness in mountain' {vahninisiha-
dheyatasa parvata-nisthadhikaranata-nirllpUa). Most properties
that abstract a relation between two terms have a companion
abstract with which they are mutually dependent. Examples of such
mutually dependent pairs are visesyatïi (qualificandness) and vise*
5<7M/5(qualifierness) karanaîâ(càusQmss) and küryatü(Qffect ness)
visaytia (knowledgeness, subjectness) and visayaia (contentness,
objectness),/^f/c5aM/â(characteristicness) and laksyata (charac-
terisedness), For instance, when earth is defined as possessed
of smell (prthvi gandhavati), we can say prthvlnistha-laksyaia
gandham'stha laksanatanirupita or gandha-nisiha-laksanata
prthvlnisiha-laksyata-nimpita. These can be further analysed
as 'prthvinistha sa prthvîtvavacchedena gandhanisîha-laksanaia-
nirâpita-laksyata' and 'gandhanistha sa gandhatvavacchedena
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prthvinistha-laksyata-nirupita-laksatiuiTi, or 'prthvUvam gandha-
nistha-laksanaia-ninipita-laksyatavacchedakam' and lgandha-
tvam prth\nnistha-laksyata-nirïipita-laksariatâvacchedakam\
It may be noted that 'described by1 expresses a reversible
relation only when ii is used between two relational abstracts.
But one cannot reverse lparvata-ni${hadhikarai\ata sa vahni-
nirapita' (The locusness resident in mountain is described by
fire) and say vahnitvarh parvataniçthadhikaratlatâ-nirïïpitani
(Fireness or one may even say fire is described by the locusneis
in mountain), since fireness is not a relation. It may also
be observed that the reversible relation cannot be expressed
even where the second term is bound to the first, e.g Xis the
/?ra/z>0£//z(counterpositive)of absence of X—counterpositiveness
abstracts a relation between X and absence of X, and not between
X a n d Y as in the case of the reversible relations. Counter-
positiveness is described by its ab$QncQ~(vahninistha-pratiyogitâ
sa vahnyatyantcibhava-nimpita). Here 'is described by' does not
express a reversible relation for absence is not a relational
abstract When one wishes to specify with reference to a
number of negations that the counterpositiveness to no one
of these is described by mutual absence (anyonyabhava), that
is to say, when all are cases of atyantabham, one may speak
of counterpositiveness described by constant-absenceness
(atyantâbhïïvata). One may similarly speak of counterpositiveness
described by mutual-absenceness (anyonyabhavata) when one
wants to specify with regard to a number of negations that
the counterpositiveness to no one of these is described by a
constant absence ( atyantâbhava ) or that all are cases of
anyonyabhava. An absence the counter-posifiveness to which
is determined by a generic character common to several entities
is termed a generic absence (samanyabhava) as opposed to a
specific absence (yisesabhava). Generic absences can negate
all particulars of a given clas?. For instance, 'Hradah sarhyoga-
samhandhavacchinna-vahnitvavacchinna - pratiyogita - nirnpaka-
vahnyatyantâbhavavan' (A lake is a locus of constant-absence
of fire which describes the çounter-positiveness determined
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by fireness and contact ), When an absence is determined
( avacchinna ) by absenceness and the relation in which the
absence stands, it is distinguished from everything which is
not an absence. But to distinguish one absence from another
a different system of avaccheda ( determination ) is necessary.
What distinguishes one absence from another is the difference
in that which is negated So an absence can also be avacchinna
(determined or limited) by the avacchedakas » determinants or
limitors) of the conterpositiveness described by it. For instance,
gunadau sattadeh sarhyogasambandhavacchlnabhavah [ there is
an absence, limited by the relation of contact, of existence,
(satta) etc. in quality, etc.]. Hbre the relation of contact is
denied of the counterpositive, existence; that is to say, contact
determines the counterpositiveness described by the abhava
( denial ); but in the above expression it is said to be an
avacchedaka of the abhava also. Another such example is :
sadhyatavacchedaka-sambandhavacchinna-sadhyabhava*—absence
of the sadhya, which absence is determined by the relation
determining the sâdhyata. (See Vyaptipancaka-rahasya 96-3-5,
5l.5-Materials pp. 138, 109).

Both a locusness and an absence may be determined by
the avacchedakas of other entities, viz., of adheyaia or vrititva
(superstratumness or occurrentness) and ofpraliyogita (counter-
positiveness) respectively. As a result of this, a piece of
knowledge may be expressed as (a) samyoga-sambandha-
vacchinna-vahnitvavacchinnadhikaranata ( locusness determined
by fireness and contact) or (b) samyoga-sambandhavacchinna-
vahnitvavacchinnâdheyata-nirapitadhikaranata (locusness descri-
bed by a superstratumness determined by fireness and contact).
Here (b) is a gloss of (a) and is called the paryavasaya,
extraction or paryavasitartha, extracted meaning of (a). Thus
(b) extracts and actually expresses an entity adheyata,
superstratumness that is only implicit in (a). Similarly in
the expressions : (c) sadhyatavacchedaka-sambandhavacchinna-
bhavah (absence limited by the limiting relation of the sadhyata)
and (d) sadhyaiavacchedaka-sambandhavacchinna-pratiyogita-
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nirUoakabhavah ( an absence desetibing^a counterpositiveness
determined by the limiting relation of the sadhyata ), (d) is
the extraction of (c).

It may be observed that avacchedakas are mainly of two
types—-resident limitors (nisihatvasambandhena avacchedaka)
and describer-limitors (nirapitatva-sambandhena avacchedaka).
For instance, when we, say ' dhamatv avacchinna-dhamanistha'*
dheyata-nirüpitddhikaranatavan parvatah\ dhümatva is a
resident limitor of dhumanistha-adheyata\ but this expression
can beshorisnee^dhümatvcivacchinncidhikaranatavan parvatatt
( mountain has^ Jocusness described by smokeness ) and here
dhümatva is a describer limitor aiadhikaranata. Similarly when
we say ' dhümatvavacchinnxr-rpratiyogita-nirüpako'bhavali ',
dhümatva is a resident limitor of pratiyogita; but if this is
shortened as ' dhümatvavacchinno'bhavah ', dhümatva is a
describer-limitor. The resident limitor resides in that in which
also resides the limited (avacchinna) relational abstract, whereas
the describer limitor resides in that which describes the limited
(avacchinna) relational abstract. Thus in the first set of examples
both the avacchedaka dhümatva and the avacchinna adheyata
reside in dhüma, whereas in the second dhümatva resides" in
dhama which describes the adhikaranata of parvata.

We have seen how Navya-Nyäya specifies its relations
by describer-described pairs (nirüpaka-nirüpita) andl imitors
( avacchedaka ). It has many other similar instruments, e.g.
visesana (qualifier), dharma (abstract properties). Determinate
knowledge ( savikalpa-jwna), as is well known, is defined as
'knowledge penetrating the relation between a qualificand
(visesya, e.g. jar) and a qualifier {visesana, e.g. jarness) (visesya-
visesanayoh sambandhâvagahi jnanam). Such a knowledge may
be expressed simply as ' This is a jar ' ( -ghatatva-visistah
ghatah). A qualificand may have many qualifiers ( visesana)',
for instance, when we say ' the boy is naughty ' ( balo'yam
capalah) both boyness (balatva) and naughtiness (capalala) are
qualifiers of boy. But every visesya must have at least one

1-97
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visesana, the broadest visesana of which it is capable. In a
knowledge of man, for instance, no matter what other visesanas
man (nara) may have he will always have the visesana 'manness'
( naratva ). These qualifiers are always either jati ( generic
characters) or upadhi (imposed properties). A qualifier which
does not have the necessary requirement of a jati5 is an
upadhi, e.g. Devadattaness (which belongs to nothing else in
the world than Devadatta ), ghaiatvatva, etc. Devadattatva is
said to reside in Devadatta not by the relation of samavaya
( inherence ) but by a svarupa-sambandha ( relation peculiar
to the pair it connects ) or by a viêesanata-visesa-sambandha
(particular qualification relation). Where a qualificand has'more
than one qualifier (visesana), the one expressed in the predi-
cate is distinguished as the prakara ( chief qualifier ). Thus in
the knowledge 'The fair boy is naughty', fairness is simply a
visesana, whereas naughtiness is a prakara. Where a qualifi-
cand has only one qualifier, as in This is a man' ( manness
being the qualifier), the terms qualifier and chief-qualifier are
interchangeable (Naro'yam^naratvaprakârako'yam). A qualifier
or chief qualifier may in turn have other qualifiers.

The terms visesya and visesana are most frequently used
where the entities expressed by the subject (i.e. the visesya)
and the predicate (i.e. the visesana) are connected by a relation
other than samyoga (contact) or samavaya (inherence). Thus
in the knowledge 'bhïïtale ghatp nastï or 'bhUtale ghatabhavaK
( a jar is not on the ground), ghaiabhava? (absence of jar) is
the visesya; while in the knowledge 'ghaßbhavavadbhätalam'
(the ground possesses absence of jar), ground (bhütala) is the
visesya. As Ingalls says, the reason why the expressions visesya
and visesana are used more frequently in these cases is that
Nyäya epistemology can explain such a knowledge as ' The
jar is not on the ground' only by the absence's nature of being
a visesya of the ground with which a sense-organ (eye) is in
contact. In such a knowledge as 'bhatale ghatah' (jar is on the
ground ), there is a grammatical use but no epistemological

significance of the terms visesya and visesana (Materials ,
pp. 42-43, F.N, 52),
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We have referred to counterpositiveness above. We may
consider this concept in a slightly greater detail as many defini-
tions of Navya-Nyaya, especially those of vyapti, are corded
in terms of absence and its /?ra/z>ög7 (counterpositive). lPrati-
yogi ' has another significance also. All relations in Nyâya
are conceived as present between two terms, one of them
being the pratiyogi (adjunct) of the relation and the other the
anuyogi (subjunct). Wherever the relation is such that one
t-rm may be said to occur in or on the other, that is to say
in all vrtti-niyamaka ( occurrence-exacting ) relations, it is the
superstratum, unless it be absence, that is termed the pratiyogi
and the substratum the anuyogi. The relations of samavaya and
svarlipa-sambandha are always vrtti-niyamaka; samyoga is
sometimes vrtti-niyamaka and sometimes not, as for example
the contact between two things standing vertically The relation
of vyapti also is not a vrtti-niyamaka one, as the vyäpaka
does not occur in the vyapya-, it occurs in the loci of the vyapya*
In all non-vrtti-niyâmaka relations it is the qualificand that
is termed the pratiyogi and the qualifier the anuyogi. Thus
in 'My right hand is in contact with my left', the right hand
is the pratiyogi. The terms pratiyogi and anuyogi are also used
of negative knowledge. In the knowledge ' There is constant
absence of fire in lake', fire may be called the pratiyogi and
lake the anuyogi of the constant absence (atyantabhava) of fire.
We have seen above how counter-positiveness is determined
or limited ( avacchinna ),

These are only some of the ways in which relations are
specified and the expression of them made precise so that no
loop-hole can be found in-it. The later Navya-Naiyäyikas
anticipated likely objections by rivals to the different defini-
tions fomulated by Ganges* and his immediate followers and
attempted to make them more and more precise and unattack-
able, by their armament of avacchedakas, nirupakas, upadhis
and so on. But the use of these terms when one avacchedaka
is piled upon another becomes difficult to comprehend.
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We may briefly consider the definition of vyapti (perva-
sion ) as given by Garigesa in his Tattvacintamani He first
gives five provisional definitions of vyapti ( vyapti -pancaka) and
rejects them as they do not apply to a kevalanvayi amimana
(purely affirmative inference). Then he gives two other defini-
tions called the Sirhhavyaghrokta-vyapti-laksana, and shows
why they are defective. He similarly examines other definitions
of vyâpti given by previous logicians and rejects them and
then finally gives the siddhanta-laksana acceptable to him.
We shall briefly note some of these definitions as they give
us some idea of the Navya-Nyäya methodology.6

The first definition of the vyapti-pancaka is :
(/) 'Sudhyabhavavad-avrttitvam'-nonoccurentness (of hetu)

in the locus of the absence of the sadhya. Garigesa rejects
this definition because it does not apply to a valid inference
like ' It possesses absence of contact with a monkey, because
it is existent ' ( kapi-samyogabhâvavan sattvad—here the
sâdhya is universally present, for it occurs where it does not
occur as well as where it does, so one cannot speak of the
locus of the absence of sadhya ). Moreover, however much
logicians may try to save the position, it cannot be denied
that in the case of contact which is non-occurrence-exacting
(avrttiniyamaka ), contact ( e.g. of monkey ) and absence of
contact of monkey can reside in the same locus, so an infer-
ence like * It possesses contact with a monkey because it is
this tree' (kapi-sarhyogt etad-vrksatvcit)—wh£rQ the hetu is also
co-existent with the absence of sadhya—would seem to be
rendered invalid by such a definition.

(zï)The second definition is therefore given as ''sadhyavad-
bhinna-sadhyabhavavad-avrttitvam* which requires that the hetu
must not occur in a locus of absence of sadhya which absence
occurs in what is different from a locus of sadhya. This
definition also will not apply to cases where the sâdhya is
universally present and will not apply to a valid inference
like 'It possesses absence of the alternation jarness/contact of
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jar and ether, because it is ether ( ghalatva-ghatakäsasamyoga-
nyatara'bhavavan gaganatvât)—here xhtheiu is correct, as there
is in ether ghatakasa-samyogabhavam the area of ether which
is not a locus of ghaia. The definition is at fault since that
case of absence of sadhya which occurs in what is other than
the locus of sadhya (i e. other than the area of ether not in
contact with jar) is in the form of contact of jar and ether
and occurs in ether, and the hetu etherness also occurs in
ether. (Absence of sadhya here=jarness or contact of jar and
ether. An alternation resides where either alternate resides or
both reside).

(///) The third definition given is" 'sadhyavat-pratiyogika-
nyonyabhavasamanadhikaranyam'-whçrz the hetu is required to
have a different locus from that of the anyonyabhâva (mutual
absence) whose pratiyogi is a locus of the sadhya. But even
this definition will not apply when the sadhya has many loci;
e.g. in the inference * It possesses fire because it possesses
smoke (vahniman dhamat). Tho hetu occurs in such cases in
the loci of anyonyabhavas whose counterpositivenesses are
limited by this or that manifestation of a locus of the sadhya
(—the hetu smoke, for instance, occurs in a kitchen which is
the locus of the anyonyabhava of mountain which is one of
the loci of the sadhya, fire ).

(iv) The fourth definition attempted is 'sakala-sadhya-
bhavavannisthabhava-prütiyogitvam'(\h£ hetu's being the counter-
positive of an absence which resides in all loci of the absence
of the sadhya). This definition also will not apply to a valid
inference such as ' It possesses absence of contact with a
monkey, because it is existent (kapi-samyogabhavavân sattvat),
because no unlimited locusness described by absence of sadhya
i.e. contact with monkey can be found

(v) The fifth definition of the vyapti-pancaka is sadhya-
vad-anyâvrttivam ( non-occurrentness of the hetu in what is
other than the locus of the sadhya ) . This definition too is
unacceptable as it does not apply to kevalanvayi anumana
where the sadhya is universally present.
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These definitions are faulty since they do not apply to
cases where the sadhya is universally positive, that is to say
to purely affirmative inferences (kevalanvayi anumana) where
the sadhya is nowhere absent (e.g. This is nameable, because
it is knowable), and so there is no locus of its absence in which
the hetn also would be absent, and so on.

The Simha-vyapti-laksatta is-'' sadhyasamanadhikararanya-
nadhikaranatvam'-Ûit hetu's not being present in a locus which
is not also a locus of the sadhya . The Vyaghra-vyapti-laksana
is-sâdhya-vaiyadhikaranyanadhikaranatvam'-tht hetu's not being
present in a locus which is different from the locus of the
sadhya. Garigesa observes that both these definitions are
defective since they are meant to show that the/ze/whas not a
locus which is also not the locus of the sadhya, whereas we
find that the hetu often has a locus which is not the locus
of the sadhya For instance, smoke on a hill has a locus which
is not the locus of fire in a kitchen. These definitions also
will not apply to a purely affirmative inference, where there is
nothing which is not the locus of the sadhya.

There is another group of fourteen definitions of vyapti
called caturdasa-laksani. These definitions are applicable to
all the three kinds of inferences, as they are based on the
doctrine that things might as well be defined by properties
they do not possess as by those they do. This technique was
first enunciated by Sondada or Sondala üpädhyäya and is
technically known as vyadhikaranadharmâvacchinnabhava (nega-
tion of self-contradictories, lit. negation determined by a
property residing in a different locus ). It is two-fold —
(a) absence describing a conterpositiveness limited by a contra-
dictory property (vyadhikaranadharmavacchinna-pratiyogitâ-
nirâpakâbhava), e g. absence of jar limited by clothness
(patatvavacchinna-ghatabhava). (Here clothness is contradictory
to, or occurs in a different locus from the counter-positive
jar); (b) absence describing a counter-positiveness limited by
a contradictory relation (vyadhikarana-sambandhavacchinna-
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pratiyogita-nirupakabhava), e.g. absence of quality limited by
contact {samyoga-sambandhavacchinna-gunabhava ) (—quality
can only inhere, it is never related by samyoga, contact). Thus
sarhyoga is contradictory to or occurs in a different locus
from the counterpositive quality (See Materials... pp. 81-82—
Ingalls; Tattvacintamani, pp. 295 ff -BÏ). Most of the definitions
of vyapti do not apply to a kevalänvayi anumana, so to make
the absence of the sâdhya possible even in such cases, some
logicians assume a negation or absence whose counter-
positiveness is determined by a property residing in a locus
different from the counter-positive. Garigesa does not approve
of. this because a property which does not occur in he
counter-positive cannot determine the counter-positiveness
(pratiyogy-avrttis ca dharmo na pratiyogitavacchedakah).

The Siddhanta-laksana given by Garigesa is : Pratiyogy-
asamanadhikarana-yatsamanadhikaranatyantabhava-pratiyogita-
vacchedakavacchinnarh yan na bhavati tena samarh tasya
samanadhikaranyam vyäptih ( Tattva-cintamani, p. 610-BI )—
Vyapti is the co-presence of the hetu with that {sadhya) which
is not limited by the limitor of the counter-positiveness of
that constant absence which has the same locus as the hetu,
but has a different locus from the counterpositive.

To take an example, there is co-presence of the hetu smoke
with the sadhya fire which is not limited by jarness the limitor
of the jar which is the counter-positive of the atyantabhava
of jar, this atyantabhava having the samr locus as smoke, but
having a different locus from jar. This deßnition covers the
case of the kevalanvayi inference also, inasmuch as it does not
involve the non-existence of the sadhya and the sâdhya is not
the pratiyogi of that absence which has the same locus as
the hetu. In This is nameable because knowable' (abhidheyah
jneyatvat) there is co-presence of the knowable with the name-
able which is not limited by jarness (though jar is limited by
abhidheyatva, nameableness), and the atyantabhava whose pratiyogi
jar is, abides in the same locus with knowability, but in a
different locus from jar,
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Garigesa anticipates objections to this siddhanta-laksatia
that fires are manifold owing to the difference of their loci,
e.g. .fire of a kitchen, of a sacrificial ground and so on, there
is absence of these fires excepting one in the locus of a
particular case of smoke, and this by making fire the counter-
positive of that absence which has the same locus as smoke,
altogether upsets the definition. The answer to this is that
though in the locus of smoke there is the absence of various
fires, the avacchedakas of the counter-positives of these
absences are not one and the same, viz. vahnitva, but are
different. It is therefore necessary to admit an absence of
fire of the general form or generic absence ( samanyabhava)
of fire which is determined by a generic character (viz. fire-
ness) and not by a particular one.7

•The. commentators attempted to modify these definitions
so as to avert all possible objections and make them as
perfect as possible. For instance, the fifth definition of the
vyapti-pancaka was attempted to be refined or expanded as
follows :

The definition is ' sadhyavad-anyavrttitvam ?—What does
' sadhya\ad-anya ' signify? It signifies an ertity possessed of
bheda (difference) or mutural absence {anyonyabhava) whose
counter-positiveness is limited by the locusness of the sadhya
{sadhyavattvavacchinna-praiiyogitakabheda\an) So the definition
would mcan-scidhyavad-bheda'adhikarana nirapitci'Vrttita'bliàva-
vativam hetoh—the absence of occurrence of the hetu, which
is described by the locus of the difference or mutual absence
of the locus of sâdhya. Therefore though smoke may be
present in, for instance, a kitchen which is other than any
particular object having fire such as the mountain, the
definition is not affected thereby. Here 'scidhya's \ocus\sadhyavat)
should1 be understood to have the sadhya by the same relation
by which the sadhya is sought to be proved to exist in thQpaksa.
For example, the inference of fire on a mountain from smoke,
seeks to prove the existence of fire on mountain by sarhyoga-
sambandha, So smoke should not reside in what is other than
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the locus of fire by sarhyoga-sambandha though it may reside
in what is different from fire's iocus by samavaya-sambandha
( e.g. kitchen is other than the particles of fire possessing
fire by samaxaya- sambondha ). Thus the definition should in
order to convey this be modified as : * sadhyatavacchedaka-
sambandhavacchinna-sadhyavadbheda adhikarana nirupita-vrltitva'-
bhavavattvam hetoh3 ( o r better still ' sadhyatavacchedaka-
sambandhavacchinna-sadhyadhikaranatavad-bheda-adhikarana-
nimpita-vrltitvabhavavQtivarh hetoh\ for what needs avaccheda
is a relational abstract like adhikarartata and not what
possesses it). Moieovcr sädhya s locus should mean 'all loci of
sadhya '. Thus, smoke should not reside in what is different
from ail loci of fire, though it may reside in any locus
of fire, e.g. a mountain, which may be different from one
particular locus of fire and yet possess smoke and so also
fire. Therefore, the definition requires to be modified as :
sadhyatavacchedaka-sambandhavacchinna-sadhyavanvâvacchinna-
pratiyogitakabheda - adhikarana - nirupita - vrttitcfbhavavattvam
hetoh ( This was aciually meant when sadhyavad-anyah was
explained as sadhyavalivavacchinna -pratiyogitakabhedavän ).
Further ' hetu must not reside' means ' hetu must not reside
by the relation by which it is found to exist in the paksa\
For example, smoke resides in mountain by sarhyoga-
sambundha , so it should not reside by sarhyoga-sambandha
in what is different from all loci of fire, though it may
reside in such a locus by samavaya sambandha (e g. smoke in
particles of smoke which are different from all loci of fire).
Hence the definition should be read as : sädhyatävacchedaka-
sambandlmvacchinna'sadhyavattva'vacchinna-pratiyogitakahheda'
adhikarana-nirupita-hetuiävacchedaka-sambandhavacchinna-
vrttita'bhavavattvam hetoh. Again, * the non-occurrence of the
hetu in what is other than the lo^us of sadhya {sadhayavad-
anyavrttitvam ) signifies an absence whose counterpositive
is that which is limited by occurrenceness ( lit. occurrent-
nessness ) in that which is different from the locus of
sadhya (sadhyavad-anya-vrttitva'vacchinna-pratiyogitäkäbhävah).
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That is to say, the hetu must in no case reside in what is
other than the locus of sädhya. For example, in the invalid
inference, ' Mountain has smoke because it has fire ', fire
does not reside in certain non-loci of smoke ( e g lake ),
but it does reside in certain other non-loci of smoke (e.g.
ied-hot i ron-bal l ) . Thus the definition becomes: '' sadhyalä-
vacchedaka-sambandhävacchinna- sadhyavattvcLvacchivna-prati-
yogitakabheda-adhikarana-nirlipUa-hetutcivacchedaku'Sambandhci-
vacchinna- vrttitatva - avacchinna - pratiyogitaka - abhavavattvam
hetoh. "

* Still another difficulty is that 'non-occurrence of the-
hetu means non-occurrence of the hetu as possessor of the
hefuta'vacchedaka-dharma. For instance, smoke has both smoke-
ness as also siibstanceness but it is only as the possessor of
smokeness that it is the hetu. Hence things possessing smokeness
should not reside in the non-locus of fire though things
possessing substanceness may. The example usually considered
is a different one. In the inference, * It is substance, because
it has satta not qualified by either guna (quality) or karma
(action) [—according to îheN>âya school, satta (existence) being
a generic character belongs to dravya, guna, karma but not
to the other four categories]—here the hetutavacchedaka dharma
is 'existence-not-belonging-to-qualities-and-actions-ness' and
not ' pure existenceness. ' The argument is valid because
' existence-not-belonging-to-qualities-and-actions ' does not
belçng to non-substance/ though pure existence belongs to
nonv-substance like qualities and actions. The definition should
theFefore be modified as : " sadhyatavacchedaka-sambandha-
vacchinna-sadhyavattva'vacchinna-pratiyogitakabheda-adhikarano
nirupiia-hetuta'vacchedaka~sambandha1vacchinna~vrttitcC-~
navacchedaka-hetutavacchedaka-dharmavattvam-hetoh. " { See
Siddhantamuktavah, 68 ).

The sïddhânta-lak$ana also can be refined and expanded.
The final definition as given by Visvanatha is—'Hetumannisiha*
virahapratiyogina ' sadhyena he tor aikadhikaranyarh vyaptiK-
—Vyapti is the co-existence of the hetu with the sadhya
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which is not the counter-positive of an absence that abides
in the locus of heiu; that is to s'ay, no absence co-existing
with hetu should have the sadhya for its counterpositive, and
such a hetu should co-exist with such a sadhya-. This can be
expressed by : 'heivadhikaranavrtty-abhava-jpratiyogi-sadhya-
samanadhikaranyarii hetoh. )} Now in an inference like * The
mountain has fire because it has smoke', particular fires
belonging to other places are the counter-positives of their
absence in the substratum of this hetu, viz. smoke, so the
definition may seem too narrow. It has therefore to be modiiied
as : Hetvadhikarana-vrtty-abha va-pratiyogUa-anavacchedaka~
sadhyata'vacchedaka'vacchinna sadhya-samanadhikaranyam hetoh
-The hetu is co-present with the sadhya limited by the limitor
of the sadhyata, which is not the hmiior of the counter-
positiveness to the abhava existing in the locus of the hetu.
The sadhya as possessor of the sadhyatavacchedaka-dharma does
not have absence-in-relation-to-a-locus-of-ße/w. Thus, in the
above-mentioned iaference though there may be absence of
fire as the kitchen-fire in a mountain, it is not absent there
as fire. Similarly in the valid inference, " I t has quality
because it has substanceness'7, substanceness does not co-exist
with absence of all quality whatsoever though it may co-
exist with absence of this or that quality. The hetu should
not co-exist with absence of the totality of things possessing
the sadhyatavacchedaka dharma, though it can well be ço-
present with absence of this or that possessor of the sadhyata-
vacchedaka-dharma.

Further 'hetvadhikarana-vrtty-abhava' (absence co-present
with hetu), means 'absence co-existing with the hetu as possess-
ing the hetutavacchedaka-dharma*. Thus in the valid inference,
' It is substance because it has sattva not belonging to qualities
and actions' ( dravyam guna-karmanyatva-visistasattvat ),
absence of substanceness does not co-exist with sattva-not-

. belonging-to-qualities and actions, though it does co-exist
with pure sattva in quality and action; yet the inference is
valid because it is the ^//va-not-belonging-to-qualities-and-
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action (and not pure sattva) that is the possessor of the
hetutavaechedakadharma. And lhetvadlrikarana~vrtti~abhava' also
signifies absence co-present in the locus of helu by the same
relation by which the hetu is found to occur in the paksd-
Hence in the inference of fire on the nicunlain from smoke
though fire is the counter-positive of the absence abiding in
the locus of smoke by- the relation of inherence (e.g. in the
particles of smoke), yet .the inference is not invalid as fire is
not the counter-positive of the absence abiding in the locus
of smoke by the relation of contact by which smoke is present
in the mountain. In view of these considerations the definition
should be modified as : hetutavacchedaka'vacchinna-hetuta-
vacchedaka - sambandhavacchinna-hetvadhikaratiavrity - abhava-
pratiyogita'navacchedaka-sadhyatavacchedokavacchinna'sadhya--
samanadhikaranyam hetoh (—hetvadhikarana should more
precisely be ' hetvadhikaranatavod ' as it is an abstract relation
that requires to be limited ). It should moreover be borne in
mind that abha\a means absence which does not co-exist with
its counter-positive (pratiyogi-vyadhikarana-abhava). Thus in
the inference 'This has conjunction with monkey because it is
this tree7 (kapf-samyogî etad-vrksatvat), this-tree-ness co-exists
with absence of conjunetion-with-monkey; but since absence
of conjunction is an absence which co-exists with its counter-
positive, the inference is not invalid. The definition thus is :
" pratiyogi- vyadhikarana-hetutavacchedakatavacchinna-hetuta-
vacchedaka-sambandhàvacchinna - hetvadhikaranavrtty-abhava-
pratiyogita'navacchedaka-'Sadhyatavacchedakavacchinna'-sadhya-
samanadhikaranyam hetoh.1' The absence must be present in
a substratum of the reason that is not the substratum of its
counter-positive.

Still further clarification is attempted to avert certain
objections regarding absence co-existing with its counter-
positive. ' Pratiyogyanadhikaranatva' means not being the locus
of that which is limited by the limitor of the counter-positive-
ness ( pratiyogitavQcchedakavacchinna'nadhikaranalvam ) by the
very relation which is the limitor of the sadhyata, i.e. by
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which the sâdhya resides in the paksa. Herce in a fallacious
inference like 'It (soul) has knowledge, because it has existence',
though jar, etc. which are loci of existence are the loci of
knowledge by virtue of being an object, the definition is
unaffected (—is not too wide—), as knowledge resides in these
by visayata-sambandha and not by samavaya-sambandha Hecce
the definition becomes—

Pratiyogitavacchedakavachinna-sadhyaiavacchedakasambandha
vacchinna-pratiyogi-vyadhikarana-hetutavacchedaka'vacchinna -
hetutavacchedaka - üambandhavacchinna - hetvadhikaranavrtty -
abhava-pratyiogitanavacchedaka-sadhyaiavacchedaka'vacchinna -
sadhya-samanadhikaranyarh hetoh. "
Thus even though in the inference. 'It has fire, because it has
smoke', there is the absence of fire by the relation of inherence
in the substratum of smoke (e.g. mountain), the definition is
intact since the sadhyatavacchedaka-sambandha is conjunction
and not inherence ( see Siddhantamuktavalï, 69 ). This defini-
tion can similarly be even further clarified if found necessary
in view of occurrence in the same temporal-locus and so on.

It must have been observed that the definitions of vyapti
are expressed in the form 'No locus of hetu is a locus of the
absence of sadhya\ rather than in the form 'All loci of hetu
are loci of sadhya '. The reason is that the Naiyâyika's
terminology cannot properly express a proposition of the
form * All Icci cf hetu aie Icci of sadhya\ For instance, the

Naiyâyika could say 'Some smoke or other occurs in a
particular place where there is fire (dhUmatvavacchinna-vrititâ-
nirupita'dhikaranatavad etad vahnimat-sthalam), or some fire
or oth^r exists in a particular place where there occurs smoke
(vahr/itvavacchinna-vrttita nirupitadhikarartatavad etad dhumavat-
sth(/lam)> But these cannot yield the idea that 'all smoke
occurs in a place where there occurs fire' or 'all loci of hetu aie
loci of sadhya'. On the other hand, the Naiyâyika can every
well express the idea lNo locus of hetu (smoke) is a locus of
the absence of sädhya ( fire )', or the hetu is non-occurrent
in the locus of the absence of sadhya (sadhyabhävavad-avrttivam
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hetoh —the first definition of the Vyapti-pancaka). This can
be expanded as above- " Sadhyatâvacchedaka-sombandha ' -
vacchinna - sâdhyalâvacchedakavacchinna -praliyogitakcibhüvü-
dhikarana - nirapiia - heiutavacchedaka - sambandhavacchinna -
vrttiiatvavacchinna-pratiyogitâka'bhavavan hetuh "—There is in
hetu abserce of occuiience which is limited by occurrenceness
limited by the limiting relation of hetu-ness which is described
by the ( sadhya which is the ) locus of the absence whose
counter-positive is limited by a limitor of the südhya-nzss and
is limited by the limiting relation of sädhya-nzss.*

It can be seen that the Navya-Naiyäylkas concerned
themselves more with the dialectical examination of definitions
than with anything else. Each later logician anticipated a likely
objection to a definition that was formulated by his pre-
decessor and modified it so as to avoid the flaw. This resulted
in piling of avacchedakas and nirapakas in an attempt to
pointedly specify the relation intended to be expressed and to
free the definition of the faults of ativyapii ( being too wide ),
avyapti (being too narrow) and asambhava (impossibility).
Newer methods were evolved to keep away such flaws, and
every term and affix was attempted to be accounted for. For
bru ging precision to definitions the Navya-Naiyäyikas devised
certain relational concepts, and properties and the like. We
have already referred to svampa-sambandha (peculiar relation),
upadhi and vyadhikaranadharmavacchinrmbhetva besides
avacchedakas, nirUpakas and the like. Some relations appear
to be flimsy but they were occasioned by particular dilem as
the Naiyäyikas had to face. Two such relations are paryapti-
sambandha and visistanirupitadharata sambandha (relation where
the locusness is described by a qualified entity\ The old
Naiyâyikas regarded number {sankhya) as a quality, which like
other qualities inheres in its locus, and they said that twoness
(dvitva), for instance, inheres in the first jar and in the second.
The Navya-Naiyäyika would say that there are two sorts of
two-ness. One of these is a jati inhering in each member of
pairs: the other is an upadhi related by what is called paryapti
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(completion, wholeness) not to the members of pairs but to
the pairs themselves. Two-ness, etc. are related by paryapti
only to two, three etc. not to each of the two, three, etc.;
they are related to each by samavaya (inherence) This paryâpîi
is a sort of svarâpa-sambandha giving rise to the concepts :
'This is one pot', These are t vo pots', etc.; and the loci of
twoness, thrceness, etc. are mutualiy exclusive; that is to say,
threeness does not occur in the locus of twoness and so on.
The Indian logicians developed this theory to resolve a contra-
diction in their system- of categories Number is defined as a
quality in older works of Nyâya, and it is held that quality
can only inhere in a substance. How is then one to explain
such a phrase as 'four qualities'. The concept of paryapti
helps the Naiyäyika out of the dilemma.

The Naiyäyika not only conceives a relation paryapti in
which two-ness, threeness stand to their loci (the sum of the
individuals), but calls twoness, threeness, etc. vyasajya-vrtti
properties, properties that occur in loci ( the sum of the
individuals) whose individual constituents adhere to each other,
that is to say, are inseparable. "The term vyasajya-vrtti-dharma
is usually mentioned in connection with a special sort of
sophistry which consists in substituting 'different from 2x'
for 'different from x '.. . " The mutual absence of mango
(Jimranyonyabhava) is a mutual absence the counterpositiveness
to which is limited by mango-ness ( amratvavacchinnaprati-
yogitakabhâvah). The mutual absence of two mangoes {amra-
dvayanyonyabhava) is a mutual absence the counterpositiveness
to which is limited by the vyâsajya-vrtti property two-ness
{vyasajyavrityatmaka-dvuvavacchinna-pratiyogitakahhavah). It
is likewise a mutual absence which occurs in its counter-positive
(sva~pratiyogi-vrtty-anyonyabhavah)t for mango number one
is part of the counter-positive of mutual absence of two
mangoes and mutual absence of two mangoes occurs in mango
number one. Whenever the term 'anyonyabhava1 is employed
in a definition, the Nyäya commentator finds it necessary to
insert one of two phrases to prevent the sophistical substitution
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of'mutual absence of 2 x' for 'mutual absence of x* —i vyasajya-
vrtti-dharmanavacchinna-pratiyogitakäbhavah (a mutual absence
tbe counterpositiveness totthich is not limited by a vyasajya-
vrtil property), or (sva-pratiyogy-avrtty-anyonyabhavah (a mutual
absence which does not occur in its own counter-positive).8

(See Materials...pp. 77-88—Ingalls). For example, commenting
on the third definition of vyapti in the Vyapti-pancaka
( sadhyavatpratiyogikanyonyabhavaysâmanadhikaranyam )
Mathuränätha says that the mutual absence must be specified
as not occurring in its counter-positive, so that there will be
no impossibility even though the hetu occurs in the locus of a
mutual absence of locus of sadhya the counter-positiveness to
which absence is limited by a. vyasajya-vrtti property.

The concept otvisista-nirupitadharata-sambandha (relation
where the locusness is described by a qualifed entity) is
employed to explain the Navya-Nyäya view regarding the
identity of a pure entity with a qualified one, because other-
wise it would not be that entity at all. The difficulty before
the Naiyâyikas is that if a qualified entity is regarded as
identical with a pure entity, the substitution of one for the
other will give rise to fallacies, for then guna (quality) which
has satia qualified, by otherness-than-substance-or-action
could be said to have pure satta, and so on. The Naiyâyika
faces these difficulties by expressing the difference where he
conceives it to lie, viz. in the qualifiers of the essentiall) identical
entities and in the locusness they describe. For example, " I t
possesses dravyatva (substanceness) because it possesses qualified
satta (i.e. satià qualified by otherness than-quality-or-action)"
—is valid because though satta qualifed simply by satiatva
cannot be said to fail to occur in quality and action (—the
vipaksas^, it does fail to occur there in so far as it is qualified
by otherness~than-quality-and-actionc Vyapti requires that
the hetu as qualified by all its qualifiers does not occur in
any locus of absence of ôïïdhya.

Another way out is to state that qualified satta is not
pervaded by substanceness by the relation inherence at all, but
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by the relation-where-the-locusness - i s - described - by - a-
qualified-entity {yisista-nirupitadharata-sambandha). The above
inference will be false unless it is interpreted to mean, " It
possesses subs'anceness because it possesses by ' visista-
nirapitadharaia-sambandha*, j<7//â-qualified~by-otherness-4&atr< '
quality-or-action"; and thus there is no harm even if pure
satia does occur by inherence in a locus of absence oîsadhya
(See Materials for the Study of Navya-Nyaya Logic, pp. 79-
80, 69-71).

Temporal relation (kalika-sambandha) is of two sorts, direct
(saksât) and indirect (paramparaya). Time (kala) is regarded
as a single formless substance and everything resides directly
in time by kalika-sambandha. Direct relation is of two kinds—
(a) the relation by which all entities, eternal or non-eternal,
reside directly in universal time (maha-kald)—this relation
is of little importance to logic; (b) the relation by which all
non-eternal entities reside directly in portions of time ( day,
month, etc. ) posited due to or in view of adventitious circum-
stances. An indirect relation between entities is admitted
through time. Two things can be said to be related un
account of their residing in a division of time. Since the
division of time may be of any size short of the whole of
time, all entities other than eternal ones are related to each
other by kalika sambandha. All things eternal or non-
eternal can be similarly said to be related by kalika-sambandha
on account of their residing in universal time (maha-kala).
But little use is made of this sort of kalika-sambandha. The
employment of the kalika-sambandha enables the Naiyäyika
to construct an infinite number of apparent paradoxes. For
example, smoke and a lake occur in the same division of
time, so one may say that smoke occurs in a lake by (indirect)
temporal relation. As Prof. Ingalls says, perhaps a fuller
knowledge of Navya-Nyaya will show that such paradoxes
serve some purpose other than the obvious one of confusing
the layman (Materials p. 79).

1-99
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A relation is said to be of incomplete occurrence (avyapya-
vrtti) if one of the entities thus related occurs in only a
part of the other Contact and the absence of an entity by
contact, are the only relations of this sort the Naiyäyika is

^generally concerned with—though Raghunätha considers sama-
~'iaya also to be a relation of incomplete occurrence since a
* black bujkmay have a white face, and though redness is said
to i n h e r e / m a red pot, yet when we break the pot we may
find that only the outsides of the shards are red and the rest
black. If a monkey is in a tree, the monkey is related by
contacct to*on1y a part of the tree or even to a part of one
of its %anches. Similarly, atyantabhava of monkey by contact
is related by absentia! particular relation (abhaviya-visesanata-
viseSd-sarnbandha or abhavïya-svarupa-sambandha —therelation
between an absence and its locus) to only a part of the tree,
viz. t i e - parts such as the roots with which the monkey is
not In contact. In such cases, atyantabhava occurs in the

" saute locus as does its counter-positive or is an instance of
pratiyogi-samânâdhikarancïtyantâbhava. The Navya-Naiyâyikàs
try to" resolve this apparent contradiction by arguing that the
contact with monkey does not have its occurrentness in this
free limited by this-tree ness; its occurrentness in this tree
is lirûited by the part of this tree in contact with monkey,
é.g , a particular branch. Similarly, the occurrentness in this
tree of absence of monkey-by-contact is limited by the part
of this tree that is not in contact with monkey, e.g. roota.

4 While the locusness residing in a locus of an entity of
fflcömplete occurrence is termed limited locusness (avacchinnay-
dhikaratiata), the locusness residing in a locus of an entity
of complete occurrence is termed an unlimited locusness
{anaväcchinnadhikaranata).

The Navya-Naiyayikas anticipated objections to their
definitions and arguments on the ground of the. relation of
incomplete occurrence and consequently the paradox of
atyantabhava occurring in the same locus as its counterpositive,
Pu the ground of relation between things ( whose connection
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would render the inference fallacious) byJmlikasamhandha,
on the basis of vyasajya-vrtti properties and so on. It can
also be argued when the relation between the hetu- and the
paksa is not specified —as for instance, in the inference of
fire from smoke, smoke is present in the mountain by samyoga-
sambandha but it is not present in it by samavaya-sambandhd—
that fire cannot be inferred from smoke. In answering these
objections, they attempted to precisely specify the relations
of the things that enter into them. Thus the definitions of
Navya-Nyäya came to be very precisely formulated and were
intended to ward off all possible objections. And the develop-
ment of Navya-Nyäya logic is mostly in the direction of greater
precision aiming at perfection of statement, the attempt being
to see that no objection however flimsy and from whatever
point of view could be raised against any proposition, though
a logician like Raghunätha would also try to examine ,the
metaphysical categories of the old Nyäya-Vaisesika school and
put them on a more logical basis by cancelling .those that
cannot stand the test of rigorous logic and positing new ones.
The Navya-Naiyäyikas employed already existing words like
avaccheda, nirupaka, etc. by assigning them a strictly technical
character and use, and also devised some, new ones. Terms
like avaccheda, avacchedya, avacchedaka had come to „be
employed in works to specify relations even at the time of
Änandavardhaoa (author of Dhvanyâloka, nintlr century) and
Udayana but Garigesa popularised their use in logic and
works of a dialectical character and gave them a strictly
technical sense. The old works of Nyäya were concerned
with giving definitions of things which could specify their
distinguishing character and differentiate them from > others.
The works of Navya-Nyäya work out of these definitions
which seem terribly intricate but reveal a one precision and
subtlety, and so are an excellent training for the intellect, f

This character of Navya-Nyäya logic was appreciated
even by thinkers of other schools, especially because this
facilitated the raising of objections and answering them; it
was remarkably useful in the dialectical treatment of topics
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and resulted in a precise knowledge of the subject to which
nothing was required to be supplied. Later works of Purva
Mîmâriisâ (about the fourteenth-fifteenth century), Vedänta(e.g.
Vedânta-paribhâsa, Advaita-siddhi, etc.}, Vyâkarana (—the
works of Nâgesa for example), Kâvyasâstra (—the works of
Jagannätha and others), and in fact, of all the sâstras adopted
the peculiar style of Navya-Nyäya logic in the dialectical
examination of topics.

The main purpose of Navya-Nyäya is to treat the four
pramanas—pratyaksa, anumana, upamana and sabda> and in
the course of-their treatment of topics the writers of the
Navya-Nyäya school have besides giving 3 dialectical exposition
of the topics of their own schools, criticised the views of
rival schools. In the first part of his work Tativa-cintamani
éealiag witii pratyaksa, Garigesa has discussed all the relevant
problems connected with the epistemology of perception—its
source, conditions and result. The division of perceptual
knowledge into nirvikalpa ( indeterminate ) and savikalpa
determinate ) is thoroughly treated and the rival schools of
thought, pre-eminently that of Prabhäkara, are criticised. As a
consequence of the disappearance of the Buddhist dialecticians
from the Indian arena, the refutation of the Buddhist views
and doctrines must have remained only a matter of abstract
academic interest and so the attention of the Navya-Naiyâyikas
was directed against the school of Prabhäkara, who had close
affinities with the Buddhist philosophers in respect of certain
ftmdafnetitals, and the school of Purva-Mïmâmsâ in general
which had much that was original to contribute to epistemology;
The most outstanding contribution of Garigesa is found in
his -treatment of the problem of truth and validity of know-
ledge. The positions of Kumärila, Prabhäkara and Muräri
Misra, who were advocates of the theory of self-validity of
knowledge (svatah-pramanya-vada), are thoroughly discussed
and criticised, and the Navya-Nyäya position of paratah-
prâmânyavïïda which believes in the correspondence theory
of truth and the ascertainment of truth by verification, is
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established. Garigesa criticises the three positions of Prabhâkara,
Kumärifa and MuTâri Misra as thoroughly untenable on the
ground of contradiction of experience, since if all knowledge
were self-validated there would be no occasion for a doubt
which is dispelled only by means of verification by another
piece of knowledge. We have considered this in our chapter
on 'The Problem of Truth'. Scarcely any new argument is
to be found here as Udayana has given all these arguments
in his works, but new issues have been raised and the problem
has been studied afresh. It is in the chapter on inference
(anumana) that Garigesa and the other Navya-Naiyäyikas
have shown exceptional ingenuity, remarkably so in the problem
of vyïïpti (universal concomitance of two things), and the
possibility of the knowledge of vyapti. The position of the
sceptics is shown to be absurd as leading to self-contradiction
and making practical life impossible. The later developments
of logical speculations were necessitated by the hostile criticism
of Nyäya concepts and definitions by érîharsa and Citsukha
and other Vedäntins who delighted in indulging in criticism
to show ihe absurdity of the attempt of the Naiyäyikas in
particular and the realists in general "to explain the world in
terms of reality. Garigesa came after Sriharsa and tookupcn
himself the task of vindicating the orthodox Naiyâyika stand-
point. The sceptical philosophers had repudiated the reality
of categories by showing the absurdity of their definitions.
The Navya-Naiyäyikas, therefore, sought to modify and
strengthen the definitions of the different categories so that
they became informidable and this they did by specifying
relations and bringing precision by the use of their unique
terminology. Of course this did not bring an end to the
dialectical struggle between the Naiyäyikas and the thinkers of
other schools, notably the Vedäntins. Bat this does not detract
from the worth of the Nyäya speculations. The chief value
of Navya-Nyâya consists in its contributions to method and
terminology, which have been invariably adopted by all other
schools of thought. The consequence has been that it became
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an established practice iiv India that whatever one's school of
thought or philosophical conviction or sästra, one must speak
in the language of the Naiyâyikas.10

NOTES

1 The Cultural Heritage of India, Vol. [—* Ths Nyaya-Vaisesika .System
- of Philosophy ', p. 413—-Satkar Mookeri ( Ramkrishna Centenary

Memorial Volume I, Calcutta). This article contains a fine appreciation
of the method of Navya-Nyâya.

2 Materials for ihe Study of Navya-Nyâya Logic, Introduction, p. 2-Daniel
" H. H. Jngalls (Harvard Oriental Series, 1951). This book by Ingalls is

yt) a ve.y valuable ons and all who write someth.ng on Navya-Nyäya
derive help and guidance from this work. The exposition of the Navya-
Nyäya methodology in this chapter is largely based on the exposition
given by Ingalls supplemented by illustrations only where necessary,
from Taitvacintamani (BI) and Visvanâtha's Siddhäntamuktuvali and its

commentaries and from the Tarka-sungraha-dipikn of Annariibhaua.

3 Vyäptih sädhyad-anyasminnasambandha udâhrtah, 68. atra yena sam-
bandhena hetutä tenaiva sambandhenasâdhyavad-anya"vrttitvam bodhyarb,
'teha'sadhyavad^nyasmin dhümävayave dhamasya samaväya- sambandhena
sattve'pi na ksatih.—Siddhäntamuktävali, 68.

4 Materials , p. 51—Ingalls

5 Vide the six impediments to generic character (jätibädhaka)—
'Vyakter abhedas tulyatvam sankaro' thâ'navasthitih:
ropahanir asambandho jäti-bädhaka-samgrahah. -

Siddhantamuktavail, 8.. •

6 I have derived much help from the translation and exposition of the
Vyapti-pancaka given by Prof. Ingalls, and from A History of Indian
Logic, pp. 421 ff. ~S. C. Vidyäbhü?ana. See also Tattvacintämani with

i the Didhiti-vivrti (pp. 233 ff) by Gadâdhara Bhattäcärya (BI).

7 Annambhatta gives the following definition of vyâpti-' Hetu-samânâdhi-
karanütyantäbhäväpratiyogi-sädhya-sämMadhikaranyam vyäptih '—vyïïpti is
the occurrence of the hetu in the locus of the sndhya which is not the
counter-positive of any atyantöbhnva (constant negation) co-present with
the hetu. Commentators however are not satisfied with this circumlocution
for there is still a doubt as to whether the hetu and sndhya are all
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things denoted by the words or only individual things referred to on
particular occasions. That the former meaning is to be taken is made
clear by the insertion of the term 'avacchinna? and the definition is thus
enlarged by Nilakanthu-'Hetu-samänädhikaranätyantäbhäva-pratiyogitü'-
navacchedaka-sädhyatävacchedaküxacchinna sädhya - samnnndhikarana-vrtti
hetu tâvacchedakatvam'-Vyâpti signifies being the limitor of hetutgresiding
in a thing, occurring in the same locus with a sädhya thzt is limited by

* the limitor of the sâdhyatâ, but is not the limitor of the counter-
posit iveness of the constant absence (atyantnbhnvä) occurring in. the same
locus with the hetu (See Tarkasahgraha with Dipika, p. 35; Notes, pp.
244 ff-Athalye and Bodas, also-Vyaptih sadhyavad-

anyasminnasambandha udahrtah. 68
atha vd hetuman-nisthavirahä'pratiyoginä;
sädhyena hetor aikadhikaranyam vyâptir ucyate. 69 -

Bhäsä-pariccheda of Viévanâtha has discussed the second definition at
length in his Siddhnntamuktnvalu

8 See the third definition of vyüpti in Vyäpti-pahcaka and its commentary
by Mathuränatha (Materials.., p, 134),:-'Sädhyavat-pratiyogikä'nyonyä-
bhâvïï'samânadhikaranyam'-the hetu's having a different locus from that
of a mutual absence whose counter-positive is a locus of sädhya.
Commentary-sadhyavat-pratiyogikanyonyabhaveti hetau sädhyavat -
pratiyogikânyonyâbhavâdhikaraOa-nirapita-vrttivâbhâva ity arthah.
anyonyäbhävas ca pratiyogi-avrttitvena visesanïyah, tena sädhyavato
vyäsajya-vrtti—dharmävacchinna—pratiyogitäkänyonyäbhavavati hetor
Vrttau api nâsambhavah.

'A mutual absence whose counter-positiye is a locus of sudhya *—
The meaning is : When there is an absence of occurrentness resident
in hetu and described by a locus of a mutual absence whose counter-
positive is a locus of sädhya, the mutual absence must be specified as
not occurring in its counter-positive, so that there will be no impossibility
even though the hetu occurs in the locus of a mutual absence of locus
of sndhya the counter-positiveness to which absence is limited by a
vynsajya-vrtti property.

9 Yady api dravyarh gunakarmânyatvavisista-sattvâd ity âdau vis'ista-
sattayäh suddha-sattayäs caikyät sadhyavadanyasmin guijadSv avrttitvarh
nästi,tathäpi hetutävacchedaka-rüpenä'vrttitvarh väcyarh, hetutâvaccheda-
kam vrttitänavacehedakam iti phalito'rthah (Siddhùnta Muktnvali, 68.

10 See The Nyäya-Vai£e?ika System of Philosophy', pp. 410 ff. -Satkari
Mookerjee-in The Cultural Heritage of India, Vol l-( Ramkrishna
Centenary Memorial, Vol. 1, Calcutta)-Tl*ere is not much material on
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the Navya-Nyäya methodology aod Prof. Ingalls has rendered unique
service to Indian logic and philosophy by collecting systematically and
appreciatively 'Materials for the study of Navya-Nyäya logic '. This
chapter, as said above, is mostly based on the work of Prof. Ingalls to
which 1 here acknowledge my debt. I have ako sought guidance and
corroboration from Mr. Diksit's Thesis on 'Indian Logic-Its Problems
as treated by its Schools' (Appendix 2-The Neo-Naiyäyika's Technical
Termiaology and his definitions of Vyâpti expressed with the help
thereof). Mr. Diksit was kind enough to lend his thesis to me though
it was not yet printed. My debt to these authors is greater than could
ordinarily be permitted, and the formidable nature of Navya-Nyäya
termiaology cai bz ths oily excuse, ho-vav;r fe^b, for it.



CHAPTER 17

DIALECTICAL CRITICISM IN OTHER VIDYAS
( BRANCHES OF LEARNING )

Every branch of learning has its own set of pramanas
(sources of knowledge) and its own methodology and arrives
at its conclusions as a result of dialectical examination of
topics. This is as much true of Arthasâstra and Dharmasâstra,
Vyäkarana-sästra, Kävya-sästra. Ayurveda, Käma-sästra and
the like as ot Darsana-sästra and Pramäna-sästra. In this
chapter we shall briefly discuss the element of dialectical
criticism in the works of some of the vidyas other than
Darsana-sästra and Pramäna-sästra.

Dialectical Criticism in works on Dharma-sästra and Artba-sästra

The growth of Dharma-sâstra has witnessed three main
stages of development though religion has always been assumed
to be the final arbiter—the period (i) when political institutions
were gradually emerging, (ii) when economic and political
considerations assumed a dominant role, as is evident in
Kautilya's Ârihasasira (third or second century B.C.) and
the Närada-Smrti (100 A.D ) and (iii) „the period of the
re-assertion of the dominance of Dharma-sâstra over Artha-
sâstra as in the days of Yainavalkya-Smrti (100-300 A.D.)
according to which the legal texts of Dharma-sâstra are
more authoritative than the Artha-sästra. We shall consider
here mainly the Artha-sastra of Kautilya as its approach is
dialectical in method and pragmatic in aim. Kautilya professes
to have taken into consideration in the preparation of his
work the views of almost all the earlier Äcäryas who had set
forth the legal and political code for the acquisition and
protection of land. He commences with a salutation to éukra
and Brhaspati, who are also known to be the founders of the

1-100
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Lokâyata system besides being early law-givers and so who
were outright non-religious in their attitude,1

We shall at the outset note a few topics in the Artha-
sastra which bear evidence of dialectical thought in the legal
and political literature of India. In Arthasaslra 1-2 Kautilya
enumerates the major branches of learning ( vidya ) which
should form part of a prince's education. Anvïksikï (Dialectic),
Trayï ( Vedas ), Vârttâ ( Trade and Commerce ), Danda-nïti
(Political Science) are the major Vidyas. He cites the views of
earlier writers. According to Manu and his followers, Trayï,
Vârtîâ and Dandanïti are the Vidyas, because Anvïksikï is
only a' branch of Trayï. This shows that these law-givers
were prepared to accept logic and dialectic only in so far as
it served to interpret the Vedic teachings and was in accord-
ance with them. What is important is that Kautilya gives
the reason why a school held a particular view. The school
of Brhaspati was of the view that Värttä and Dandanîti are
the only two vidycis, for Trayï is merely a cloak used in order
to convince people by those who know how to maintain the
social order. Usanas and his followers accept Dandanîti alone
as* a Vidya because all the other branches are connected with
it. Kautilya himself recognises all the four vidyas mentioned
in the beginning though he regards Anvïksikï ( the science
of ratiocination or dialectic ) as a controlling force in all
decisions. The problem is : A prince has to be educated. What
should be bis different disciplines? Kautilya, it can be seen,
discusses this topic in the following way. First he states his
own view. Then he mentions the different views and accounts
for them by stating reasons. Finally he re-states his own view
which is meant to supersede the others as being the most
comprehensive.

Discussing Dandanîti (1. 4), Kautilya says that according
to the Äcäryas, the King's danda (power to restrain or control)
is the best means to bring about law and order. But
Kautilya disagrees. The subjects soon get disgusted with
3 King who exercises authority harshly as they make little
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of a weak one. But a King moderate and discriminating in
his governance is held in high esteem. One who is unrestrained
or ill-discipjined on account of his passion or hot temper
or just indifference incites to agitation even the vânaprasthas
and the parivrajakas (wandering sannyasins), much more so
the grhasthas (house-holders) And if he cannot wield power
at all he gives rise to a situation in which Might is Right.
He can command awe only by the discriminating use of
danda.—Here also the dialectical method is adopted.

Let us take another example which is even more interesting
from our point of view—the topic (1. 8) of the recruitment of
ministers. Bharadvâja's view is that the King's co-students
should be made ministers as the King would have full knowledge
of their integrity and abilities and so could have confidence in
them. Visäläksa demurs because they would take him lightly
on account of their being his playmates. Butthose who share :

a secret with him should be made ministers as they would
have common character, conduct and passion. They would be
exposing and involving themselves in trying to give out the
King's secret and so they would never commit any offence:
as he also would be sharing their secret. The Pârâsaras argue
that this fault is there in either case. The King also would,
have to act according to their wishes as they would be sharing
his secret. The King becomes a slave to as many persons as
he divulges his secret to. So only those should be made
ministers who would stand by him in adversities, even in those
likely to involve loss of life, as their love for him would be K

thus put to the test. Pisuna differs. Such people would be
highly devoted but they would not have the quality of intelli-
gence. So only those should be appointed ministers who being
appointed to undertake activities calculated to bring about a
certain gain or benefit would accomplish the task accordingly
or even better than estimated, because the King would be
aware of tbeir merits. Kaunapadanta does not agree for such
persons would not be endowed with the other qualities
essential by way of the equipment of ministers Those related
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on the father's side to the King should be appointed ministers
as he would be fully aware of their pure character. And being
his kinsmen they would not abandon him even if he were to
misbehave, as this tendency is found even in the animals. But,
Vatavyädhi's contention is that these relations would control
everything of the King as if they were the real masters.
Therefore those who are well-versed in the Political Science
and are fresh (and so not hardened in the routine) should be
appointed as ministers. Such freshers would look upon the
King as a substitute of Yama and so would not commit any
offence. Bâhudantïputra says that this is not true. Such a person
may have theoretical knowledge but being one without practical
experience he would land into trouble. Therefore one should
appoint as ministers those who are of noble birth and are
intelligent, pure, devoted and brave. Kautilya says that there is
truth in all these views. A person's efficency is known by the
efficiency of his actions.

It can be seen that here a view is put forth along with
a reason to support it; then its drawback is shown and another
opinion is set forth with a reason to support it. This is again
repudiated and a third view is stated and so on, till the final
view is expressed, which is expected to be followed. This treat-
ment of topics is in a truly dialectical mode.

There is a similar discussion where Kautilya treats the
topic of the number of councillors (manirin) a King should
have and how he should seek their counsel without very much
divulging his secret move and thus landing into trouble.
According to the Mänavas, the mantri-pariscid (council) should
consist of twelve persons, according to the Bärhaspatyas of
sixteen, according to the Ausanasas of twenty, whereas
Kautilya says that it all depends on the need and their efficiency.
Kautilya, it may be noted in passing, gives a very rational
interpretation of Indra's being 'sahasraksa —his mantri-parhad
consists of a thousand rsis, they are his eyes so even while
having two eyes he is said to have a thousand eyes (1. 15.57).
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This will suffice to illustrate the dialectical mode of
treatment in Kautilya's Arthamstra as also that adopted in
works on law and political science.

Dialectical Criticism in works on Vyäkarana-sästra (Grammar)

The Pratisakhy\as are perhaps the earliest works on Grammar
that we know of. They were known to Yäska also who refers
to them in discussing whether samhita is pada-prakrti (the
source of words, or having words as the cause—pada-prakrtih
samhita—Nirukta 1. 17). We canrct say anything definitely
regarding the date of the Pratisakhyas, but we can. certainly
form some idea of the method of treatment adopted in them
from the extant treatises, though these are of a comparatively
late origin. The author of the Rk-Pratisakhya while mentioning
his own view quotes or refers to the views of a number of
âcâryas on the same subject (see Patalal. 15-16, 46, 51, 63-
64, 75; 2. 16-17; 11 17-21, etc.). But the style,, of the
Pratisakhyas being satra-like, the author does not give an
exposition of these views of other Âcâryas or criticise them.

There is ample evidence to indicate that different schools
of Vyäkarana and Nirukta were in existence when Yäska
(seventh century B. C.) wrote his famous commentary Nirukta
on the Nighantu. Nirukta itself is a remnant of a vast^Nirukta
literature, even as Pänini's Astßdhyayi alone has survived the
numerous systems of grammar such as those of Sâkalya,
éâkatâyana, Gärgya, Gälava, Senaka, Sphotäyana, Bhäradväja,
Apisali, Käsakrtsna, Vyädi, Väjapäyana and Pauskarasädi.
Among the teachers mentioned by Yäska, there are four, viz.
Säkätäyana. Gârgyae, Gâlava and Säkalya who' are credited
with having founded their respective schools of grammar and
whose works seem to have been existing even in the days of
Pânini ( fifth or. fourth^ century B.C. ) It may be assumed
from this that there must have been much discussion on
different problems of Grammar*

The style of Yäska's Nirukta is highly dialectical in
character. He presents problems in the form of a controversy.
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For instance, he raises the question whether word is eternal
by quoting the view of Audumbarâyana that it is '' indriyanitya*
and urging the contingencies involved and then showing how
these difficulties do not arise even if word is regarded as
eternal ( Ninikta 1 .1 ) . Yäska has similarly discussed the
question whether pxQ$o$\\.ion$(upasarga) have any meaning
by themselves or only when connected with a noun or verb,
and quotes different views on the point {Nirukta, 1. 3). He
further relates the controversy between Sâkatâyana and the
Nairuktakas on the one hand and Gârgya and the Vaiyâkaranas
on the other ( I . 12 ff) in respect of the reducibility of all
nouns to roots (Namany akhyatajâmti éakatayano Nairukta-
samayas ca; na sarvamtiGargyo Vaiyakarananam caike—Nirukta
1. 12). He gives the arguments of the respective schools, and
ultimately sides with Sâkatâyana and the Nairuktakas. He
has also given a detailed exposition of Kautsa's view that
mantras carry no meaning (anarthaka mantrah). Citing the
arguments advanced by Kautsa in support of his view, he
refutes them at length (Nirukta, 1. 15 ff). He repeatedly
stresses that if the etymology of a word cannot be traced, or
if a mantra cannot be properly interpreted, one must not
jump to rash conclusions such as that all words cannot be
reduced to roots, or mantras are meaningless; the fault lies
with the man and not with the science as such. It is not the
fault of a post that a person does not see it and bangs against
it {nai$a sthanor aparadho yadenam andhona pasyati; purusa-
paradhah sabhavati—Nirukta 1. 16). Similarly in the seventh
chapter of the Nirukta he has given a dialectical exposition
of the classification of the deities, their form, their concomitants
and so on and referred to the views of different schools and
teachers. He gives at places the interpretation of Vedic legends
as attempted by the Nairuktas and the Aitihäsikas and others
(see Nirukta 2. 16).

Yäska's mode of treatment is throughout dialectical in
character, and at places, especially when a controversial problem
is being discussed, one feels as if one were reading, a work
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of the same category as âarikara's commentary on the Brahma-
sutra, of course making concessions for the difference in style.
When referring to the pârvapaksin's argument which he wants
to refute, he introduces it by 'yatho etaV (Nir. 1. ;14 ff)
meaning 'as to what you said against us'. Yäska's Nirukta is
a work of great importance from the point of view of the
growth of dialectical criticism.

The Asiâdhyïïyî of Pänini is the first extant systematic
work of Grammar in India. Pänini mentions the names of
Acäryas who held different views; at times he states the
purva-paksa (prima-facie view) and refutes it (e.g. in 1.2.
51ff), but on the whole we have a direct presentation rather
than a dialectical exposition of the subject. The Varttikas of
Kätyäyana (350 B.C.) consider whether anything has been
omitted in the sUtras of Pänini that should have been stated,
and whether there is in them anything that is superfluous,
faulty or objectionable.3 As Kielhorn says, the object of the
Varttikas is to discuss, without bias or prejudice, such objec-
tions as might be raised against the rules of Pânini's grammar.
He tries both to justify Pänini by defending him against
unfounded criticism and to correct, reject apd add to the
rules laid down by him where defence and justification are
not possible. The varttikas thus furnish good specimens of
dialectical criticism of that early period.5 In explaining the
sutras, Kätyäyana adopts the method which is generally used
in dealing with an adhikarana (topic) by stating the purvapaksa,
answering the points raised and finally giving the siddhanta.
He also explains grammatical points on the analogy of
commonsense experience and behaviour as also Vedic practice
and from the experience of the world, from nature, and from
nyayas or maxims like those of the Dharma- sästra.* His
seeking confirmation from Vedic and worldly usage Jand
practice is noteworthy from the point of view of dialectics.

The Mahabhasya of Patafijdli (150 B.C.) is in the first
instance a commentary or critical discussion on the Varttikas
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of Kâtyâyana; it is also a commentary on the sutras of Pänini
as the Jstis are original varttikas on such sutras of Pänini as
called for Patanjali's lemarks. Patanjali mentions his own
viewboldfy where he differs from the Varttikas of Kâtyâyana,5

Patanjali's work is. called Mahabhasya (Great Commentary)
inasmuch as it is not only a treatise on Grammar but also
the fountain source of all nyayasQ The spirit of independent
thought, combined with keen- critical acumen and deep under-
standing, pervades the whole of the Mahabhasya. The Maha-
bhasya not only comments on the sutras and the varttikas,
but also discusses critically the necessity of these sutras and
varttikas. Patanjali shows hereia that some of the sütras are
not necessary, and at places disagrees with the criticism of
Pänini by the Vär'ttikakära and supports Pânini's position by
forceful" arguments. He proves his point by analogy with
nyayas current in the world. The first ahnika of the Mahabhasya
is named 'Paspasâhnika'. The word 'paspasä' is derived from
the root 'spas' which means. ' to see, observe, consider'. This
ahnikà treats of the preliminaries of the Vyäkarana-sästra and
refutes the arguments of others,, that is to say, is dialectical in
character. As a matter of fact, grammar can be said to have
been the first science to give scope to dalectical presentation
as Mïmârhsâ gave the dialectic of interpretation. The. first
ähnikä* is very , interesting. inasmuch as it shows how philo-
sophical problems were raised and how philosophical speculations
entered the field of grammar as a result of contact with
different schools of thought. It also illustrates Patanjali's
diatèctical skill in the treatment of controversial points, though^
thé other ahnikas too give us an idea of Patanjali's mode of
dialectical criticism and of his dialectical skill, especially when
he gives a clear exposition of the varttikas or refutes the view
of the Värttikakära where he differs from him.

f Enunciating the subject Sabdänusäsana, the science where-
in the derivation of words is explained, Pa.anjali says that
both the current (laukika) words as also the Vedic words
are treated in the sutras of Pänini. Then be raises a question,
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"When one says ' gauh', what is sabda ? {gauh ity atra kati
sabdah)—The object with the dew-Jap, etc. ?" No, it is called
dravya (substance). Is it then its movement, etc ? No, these are
called krlya (action) Is it the whiteness, blueness, etc. ? No,
these are called gutia (quality). Is it then the samanya (universal)
which exists unaffected even when the individuals are broken
or destroyed.? No, thu is designated akrti. What is sabda
then? Sabda isthat on the utterance or manifestation of which
the correct knowledge of the object with the dewlap, tail, etc.
is produced; or the sound whose meaning is known is sabda.
This is clear from the fact that one who makes sabda (sound,
noise) is told; 'Make sabda\ 'Do not make sabda\ Th is boy
makes sabda\ Hence sabda signifies dhvam.1

Patanjali then introduces the topic of the benefits that
accrue from the study of grammar, and later goes on to
discuss the method that is to be adopted in the exposition of
Sabdänusäsana Should a list of correct words be given or
of corrupt words? It can be done in either way, since the
other set can be inferred. But which is the better of the two
methods ? The enumeration of correct words is simpler and
shorter, since for every correct word there are many corrupt
(apabhraihsd) forms of it (e.g. for gauh, we have gavi, goni,

gota, gopotalika, etc.). Moreover-in this method we have the
additional advantage of the direct enumeration of the words
that we require.8

Patafijali's dialectical mode of treatment becomes apparent
from these illustrations. He raises a question and puts forth a
number of alternative solutions asking each time if a particular
alternative is possible and denying it by giving reasons for this
denial, and finally gives his own view supporting it by reasons.
Other questions similarly raised and treated a re : l<Should an
inventory of all correct words be given ? " "Does a word signify
genus or individual? ' ' < Is sabda eternal (nitya) or an effect
(kârya)V It may be noted that, as Pataôjali observes, the
question whether sabda is eternal or an effect was examined

I-1Q1
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earlier in the 'Sangraha* of Vyâdi, wherein arguments on both
sides of the question were put forth.

This serves as an introduction to the first Varltika which
runs as follows—" siddhe sabdartha-sambandhe lokato'rtha-
prayukte sabda-prayoge sastrena dharma-niyamah yatha
laukika-vaidikesu"—When word, its meaning and their connec-
tion are known to be eternal (siddha) from the world and
word is used only in such meanings as are current there, the
éâstra enjoins the use of correct words for the sake oîdharma
as in the case of matters, worldly and vedic. Patanjali treats
in detail the meanings of siddhe, artha, etc. and discusses
why if siddha means eternal, the word 'nitya' is not used,
whether artha denotes genus or individual, and how the
compound 'sabdarthasambandhe should be dissolved in view
of the word 'siddha' (eternal) and so on. Patanjali gives a
definition of 'nitya' and shows therein his acquaintance with
Kutasthavâda ( doctrine of absolute unchangingness ) and
Parinâmavâda (doctrine of transformation or persistence in the
midst of change). The meaning of the first varttika having been
explained, a doubt is raised whether a word that is not current
in the world (e.g. Usa, tera, cakra, peca) is correct or not,
since it has been said that a word is used in only such
meanings as are current in the world. Here the controversy
is very interesting and consists of witty repartees and powerful
arguments on either side. One almost feels driven to quote
it in its full length. The topic is forcefully set forth at the
outset as follows ; " It is contradictory to say that there are
words but they are not in usage; if they are there they could
not have fallen out of use, and if they have fallen out of
use, they cannot exist. You use words and say in the same
breath that they are out of use. Moreover, only usage can
determine the correctness of words." The opponent is allowed
to ,ask questions even while the arguments in support of the
conclusion to be arrived at are being advanced. Kätyäyana
himself seems to have raised the doubt whether a word that
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is not current in the world is correct or not since it has been
said that it is used in such meanings as are current in the
world.

Another dialectical problem connected with the interpre-
tation of the Vârtlika is : Does dharma (merit, good) accrue
from the knowledge of correct words or from the use of
correct words? {kirn punah sabdasya jnane dharmah ahosvit
prayoge)! And if dharma accrues from knowledge so also
will adharma (sin) accrue for he who knows correct words knows
their corrupt forms also: or greater adharma will accrue since
for every correct word there are more than one corrupt forms.
If dharma be said to accrue from prayoga ( use ) of correct
words, the whole world will get dharma and the effort of the
students of grammar will be fruitless. A humorous remark is
made that it is also seen that those who have studied grammar
are not able to use words correctly whereas those who have not
are able to do so, hence the fruit will also be reversed. Therefore
according to Kâtyâyana, dharma accrues from prayoga (use of
correct words) backed by the study of grammar. Patanjali seems
to differ and so opens the topic again : Or let dharma accrue
only from knowledge. Sabda pramana says that dharma results
from the knowledge of correct words and not that adharma
results from the knowledge of corrupt words, so there is no
difficulty. A fine argument advanced is ; A well-sinker though
he is stuck in the mud and is covered with dust in the process
of sinking a well, gets himself rid of the mud and dust
with water as seen as he reaches it and gets plenty of good
from it. Even so though adharma may accrue from the know-
ledge of corrupt forms, yet since this leads to knowledge of
correct forms, dharma would rise from this latter, and this
dharma destroying the effect of the adharma would lead to
much good.9

Patanjali like a true bhasyakara has made it a practice to
leave nothing unexplained, to raise questions that might have
been implied in the original and to discuss them dialectically
and philosophically. He does not fail to discuss in this way
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even the method adopted by him or expected to be adopted by
one giving an exposition, Patanjali, as said earlier, has made
use of a number of varieties of tarka, arguments urging an
undesirable contingency if the opponent's view is accepted. In
shoit, Patanjali's Mahabhäsyä can stand a fair comparison with
the works of Dharmakirti and Kumärila, and one even feels
a bit surprised that works on grammar appear to be more
advanced in respect of dialectical criticism than the works of
other sästras including Darsana-sâstra. But as a matter of fact
there is no real ground for surprise. This might be so because
to the Vedic Aryans speech appeared to have far-reaching
consequences in the context of Vedic sacrifices and occult
rites and hence the early thinkers must have been driven to
attempt to understand the relation of word and meaning and
to go deep into the mystery of speech. But there is also a
deeper reason for this. Human speech and thought are so inti-
mately related that it is but natural that language should be
the earliest subject that was discussed philosophically. The rela-
tion of word and meaning must have first puzzled thinkers and
attracted philosophical interest in the development of human
reasoning. We find Patanjali giving expression to many such
inquiries and systematically recording in his own original way the
discussions and controversies carried on by the {bickers with
others and with their own minds. Patanjali thus is a very good
instance of an early dialectician who can go deep into the
subtleties of thought.

We have seen that philosophical problems pertaining to
the eternity or otherwise of sabda (word), the relation of word
and meaning and the like came to be discussed in the school
of Grammar from even before the times of Yäska (seventh
century B.C.), and associated with these was the problem of
change or modification. The six bhava-vikaras (modes of be-
coming) were analysed and propounded by Värsyäyaniand both
Yäska and Patanjali quote his words {'jayate asti viparinamate
vardhate* paksiyate vinasyati ' ). Patanjali gives a very good
definition of two kinds of nityata (eternality) — kUiastha (abso-
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lutely unchanging) and parinamin (changing, undergoing modi-
fication ). The grammarians generally hold that sabda being
eternal cannot be modified; even when sandhi takes place,
another letter is substituted, but words do not undergo a change.
The influence of different trends of philosophical thought,
especially of Sämkhya, Vedänta, Saivism, came to be felt even
in non-metaphysical subjects, e.g. Vyâkarana, Kâvya-Sâstra,
etc. and made the propounders of these subjects treat their
categories in their light. This inspired later grammarians, notably
Bhartrhari (fifth century A.D.) and others to go ahead, and we
find Bhartrhari and others speaking of Sabd'a-Brahman (Logos)
and evolving a philosophy of Language. In the opening verse
of the Väkyapadtya, Bhartrhari has referred to the doctrine
of vivarta ( unreal projection; according to some vivaria-
parinama ) with a view to show the process by which the
world is said to have evolved in the shape of artha (object,
meaning) from the imperishable sabda-tattva. Tbe Grammarians
especially those coming after Blnrtrhari regard sabda as identi-
cal with Brahman. This shows the eminence to which Vâk,
speech was raised as a philosophical subject and the amount
of thinking and contemplation that enabled the thinkers to
arrive at this conclusion. To them sabda is not just a lifeless
mechanism invented as a symbol for denoting an object, but
represents the thought-stuff which accounts for the creation
of the world. This sabda is of the nature of Sphoia.

The Vaiyâkaranas, the Mïmâmsakas and the Naiyâyikas
in particular have devoted much attention to, and indulged in,
polemics in connection with the doctrine of Sphoia; entire
prakaranas (manuals) were written to support and confute this
doctrine The doctrine of Sphota can be clearly traced from
tbe times of Patafijali if not earlier (-it may be noted that
Pänini mentions one Sphotäyana-), but it gained strength and
greater importance after the philosophical speculations of
Bhartrhari (see Valiya padiya 1.23, 73 ff). Later grammarians,
especially âesakrsna (IßOO A.D ), Bhattoji Dïksita (1630 A.D.),
Kondabhatta (BhattojVs nephew) and Nägesa (latter part of
seventeenth century) have dealt with the problem of Sphota
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in greater detail and advanced arguments in defence of Sphota.
Their works are of a dialectical character and they have shown
prolixity in enunciating as many as eight different forms of
Sphota - varna-sphota, pada-s
sphota, akhanda-vaky a-sphota

phota, vakya-sphota, akhandapada-
vartiajatî-sphota, padajaii-sphota,

vakyajâti-sphota ( see Bhattoji's Sabdakaustubha in which all
these classifications have be
that Sphota alone is exprès
explain the origin of vak w

en dealt with). In order to show
ive of sense, Nägesa attempts to
th reference to cosmogony. After

the annihilation of the cosmic world, accompanied by a
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nfinite consciousness. When the
:essity of creation, His potentiality
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immense power and combining the three gunas. This is, in
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Vätsyäyana, the author of the
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that it is avyapadesya (inexpressible); that is to say, words do
ual knowledge though it may be

The Buddhists hold that words
have no reference whatsoever to

reality. Bhartrhari on the Ather hand is emphatically of the
opinion (hat there can be no knowledge without words which

f all knowledge. It is only through
that the internal consciousness

assumes an audible form and communication is possible, 'No
es Bhartrhari. Bhartrhari further
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says that vak represents all different branches of science and
arts, and that names or distinguishing s'amps are given to
objects only through the medium of vak, otherwise the world
would have remained an unnameable and indiscernible concate-
nation of things. Definition and classification have been
made possible only by virtue of vâk.11 Bhartrhari has taken
note of the different views current among the ancient teachers
in respect of the origin of sound, and has shown how air,
atom and knowledge have each been treated as capable of
developing into sabda.12

Bhartrhari has similarly discussed the view of the Pada-
vädins and the Vâkyavâdins among the grammarians. Though
the adherents of the doctrine of sphota take all sabda to be
indivisible and eternal and look upon all disintegration ( e.g.
of a word into prakrti and pratyaya) as purely artificial, the
value of such a procedure that furnishes an instrument to get
at the meaning of words cannot be denied. There are three
forms in which words generally appear—sentence, inflected
form and the radical element. Of these, a sentence is the
logical unit or the significant part of speech Words have no
independent existence apart from a sentence. According to the
Vâkyavâdins who take a sentence to be indivisible and the
only significant unit, the analysis of a sentence into its
constituents i.e. padas is only artificial, but recourse is taken
to this process however imaginary, as it provides the only
means of showing the meaning of a sentence The Padavädjns,
on the other hand, hold that padas are real and seek to prove
the unreality of a vakya as an indivisible unit. A sentence is
nothing but an aggregate of padas and as such has no exist-
ence apart from its constituents, viz, padas. The padas though
essentially indivisible are analysed into prakrti and pratyaya in
order to bring out their significance. The view of Pänini and
Patanjali as explained by Bhartrhari shows that they were on
the side of the Vâkyavâdins.13 We need not pursue this inquiry
further as this is sufficient to show that the dialectical mode of
presentation was very much used in the schools of grammar also.
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Sabda is pre-eminently the basis on which the structure
of the grammatical science rests. As sédais intimately related
to thought and logic, the scope of grammar becomes immensely
wide. The categories of grammar, viewed widely, comprehend
almost all those enumerated by the Vaisesikas—jati-vyakti,
samanadhikaranya (co-inherence), samavaya, hetu and karana.
dravya> guna, sambandha, avayava-avayavin, prakrti-vikrti and
sakii (potency ). The inclusion of sakii in the grammatical
catagories is a departure from the Nyäya-Vaisesika view-point.
The grammarians regard space and time ( dlk-kala ) not as
dravya as the Naiyäyikas do, but as sakti inherent in objects.
The concept of anvaya-vyatireka is common to both grammar
and logic from very early times. Language has moreover its
peculiar logic, that is to say, it follows a number of principles,
as one finds in the rules of grammar, e.g. A verb should agree
with the subject in number and person and so on. These
paribhâsas or generalised statements have been classified as
(a) vacaniki, used as sutra by older gra marians; (b) jnapaka,
deduced from the interpretation of Pänini's rules; (c) nyaya—
referring to the axioms either taken from the experience
of ordinary life or established by logical deductions. There
are two forms of nyaya—nyliya siddha (logical deduction), and
lokanyaya-siddha (whose truth is proved by the facts of daily
life; e.g. (na va) satinipata-laksano vidhir atiimittam tad-
vighatasya ( Kâtyâyana's Paribhasà-varttika, ? und.r 1.1 39 )
—That which is taught in a rule the application of which
is occasioned by the combination ( of two things ), does not
become the cause of the destruction of that combination. This
(paribhctsa) is founded on the maxim that one must not be
the cause of the destruction of that wherefrom it derives its
very existence.

Thus grammar like all philosophical systems has its own
categories and is ultimately based on principles that are strictly
rational. The study of grammar on philosophical lines started
mainly with Patafijali who in his Mahabhasya has given the
problems of grammar a philosophical character. The system of
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grammar has been treated by Mädhaväcär)a in his Sarvadarsana-
sangraha-ds a system of philosophy (Päriiniyadaisana) Grammar
at a very early period ceased to be looked upon as merely
an artifice, and was regarded as embodyirg the principles of
spontan-ous growth. A careful study of Pàtanjalïs Mahâbhâsya
enabled Bharlrhari to explain the principles of grammar from
a purely philosophical stand point With him grammar became
a real philosophy of language and he himself treated if as
such. The philosophy of Grammar is a very good instance
showing how in early times man's urge (o know and his
reasocin? faculty accompanied by some intuitive insight could
take him to philosophical heights.

Grammar has influenced Kävyasästra (Poetics) to a very
great extent as can t e seen from the classification of the
figures of speech, especially upama (simile), and the treatment
of sphoiüj meaning of word and the like problems. The disci-
pline that has greatly encroached upon the field of grammar
is Logic which has given the stamp of subtlety to all later
speculations on grammar. The advent of the school of Navya-
Nyäya with its precise though scholastic construction and
phraseology exercised such a tremendous influence on grammar
that it became almost impossible to free the later grammatical
speculations from the grip of Neo-logic. Jagadïsa (the author
of the Sabdasakti-prakasika) and Gadâdhara (the author of the
Vyutpattivada) have treated the problems of grammär in such
a way as to turn grammar into a branch of study offering
immense opportunities for the display of logical niceties. Their
works though dealing with grammatical topics pertain more
to logic than to grammar as such. Nevertheless this adds to
the clarification of the grammatical topics as well.

This will give an idea of what proliferation grammar
acquired mainly due to dialectical inquiries and criticisms and
discussions with adherents of other schools. Dialectical criticism
within the schools of grammar itself has helped immensely in
the development of grammatical theories and given it the
status of a system of philosophy (darsana).

1-102
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Dialectical Criticism in works on Kävyasästra (Poetics)

In the field of Poetics likewise we find much by way of
growth as a result of dialectical examination and refutation
of theories, and the gradual rise and development of the
schools of Rasa (sentiment), Alarikâra, Rïti (style) and Dhvani
(suggestion) and Vakrokti (artistic expression). These theories
were not really in conflict with one another for all recognised
that rasa, etc. are indispensable in good literature. But different
schools attached relatively more importance to any one of
these than to the rest, and this accounts for the different
definitions of kavya. Important questions pertaining to rasa
that were asked and attempted to be answered in different
ways were : Where does rasa reside ? What is the nature of
rasa ? How is it evolved and realised ? How many rasas are
there ? and so on

These gave rise to different theories, viz. Utpattiväda of
Lollata, Anumitivâda of Sarikuka. Bhuktivâda of Bhatta Nâyaka
( about 1000 A.D. ) and Abhivyaktivâda of Abhinavagupta
(980-1020 A.D.) and his followers like Maramata (1050-1100
A.D ), Hemacandra and others, holding respectively that rasa
is produced, inferred, relished and manifested through suggestion.
The significance of^alankara', the recognition of the importance
of alankara in kavya, and the number of alankaras recognised have
also varied from time to time Bhâmaha (seventh century) and
Dandin along with Udbhata (800 A.D.), Rudra.a (ninth century)
and Pratîhârenduraja (tenth century) are the main exponents
of the Alankara school. Vamana (about 800 A.D.) is the fore-
most known representative of the Rïti-school, and even
Dandin gives a lengthy exposition of what are called ntis
by others. Änandavardhana ( ninth century ) makes little
of ntis; instead he dilates on sanghaiana (composition),
and recommends that in a good kavya we must look for its
inner or suggested meaning which is its real essence With
the Dhvanivâdins, notably Abhinavagupta, poetics turns into
a subject that can stand logical treatment and results in a
philosophy of poetry which sees in the aesthetic fçel an
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experience comparable to the spiritual experience of one
who has realised Brahman though Bhatta Näyaka also earlier
gave this very comparison. The Dhvani theory is controverted
by Mahimabhatta (eleventh century), who in his Vyaktiviveka,
sees no reason for recognising dhvani (suggestion) as a special
mode of thought because it can be subsumed under inference.
Kuntaka, the author of the Vakrokti held (hat artistic expression
iyakrokli) is the very life-breath of poetry. Before the theory of
Dhvani secured general acceptance, it was fiercely criticised by
Bhatta Näyaka, Pratïhârendurâja, Mahimabhatta and others.

Some of the problems and topics that came up most for
discussion are : What is the distinguishing faculty that makes
a poet—pratibha (genius or creative imagination) primarily, to be
cultivated by vyutpatti (study, scholarship) and abhyasa
(practice), or all the three together ? What is the definition
of kavya ? What is kavya conducive to? Should poetic con-
ventions be adhered to ? Should the reading of kâvya be
encouraged, especially in view of the fact that it deals with
unreal, imaginary things ? Are dosas (defects) positive or are
they negations of gunas (excellences), and similarly are gunas
mere negations of dosas, or are they positive in character?
How many rasas are there ? There were also mutual criticisms
and controversies with regard to minor and finer points e.g.
the kinds of poetry, the divisions of upanîà, the division of
êlesa (paronomasia) into sabda-slesa and artha-slesa and its
relation to other figures of speech, interpretation of expressions
and figures of speech, meaning of words and the like topics.1*

From this we can get an idea of the continuous growth
Kävya-sästra or Alarikâra-sâstra witnessed through the centuries
and the questions that were repeatedly asked and discussed
and answered in connection with kavya (literature ). In this
process, the knowledge of other branches of learning, especially
grammar, logic and philosophy played an important part. The
word 'dhvanï was borrowed from the grammarians who employed
the word 'dhvani to signify sound which manifests Sphota.
The discussion as to the meaning of words (individual, genus,
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etc.) is mostly based on the Mahübhüsya'and the Vakyapadiya
The subdivisions of upama (simile) have been based on the
rules of grammar by Bhämaha, Udbhata, Mammata, Visvanätha
(fourteenth century) and others. Vâmana deals in the fifth
adhikarana of his Kavyalankara-sUtra with the grammatical
purity of words and so does Bhämaha in the sixth pariccheda
of his Kavyâlankara. Tarkasâstra deals with the denotative
power (abhidha-sakti) of words and the same topic is discussed
in works on Poetics. Älarikärikas regard anumanct as a figure
of speech, and the name Kavyalinga is also suggested by the
Nyâya terminology, only here the linga is a poetical one,
Mahimabhatta wrote his Vyaktiviveka, abounding in polemics,
to establish that dhvani comes under anumana or logical
inference; and Sarikuka appears to have held that rasa is
cnumeya and the vibhavas are amimapaka. Logic and Grammar
along with other disciplines are regarded as indispensable
constituents of the equipment of a writer.

The POrva Mimärhsä has similarly given some doctrines
and figures of speech (e.g. arthapalti, parisankhya) to Poetics
While discussing the meaning of words, the Älarikärikas refer
to the Abhihitânvayavâda and Anvitäbhidhänaväda and even
admit their indebtedness to works on Vyâkarana and Pürva-
Mîmâmsâ The Buddhist theory of apoha is also referred to
and criticised. In dealing with Bhatta Näyaka's theory of rasa
frequent reference is made to the three gunas of Sämkhya
philosophy. The word 'bhoga' recalls the Sämkhya doctrine
of the correlation of purusa and Prakrti. Philosophy, especially
the Vedänta philosophy, has given rise to the concept of ' the
soul of poetry' (kavyasya atma) and some writers e.g. Bhatja
Näyaka, Abhinavagupta, Mammata and Jagannäiha (seven-
teenth century ) equate the state of rasa-realisation with that
of Brahman-realisation. The view as to the state of raya-reali-
sation also differs according as the Sämkhya or the Vedänta
or the Pratyabhijnä view is adhered to. Thus the Älarikärikas
derived their inspiration ior the growth and dialectical examina-
t'on of the theories of poetics from different branches of
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learning and schools of philosophical thought, and the mode
of exposition adopted in Alarikârasâstra consequentyi
became all the richer. The later Älarikärikas did not even fail
to adopt the methodology of Navya-Nyäya for the discussion
of their problems. Jagannâtba's Rasagangadhara bears ample
testimony to the influence on him of the Navya-Nyäya
methodology and dialectical criticism of his age, so also do
the works of Appayya Diksita and Visvesvara. Discussion of
poetical theories in this novel method adds clarity and precision
both in thought and language, though at times this results in
much hair-splitting.

All theorists from Bhämaha or Dandin to Jagannâtha
regard sabda (word) and artha (meaning) as constituting what
they call the 'body' of poetry {kavya-sarira). Vâmana can be
said to have initiated the search fcr the ' s o u l ' of poetry
(kavyasya aima) when he regarded nti (style, as the soul of
poetry; the Dhvanikära i.e. Änandavardhana completes the
metaphor when he defines the relation of the body and the soul
of poetry and implies in Dhvanyaloka 2-7 that the suggestion
of sentiment is this soul, the gurjas being compared to
natural qualities like courage, etc. which inhere in it and the
alankaras to external ornaments like bracelets which adorn
the body. We shall consider the dialectical examination of a
few problems of Alarikära-sästra as fou^d in the works of
some of the main Älarikärikas so as to form some estimate
of their dialectical skill and modes.

Dealing with the adornment of poetry, Bhämaha states that
its adornment, rUpaka (metaphor) and the like, is propounded
by some in several ways; even the charming face of a damsel
does not shine if stripped of ornament. Others say that rupaka
and the like embellishments are extraneous; they iegard the
proper formation of words or grammatical correctness as
adornment. But the proper presentation of ideas is not the
same as that. Bhämaha prefers a combination of both, viz
elegant words and elegant ideas.15 Bhämaha attacks the two-

fold c!a ssification of poetry into Vaidarbha and Gaudîya
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{Kavyalankara 1.31-33). He warns the poets against making
their poetry obscure, as of the character of prahelika
(riddles), etc. If such compositions which are intelligible with
the help of commentaries constitute poems poetry means joy
for wise men only, and the dull-witted persons are damned.10

Bhâœaha not recognising he tu, suk$ma and lesa as alankaras
argues that the statement of matters of routine does not involve
any artistic expiession. ' T h e sun has set, the moon shines;
birds fly to their n e s t s " - I s all this poetry? Verily, it is a
matter-of-fact description1 7 Bhâmaha contends that there is
an element of atisayoktf or vakrokti (artistic expression) in
all poetry (2.K5-87). Bhâmaha, it can be seen, states the views
of others and then states and gives A brief exposition of his
own view, but his manner of refutation is not a fully reasoned
out one. Similarly, Dandin while discussing the controversy
regarding the figure of speech in 'limpatlva tamo'ngäni...' refers
to the sentence-meaning according to the Naiyäyikas and the
Vaiyäkaranas {YJivyadarsa, II 226-233).

In the Dhvanyaloka of Änandavardhana, we find discuss-
ions which fully reveal his dialectical skill as also the dialec-
tical modes prevalent at the time. We may, by way of an
instance, consider Änandavardhana's arguments establishing
the independent existence of the suggested meaning apart
from the expressed meaning. He initiates this dicussion in the
first Uddyota (1 ff ) of his work and carries it on and even
improves upon it in the third Uddyota (33). Poets are justified
in availing themselves initially of the conventional meaning
though the suggested meaning is aimed at. Just as the
purport of a sentence is grasped only through the meaning of
individual words, so the knowledge of the suggested meaning
is arrived at only through the medium of the expressed meaning.
Though by its own power the word-import conveys the sentence-
purport, it escapes notice once this latter has been conveyed;
similarly the suggested meaning flashes suddenly across the
truth-perceiving minds of appreciative persons when they are
indifferent towards the conventional meaning. That kind of
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poetry, wherein either the (conventional) meaning or the word
renders itself or its meaning secondary and suggests the implied
meaning, is designated by the learned as dhvani or suggestive
poetry (1.10.13).

Before establishing his theory of Dhvani, Änandavardhana
takes note dialecticaily of the rival view of the Abhâvavâdins,
those who negative it or regard it as the same as laksana,
and of those who regard it as beyond expression. A prima-
facie view is that there is nothing like dhvani (suggestion)
that is different from the gunas, figures of sound and sense,
nti (style) or vriti (literary modes of diction) which add charm
to poetry whose body is constituted by sound and sense.
Others may contend : Suggestion does not exist indeed, for a
species of poetry opposed to all well-known canons necessarily
ceases to be poetry. And just because a coterie of critics
unanimously bring into currency a designation 'dhvani' this
cannot win the universal acceptance of the learned. Some
others explain the non-existence of dhvani differently. NTo novel
thing like dhvani can be possible. Since it is not distinct from
a source of charm, it naturally comes under the causes of
charm, alankara, etc. Just giving a new name to one of them
will not make it an independent category by itself. Moreover,
since the ways of speech are endless, even if there be some
insignificant element left unexplained by the famous frames
of the rules of poetry, there is no reason why persons should
close their eyes under the assumed illusion of being sahrdayas
(cultured critics) and dance about with joy saying that they
have discovered 'dhvanV among these. Thousands of great men
have expounded and are expounding figurative elements of
speech. But we do not hear of any such state from them.
Therefore, dhvani (suggestion) is only an idle supposition which
cannot stand any scrutiny. Another such view (—that of
Udbhata—) is that it is the indicated sense that is the soul
of poetry, and suggestion is not different from the secondary
usage of words. Still others, who fight shy of framing a
definition, say that thç true nature of dhvani is beyond all
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words and is discernible on.!y by the minds of cultured
critics (sahrdaya)19

Änandavardhana refutes these arguments. As to what is
said, viz. Suggestion does not exist, for a species of poetry
opposed to all well known canons wil! necessarily cease t o b e
poetry—it is unsound. This is so because it may be unfamiliar to
writers on poetics who are concerned with giving definitions;
but if one examines the best specimens of literature, one finds
that dhvani alone emerges as the most intrinsic principle of poetry,
delighting all sahrdayas, and not word and sense. All else is
only pictorial [citram eva). The other objection that dhvani
can be included under the recognised sources of charm, and
so should not be regarded as distinct, is also not proper. Can
suggestion which is based on the relation of the suggested
sense to the suggesting word be comprehended by a theory
which is based on the relation of only the conventional meaning
to the denotative word ? The sources of charm of the conven-
tional meaning and words can only be ancillary to dhvani,
but never identical with it. It may be argued that such instances
(of figures of speech) (e.g. anuprasa, etc.) in which no implied
meaning is clearly discernible may be regarded as incapable
of subsuming dhvani, but dhvani can ceitainly be subsumed
under such alankaras (figures ofspe ch) as samasokti, aksepa,
visesokti, paryayokta, apahnuti, dïpaka, etc. as the implied
meaning is clearly discerned here But it is in order to refute
such an argument that Änandavardhana inserts the expression
'renders itself or its meaning secondary' while explaining the
concept of dhvani (1.13). The idea is that when in a work of
poetry an explicit meaning renders itself secondary or when

. a word renders its own denotative meaning secondary, and
each of these suggests another sense, we call it dhvani-kavya
(suggestive poetry). How can this suggestion be subsumed
under the said alankaras! Suggestion is possible only when
the suggested element is exclusively important Änandavardhana
explains why this is not the case with samasokti, etc. More-
over, alati'cäras, gunas, vritis are only the limbs (anga) of
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poetry (kavya), whereas poetry in its entirety, of which these
are the limbs, is called dhvani. A part cannot be separately
looked upoQ as the whole. Even if identity is possible in
some instances, suggestive poetry cannot be looked upon as
conditioned by its angas, since its sphere is very extensive.
That is to say, the angas may be subsumed under dhvani}

but dhvani can under no circumstances be subsumed under
the angas x9

The expression ' is designated by the learned ' brings out
the fact that this designation was first devised by the learned
and that it has not gJned currency in a haphazard fashion.
The foremost among the learned are grammarians, because all
studies are rooted in grammar. The grammarians refer to
articulate letters by the term 'dhvanï. In the same way, since
the element of vyanjakatva (suggestivity) was common to both,
not only the word and its meaning but its essential verbal
power and also that which is usually referred t o b y the term
'kavya' were called 'dhvani' by other learned men who were
the followers of the grammarians, and who had a profound
insight into the fundamental truth of poetry. The treatment then
of such a comprehensive concept as dhvani with all its divisions
and subdivisions is not at all at par with the enumeration
of the particular well-known figures of speech and hence the
enthusiasm of persons who can appreciate the value of sugges-
tion is quite proper, and no one should out of jealousy
direct vitiated or misguided intelligence against them. The
advocates of the view that dhvani is non-existent have been
thus refuted.

The view that Suggestion is the same as Indication is
answered as follows : Suggestion {dhvani) is not identical with
Indication {laksana), because there is difference of nature
between the two. Dhvani cannot also be defined by that, as
the faults of the definition being too wide (ativyâpti) and
too narrow ( avyapti ) would result if this were admitted.
Indication is only figurative application of words, while that

M 0 3
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is dhvani wherein a sense different from the sense denoted
and the denoting expression is conveyed by these by way of
purport, the sense implied being exclusively important. One
may perhaps urge that indication may not be identical with
suggestion but it can at least be regarded as a defining charac-
teristic of the latter. The answer to this is that such a definition
^ould be too wide or too narrow. The fault of ativyapti
would be there since indication can exist even where there is
no suggestion. Even in instances where no excessive charm
due to suggestion is present, poets are seen to employ words
figuratively in accordance with the established usage, e.g. ' This
bed of lotus-leaves bespeaks the torment of the emaciated damsel
who slept on i t ' {Krsangyah santapam vadati bisinïpattra-
sayanam). Only that word, which conveys a charm impossible
of communication by any other expression and which is pregnant
with suggestive force, is fit to be called 'suggestive'; whereas
in the above-mentioned case, the word does not become a
source of suggesting any charm that cannot be communicated
by other expressions. Words which signify by common usage
meanings other than what they primarily denote, as for instance,
the word lavanya, do not become instances of suggestion. As
a matter of fact, indication is grounded on the primary
denotative force of words How can it possibly be a definition of
suggestion {dhvani) whose sole support is suggestivity (vyanjaka-
tva) ? The definition that Suggestion is Indication is also too
narrow as indication does not cover instances of suggestion
like vivaksitanyaparavacya (that with meant but further extending
expressed sense). At the most, it might serve as a pointer to, or
indicator (upalaksana) of one of the kinds of suggestion, and
still if one asserts that suggestion is defined by indica-
tion, then one may as well say that the act of defining
individual figures is sheer waste since the primary denotation
of words defines the entire group of all individual figures. If
it is said that the definition of suggestion has already been
propounded by others, then this will only substantiate the
doctrine of Dhvani; and the object of the Dhvanivädins, viz.
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proving the existence of suggestion will have been realised
without any special effort.20

Even those who declare that the nature of suggestion is
only within the experience of sahrdayas and that it is
inexpressible, betray only their lack of discernment. The general
definition of suggestion at.d the definitions of its several
varieties have been set forth by Änandavardhana, and yet if
it be thought of as 'inexpressible', then this would be true of
everything in the world. If on the other hand by this
exaggeration they are only giving expression to the all-surpassing
nature of suggestion, then they also may be regarded as stating
the truth itself.21

It may be noted that the analogy of word-import and
sentence-purport given above to explain how the suggested
sense is arrived at through the expressed sense (1.10) is revised
in the third Uddyota (33) in view of strict logical accuracy.
The analogy of word-import and sentence-import does not
quite apply to the expressed and suggested senses since only
some thinkers (not all) admit the reality of word-import (—in
the opinion of others it is unreal ). Even those who do not
hold that it is unreal will have to agree that the analogy of the
relation between the jar and its material cause will explain
in a better way the relation between sentence-purport and word-
import. Just as the material causes (viz. pot-sherds) of a jar
cannot be apprehended separately after the jar has come into
being, so also word and its sense are not apprehended separately
after the sentence and its purport have been apprehended as
a whole. If they could be recognised separately, the very appre-
hension of the whole sentence-purport would be brushed away.
But this principle does not hold good in the case of the
expressed and the suggested senses When the suggested sense
is apprehended the expressed sense is not brushed away, since
the apprehension of the suggested sense is inseparably occasioned
by the apprehension of the expressed. Hence the analogy
of the jar and the lamp would fit them best. Just as the light
of the lamp does not recede when the apprehension of jar
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has arisen, so also the expressed sense continues to beappre- •
hended even after the apprehension of the suggested sense has
been acquired Hence the remark in the first Uddyota (10)
aims only at pointing out the similarity between the two in
respect of their being means to some end, and the analogy
is not intended to be pursued farther than this.22 Änanda-
vardhana again indulges in a lengthy discussion concerning
the suggested sense, the distinction of suggestive power
(vyanjana sakti) from the power of denotation (abhidha) and
the power of indication (laksanâ) and so on. He also explains
how the theory of suggestion is compatible with the view of
the Naiyäyikas and the Mîmâihsakas. The author has recourse
to dialectical modes in order to establish the suggestivity of
words as this theory must have met with severe opposition
from the adherents of the Äiarikära and the Rid schools. The
discussion here is more subtle than in the first Uddyota.

Änandavardhana, like all dialecticians, always has in view
an opponent and expounds his theory by anticipating the
arguments of opponents and refuting them. Like an exponent
of any other school of thought he marshals his argument
within the limit of the categories recognised by his school-men
and goes ahead on the strength of these. He also tries to
compare his theory of word and meaning with that of thinkers
of other schools who have thought over this point. In subtlety
of thought, critical acumen and dialectical skill, Änandavardhana
can be compared with some of the best exponents of other
schools of philosophy. Abhinavagupta who commented on
Bharata's Natya-sasira and Änandavardhana 's Dhvanyaloka is
also a profound thinker and he appears to be a greater adept
in using dialectical arguments. With his profound insight
and greater dialectical skill he is able to give a clearer and
a more systematic exposition of the various problems of
Poetics propounded before him. He gave a turn to the whole
discipline of Poetics and a completeness unknown before him.
Mammata, in fact, largely crystallised the teachings of Abhinava
in his Kavyaprakasa. Hemacandra repeatedly expresses his
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indebtedness to Abhinavagupta. The writings of Änanda-
vardhana and Abhinavagupta influenced greatly all later
Alarikärikas, among them being such great names as Mammata,
Hemacandra, Visvanâtha and Jagannätha. Mammata's indirect
criticism of'Mahimabhatta's theory of Kavyanumiti, (Kïïvya-
prakasa, Uliâsa, 5) is full of logical terms and subtleties. And
Visvanâtha's detailed exposition of the definition of kavya in
the light of the definitions given by others is a fine sample
of dialectical criticism {Sahityadarpana, 1).

Jagannätha was skilful in the use of the dialectical mode
of Navya-Nyäya, as can be seen from his great work Rasagcnga-
dhara. We may, by way of illustration, see how he supports
his definition of poeiry. Jagannätha defines poetry as sabda
(word, expression) expressing a beautiful sense (ramaniyartha-
pratipadakah sabdah kavyam). Beauty {ramaniyata) consists
in being the object of a knowledge which causes transcendental
{lokottara) pleasure (to sahrdayas). Lokottaratva (transcendent-
ness') is a particular class-character subsisting in pleasure,
evidenced by experience and also cal]ed camatkaratva (striking-
ness). The knowledge giving rise to pleasure determined by
lokottaratva is a particular kind of contemplation {bhavana)
of the nature of repeated or continuous cognition When a
man is toid, ' A son is born to you ' , or ' I shall give you
wealth', he derives great pleasure, but this pleasure is not of
the lokottara ( transcendental ) type; and so such sentences
have no beauty and consequently do not come -to be called
poetry. Thus it comes to this that kâvya is sabda conveying a
meaning which is the object of bhavana (contemplation) giving
rise to camatkara ( strikingness or sense of surprise at the
unusual), or it is word the contemplation of the meaning of
which determines its productivity of camatkara) or it is
that which possesses camatkaratva on account of having
the capacity to convey a meaning which determines the
productivity ( of transcendental pleasure ) qualified by itself
{camatkaratva)2 3.
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The utility of inserting 'hhavana' instead of jnana as in the
original definition is explained thus : jnäna can also comprehend
samuhalambana-jnana, cognitive aggregation having a number
of things and their prakâras(qua\\uevs) as its object; of these
some may be ramaniya, others not; and yet the samühalambana
jnâna would have to be recognised as giving rise to camatkara)
and a statement pertaining to jar, cloth and the like though
expressing an aramaniyartha, would have to be called a kavya
when it becomes the object of a samuhaiambana jnana along
with a ramaniyartha. To exclude such cases, lbhavana> is inserted
in the place of 'jnana. Bhaxana is a chain of repeated linking
cognitions <punak-punar-anusandhana). Thus the definition is
saved from the fault of ativyâpti. Nevertheless, bhavana can
include dharavahika jnana or continuous cognition which may
pertain to c"ry or aramaniya things, and not to ramaniya things
alone. To avert this difficulty, Jagannâtha adds that this bhavana
must be such as produces camatkara, the capacity to produce
camatkara being found in kavya limited by camatkaratva. The
last definition has the additional merit of being in a simpler
and more convenient form. Thus Jagannâtha has attempted
to bring precision to his own definition of kavya by limiting
the meanings of words and thus overcoming flaws in the
definition. 'Yat-taV is dispensed with in the last definition.

Jagannâtha then goes on to criticise the definitions given
by Mammata and others. According to Mammata, word and
sense devoid of dosas and full of gunas and with or without
alarhkrti ( poetic embellishment ) constitute a kavya ( adosau
sabdarthav sagunav analathkrtl punah kvapi—Kävyaprakasa,
1.4) Examining this definition, Jagannâtha says that word
and sense cannot together constitute kâvya, because there is
no proof to support this. Universal usage ( visvajanlna-
vyavahara) such as 'Kavya is read aloud', 'From kavya, mean-
ing is understood ?; 'Kavya is heard but meaning is not known'
would convince us that the import of the term ' kavya ' is
only sabda (word) and not sense. It may be urged that the
word kavya in such cases secondarily means or indicates sabda
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alone, whereas its primary meaning is sabda and artha together.
The answer to this is that this would be so if there were
some evidence to support this, but we see none, and a state-
ment about which there are different opinions cannot be relied
upon. When there is no evidence to show that 'kavya means
sabda and artha together, wbo can prevent the word lkavya'
from primarily denoting ' sabda ' as can be seen from the
above-mentioned usage. In the absence of decisive proof
(vinigamanabhava) the view that kavya means both.sabda and
artha cannot be upheld, and when it is thus shown that kâvya
means a particular kind of sabda, the definition should be
formulated accordingly and not in accordance with the mean-
ing imagined by oneself. This is true of the definitions of
Veda, Purina, etc., otherwise the same endless difficulty will
arise there also. The view that kavya is that which is conducive
to the realisation of relish (rasa) or unalloyed pleasure, and
that this holds good in the case of both sabda and artha-h
not proper. This définition is too wide and can include within
its scope non~kâvyas like musical tunes and even ancillaries
of a dramatic performance ( viz. acting, costume, speech )
which are also capable of producing a thrill in the audience,
as admitted by Anandavardhana and other Alarikärikas. This
also refutes the definition 'kavyarh rasodbodhakam*. Moreover,
does kavyatva reside in sabda and artha together or separately ?
The former alternative is not tenable, since it will mean that
since neither sabda nor artha alone is to be called kavya, one
will have to say that a sentence in the form of a beautiful
verse is not kavya, just as one says ' one is not two ' ( even
though one and one make two). The other alternative is also
not acceptable because of the fact that it would lead us to
accept sabda and artha each by itself as kavya, and then a
single kavya would come to be spoken of as two kâvyas.
Therefore the definition of kâvya like that of Veda or Purana
rests on sabda. The insertion of guna, alankara, etc. also is
not proper, because then the definition will not apply to such
kavyas as 'uditarh mandalam vidhoff (the orb of the moon has
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arisen) which is uttered by a dün, abhisarika orvirahini and
which is meant to suggest respectively that one should go out
to meet the lover or not do so, or to suggest that life is
flickering away, as also to such a kavya as 'gato'stam arkah\
(the sun has set); and yet it is not possible to deny the name
1 kavya to it (—though devoid of guna and alankam they are
very good instances of kâvya as they reveal a charming
suggested sense). And what you recognise as kavya can similarly
be negatived as one. The life-breath of kavya> viz strikingness
(camatkaritva) is as much present in the above two instances
as in what you regard as kavya. Guna and alankara are not
found in all kavyas and so should not be mentioned in the
definition. Guna and alankara cannot be given any secondary
meaning unless their primary meaning comes into conflict
with the popular usage 'a bad poem'. It may be urged that
even as a tree which is connected with a bird can also be
said to have absence of connection, so even what is possessed
of fault can be said to be devoid of fault (dosa). This is not
tenable. We have the apprehension that a tree which is
connected With a bird at its root is not so connected at the
branch, but we do not find any universally acceptable aware-
ness that a composition is a kavya in one part and not a
kavya in another. It cannot be said that the connection with
defect in the case of a kâvya is avyäpya-vrttl, present in only a
part; either the whole kavya is a kavya or it is not a kavya.
Gunas are the qualities of the soul ( of poetry ) viz. dhvani,
just as courage etc. are (of the soul), and so cannot possibly
be the constituents of the body of poetry (sabda and art ha);
similarly alankaras only embellish the body, like the necklace,
etc., so they also cannot constitute the body of poetry; hence
guna and alankara should not form a part of the definition

The view of Visvanätha (fourteenth century) that only a
sentence endowed with rasa (sentiment) is kavya f rasavad eva
kavyam) is also not tenable, because thus kavyas in which
the vastu (plot, theme)r or alankara predominates would come
to be non~kavya, and this is not something desirable for this
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would result in the upsetting of the convention of great poets.
The force, fall, whirling, etc. of a current of water, and the
pranks of monkeys,, children, etc. are described by poets, and
it cannot be said that there is somehow some tinge oi'-rasa
even in these, for such a slight tinge of rasa can be found
in such dry non-poetic statements as 'Covv is going', 'Deer
is running ' and so is inefficacious; that is to say, is not
conducive to kavyatva. It may only be said here that every
artha can be classified as vibhava ( excitant ), anuhhava
(emotional response), or vyabhicarin ( passing mood), and so
there must be some element of rasa in every sentence.24

Another important problem discussed by Jagannätha is
that of rasa-nispatti. Jagannätha explains most of the inter-
pretations of Bharata's view by later writers and criticising
them finally follows the interpretation of Abhinavagupta, who
also in his Abhinavabharaii on the Nâtyasastra has given a
detailed and dialectical exposition of this point.35 The views
of Brnttalollata.Sarikuka, Bhattatauta,Bhattanäyaka, theNavyas
(moderns) and others are examined. Each gives his own inter-
pretation of nispatii (utpatti, anumiii, etc.,) and explains the
psychological reaction of the audience to a dramatic scene.

Jagannätha has criticised most the views of Appayya
Dîksita (latter part of the sixteenth century), one of the first--
rate Älarikärikas of the post-dhvani period Jagannätha refutes
in his Rasagangâdhara and Citramïmamsâ-khandana some
important views of Appayya Dîksita as expounded in his
Citramimarhsa and other works. In one of the introductory
verses of the Citramimarhsâ-khandana, Jagannätha emphasises
the logic of his refutations and challenges any one to meet
these in a dispassionate way. He has criticised Appayya Dîksita
in respect of the interpretation of certain stanzas so as to
bring out the suggested meaning and in connection with the
definition, classification and interpretation of figures of speech
and the like. Nâgesa (eighteenth century), Jagannätha's commen-
tator has tried to vindicate Appayya Dïksita's standpoint at

1-104
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places. The works of these writers provide a good
instance of the dialectical exercise in the sphere of Älarikära-
sâstra.

The works on Älarikära-sästra are far too numerous to
allow systematic treatment in a few pages. We have therefore
after briefly giving an account of the growth of dialectical
problems considered the discussion of two topics by two well-
known Älarikärikas, one of them Jagannatha being also under
the influence of Navya-Nyâya methodology. We may now
note the topic of dosas which has much in common with the
nigrahasthanas of dialectic. These give us some idea of
the minimum requirement expected of composition including
the language of debates and dialectical writings. The faults
mentioned by Bharata in his Natyasastra (16. 84) are;—-
(1) gadhartha, circumlocution or periphrasis, (2) arthantara^
irrelevant digression, (3) arthahma, incoherence or multiplicity
of meaning, (4) bhinnartha—(a) rusticity or want of refined
expression or (b) changing the desired sense by another sense,
(5) ekartha, tautology, (6) abhiplutartha, aggregation of complete
clauses or expressions without merging them into a complete
sentence, (7) nyayadapetam, defective logic, (8) visama, defective
metre, (9) visandhi, disjunction in which the words are not
well knit, (10) sabda-hlna, use of ungrammatical words.2 6

The faults expounded by Bhämaha in his Kavyalaiikara
(fourth Pariccheda) are : (1) apartha, absence of complete sense,
(2) vyartha, incongruity with the opposite, (3) ekartha, tautology
[punarukta), (4) sasamsaya, ambiguity, (5) apakrama, violation
.of syntactical regularity, ( 6 ) êabda-hïna, use of words not
approved by correct usage, (7) yati-bhrasta, deviation from
the rules of metrical pause, (8) bhinnavrtta, use of long or
short syllables in the wrong place in a metre, (9) visandhi,
disjunction of euphonic liaison when it is necessary, (10) desa-
kala-kala-loka-nyayagarna-virodhin, inconsistency in respect of
place,, time, the fine or mechanical arts, worldly practice, logic,
dharma-sästra. Bhämaha adds another fault from the stand-
point of the logic of poetry (in the fifth Pariccheda)—the dosa
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arising from a faulty logical proposition (pratijnä), a faulty-
middle term (hetu) and a faulty logical illustration (drsßnta).
In another context while discussing the general characteristics
of poetry (Kâvyalankara 1.37 ff ), Bhâmaha mentions ten other
defects which a poet should avoid, viz. (a) neyartha, far-
fetchedness, when the sense does not follow from the order
of the words, but has to be guessed from the general intention,
(b) klhta, remote or , intercepted expression, (c) anyartha,
disappearance of the sense, or arriving at the sense intended
by the omission of a part of the expression, (d) avacaka,
inexpressiveness, employment of round-about expressions to
denote something which is not their meaning by direct denota-
tion, (e) gudhasabdabhidhana, use of difficult and indirect
expressions, whose meaning cannot be understood without a
clue, ( f ) ayuktimatj impropriety e.g. making clouds, etc.
messengers, (g) sruti~dus\at indecent to hear, (h) artha-dmta,
implicitly indecent ( where a statement suggests the idea of
something indecent by means of words which denote it as
well ), (i) kalpanü-dustß, faulty conception, where in the alliance
of two words an undesirable sense is produced, (j) sruti-kasia,
unmelodious or harsh to the hearing.

A large number of these faults, it can be seen, have their
parallels in the nigrahasthanas enumerated in the Nyayasutra
(5.2) and other works on dialectic.27 From these we can
infer the minimum requirement of any style or expression.
There must not be unnecessary circumlocution or irrelevant
digression or tautology; ungrammatical or grammatically
wrong expressions should not be used. The words should be
able to express the meaning intended to be conveyed ancf
there should not be any ambiguity or violation of syntactical"
regularity. Nothing should be uttered which is not consistent
with place, time, worldly practice, logic and scriptures.
Words not widely known aud difficult expressions should be
avoided so that the meaning is not ambiguous or obscure.
There should be nothing expressly or implicitly indecent
Nothing impossible should be stated. The logic of the statement
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should not be faulty and the fallacies of the proposition
(pratijnâ), middle term (hetu) and illustration (drsianta) should
be avoided. The argument must be fully and systematically
presented. These are the minimum requirements of any normally
good speech, even when high excellence or poetical or oratorical
effect is not aimed at. Some of the principles of dialectical
criticism are common to all the branches of learning though
they have their own framework within which all dialectical
discussions are carried on.

As said before, every branch of learning has its own
methodology and pramanas. The works of almost all the sästras
have a dialectical character, the author always having in view
a critical inquirer or opponent who would question him at
every step, and so always anticipating questions as to why a
particular order is followed ift the treatment of topics and
justifying his method of treatment. We may consider, by way
of example, the method of treatment adopted in the Kamasutra
of Vätsyäyana. Even though it is a work primarily on erotics,
it discusses the purusàrthas ( good things ) aimed at and the
periods of life to be devoted to these. The author sîarts with
a salutation to dharma (rightouseness), artha (wealth), kama
(love) as these are the topics relevant to Kamasastra, and
to the äcäryas giving instruction in the traditional lore per-
taining to these as they are connected with this sâstra. The
author then mentions the tradition of the early äcäryas and
how the sâstra was handed down, and then enumerates the
topics he intends to discuss in this work. The Kamasutra 1. 2
gives a programme of divisions of life in which dharma, artha,
kama, moksa should be predominantly pursued. It gives a
justification for each statement and recommends how one
can get instruction regarding the acquirement of these. Kama
is defined as the operation of the sense-organs presided over,
by mind joined to the soul in respect of their respective
objects, and then explains hov it is restricted to sexual love
in particular (L 2. 11-12). An objection is raised as to why
oae should study Kamasastra when the lower animals in which
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also kama is at work can do without it, that is to say, when
it is instinctive; the author of the Kamasutra justifies the
need for the study of Kämasästra (I. 2. 21-24). In order to
establish the need for the purusarthas, Vâtsyâyana sets forth
forceful arguments against them and refutes them. He posits
a pürva-paksa that no one should think of pursuing dharma
which does not yield fruit immediately, and so which can be
said to be doubtful; • better a bird in hand than two in the
bush. Vâtsyâyana answers this by saying that one should not
be sceptical about the sästras; magical rites are seen to have
a result; moon, stars are seen to behave keeping in view the
people as if they were doing so intelligently; this could not
happen without the adrsta (unseen potency) resulting from
actions, good and bad; we find that the worldly career is
actually graduated according to the four stages of life, and
we find man abandoning a seed in hand for the grain that
he is to get in the future. Therefore one must practise dharma
(I. 2. 25-31). A similar discussion is enunicated with respect
to artha and kama especially in view of the fact that artha
is accidental and kama has its dangers, and these objections
are answered ( 1 . 2 32 ff). With regard to kama, the author
says that it is as necessary for the well-being of the body as
food is, and is the fruit of dharma and artha; only one must
safeguard against its dangers It is not that one does not serve
food because there are beggars to disturb or does not sow
seeds because there are animals to destroy them. One need
not cheat oneself of the pleasures of kama ( 1 . 2 . 48).

Again, Vâtsyâyana recommends that not only men but
women also must study Kämasästra before their marriage
or after marriage with the consent of the husband. He
does so because some äcäryas say that women need not study
Kämasästra since they are concerned with only its practice.
Vâtsyâyana's answer to them is that all practice is based on
theoretical knowledge and it is found in the case of horsemanship,
etc. that all may not be the knowers of vidyâ, yet they seek the
advice of experts and train their horses accordingly. All are not
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astronomers and astrologers, yet people do things on auspicious
days after consulting them. Theoretical knowledge always proves
to be a good restraint on practical behaviour, so even women
must acquire knowledge of Kämasästra from women in whom
confidence can be reposed, as for instance, from mother's sister,
elder sister, girl-friend of the same age and the like (1.3.1-35).
Vâtsyâyana mentions the vidyas which can be subservient to
Kämasästra and make it rich and fruitful (1.3.16).

We need not proceed further. Vätsyäyana has given "a
detailed exposition of everything connected with the problem
of sexual love; at times he himself anticipates an objection
why certain unwholesome practices have been dealt with and
explains that they are expounded so that people could keep
away from them just as the causes of diseases are described
in a work on medicine so that people could avoid them At
times such details are given (e.g. different types of kisses)
that one feels surprised at the use of the dialectical mode in
respect of such subjects as can scarcely be thought of as
coming within the range of dialectical scrutiny. This is true of
most of the sästras. But we can all th: same appreciate the
author's anxiety to discuss a topic fully so that no logical
objection can be raised against his treatment, and the dialectical
character of the works is a sufficient index of this intention
of the author.

The dialectical character of the works, moreover, gives
us an idea of the discussions and intellectual disputes carried
on in those days, the knowledge of which was essential
in the systematic exposition of topics, and also accounts for
the growth and progress in the different branches of knowledge.
The dialectical mode seems to have been indispensable in the
treatment of different subjects in ancient India. At some places
the discussion is of a highly scholastic and explicitly logical
character; at others it is simpler. The definition of the different
categories is generally examined dialectically and on the basis
of this the discussion proceeds leading to greater clarity
and precision.
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We can see from this review of works of different
branches of learning that progress in the treatment of the
subject—be it grammar or law or political science, medicine,
poetics or erotics—has been achieved by the dialectical
modes. We have seen in this and the preceding chapters how
dialectical criticism is an essential part of the development of
different vidyas.

NOTES

1 Aum namah Sukra-Brhaspatibhyâm. Prthivyä" läbhe pälane ca yâvanty
arthasästräni pürväcäryaib prasthapitâni prâyasas täni sarhhrtyaikam
idam arthasâstram krtam.-Arthasâitra 1.1.1 (university of Bombay, 1960).

2 Uktänukta-duruktärthacintäkiri tu värttikam—Hemacandra's definition
of vnrttika. See Lectures on PatanjaWs Mahäbhäsya, Vol. 1, Preface,
p. XXVIII ff—P. S. Subrahmanya Sastri (Second edition, 1960).

3 For details see Lectures on PatanjaWs Mahabhnsya, Vol. I, Preface,
pp. XXVIII ff-P. S. Subrahmanya Sastri; also Katynyana and Patanjali,
p. 48-F. Kielhorn.

4 Lectures on PatanjaWs Mahâbhïïsya, pp. XXXÏV ff—Yathâ îaukika-
vaidikesu (under vrddhir âd aie-1.1 1, sthänivad Sdeào'naîvidhau-1.1.56,
ekab porva-parayoh-6.1.84); yathâ loke under 6.1.84, ekaco dveprathama-
sya-6.1.1); lokavijfiänät siddham (under alontyät pürva upadhâ—1.1.65,
âcâryopasarjanas cantevâsi-6.2.36); lokavijftânan na siddhyati ( under
samäoa^kartrkayoh pûrvakâle-3.4.2]), guruvad guruputre (under sthâni-
vad âdeso'nalvîdhau-1.1.56); dharmasâstrarh ea tathâ (under sarapanâm
ekasesa ekavibhaktau-1.2.64), apavSdanyäyah (under 1.3.9), etc.

5 Vyäkhyätrtve'pi asya istyâdi-kathanena anvâkhyâtrtvâd itarabhasya-
vailaksanyena mahattvam.—Nâgoji Bhatia on Mahâbhnsya, 1.1.1.

6 Krte'tha Patafîjalinâ gurunâ tirtha-daréinâ,
sarvesarh nyâya-bïjânam Mahgbhasye niba.ndhanç....Vakyapadiya, 2.285.
Tac ca bhäsyani na kevalam vyâkaranasya nibandhanam yâvat sarvesâm
nyäya-bijänäm boddhavyam ity ata eva sarvanyâya-bîjahetutvâd eva
mahac-chabdena visisya Mahnbhäsyam ity ucyate loke.—Punyarâja on
the above,

7 Atha gaur ity atra kah sabdafi ? Kim yat tat säsna-längüla-kakuda-
khura-visânyartharuparh sa sabhah. netyâha, dravyam nama tat. yat
tarhi tad ingitam cestitarh nimisitam iti sa sabhah. nety aha, kriyä
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llama sä. yat tarhi tat suklo mlah kapilah kapota iti sa âabdab.
nety äha, guno nima sah. yat tarhi tad bhinnesv abhinnam chinnesv
acchinnam samänyabhatam sa sabdah. nety aha, akrtir nâma sg.
kas tarhi sabdah. yemccäritena sasnä-längüla-kakuda-khura-visanioäm
sampratyayo bhavati sa sabdah; atha vä pratita-padarthako loke dhvanih
sabda ity ucyate. tad yathä, ŝ bdam kuru, ma âabdarh karsi^, sabda-
käry ayam mäiiavakah iti dhvanirn kurvannevam ucyate. tasmat dhvanih
sabdah....Paspa'sahnika, p. 13 (P. S. Subrahmanya Sastri).

8 Ibid, pp. 37-38.
9 Ibid, pp. 50 ff.

10 See Vaiyükaranasiddhänta-manjiisä,pp% 171-172. (Compare the täntrika
descriptions of Vnk in works like Saradntilaka and other treatises.)

11 Na so'sti pratyayo loke yah sabdsnugamadrte,.
anuviddham iva jnänam sabdena bhasa.tG--Väkyapadiyay 1.124.
Sä sarva-vidyä-silpänäm kalänärh copabandhanï.
tadvaââd abhlnispannarh sarvam vastu vibhajyate..—Ibid,, 1.126.

12 Vayor ananäm jnänasya éabdatvâpattir isyate.
kaiscid darsanabhedo hi pravSdesv ana vas th it al?.. ~/ô/W, 1.108,

13 Vnkyapadlya, 2.57 ff.

14 For further details, see History of Sanskrit Poetics by P. V. Kane,
History of Sanskrit Poetics by S. K. De, Some Concepts of the Alah~
küra Sästra and 77ie Number of Rasas by V. Raghavan.

15 Kâvyàldhkâra 1, 13-15 of Bhâmaha,

16 Kävyäny api yai/mini vyâkhyâ-gamyâni sastravat,
utsavah sudhiyärn eva hanta durmedhaso hatâh.—Ibid. 2.20

17 Ibid 2. 86-87. Dandin, on the contrary, deals elaborately with these
(Kavyudarsa 2.235-272).

18 Kavyasyä"tma dhvanir iti budhair yah samsmnätapürvas,
tasyâ'bhavaiii jagadur apare, bhâktam ähus tarn anye;
kecid vacâm sthitam avisaye tattvam ucus tadiyam,
tena bramai sahrdaya-manah-pntayetat-svarapam.

tatra kecid äcaksiran-sabdärtha-sanrarh tavat kâvyam. tatra ca sabda-
gatäs cärutva-hetavo'nupräsadayah prasiddhä eva. arthagatäs copamä-
dayati; varoasanghatanadharmäs c a Ye màdhuryadayas tepi pratïyante.
tad-anatirikta-vrttayo vrttayo'pi ya^ kaiscid upanägarikädyäfj pra-
käsitab, ta api gatâh sravana-gocaram. ntayaé ca vaidarbhï-prabhrtayah;
tad-vyatiriktah ko' yam dhvanir närneti. anye brayuh—nasty eva dhvanih.
prasiddha-prasthâna—vyatirekinah kgvya-prakarasya kâvyatvahâneh.
sahrdayâhlâdHabd^rthamayatvam eve kävya-laksanam. na cokta-
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prasthänätirekino märgasya tat sambhavati. na ca tat~samayantah-
pätinah sahrdayân kârhscit parikalpya tatprasiddhyä dhvanau kâvya-
vyapadeéah pravartito'pi sakalavidvanmanogrâhitâm avalambate
bhâktam âhus tarn anye. anye tarn dhvani-sarhjnitam kavyâtmânam
guria-vrttir ity ahuh kecit punar-laksana-karana-sälinabuddhayo
dhvanes tattvam girâm agocaram sahrdaya-hrdaya-samvedyam eva
samäkhyätavantah.-Dhvanyâlcka, 1.1.

19 itaâ ca näntarbhäyah, yatah kâvya-viseso'ngï dhvanir iti kathitab;
tasya punar angäni—alankârâ gunâ vrttayaé ceti pratipädayisyante. na
càvayava eva prthagbhûto'vayavîti prasiddhah. aprthagbhâve tu tad-
angatvam tasya. na tu tattvam eva. yaträpi va tattvarii tatrâpi dhvaner
mahävisayatvän na tannisthatvam eva.—Dhvanyâloka,» 1. 13.

20 Bhaktyâ bibharti naikatvarh rapabhedâd' ayam dhvanib,
ativyäpter athâ'vyâpter na cä'sau laksyate tayâ. 14

uktyanta relia'sakyarfi y at tac carutvam prakâsayan,
sabdo vyaßjakatäm bibhrad dhvanyukter visayïbhavet. 15

radhâ ye visaye'nyatra sabdâh svavisayäd api,
lâvanyldyâh prayuktâs te na bhavaoti padam dhvaneji. 16.
väcakatvä"srayenaiva gunavrttir vyavasth;tâ,
vyafijakatvaikamalasya dhvaneb syâl laksaiiam katham. 18.
kasyacid dhvani-bhedasya sa tu syâd upalaksanarii,
laksane'nyaih krte câ*sya paksasarhsiddbir eva nah. 19.

—Ibid, 1. 14-16, 18-19,

21 Yd* pi sahrdaya-hrdaya-samvedyam anâkhyeyam eva dhvaner âtmSnam
âmnâsisuh, te pi na parïksyavâdinah, yata uktaya nïtyâ vaksyamânays
ca dhvaneh sâmânyavisesalaksane pratipâdite'pi yady anSkhyeyatv^
tat sarvesäm eva vastanâm tat prasaktam. yadi punar dhvaner
atisayoktyä'nayä kävyäntarätisäyi svarnpam äkhyayate tat te' pt
yuktäbhidhayina Qva.—Ibid. 1. 19.

22 Ibid. 3. 33. i have derived much help from Dr. K. Krishnamoorthy's
Translation of Dhvanyaloka (or Theory of Suggestion in Poetry) (Oriental
Book Agency, Poona, 1955) though I may have differed at places. I have
mostly adopted his renderings of the technical terms

23 Ramanïyatâ ca lokottarä"hlädajanaka--jfiäna-gocarata". lokottaratvam
cä hladagatas camatkäratvlparaparyäyo' nubhava-säksiko jâtiviéesah.
käranam ca tadavacchinno bhavanâ-vi§esah punah punaranusan-

1-105
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dhänätmä.. . .ittham ca camatkärajanaka-bhävanä-visayärtha-prati-
1 pâdakasabdatvam, yat pratipâditartha-visayaka-bhâvanâtvam camatkâra
janakatâvacchedakam tattvam, svavis ista-janakatävacchedakärtha-prati-
pâdakatâ-samsargena camatkaratvavattvam eva va kâvyatvam iti
phsLlitam.-Rasagangâdhara, Vol 1, pp, 7-8 ( Tilaka MahSrâstra Vidyâ-
pïtha, Poona ).

24l Ibid, pp. 11-16.
25 -See Nâtya-sâstra, with Abhinavabhnrati, Vol. 1, pp. 274 ff (GOS) and

- Rasagahgndhara, Vol. 1, pp. 54 ff,

26 See History of Sanskrit Poetics, Vol. 2, pp, 8 ff—S. K. De; and
Srhgâra-prakâsa, Part 2, pp. 229-233-V. Raghavan.

27 Compare also the thirty-two dosas mentioned in the Anuyogadvära,
pp. 261 ff ( Ägamodaya Samiti ).



CHAPTER

ACTUAL DEBATES AND CONTROVERSIES-

PHILOSOPHICAL, RELIGIOUS, SOCIAL

Leaving aside the technical side of the question we shall
examine here a few examples of debates and controversies record-
ed in Sanskrit literature, these being of a philosophical^fligious,
social or legal type. We shall see that these debates ara generally
covertly or overtly governed by the rules and procedure^Jaid
down for discussions and controversies.

We find a, number of controversies recorded in the
Upanisads, and Buddhist and Jaina scriptures. We have already
very briefly referred to a few of them as also to the famous
dialogue between Janaka and Sulabhä. Dirinäga is credited
with having achieved the conquest of the world. Just as a
universal monarch could bring under his sway the whole of
India, so the successful victor in debates could become the
propagater of his creed all over India. Debates and
controversies were an outstanding feature of public life in
ancient India. They were often arranged with great pomp and
ceremony in the presence of the king and a large audience of
people—monks and laymen. And the fate of the debater and
even of his creed depended on the result of the debate. Dirinäga
is said to have won his fame as a great logician in a
famous debate with a brâhmana called Sudurjaya at the
Nälandä monastery. After that he travelled from monastery to
monastery, teaching, writing and partaking in public debates.
This was true of most of the äcäryas and dialecticians, whose
works bear testimony to this fact—they are written in the form
of a controversy between two or more opposing parties.

We may note at the outset the details of the classic
controversy between &arikaräcärya and Mandana Misra whose
pet birds too chirped in philosophical language. The controvers)
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is described in detail in Canto 8 of Sankara-digvijaya of
Vidyâranya.

It may be stated at the very outset that Nîlakantha, Bhatta
Bhäskara, and even Mandana according to some, who are said
to have entered into a philosophical debate or controversy
with éarikara, could not have been contemporaries of âarikara,
and so also Kumàrila referred to in Vidyäranya's Sankara-
digvijaya. Thus there is no historical truth in these accounts,
but they are nevertheless important as illustrating debates and
dialectical modes and it is only thus that note is taken of
them here.

éarikarâcârya desired a controversy with Kumàrila who
very humbly directed him to Mandana. éarikara told Mandana
in clear terms that as a sannyasin having a right to alms he
did not want ordinary alms (bhiksa) but he wanted discussion
on condition that he who was defeated should become the
£i |dpte of the other. Thus there would be a thorough exami-
nation of the relative merits of the path of ritualistic
practice as taught in the Vedas and the Brahmanas and the
path of renunciation as described in the Upanhads. Mandana
was confident of himself that he would never renounce his
Vedic way of life and resort to the life of a muni (recluse),
yet he had all along been wishing for a fine debate with an
expert exponent of the life of renunciation, so this proposal
was a matter of joy for him. All their learning and scholarship
in the sastras would get a chance to assert itself and would
thus be blessed (36-45). But Mandana was anxious to appoint
a madhyaslha (judge) who would decide the result of the debate.
A debate after all is not meant for merely drying the throat
with loud speeches, for what the two parties in a controversy
aim at is victory. In a debate, the two parties take up different
and opposite positions, so a madhyastha is indispensable in
such a debate in order to judge the respective theses or
propositions, to decide what sort, of proof is required and
such other details. He wanted Jaimini and Vyâsa who were
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with him to act as judges, but they suggested that Mandana's
learned wife Sâradâ should play the role (46-51).

The next day the debate starts with Säradä as the
madhyastha. Sankara sets forth his thesis : " The one pure
Brahman which is existence and sentience, is alone ultimately
real and being enveloped in the vast Avidya, it appears as
the world of appearance, just as nacre appears as silver;
Nirvana which has no origin signifies the state of self-realisation
in which the world of appearance along with knowledge is
dissolved, and which is attained by the knowledge of Brahman.'
He points out Vedanta (Upanisads) as the pramana in support
of his thesis and agrees to give up his mode of life as a
sannyasin and don white garments if he is defeated in this
debate (57-62). Mandana refutes this by arguing that Vedäntic
scriptures are no proof regarding the Sentient Being as there
is no consistency in them It is the earlier portion of the
Veda that is authoritative and it can be seen that the scriptures
enjoin action. He asserts that emancipation can be attained
by actions which are to be performed as long as one's life
lasts. He also agrees to give up his way of life if he is
defeated. Thus installing intelligent Sâradâ as the madhyastha,
they start indulging in the jalpa (disputation) type of debate
with an eye on victory (57-66).

The two debaters devoted almost the whole day to their
discussion or disputation. The lady-judge had to attend besides
to house-hold duties. Whenever required to do so, she would
put garlands of flowers round their necks saying that the
garland of the defeated person would fade and thus she would
be able to decide to whom victory or defeat went. Thus the
debate continued for five or six days with a break only for
lunch and such other necessary functions. Each was eager to
defeat the other, but neither bore any ill will or malice towards
the other. The debate grew in strength each day and was
attended by a larger audience each day. Both appeared cheerful
and neither showed any signs of nervousness or embarrassment
like perspiration, shivering or gazing in the sky; and neither,
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failing to find an appropriate answer, resorted in anger to
verbal casuistry or quibbling (yak-chala) (67-73).

Sarikara finding that Mandana's scholarship stood the test
of reason, reproaches him as one who has not clearly shown
the stages (kaksà) of the controversy in the presence of the
learned men. Incited by this Mandana desiring to refute the
Advaitic doctrine tells Sarikara that he can find no proof in
support of the absolute unity of the individual soul and the
Highest Reality—the thesis set forth by Sarikara (76). Sarikara
in turn cites as authority the Upanisadic passages in which
Uddälaka and such other teachers impart this doctrine to their
pupils —Svetaketu and others (77 ) . Mandana replies that
utterances like KTat tvam asp are not meant to convey any
meaning but are meant to be muttered for the destruction of
sins like charms like 'Hum', 'Fat', etc. Ankara 's answer is that if
their meaning could not be understood as in the case of 'Hum'
etc., then only could they be meant for mutterance (japa).
But their meaning is clear, so how could this be their . only
purpose ? To this Mandana argues that such statements
convey the unity of jiva (individual soul) and Isvara (Supreme
Being) (God) only apparently; they are really meant to praise
the performer of the sacrifice and so are subservient to acts
or injunctions, éarikara retorts that a sentence in the Karma-
kanda (section dealing with rites) may perhaps be subservient
to injuncions, but he fails to understand how a statement in
the Jnanakanda ( section dealing with knowledge ) could be
subservient to action. To this Mandana says that these state-
ments may be to the effect that the soul should be looked
upon as the Highest Self—Supreme Being, but this is only for
the perfection of the rite, just as we are enjoined to look
upon the mind or sun as Brahman; such statements may enjoin
us to look upon what is not Brahman as Brahman but they
can never be regarded as proof of the real unity of the
individual soul and the Highest Self—Supreme Being (78-82).
Sarikara argues against this that there is no injunction in lTat
tvam asl ' as we have in the case of ' One should look upon
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the mind as Brahman/ etc. and so no intelligent person would
interpret ' Tat tvam asi' and the like as injunctions enjoining
upasana ( meditation ). Mandana then puts forth a fresh
argument : Just as on the basis of a statement about fruit in
the form of l being well-established ' (pratistha), it is
possible to postulate an injunction about the performance of
Rairisatra, similarly the fruit in the form of becoming Brahman
having been spoken of, it is possible to suppose an injunction
like 'Being desirous of becoming Brahman one should acquire
the knowledge of Brahman';1 and thus even statements like
1 Tat tvam asi' can be subservient to injunctions of action,
otherwise they would be meaningless. Sarikara retorts that in
that case emancipation would be the fruit of action in the
form of upasana and so would be perishable like heaven, etc.
Morever, upasana being a mental act is conative; it can be
done, not done or done otherwise, whereas knowledge is
invariably produced if its causal apparatus is present and
straightaway leads to emancipation (83-85).

Mandana then chaûges his ground : Such statements as
1 Tat tvam asi' may not enjoin upasana, but they cannot be
cited as supporting the unity of jiva and Jsvara; they merely
show their resemblance, éarikara refutes this by analysing it.
Dp the statements show resemblance inasmuch as both are
sentient or because they have qualities like omniscience, ubiqui-
tousness, etc. ? In the former case, it is too well known to require
any exposition.* In the Jatter .case, Mandana's own view
would be contradicted as that interpretation would result in
the unity of jiva and Jsvara. + Hence statements like 'Tat tvam
asi} must be interpreted to teach the unity of jiva and Jsvara.
Mandana then argues that such statements can urge their
resemblance in respect of such qualities of the soul as pleasure,
knowledge, etc. ( which are not known as they are obscured
by Avidyâ), on the strength of eternality alone. There should
be no difficulty here. Sarikara answers that in that case one
should not be obstinate or dogmatic about the view that the

* Çf, Siddhasâdhana, + Cf. viruddha.
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statements propound that the two are different. Asa matter of
fact, Mandana himself has removed the doubt as to why \hcjiva
does not appear as the Supreme by speaking of the obscuration
caused by Avidya. Mandana then argues that their resemblance
extends only up to sentiency. By stating that the cause of this
world is sentient, the statement repudiates the stand of the
Sämkhyas and others who maintain that Prakrti, atoms and
the like insentient principles are the ultimate causes of the
world. Whereon Sarikara rejoins that statements like ' He
observed' (sa aiksata), etc. remove all doubt as to the ultimate
cause being insentient, so it is futile to raise this question
again(86-91).

Mandana than puts forth an argument on the strength of
our empirical experience. That the statements should propound
the unity of the individual soul and the Supreme Being is
contradicted by our empirical perceptual experience and so
these statements should not be accepted as such. On the
contrary such statements should be looked upon as subservient
to injunctions regarding svadhaya ( s tudy) and thus as useful
in japa (mutterance). Sarikara answers that if the senses were
to give us knowledge of difference or duality, the vedic state-
ment abont unity would be certainly contradicted. But bheda
or difference is not an object of direct knowledge, so how
could its knowledge contradict Vedic statements about unity?
Mandana argues : In cognitions like < I am different from the
Lord ' (bhinno'ham lead) we know difference as an epithet or
qualification of the individual soul. Thus even in the absence of
any contact between the senses and difference, there must be
visesanata sannikarsa between them leading to the cognition
of the negation of the Lord in the soul. Sarikara answers that
if mere visesanata sannikarsa sufficed, all things could be
directly known—even a jar intercepted by a wall. But this
is not true. Hence visesunata sannikarsa can lead to the know-
ledge of bheda only when the substratum of bheda is in contact
with the sense-organs, but in the present case we find that
the soul is not in contact with the sense-organs. Mandana
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argues that it i s wrong to say that the soul which is the sub-
stratum .of bheda has no contact with the sense-qrgans.^ Citta
(mind) and atman (soul) both being substrates can be substrates
of conjunction (samyoga). Sarikara answers that the soul could
be ubiquitous or atomic. In either case its contact with divisible
things-is not possible. Mandana should be aware of this; after
all he was not a yogin.1 It is- observed that only things having
constituent parts (savayava) can come into contact with things
having constituent parts. Up to now Sarikara has accepted for
the sake of argument that mind is a sense-organ, but as a
matter of fact it is not a sense-organ, it only helps tfie sense-
organs to perceive, as light does. Thus rebuffed Mandana
argues that if-the cognition of difference (bheda) does not
arise from the sense-organs it must be of the nature of the
witness-self. As such how could statements like ' Tat tvamasi*
be capable , of teaching the unity of jiva and' Isa as there
would still be conflict with the cognition of bheda (difference).
Sarikara answers this by saying: True,perception, which is o f
the nature of the witness-self, shows the bheda of jivq, and
Isa as possessed of Avidya arid Maya respectively; Sruti on
the- other hand shows »he mity of the absolutein jiva znd
Isvara; so there is no conflict between the two. And if there
is any conflict, the initial perception being weak is fit to be
set .aside by the final and more powerful Sruti according to
the set rule offsetting aside-or demolishing. Mandana rejoins
that even so the Sruti regarding unity would be in conflict
with the following inference ; Jiva has difference described by
Brahman, because it is non-omniscient, like jar (ayam brahma-
nimpitenabhedena yukto ghaßdivat-lO2)\ Sarikara argues, ' ' I s
this difference that is proved real or imaginary? In the former
case there would be absence of illustration (—the fallacy of
drstantasiddha), because jar and the like are lacking in tjjie
said difference and are not the adjuncts (pratiyogin) of it. If
the latter be accepted, imaginary difference is recognised by
us also, and it is not necessary to prove it (—otherwise there
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would be the fault of siddhasadhand)" Mandana answers this
by saying that what is to be proved is the jiva's being the
substratum of difference described by Brahman, and this is
certainly found in jar etc. and is not contradicted by sva-
pratyaya, knowledge of the seif. Thus there is not the fault
of lack of illustration and because Sarikara does not accept
that difference cannot be sublatedby knowledge of the self, it.
has to be proved, and so the argument is faultless, âarikara
refutes this argument also : What is meant by {sva ?—the self as
possessed of pleasure, etc. called the individual soul, or the
soul bereft of them ? If the former, this is what éarikara him-
self accepts and so it is not necessary to prove i t In the latter
case, again there will be drsßnta-hüni ( lack of illustration )
as the jar etc being just fictions of ignorance in the self
bereft of pleasure etc. are capable of being sublated by the
knowledge of the self and so there is no bheda (difference)
which cannot be sublated by the knowledge of the self. Mandana
explains that when he mentioned bheda, he meant bheda not
due to any adventitious factor (upadhi), so it was necessary
to prove it, and there could not be the fault of siddha-sadhana
(proving what is already established). Sarikara regards the
difference of Isvara and jiva as due to an adventitious factor,
but regards the difference of jar and Isvara as not due to an.
adventitious factor, so the fault of drsianta-hani could not be
said to be present. At this point arikara rejoins that he regards.
Avidyaas an adventitious factor {upadhi) responsible for even
the difference of Isvara and jar, and that not being present in
the state of the knowledge of the self, there would bodrsfinta-
hani. Moreover, in the inferences put forth by Mandana,
jadatva (insentiency) is an upadhi; jar etc. being cognised as
insentient are false, so their cognition cannot be set aside by
Ajnïïna which is the cause of jar and its difference; here their
being possessed of difference which cinnot be sublated by
knowledge of the self is due to jadatva which is thus an
upâdhi, and there is the fallacy of vyapyatvasiddha Moreover,
£n argument like the following can counter-balance the inference
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regarding the self being different from the Highest—The self
is not different from the Highest, because it is sentient, like
the Highest. Thus Mandana's aigument is a counter-balanced
one(102-107).

Mandana then attempts to show that these fallacies are
not there in his argument: Sarikara holds that the difference
of soul (from Brahman) can be sublated by the knowledge of
Brahman, but that it cannot be sublated by the cognitioö of
jar, Qtc. whereas Mandana wishes to prove that the difference
fronr> Brahman which knows no transmigration, cannot be
sublated by the knowledge of Brahman, so there is not the fault
of siddha-sadhana as also of drsianta-hani as »Sarikara himself
recognises that such difference cannot be sublated by the cogni-
tion of jar, etc. Sarikara in order to clarify the position asks ; *Is
it not sublated by a]I knowledge of the dharmin (i.e. Brahman)
or by the cognition of some souls? Now it is recognised that
even the difference of the soul from jar and the like is sublated
by the knowledge of Brahman, so it cannot be said that it is
not sublated by all knowledge of Brahman. Thus there would
he drsißnta-hani and the first alternative is not feasible. In
the second-case the souls are different from jar, etc. as they
are from Brahman and Sarikara and his adherents also accept
that the difference of souls from Brahman cannot be sublated
by the soul's cognition of jar. Therefore there is the fault of
ùddhasadhanù Again, what is meant by the dharmin ( thing,
subject)—the qualityless or the qualified? Not the latter, because
difference is recognised as something that cannot be sublated
by its cognition and there would be the fault of siddha-sadhana.
Nor is the former alternative possible, because it would involve
a fault whether it is regarded as cognised or not. Is the
qualityless Brahman the paksa (subject) of the inference when
cognised or not cognised ? In the latter case we would have
the fallacy of asrayüsiddha; in the former case, the absolute
being established as different from the souls, there would
follow the violation of the Vedanta-praniäna giving us know-
ledge of the dharmin (Brahman), and so there being conflict
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with the Veda, there would be the fallacy of badhita (108-111).

Mandana rebuffed OJ man} grounds and unable to refute
i'arikara's argument, sets forth an argument based on Sruti
passages. Sruti passages like 'Dva suparna sayuja sakhaya...'
refer to the difference of soul and God, one of whom eats
the pippala, while the other does not. Many such passages
are in conflict, with passages propounding non-difference.
Sankara.answers that in respect of the difference of the Highest
and the individual soul which is established by perception and

.which does not yield any fruit, the Sruti passages cannot be
a proof, because even according to the Mïmârhsakas, the Sruti
is authoritative inasmuch as, it yields unique or new knowledge-;
otherwise1 an arthavada passage (intended merely tô praise or
condemn'} though it does not intend to convey its literal
meaning would be pramana (proof) . Mandana argues that
as a Srut} sentence giving us information about a thing already
known frbin the Smrtis is recognised as proof as being their
source, so a sentence speaking about a thing (e g. difference)
which is already .established by perception must be regarded
as a proof as being its basis. Sarikara rejoins : Sruti is a proof
in respect qf thj&gs,, known from the Smrti not because it is
its source,Vbut because it gives unique knowledge as the know-
ledge of the things discussed in the Smrti was originally derived
from the Sruti; that J S all the more reason why Sruti should
not be a proof because it is the source in respect of ~ things
known by a person who has no inkling of the knowledge of
the Sruti, that is to say, in respect of bheda (difference) which
is known by pereption and the like by the ignorant. Up to
now Sarikara has accepted Mandana's position that the Sruti
asserts the difference of jlva and Tsvara; but as a matter of
fact, the Sruti distinguishes the. soul from buddhi (intellect)
and says that it is free, from the mundane state involving
pleasure, pain, etc. Mandana objects : If the Sruti be said to
speak of the difference of buddhi and embodied soul and not
of the difference of embodied soul and Isvara, how could the
Sruti asserting the enjoyership of an insentient entity (buddhi)
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be regarded as authoritative, éarikara answers that there should
be no scope for doubt as the Paingya-rahasya Brahmana itself
explains this by saying that that which eats or enjoys is the
sattva (buddhi) and that which looks o.i is the witness soul.
Mandana's contention is that even in this Brahmana, sottva
denotes the embodied soul and ksetrajna denotes Paramatman
( the Highest Self), and so the sentence could not have any
other meaning. Sarikara explains that from-the sentence of the
Paingya-rahasya, 'Tad etat sattvarh yena svapnam pasyaty atha
yo'yam sanra upadrasta sa ksetrajnas tav etau sattva-ksetra-
jnau' (That is the sattva by which it sees dreams and that
which is the embodied witness is the ksetrajna), it can be seen
that ' sattva ' means citta (mind) and ksetrajna refers to the
embodied'soul who is the witness. Mandana in turn contends
that he who is the agent of the act of seeing a dream is the
individual soul and the witness of ihe dream who is referred
to by the word ' ksetrajna' is the omniscient God. éarikara's
argument against this is that the affix 'tin' denotes the subjecf,
so the instrumental case must be accepted as signifying the
instrument. The seer is qualified as 'sârïra' (embodied), so he
could not be Isvara. Mandana again argues that 4 ear'Ira '
means that which is in the body. Cannot the omnipresent
Lord be denoted by the word 'sanra'7 Sarikara objects that
Isvafa staying in places other than the body also cannot be
termed {sanra '; ether being ubiquitous, is present in the body
also,, still no one calls it 'sârïra \ Mandana answers that in
that case the Vedic mantra would be rendered inauthoritative.
If the mantra be taken as speaking of intellect and embodied
soul instead of soul and God, then it would be referring to
the insentient buddhi (intellect) as 'eating', 'enjoying' etc. How
could such a mantra be authoritative? Sarikara answers that
the power to-burn is ascribed, to iron which normally does

- Dot burn, on account of its contact with fire; similarly because
it is-permeated by sentience, the insentient buddhi can be said
to be the enjoyer.

Mand ana again contends that we have Sruti passages saying
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that the individual soul and the Highest Self are different;
for instance, it is said in the Katha Upanisad that jlva and
Isvara are as completely different as shade and light are. The
Katha Upanisad\s reference to ' the two drinking rta ' can be
regarded as setting aside Sruti passages speaking of unity.
Sarikara answers that a Sruti passage speaking of difference
which is empirically established cannot set aside a Sruti passage
speaking of unity; on the contrary, the latter speaking .of
something unique is more powerful and so can SQÎ aside the
former. This appears to be something strange to Mandana.
The Sruti passage about difference is supported by other sources
of knowledge like perception, so it can very well set aside
the passage about unity whose object is contradicted by other
pramanas or sources of knowledge. Sarikara rejoins, "Oh leader
of the wise, other pramanas cannot render Sruti stronger. On
the contrary, it would mean that Sruti gives knowledge of
something which falls within the scope of other pramanas,
and is therefore not unique; giving knowledge of a thing
already known, the Éruti would be rendered weaker or even
apramana (non-valid)" (112-130).

In this way, the dignified controversy goes on between the
two, till on seeing Mandana's garland faded éâradâ invites
them for food and tells Sarikara that Durväsas had inflicted a
curse on her-— Sarasvatî—which was to continue till Sarikara's
victory. This having occurred, she starts to go to her original
residence. But éarikara stops her with the help of aranya*
durgamantra, because he desires to defeat her also not for
proving his omniscience, but in order to establish his own
doctrine as the only true one (131-134).

Then Mandana very humbly raises a question as to how
the great Jaimini's teachings could be false, whereon Sarikara
reconciles the teaching of the Purva Mïmâmsa Sïïtra with that
of the Brahma-sUtra. Actions are important inasmuch as they
purify the mind and make it fit for the higher pursuit and the
Pârva Mimamsa does not deny God but only contends that
the existence of God cannot be demonstrated by inference as
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the Nyäya-Vaisesika holds. Hearing this interpretation, ail are
pleased—Mandana and the sabkdpatis ( presidents ) including
Säradä (-ninth canto, 2-16). Later Säradä also is eager fora
controversy with Sarikara though the latter is reluctant, as the
great-famed do not enter into a debate with women. But the
lady pleads that if one wants to preserve one's own doctrine
against others, one must discuss with all including women.
Did not Yâjnavalkya discuss with Gârgî and King Janaka
with Sulabhâ? Where they not great and famous? (9.53-61).
Sarikara and Säradä discuss almost continuously for seventeen
days, the discussion being couched in clever flowing words.
Säradä finding no other way of victory, asks him questions
pertaining to the science of Erotics. Sarikara asks for a month's
time for preparation—this was a practice in debates—after
which Säradä could never claim to be an expert in the science
of Erotics.3 This latter part of the episode appears to be
strange and unbelievable.

The fifteenth canto of this work gives a description of
the digvijaya (conquest) of Sarikara in the field of philosophical
discussion. He moved from one place to another defeating
rival thinkers-Sâktas and others. An account is given of his
controversy with Nïlakantha, a Saiva poet who sets forth and
attempts to prove his view in the presence of Sarikara. Sarikara
refutes his statements. Then Nïlakantha, instead of defending
his position attacks Sarikara's doctrine of Absolute Non-dualism.
His contention is that Sarikara's exposition of Vedântic passages
like 'Tat ivam asV (That thou art) is not amenable to leason.
Jlva and Isvara being as unlike each other as darkness and
light cannot be one. The analogy of sun and its reflection
cannot solve this difficulty. Vyomasiva and other Päsupata
teachers have shown that the reflection in the mirror or water
is false, so the question of unity does not arise at all. Even
the followers of Sarikara hold that the reflection of the face
in a mirror is different from the original face and is there-
fore false (15.43-45). It is not true to say that the ignorance
of jiva and the omniscience of Jsvara, which are contradictory
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qualities, being fictions of Maya, will be sublated; and jlva
and Isvara both being equally of the nature of pure sentience,
their unity alone is real. Difference (bheda) which is established
by hundreds of proofs cannot be sublated, otherwise there
would be nothing like difference; if 'horseness' (hayaiva) and
'cowness' (gotva) which are contrary are sublated, horse and
cow will be necessarily one. If it is not desirable to give up
what is established by proofs, then it is not also desirable to
set aside the difference of jiva and Isvara which is established
by our experience, viz. I am not God' (46-48).

Sarikara defends his own position by saying that the
contradiction is only in the literal meaning of the expression
and not in the indicated meaning arrived at through it. If
the contradiction is averted by bkäga-laksana (partial renuncia-
tion of the expressed meaning) as in 'so'sau* (This is tha t ) ,
the two words^ can be seen to refer to one thing. The contin-
gency urged wi1! not arise; there is no proof demonstrating
the oneness of horse and cow, so that by bhâga-laksana
the two could be understood as one. Nîlakantha argues that
there is nothing besides ignorance and omniscience which
constitute the nature of jlva and Isvara respectively so that
on the strength of it laksana ( ii dication ) could be resorted
to in 'Tat.tvam asi\ Sarikara answers this by saying that these
respective characters of jlva and Isvara are imaginary, hence
it has to be accepted that the substratum on which they are
superimposed is necessarily real. Even Nîlakantha would
accept that the objects—body, etc. right up to aham (ego) are
insentient; these being eliminated, whai remains of the .character
of jlva has to be accepted as uniform and that is i ts real
character. It can be established by reasoning that the world
is false since it is indescribable. Some real character has to
be accepted as its substratum and that has to be accepted as
the character of Isvara. Thus both the characters, ignorance
and omniscience, cannot be real or not due to an adventitious
factor {upadhi). The crystal by itself cannot be said to have
redness which it assumes from the japâ flower. If the cogni-
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tions of difference be true, the Sruti would not say that
he who perceives difference has reason to fear,5 as he alone
who conceives wrongly is in danger of association with some-*
thing undesirable (49-58). If non-difference though expounded
in the Sruti be false, knowledge of non-difference could not be
termed a purusartha 4 Wrong conviction of the type *I am
not Siva' (asivo'ham) is set aside by the scriptures, just as
our perception of the moon as of the size of a span is set aside -
by the texts of the sciences. Thus one has to admit that our
imagination of difference though ordinarily uncontradicted'
can be sublated, but one can never admit the denial of the
knowledge of the oneness of the individual soul and the Highest
Self which is established by Sruti. No source of knowledge is
known which is more authoritative than the Vedic word, so
what is conveyed by it cannot be set aside (59-60).

At this stage, Nllakantha argues that the rsi-s (sages) have
given diverse expositions of the Highest Self and the reality
of purusartha. How couid Sarikara setting aside different views
be dogmatic about the acceptance of one view alone, viz. that
of Kevalädvaita (Absolute Non-dualism)?Sarikara answers that '
there is a rule of interpretation that when there is a conflict
with the stronger proof of Sruti, the statements of the Smrtis
which are less authoritative have to be rejected or explained
so as to be in agreement with the Sruti statements Utterances
of rsi-s which are in conflict with the Vedas cannot be regarded '
as authoritative (61-62).

Nïlakantba rejoins that an utterance of a rsi which is
logically sound should be as much acceptable as a Êruti state-
ment. It is but proper that the soul should be different in each
body because the pleasure, pain, etc. of each are different from
those of another and one does not experience the pleasure,
pain, etc, of another. Thus there should be a plurality of souls.
The ultimate goal is not moksa as conceived by Sarikara, but
the extinction of pain, as all pleasure is adulterated with pain
and should be avoided like poisoned food (63-66). Sarikara

1-107
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then refutes these arguments : Pleasure, pain etc. are attributes
of the mind so they cannot prove the souls to be different;
they can only prove the existence of different minds in different
bodies. Thus there is the fault of paksavrtti hetu or reason
not existent in the paksa (subject), or the fallacy of asiddha
(unreal reason,) in Nllakantha's argument. It is more reasonable
to hold that agentship (kartrta) is present in the insentient
body on account of its association with sentience and that
grass, etc. cannot be agents on account of the absence of this.
Sensuous pleasures arising out of objects are certainly mixed
with pain, but the imperishable bliss of Brahman is not so
adulterated, and it is this that is to be regarded as the purusà-
rtha ( desired end ) and not the petty extinction of pain_
(£7-69). Thus by a number of statements supported by reasoning, :
éarikara established his own view, and simultaneously won
over the Saiva by his statements smashing the rival's system
oT thought. Nïlakantha became a follower of éarikara, along
with his disciples (70-71) . There is also an account o f
éarikara's controversies with Bhatta Bhäskara (80ff) and the
Jainas and such others.

It may be noted in passing that we have similar accounts
of the intellectual digvijayas (conquests) of Rämänuja, Vallabha,
Madhva and others. Even from the times of Buddha and
Mahâvira this practice was in vogue of a teacher entering into
an intellectual contest with another and he who was defeated
became along with his disciples a follower of the one who
was victorious or could convince the other. Indrabhuti and
others whose account is found in the Avasyaka Niryukti and
the Ganadharavada of the Viseßvasyakabhüsya are instances
in point.

We have, moreover, an interesting play by Jayanta Bhatta,
the author of the Nyaya-Manjan, called Agamadambara as
also Sanmatanataka. It presents almost throughout controversies
held between thinkers of rival parties, including one such debate
sponsored by King Sarikaravarman (883-902) of Kashmir and
bis queen. The play presents the adherents of different schools
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of philosophy as they prevailed during the life-time of the
autHor—the Bauddha, the Jaina, the Cârvâka, the Mïmârhsâ,
the Nyâya-cum-Saiva, the Ägama (chiefly Pâncarâtra) and the
depraved sects of \\\Q Saiva, and the Nïlâmbara. The very first
Act presents a debate between Sarikarsana (a Snâtaka well-
versed in the Vedas, the Vedârigas and the Mîmâmsâ, who 15
later put in charge of religious affairs by the king) and Dharmo-
ttara (-a Buddhist), at which Visvarupa and other scholars of
repute are present. The prasnikas lay down the methods,
standards and decorum to be followed in the debate. * Perhaps
in order to save time, Sarikarsana is allowed to summarise the
'purvapaksa', the Buddhist view which he had overheard while
Dharmottara was imparting instruction to his disciple, Dharnicr:

ttara approves of Sarikarsana's summary of the Buddhist doctrines
and the latter opens his reply by showing that the doctrine af
Ksanabhariga could not be proved for lack of hetu. Dharmottara
points out the hetu and the discussion goes on till in the heat
of the exchange between the masters, the pupils of the two
get excited and are about to assault each other physically.

All others intervene and the debate continues till the
prasnikas do not want any more debating on the point of
Jvsanabharigaväda which has been ably refuted but want
Vijnânavâda to be put to debate. The arguments go on and
again the Bauddha Bhiksu is silenced by Sarikarsana, who leaves
for his bath with the permission of the prasnikas but only
after telling Dharmottara that the Buddhist way of thinking
and living is of no use for the attainment of salvation, but
it might well be followed by hypocrites as a means of liveli-
hood. Similarly, in the third Act, there is a very interesting
debate between Vrddhäubi, a Cârvâka, and Dharmasiva
Bhattâraka, a master of Nyàya and Vaisesika, in the peaceful
and beautiful Saivàsrama of the latter. The problems of God

* Nyâyyûm ced abhidhiyate parimitam siddhantabijam vaco,
heyam cec chala jâti-nigrahapada-pr ayant kaihädambaram;
na dveso hrdi vâci no parusatn na bhrüvibhedo miikhe,
sädhünäm yadi vada esa tad ime sarvatra sabhya vayam.
—Agamadambara I 25 (Mithila Institute Darbhangay 1964)
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being the creator of the world, of anumana (inference) being
a pramana, reality of samanya ( universal ), existence after
death, karman and rebirth are discussed in the course of the
debate. Vrddhämbi who is silenced says that he would discuss
some time later and wants to leave. But Dharmasiva stops him
saying that he would prove God on the basis of the Ägamas.
Vrddhämbi refuses to accept the Ägamas as authoritative. At
this stage, Dharmasiva, who feels fatigued, asks Sarikarsana
to continue the discussion which goes on for quite a longtime
(III. 31-41). On this question again, Vrddhämbi is silenced.
In the fourth act the question of the Bhägavata Ägama
is thrashed out in a debate. The Queen has nominated
Sähata alias Dhairyaràsi as umpire (siheya) in the debate
between the Vaidikas and the other schools (the Ägamas). An
officer Manjira announces Dhairyaräsi, who is pleased to see
that assembly which appears to have brought Brahmaloka to
Bhäratavarsa. He praises that place where all branches of
knowledge, all kinds of observances, austerities and penances
flourish (IV. 14). Dhairyaräsi is acclaimed by all the scholars
present. Dhairyaräsi places before them the subject of the

.controversy, viz. Are Pâflcarâtra and other Ägamas authoritative
or not? Given leave by all the sides, Dhairyaräsi agrees to
pose the arguments for and against the Ägamas on being
assured lhat no one would interrupt him unasked. Dhairyaräsi

. does this task remarkably well and at length till almost the
end of the play. First the Mïmâmsâ view of Veda as anadi
and apauruseya is considered. As against this the Nyäya view
of God as the creator of the Veda is propounded. That
single God may be known as Brahma, Visnu or Rudra and
He may be the single author of all kinds of Agarnas. If
apparent contradictions could be explained they could similarly
be explained in the Ägamas too. Moreover, they are all one
so far as the ultimate good, emancipation or salvation, is
concerned Their difference should be taken as one of diversity
of path or approach, like the several doors to a single house,
and it is by virtue of His compassion and abundance of
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knowledge that the Lord has shown so many paths to suit
diverse kinds of people. The one God by His own free will,
takes manifold forms as Pasupati, Kapila, Visnu, Sarikaisana,
Jina, Buddha and Manu and teaches the different Ägamas
( IV. 56-57). Thus the arguments which prove the Veda as
the work of an Apia, prove also the Agamas to be likewise.
Whether the Agamas are without beginning like the Veda or they
are man-made, they should not be attacked out of jealousy,
but should be accepted as authoritative on a par with any
other reasonable utterance. They have not been expounded
out of avarice or delusion, or for duping the people; and the
tradition followed by the people devoted to them cannot be
devoid of ultimate basis; nor have they been deluded by them.
It is concluded, in order to safeguard against false claims
to being authoritative, that where tradition has flowed
uninterrupted from the hoary past, from which the noble ones
have not turned away, whose practices are neither shunned
by people nor are done secretly, and which by its very look
does not appear new, which is not the teaching of the deluded
or the motivated, a tradition which is such is authoritative,
not just anything and everything (IV. 100-101). Those traditions
in which something repelling is taught, promiscuity and
indulgence and unclean eating and drinking are recommended
or seen,—to them authoritativeness could not be conceded
(IV. 103).

At the end, Dhairyarâsi asks if he has voiced the feelings
of all present, and they all applaud him for his eloquent
words of wisdom. Sarikarsana says on their behalf : " With his
penetrating analysis, eloquence, mastery of Sästras, freedom from
prejudice, which school has not been supported by Sâhata, and
who is there to excel Sâhata ? (IV. 104). The gathering acclaims
in one voice Sarikarsana's tribute to Sâhata. Sankarsana
promises all help and support from the state for the promotion
of tolerance of good elements and eradication of all evil
practices, wherever they be found.

The Agamadambara of Jayanta gives us a realistic picture
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of the part that debates on religious and philosophical points
of controversy played in the social and political spheres of
life in India Coming as it does from the pen of Jayanta, a
writer of keen acumen, the play is very interesting, as also
intimately related to the Nyayamanjan, from which arguments
are drawn (—there are a number of common or parallel
passages). Nevertheless, we feel a little disappointed. Some
debate somewhere could have been presented as of the type of
jalpa or vitanda, in which free use could have been made, or
attempted to have been made of chala, jati, nigrahasthana
(—especially the different types of the last), which would have
enhanced the charm and grip of the play Or, the procedure
of debates could bave been more closely followed.

The Prabhavaka-carita of Prabhäcandra (13th century)
gives us very interesting and even valuable accounts of the
lives and intellectual contests of certain Jaina âcâryas. Malla-
vädin, the author of the Nayacakra, was one of the greatest
of the Jaina dialecticians. Malla was the youngest of three
brothers, the other two being Jitayasas or Jinayasas and
Yaksa. They had a maternal uncle who was a Svetâmbara
Jaina monk named Jinänanda Süri, who was defeated by a
Buddhist monk named Nanda or Buddhänanda in a public
controversy at Bhrgukaccha (Broach) Jinänanda SOri left
Broach and came to Valabh! where he made his nephews his
disciples. All the three nephews became masters of sâstras.
Malla then went to Broach and defeated his uncle's opponent
Buddhänanda in a public controversy in the royal assembly.
He was given the title kVadirï (dialecticiam, debater) as a token
of victory. There may be soms truth in îhis episode for we
find Buddhism gradually disappearing from Gujarat and
Jainism taking its place soon after the fall of Valabhï-power.5

Like Valabhï, Anahillapura developed into a great centre of
intellectual activity in the time of King Bhïma I (eleventh
century). Poets and dialecticians of different sects from different
parts of India visited the capital of Gurjaradesa and there was
greater emphasis on Tarka (logic and dialectic), Sähitya
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(literature and poetics) and Laksana (grammar and the philo-
sophy of language)—-these being some of the main subjects
that formed the common field of intellectual activity in India.'
Proficiency in these subjects served as a pass-port to royal
courts and assemblies of the learned. We can see from works
like, the Prabhavakacarita that already in the time of Bhïma I
(eleventh century), Anahillapura had, as said above, developed
into a great centre of intellectual activity and poets and dia-
lecticians of different sects from different parts of India visited
the capital of Gurjaradesa. The intellectual feats of SGräcärya,
pupil of Govindäcärya and cousin of Bhïma I are described at
length in the Prabhavakacarita (18, pp 152-160). As a young man
this Sïïrâcârya was a severe task-master of his pupils who once
complained about his harshness to the elder guru, Govindäcärya,
The latter rebuked him and told him to show the power of
his learning by conquering the learned assembly of Bhoja..
The young dialectician understood the taunt and expressed
his determination to proceed to Dhärä. His guru permitted him
tp go and King Bhïma sent him to Dhärä as his representative.

Another important figure of the times is the learned poet
Dharma of Bhrgukaccha. His account is given at length in
the Prabhavakacarita in connection with the poet Dhanapäla
of Dhärä and Säntyäcärya, a great logician of Anahillapura.
As a child Dharma was a dunce, so his learned father SOradeva
asked him to find out some employment for himself. He became
a watchman in a sugar-cane field on the other side of the
river Narmadä and while serving there developed uncommon
intellectual powers through the favour of a yogini. He went"
home, but was not welcomed by his father so he left his
home in disgust abusing his Kaula sect in the choicest terms.
He toured all the provinces, holding debates with learned men
and defeating them. He also went to Dhärä and sent his
challenge to King Bhoja. There he described himself as having
defeated âambhu of Gauda, Dvija in Dhärä, Visnu in Bhatta-
Mandala and Pasupati in Sri Kânyakubja His challenge is
that.he could face anyone in Tarka, Laksana and Sâhitya. He
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easily defeats all the learned men of Bhoja's assembly. Bhoja
sends for the poet Dhanapâla who had left him on feeling
insulted in connection with his Tilakamanjari and appeals to
his patriotism by saying, "Shall a foreigner—a Kaula—defeat
Dhârà?" Dhanapâla returns from Satyapura(Sachor in Rajputana)
and defeats Dhaima who accepts his superiority saying that
there is nobody who is Dhanapäla's equal. Dhanapâla asks
him to visit éântisûri of Anahillapura. Dharma at his suggestion
starts for Gurjaradesa, and meets the great logician SântisOri
in an open debate. The arguments that Dharma put forth
were taken from the Tattvopaplavasimha (of Jayaräsi Bhatta),
a dialectial work showing that nothing can be proved or
known» Säntyäcärya answers ail his arguments and Dharma
recognises his superiority. The Prabhavakacarita devotes a whole
chapter to âântyâcârya a great dialectician and poet. It may
be noted in passing that in the culture of ancient India, logic
and poetry were not divorced from each other. From the
learned assembly of King Bhima, Säntyäcärya got the titles
Kavïndra (king of poets) and Vädicakrin (king of dialecticians).
He we..t on Dhanapâla's request to Dhärä to critically
examine the Tilakamanjari and wrote a commentary on it.
King Bhoja welcomed him cordially and in order to see the
intellectual powers of this 'Svetabhiksu' of Gurjaradesa offered
to give him a lac of coins for every vadin he defeated. Sânîi-
suri .defeated eighty-four vadins and got the title Vädivetäla
from Bhoja in addition to the promised sum of money which
he spent in building temples. After his debate with Dharma,
SäntisOri met and defeated in debate â  dialectician who had
come to Anahillapura from the Drâvida country and who is
represented as speaking in a strange language.

Sântisûri had studied under Abhayadevasüri, the author of the
voluminous commentary on the Sanmatiiarka called Tattvabodha-
vidhayinî or even more significantly Vadamahartiava and himself
had thirty-two students studying Pramäna-sästra (logic) under
him. Buddhist logic was also taught and it was regarded as
very difficult to grasp.6 A young Jaina monk of the ascetic
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type named Muni Candra attended his lectures standing
unknown for a fortnight. When Sàntisuri put certain questions
to his students and nobody could answer them, Candra Süri
with Säntisüri's permission answered them to his satisfaction.
SäntisGri was very much impressed and offered to teach him
and even provided him with a residence behind the Mint
(Tankasäla),as he being a 'Suvihita' monk had great difficulty
in finding one. This Muni Candra was the preceptor of Vâdi-
DevasGri, a great dialectician and logician, and the author
of Pramananayatattvalokalankara and its commentary Syad-
vadaratnckara. SäntisGri composed a commentary on the Uttara-
dhyayana-sutra with the help of which Vädi-DevasGri defeated
the Digambara dialectician Kumudacandra jn the times of
King Jayasimha.

We have also an account of Vïrâcârya who is said to
be a pupil of Govinda Süri and a friend of Jayasirhha. The
Prabhavakacarita relates that in the course of a friendly
conversation Jayasimha told Vïrâcârya that the greatness of
learned men depended upon royal recognition. Vïrâcârya's
self-respect was wounded and Jayasimha, however much he
wanted to, could not prevent him from leaving Anahillapura.
After repeated requests and invitations from Jayasimha, Vïrâ-
cârya returned after an extensive tour in different parts of
India, in the course of which he defeated several dialecticians,
especially Buddhist ones in Mahâbodhapura. Vïrâcârya was
highly honoured by the King of Gwalior. It is also related
in the Prabhavakacarita that a dialectician of the Sârhkhya
school named Vâdisimha ( — this looks more like a title
than a name—) visited Anahillapura and challenged the learned
men of the city to meet him in public debate. Jayasimha,
who was very sensitive about the honour of his kingdom in
matters of learning, approached Govindäcärya who sent his
pupil Vïrâcârya to face the Sämkhya in an intellectual duel.
We do not know whether this debate took place before
Vïrâcârya left Anahillapura or after he returned, but it is more

1-108
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likely that Vlräcärya met the Sârhkhya vadin before he left
Anahillapura. It can also be conjectured that it was this event
that resulted in his intimacy with Jayasimha. Vïrâcârya also
defeated in a debate one Kamalakïrti, a Digambara dialectician.

Vâdi-Devasïïri is one of the greatest names in the field
of logic and dialectics. His activities were spread in the reigns
of Siddharâja Jayasimha and Kumârapâla. He belonged, as
we have seen, to the school of Muni Candra Suri and his
teacher Säntisuri who himself was a student of Abhayadeva.
In the early part of his career he became famous as a great
debater who silenced dialecticians, one of them being Kumuda-
candra, a powerful Digambara dialectician. This defeat of
Kumudacandra was a sort of land-mark in the history of the
Svetämbara Jainas. As a verse attributed to Hemacandra says,
there would have been no Svetämbara in Gujarat if Devastiri
had not defeated Kumudacandra who had, according to the
conditions of the debate, to leave this province. This incident
forms the subject-matter of Yasascandra's play Mudrita-
kumudacondra ( Kumudacandra Silenced). It is also described
in the Prabhavakacarita ( pp. 174 ff ) in which we get some
more details.

The Mudritakumudacandra present's the scene of the debate
between Vâdi-Devasïïri and Kumudacandra in the court of
Siddharâja Jayasimha of Gujarat. It was in Âsâpallï (—the
older name of Karnâvatï and the modern Ahmedabad—) that
the seeds of discord between Kumudacandra and Devasüri
were sown. Both of them were staying for the monsoon in
that city, perhaps in the year 1124 A.D.. Devasüri did not,
at first, mind the vauntings of Kumudacandra, in accordance
with the practice of the religious dut} of sama or control of
anger. But his correligionists and disciples would not put up

with the boastings of this naked dialectician when they had
an intellectual giant like Devasüri with them. So when an
old nun was harassed by Kumudacandra, DevasOri's righteous
indignation was roused and he decided to challenge Kumuda-
candra to enter into a debate with him, He sent word to the
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Jaina Sarigha of Anahillapura, who welcomed this decision.
DevasOri sent an invitation to Kumudacandra to meet him
in the court of Siddharâja which Kumudacandra readily
accepted. It appears that there were attempts on the part of both
sides to prejudice the issue. Devasüri however strictly forbade
his party to try underhand means. At first, the minister Gängila
was prejudiced against him but ultimately he got a fair hearing
in the court of Jayasimha.

Both the vâdin and the prativadin were called to the
debating hall—according to the Prabhavakacarita on the full-moon
day of Vaisâkha, Vikrama Samvat, 1181=1125 A.D. .T We are
not told whether this was the first or the last day of the
debate, as we are toM in the Prabhavakacarita that the debate
lasted for sixteen days. A detailed description of the scene of
the debate is given. The King himself is the sabhapati whose
decision is final. He is assisted by four sabhyas (members)
Maharsi, learned in Tarka (logic), Bharata (Mahabharata) and
Parasara ( Smrti of Paräsara ); Utsäha, well known for his
learning in Sâradâdesa i e. Kashmir; Sägara, an ocean of
uncommon intelligence, and Räma, well versed in logic and
dialectics. On the side of DevasGri are the poet-laureate Srïpâla
and Bhâbhïï, a man of wonderful genius; and on the side of
Kumudacandra the 'three Kesavas\ The general éïlarika and at
first the minister Gärigila are somehow against Devasüri. The
Digambara äcärya is announced to be the vadin (proponent)
and Vädi-Devasüri the prativadin ( opponent ). The question
at issue is whether women ( or souls in female embodiment)
could liberate themselves. Kumudacandra is asked to set
forth in a syllogistic form his view, viz. women cannot attain
emancipation. Then Vâdi-D^vasuri says that a prativadin has
a two-fold function to perform; he has to refute the stand-point
of the other party as also demonstrate his own view. Accor-
dingly Vädi-Devasüri refutes the argument of Kumudacandra
and states his own view, viz. women can attain emancipation.
Kumudacandra twice asks DevasOri to repeat his argument and
even then without understanding it attempts to refute it. (He
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could not demand further repetition of the argument as the
'check' Ajnana would then be applied). DevasGri says that
'anavabodhd (that Kumudacandra had not grasped the point)
could be the the only answer. Normally it is-accepted that a
party before refuting the other party's position should reproduce
it. But if the other party's argument is of the type of a
sophistical refutation (jati or dusanabhasa), it should not be
reproduced but only the flaw should be pointed out, otherwise
the person reproducing the sophistical argument would be
subject to a nigrahasthana ( 'check' ). Maharsi appreciates
DevasGri's subtlety in not reproducing Kumudacandra's jati
type of argument. Kumudacandra now demands that the
statement of the syllogism be written on paper. The king and
the members of the assembly are convinced that DevasGri is
victorious and that Kumudacandra is defeated, but the King
only in order to satisfy Kuaiudacandra allows the statement
to be written on paper. Kesava, a member on Kumudacandra's
side writes it. Kumudacandra studies it and refutes it.
DevasGri then reproduces his argument, refutes it and
establishes his own position. In doing so he uses the word
1 Kotakoti' to which Kumudacandra objects on the ground
that it is grammatically wrong. The grammarian Utsäha—the
king's member on the assembly—intervenes to say ihat according
to Pânini all the three words— * Kotakoti ', l Kotikoii' and
'Kotlkotï are correct. DevasGri reminds him of a statement
in his own text ' antah kotakoli-sthitike sati karmani\
Kumudacandra then makes a very feeble and unsuccessful
attempt to reproduce the opponent's argument and DevasGri
makes fun of him by saying that even a tenth part has not
been reproduced, leave alone refutation by pointing out flaws
in the argument. DevasGri reproduces Kumudacandra's
argument and refutes it. Kumudacandra does not dare to
proceed further though the King exhorts him not to be indolent
and to go ahead as he is there to ask the disputing parties
to stop the argument when he thinks it proper to do so. Thus
Yädi-DevasGri is victorious and Kumudacandra is defeated.
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The King says that Kumudacandra, whose heat of arrogance
has been pacified, no longer requires an umbrella, nor does
he any more require camaras (fans) as flies would be whisked
away by his deep sigh's.

It is evident that the author of the play ' Mudritokumuda-
candra" had in view the entire procedure and body of rules
laid down for debates. We are told in the Prabhavakacarita
that Devasuri used Jiis knowledge of the commentary of
Säntisüri on the Ultaradhyayana bearing on the topic of the
emancipation of women and defeated Kumudacandra who
could not answer his arguments.8 His career as a dialectician,
perhaps prior to his becoming an acarya, is described in the
Prabhavakacarita In Dbavalaka ( Dholka ) he defeated a
dialectician named Dhandha or Bandha of the Sivâdvaita school
(p. 172, v. 39). According to Mudritakumudacandra, however
it was MunicandrasOri, Devasuri's preceptor, who defeated the
Saiva who is described there as surpassing both Brbaspati
and Sukrâcârya ( p . 17, v. 10). Perhaps Devasûri played an
important role in helping his guru in the debate with this
powerful Saiva dialectician. The Prabhavakacarita also refers
to his meeting Kâsmïra Sägara in Satyapura ( or Sachor in
Marwad ), Gunacandra, a Digambara in Nägapur ( or Nagor
in Marwad), SivabhOti of. the Bhägavata School in Citraküta
(or Citod), Garigädhara in Gopagiri (or Gwalior), Dharanïdhara
in Dhârâ, Padmâkara in Puskarinï, and Krsna, the leader of
the Brähmanas in Bhrguksetra (p. 172, vv. 39-42). How much
of this account is historical we cannot say, but the defeat of
Gunacandra is corroborated by the Mudritakumudacandra
(pp. 16, 25). According to this play this debate was held in
the court of Arnoräja of Sapâdalaksa whose protege the
play-wright Yasascandra was. This debate, took place before
his famous debate with Kumudacandra, and was probably
responsible for Kumudäcandra's challenge to the Svetämbaras
for a dialectical duel, though we have no definite information on
this poinf. Kumudacandra is described in the Prabhavakacarita
(p . 174, vv. 83-86) as a southerner and the guru of Jayakesin,
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king of Karnätaka and the maternal grand-father of Jayasirhha
Siddharâja. He had defeated several dialecticians whose mario-
nettes he used to tie to his left foot as so many tokens of
dialectical conquests. He is represented as the very incarnation
of pride. In the MuJritakumudticandra1 Kumudacandra himself
narrates his own exploits His opponents included Buddhists,
Bhâtta Mïmàrhsakas, followers of Sarikara, and Käpilas (i.e.
Sâmkhyas). How much historical truth there is in this narration
we cannot say, but it is known that these schools of philo-
sophical thought flourished in the south and that Digambara
Jainism was then rich in philosophers and dialecticians of a
very high order, some of whose works have survived to this day.

We have a work of not much importance, written in a
verbose flowery language, called Jalpakalpalata, the author
of which is Ratnamandana of Tapâgaccha, disciple of Nandi-
ratna, who was a disciple of Ratnasekhara SOri. It describes a
debate between Mânikya Muni, a disciple of Vâdi-Devasïïri
and one Sarikara Nai>âyika, a native of Benares. Sarikara says
that there is no conflict between dialectic and poetic talent.
Literature and logic are not at daggers drawn. A very good
example of this is the poet-philosopher Sîîharsa. Sarikara sets
forth an argument to prove that the world has a creator God,
and says that there could be no fallacy in his reasoning.
Mânikya Muni then points out fallacies. Dialectical skill is
very well exhibited in the arguments and answers of Mânikya
Muni and Sarikara.

This suffices to show that there were dialectical duels
between dialecticians especially those belonging to different
schools of thought or sects for the purpose of achieving royal
favour and strengthening the position of one's creed or
establishing one's superiority to others. Such debates seem to
have'been almost a regular feature in the court of the Indian
kings, and in temples and in the precincts of monasteries.
The dialectical discussions found in philosophical books are
a result of, as also the fountain-source of, the arguments
hurled at each other in such debates.
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Poetical contests were equally popular, and even kings
participated, of course through a poet in the kingdom.
One such episode is related in the Prabhavakacarita* The
intellectual rivalry between Dhärä and Anahillapura, and Bhoja
and Bhïma I has been referred to above. Bhoja in order to
test the intelligence of Gurjaradesa so that he could seize an
opportunity to violate the peace-treaty sends a güthü-a Präkrta
stanza-to Bhïma. The gaiha means that a lion whose prowess
is seen in the ease with which he kills a powerful elephant
does not care to make war or keep peace with a deer.9 The
suggestion is clear. The several answers proposed by his
court-poets do not satisfy BhTma who wants to retort in an
equally striking manner. His courtiers find one Govindâcârya
who was attending a dance performance with his pupil Süräcärya.
When the damsel perspiringly reposes on a stone-pillar,
Govindâcârya is requested to describe that graceful pose. He
looks at Süräcärva who composes a beautiful verse.10 The
courtiers being impressed, request Govindâcârya to accompany
them. He is requested to prepare a befitting reply and again
he looks at his pupil Süräcärya prepares the answer in a
Präkrta gâthâ—'The creator created Bhïma the destroyer of
the sons of the blind one; what does one matter to whom a
hundred did not matter ? n l Here there is a pun on the words
'Bhïma'and 'Andhakasuta'. Bhïma the Pändava killed a hundred
sons of the blLid Dhrtarästra, so this Bhïma will easily kill
one son of the blind (Sindhula, the father of Bhoja who was
deprived of his eye-sight by his brother Munja ). There is
also an account in the Prabhavakacarita of Devabodha of
the Bhägavata sect. He is called a great savant (mahavidvan).
He placed at the royal gate an enigmatic verse for the learned
men of Anahillapura to explain. Devasüri solved this enigma
after six months when he returned from the Arbuda mountain
(Mount Abu) knowing that his guru Muni Candra Suri would
die within six months.12 Philosophical contests also were held
in this way by hanging a patra (enigmatic statement) on the

wall of a temple and the like public places (see Pairaparik$a
of Vidyänanda),
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We have accounts of contests and competitions in the
Brahmanas. There was a competition between the gods and
the asuras. They agreed that he who could not give a different
gender of a term from that mentioned by the other party
would be defeated. Accordingly the asuras supplied the words
eka, dve, tisrah, catasrah for ekah, dvau, tray ah, catvarah,
respectively, but could not supply a distinct word of the
feminine gender for panca (as this is used in the feminine
gender also\ So the gods won and th Î asuras were defeated
(Tandyamahabrahmana, 21.13;. From the story of Astävakra
in the Mahabharata (Aranyaka-parva, 132-134J it can be seen
that a contest as he had with Vandin required uncommon wit
and an acquaintance with many branches of learning, in order
that the parties to such a contest could on the spot say what
things were of a particular number (one, two, three, etc.).

Brahmodyas were very popular in the Vedicdays. Brahmodya
meant a theological riddle or disputation on Vedic or spiritual
matters. The legend of LTddä!aka Äruni and Svaidâyana Saunaka
gives a very good illustration of a brahmodya (see Satapatha
Brahmana, 11.4.1 ). It is said that in days of old it was a
practice that the chosen offering priest whenever driving about
used to carry a gold-piece with him (either for offering it for
the sake of calling out the timid to a disputation asEggeling
explains, or with a view to his proposing a. riddle or problem
whenever he was afraid, as Geldner interprets it, or in order
to give it to any learned Brähmana who would speak up
against him as the reading of the Gopatha Brahmana 1.3.6.
would suggest). Accordingly Uddälaka carried a gold-piece
with him. The Brahmanas of the northern people were afraid
that he would deprive them of their domain, so they decided
to challenge him to a brahmodya and to have Svaidâyana
Saunaka as their own champion. Svaidâyana after the formal
greeting straightaway began to question him; " He alone, O son
of Gautama, may drive about amongst people as chosen
(offering-priest ) who knows in the Full and New-Moon
sacrifices eight butter-portions (offered) previously, five portions
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of sacrificial food in the middle, six (port ions) of Prajäpati
and eight butter portions (offered) subsequently.

"He alone, O son of Gautama, may drive about amongst
people as chosen (priest), who knows from the Full and New
Moon sacrifices, whereby it is that creatures here are born
toothless, whereby they (the teeth) grow with them, whereby
they decay wirh ihem, whereby they come to remain
permanently with them; whereby, in (he last stage of life they
all decay again wiih them; whereby the lower ones grow first,
then the upper ones, whereby the lower ones are smaller and
the uppsr ones, broader; whereby tho incisors are larger and
whereby the molars are of equal size.

" He alone, O son of Gautama, may drive about amongst
people as chosen (priest) who knows from the Full and New-
Moon sacrifices, whereby creatures here are born with hair,
whereby, for the second time, as it were, the hair of the beard
and the arm-pits and other parts of the body grow on them;
whereby it is on the head that one first becomes grey, and
then, again, in the last stage, one becomes grey all over.

"He alone, O son of Gautama, may drive about amongst
people as chosen ( priest ) who knows from the Full and
New-Moon sacrifices, whereby the seed of the boy is not
productive, whereby in the middle age it is productive, and
whereby again in his last stage of life it is not productive;

" And he who knows the golden brilliant winged Gayatrï,
who bears the sacrificer to the heavenly world." (Satapathq
Brahmana. 11.4.1.4-8, Eggeling's Translation, S.B.E.).

Uddälaka could not answer these questions and he gave
away the gold-piece to Svaidâyana saying, " Thou art learned,
Svaidäyana, and verily gold is given un*o him who knows
gold." Later Uddälaka came back as a student to Svaidâyaoa
to learn all this. *

* We have another version of this bgead in the Gopaiha Brahmana, 1.3,6.
1-109
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The separate acts of the Darsapürnamäsa (New and Full
Moon sacrifices) are correlated with facts and events in the
development of the human body. A specimen of this
correlation may be given here :

"And inasmuch as the fore-offerings (prayaja) are without
invitatory ,formulas (puro'nuvakya), therefore creatures are
born here without teeth, and inasmuch as the chief oblations
(havis) have invitatory formulas, therefore they (the teeth)
grow in them; and inasmuch as the after-offerings (anuyaja)
are without invitatory formulas, therefore they (the teeth)
decay in them, and inasmuch as the Patmsamyagas have
iovitatory formulas, therefore they (the teeth) come to remain
permanently with them: and inasmuch as the Samisiayajus is
without invitatory formula, therefore they all decay again in
the last stage of life." (11.4 1.12).

This is a mystic or occult explanation of the Darsapürnamäsa
sacrifice. We have a similar riddle-like theological discourse
( brahmodya ) between Proti ( —according to the Gopatha
Brâhmana, Predi) Kausämbeya Kausurubindi and his teacher
Uddälaka Äruni (see Satapatha Br. 12 2.2. 13-23; Gopatha
Br. IA 24) in which the sacrifice, the year as the single one
(ekam) is said to consist of respectively ten, nine, eight, etc.
days. This is the mystic import of the year. A number of such
curious or enigmatic proble s are posed in the Atharva Veda
also; for instance Atharva Veda 8.9J asserts the paradox,
"They call Vlraj (female) the father of Brahman." (See also
Atharva Veda 4,1; 5.1; 7.1; 8.9; 20. 129-133 etc.) Though
some of these brahmodyas might appear puerile to us, they
were not so to. the sages of old, and what is more important
were, as said earlier, the fruits of the untiring pursuit of the
mind asking questions about each curious phenomenon. Such
brahmodyas become the subjects of intellectual contests in
the Vedic days.

In India, controversial problems—philosophical, religious,
social, judicial, literary and the like-have always been decided
in debates and controversies, in roya] assemblies, temples, places
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of learning, public squares and such other places. There is a
work called Vàdâvali, a collection of controversies establishing
different doctrinal views of the Suddhädvaitins. Most of these
vndas are those of Purusottama. The topics range from ürdhva-
pundra-dharana ( having the vertical religious mark on the fore-
head) and marti-pUja (image-worship) to khyatis (theories of
knowledge) and atman (soul, self) .1 3 These give us some
idea of the kinds of controversies that vere held in the
assemblies of experts. The Vajrasuci, a later upanJsad, discusses
the problem of caste. In the Buddhist Pitakas also we have
many instances of the repudiation of the caste-system (varna-
vyavastha). In the Assalayana-sutta {Majjhima Nikaya), Buddha's
questions are very interesting and convincing, e.g. i Is fire lit
by a Brâhmana brighter and more useful than that lit by others?'
Similarly in the Vasettha-sutta, Vâsettha and Bhâradvâja well-
versed in pada (metre?),vj>â&tfratffl(grammar), nirukta (etymology)
and jappa (jalpa i.e. discourse, debate) cannot agree as to how
one is a Brâhmana,—by his birth or by his character. Buddha
explains to them that there is a linga ( mark ) peculiar to
different classes of living beings, but there is no such mark
distinguishing the jails or so-called castes of human beings
from one another. There is no difference in their bodies. They
are only conventionally addressed differently. In the Sonadanda
Sutta (Digha Nikaya) also there is a discussion as to who is
a true Brâhmana.

We find an interesting episode recorded in The Life of
Hiuen Tsiang * which gives us an idea of the social and religious
importance of controversies. Sïlâdilyarâja sent a messenger
with a letter to the Nâlaodâ convent to Sîlabhadra, the master
of the Law in which he said, "Your Servant, whilst progressing
through Orissa met some priests of the Little Vehicle, who
adhere to a Sastra which abuses the principles of the Great

* The Life of Hiuen Tsiang (p. 160 ff) by the Shaman Hui Li, with
an Inttoduction containing an account of the works of I-tsing by Samuel
Beal, with a Preface by L. Cranmer-Byng ( London Kegan Paul, Trench,
Trubner & Co. Ltd, 1914).
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Vehicle, They speak of the followers of that system as men
of a different religion and they wish to hold a controversy
with you on this point " He begged STlabhadra to send
four men 'of eminent ability, well acquainted with one and
the other school, and also with the esoteric and exoteric
doctrine, to the country of Orissa/ Sïiabhadra assembled (he
Congregation and after inquiry selected Sâgaramati, Prajnä-
rasmi, Simharasmi and the Master of the Law (Hiuen Tsiang)
as the four men in reply to the king's mandate. But Sïlâditya-
räja again sent a letter to the effect that there was no
immediate pressure and they could wait and come later.

About this time there was a heretic of the Shun-si sect
"(—the Lokäyatiyas) who came to dispute with the Nälandä
monks and he wrote out forty theses and hung them up at the
Temple gate. "If any one within can refute these principles ",
he said, ' I will give my head as a proof of his victory ' \
Several days passed without any response to this challenge.
Then Hiuen-Tsiang sent an attendant to go and pull down
the writing, tear it to pieces and trample it under foot. The
Brähmana was initially in a rage but on hearing the well-known
name of Hiuen-Tsiang was abashed and would not enter into a
dispute with him. Hiuen-Tsiang, therefore, asked him to come
in and discuss the points. Then in the presence ofSIlabhadra
he called on all the priests to be witnesses while he disputed
with the Brähmana. He then noticed in succession the various

opinions of the different heretical schools The Brähmana
was silent and unable to reply. Hiuen-Tsiang did not take
his life, but ordered him to act as servant and follow his
directions (teaching or doctrine).

Now Hiuen-Tsiang being desirous to go to Orissa, inquired
about getting the essay of the Little Vehicle' which proposed
to destroy the principles of the 'Great Vehicle' in 700 slokas.
He found on examination several passages of a doubtful
character. The Brähmana whom he had conquered had studied
the principles of the 'Little Vehicle' five times, so Hiuen-Tsiang
caused him to go through the entire work. Then having grasped
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the errors of the work, he wrote a refutation of it in 1600 slokas
and called it 'The Destruction of Heresy', taking up the doctrines
of the Great Vehicle point by poinr. Hiuen-Tsiang out of
gratitude liberated the Brähmana who filled with joy went
forth to KämaTÜpa in Eastern India and told Kumârarâja
about the 'high qualities' of Hiuen-Tsiang.

King éïlâditya after some time called an assembly in the
town of Känyakubja in order to exhibit the refinements of
the Great Vehicle, and commanded all the Sramanas and
Brähmanas and heretics to attend. Hiuen-Tsiang began to extol
the teaching of the Great Vehicle and he announced a subject
for discussion and he got it exhibited to the members of the
great Community. He also got a placard to be written and
hung outside the door of the place of assembly exhibiting
the same to all the people, and adding, "If there is any one
who can find a single word in the proposition contrary to
reason, or is able to entangle the argument, then at the request
of the opponent I offer my head as a recompense ''.

Day after day for five days no one came forward to say
a word. After five days had passed, the unbelievers of the
Little Vehicle, seeing he had overturned their school, plotted
to take his life. But tht king hearing of it issued a procla-
mation of warning of severe consequences. From this time
' the followers of error ' withdrew and disappeared, so that
when eighteen days had passed and there bad been no one to
enter into the discussion, Hiuen-Tsiang was honoured by one
and all. The congregation of the Great Vehicle called him
' Mahäyänadeva ', while the followers of the Little Vehicle
called him 'Moksadeva ' .

We may say that though philosophical works and works
pertaining to other disciplines do not record the parties or the
occasion connected with a controversy or discussion, yet there
is no doubt that such discussions in these works were originally
necessitated by some such controversy—formal or otherwise
—in the world of school-men, academicians or sectarians,
and these served as guides for future discussions and debates.
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Later it became a practice to incorporate such dialectical
criticism of problems in almost every workc Even the early
Brâhmana works are a result of the controversies between
different schools of ritualists regarding the manner of perform-
ance and the order of religious rites and such other contro-
verted points connected with sacrifices. In some old documents
we find records of debates pertaining to the rights and
disabilities and the hierarchy of the different castes, and about
social customs and even matters connected with marriage,
divorce, dowry, social responsibilities and the like. The local
panca ( assembly usually of five members ) consisting of
representatives from all castes or parties, and presided over
by a Chairman usually decided such points after a proper
consideration of the arguments advanced by the two parties.

The art of debate was considered an important acquisition
among medical practitioners. Very often the rivai practitioners
showed off, or perhaps had to show off their skill and learning
in debates on the occasion of the treatment of patients who
were rich. Physicians also would discuss in order to arrive
at a correct diagnosis, or in order to decide controversial
points pertaining to Medicine at a conference. The fact that
physicians in counsel earnestly discussed together in order to
arrive at right conclusions regarding both the theoretical causes
of diseases and their cures and their practical discernment in
individual cases is quite clear from even a superficial study of
the Caraka Sarhhita. The entire work seems to be a collection
of discussions of learned physicians with Atri as their chairman.
Where differences of opinion were great, they are all found
noted and Atri's own opinion on them is given and where
there was more or less unanimity or where Atri himself
lectured on particular problems his own opinion alone is given.
It is also described, as we have seen, how a good and clever
physician is to defeat his opponents in a controversy in a
legitimate and scientific wa> and also by tricky devices if
necessary. It was a practical necessity for these physicians to
make their living in the face of strong competition, and it is
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easy to see how the tricky devices of chala, jati and nigraha-
sthana entered into the regular art of debate for gaining
victory over opponents, though they were not always
employed. Perhaps nowhere was the acquirement of this
art so much looked upon as a practical necessity for earning
living even in those early days as among the medical men.
Dr. S. N. Dasgupta is of the view that since there is no
mention of the development of this art in any other earlier
literature it is reasonable to suppose that the art of debate
and its accessories developed from early times in the traditional
medical schools, whence they are found collected in Caraka's
work.x *

We have seem that the procedure in the courts of law
influenced to a great degree the development of dialectic.

We have a fine illustration of a legal dispute in the
Mrcchakatika (Act 9) of SOdraka (fourth of fifth century
A.D. ). Cärudatta is accused by éakâra of the murder of
Vasantasenä for the sake of her ornaments. Ths chief jud^e
(adhikaranika) is assisted in his task by the sresthin (alderman)
and a kayastha (clerk of the court). The court chaprasi is sent
out to find out who are the legal suitors On knowing that
éakâra had presented himself, the judge wanted to adjourn
the case, but Sakâra, the king's brother-in-law threatened to
get him dismissed, A fool is capable of everthing so the judge
was cowed down and took the case in hand. It may be noted
that we cannot generalise from such oddities; generally
(he judfe's decision was final in all respects. Sakära is
ushered in and asked about his complaint. In his own foolish
way he states that he saw Vasantasenä lying dead in the
garden, having been murdered by some one, but not by him.
The judge asks the sresthin and the kayastha to take note of
the words * na maya ' ( ' Not by me ' ). Sakâra realises his
folly and cunningly explains that the woman ( was seen by
me' (mayaiva drsia), so they should not make unnecessary
fuss. He rubs off what is written by the officials, Sakâra
had said that the woman was murdered for her ornaments,
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On being asked to explain this he says that the parts of the
body where the ornament ought to be worn were bare, so the
ornaments must have been removed. This explanation is found
to be convincing The sresthin and the kayastha ask on whom
the dispute rests. The judge answers that legal disputes are
of two kinds—one based on statements and the other on the
purport. The former is to be settled by considering the
arguments of the plaintiff and the defendant. The latter is to
be decided according to the discretion of the judge. This
particular case rests upon the statement of Vasantasenä's
mother, who is called there with great considerateness. She
states that Vasantasenä had gone to her friend Cärudatta's
bouse. Sakära asks that these words be noted and contends
that his dispute is with Cârudatta. The judge thereon says
that the case now depends on Cârudatta and asks the kayastha
to note the first point in the dispute that Vasantasenä had
gone to Cärudatla's house. He summons Cämdatta very politely
to the court. Cärudatta admits that Vasantasenä was his friend
and says that she bad gone home after visiting him. The
judge questions him specifically whether she had gone on
foot or in a ca^t. Cârudatta answers that she did not leave
his house in his presence, so he cannot say how she left.
Meanwhile, Vïraka, the chief of police, comes and complains
about Candanaka's ill treatment of him when he wanted to
inspect Cärudatta's cart said to be carrying Vasaotasenä(-as
a matter of fact, Äryaka was in the cart). Sakära draws the
judge's attention to these words Vïraka is sent to find out
if the corpse of a woman is lying in the garden. He comes
back and reports that he saw the corpse of a woman devoured
by animals. He is asked how he could determine that it was
the body of a woman Vïraka replies that he could do so by
examining what was left of hair, bands, arms, feet, etc.. The
judge gives expression to the irony of worldly disputes; the
more a case is investigated into, the more a person islanded
into trouble.15 The judge then asks Cârudatta to tell the truth,
Sakära expresses his surprise that Cârudatta, the accused, is
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still allowed to occupy a chair. Finding this against the rule,
as a prima-facie case was made out against him, the judge
has to admit the validity of Sakâra's demand and Cârudatta
sits on the ground. He pleads innocence on the ground of his
gentle nature which does not allow him even to pluck a flower,
so he could never think of manhandling a beautiful woman.
Meanwhile, Vidïïsaka who had gone to return Vasamasenä's
ornaments enters and on knowing of Sakâra's accusation is
enraged. There ensues a fight between the two and the
ornaments fall from under his armpit. Sakära points out these as
the very ornaments for which Cärudattajhad küled Vasantasenä.
All were stunned. Cärudatta feels that telling the truth would
now be in vain, and even the judge is pained at the calamity
that has befallen him. The sresthin and the kayastha ask
Vasantasenä's mother to identify the ornaments. The old woman
says that they are similar but not the same. Sakära draws the
attention of those present to the fact that her eyes had given
out the secret but she did not admit it by word of mouth.
Still she maintains that ornments could be similar and the
judge supports this. But Cârudatta admits that they are
Vasantasenâ's and that they were brought from his house,

and with a pained heart even desperately adm ts that he had
killed her. This SQUIQS the point and Cârudatta is arrested.
The judge in his decision cites Manu's authority that a ßräh-
mana though sinful shall not be put to death; at the most
he can be exiled even while he remains in possession of his
$£alfh and other belongings. But King Pälaka ordains that
such a criminal should be put to death after proper publicity
so that others might learn a lesson.

This is not an ideal trial or legal dispute, but even here
we find an attempt to analyse and investigate a point fully
before basing any conclusion on it. Dr. P. V. Kane says that
the procedure in the drama is in essentials the same as that
given in the smrtis of Nârada, Brhaspati and Kâtyâyana who
constitute the leading triumvirate on law and procedure aod

1-110
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who probably flourished a little before and after the drama.1 5

As said above, it is not proper to generalise from such oddities
as those of Sakâra. Ordeals of fire, water, poison and balance
were known, but no ordeal was granted in the case of
Cârudatta because there were witnesses and circumstantial
evidence against him.

The mention of ordeals reminds us of Udayana's debate
with a Buddhist âcarya before the king of Mithilä as related
in the Bhavisya-purana-parisista, Bhagavad-mähätmya, 30. The
debate lasted for a number of days. When the Buddhist found
that he would soon be defeated he appealed to the king that
he was in the midst of enemies, and no one sided with him.
He suggested another way of determining victory. If the
Salagrama stone bearing the image of Had changed into
water on his view being stated his view should be regarded
as the right one. If üdayana could turn it into stone again
his view should be regarded as true, Udayana scented the
mischief and said that it was obvious that if both these miracles"
happened the members of the assembly would be confounded
and would regard both the views as true. Stiil he had no
objection to submit to this test if later the Buddhist accepted
his proposal. It happened as Udayana had predicted. The
image became water on the Buddhist view being stated, but
became stone again when Uciayana asserted his view. Then
Udayana suggested that both fall from a Tâla tree to decide
whose view was true—the Buddhist saying 'Vedâh apramânam*
(the Vedas are not authoritative) and Udayana saying lVedah
pramanam' (the Vedas are authoritative)—and the king should
be converted to the view of the philosopher who remained
alive and was thus proved to be victorious, and should punish
the adherents of the Other view and drown their literature
in water. The Buddhist, it is said, fell dead with his body
disfigured and. dismembered. Udayana was made the rajaguru
(royal preceptor) and given villages as gift for his livelihood.
This Udayana could boast on finding the doors of the temple
of Jagannätha shut that the well-being of Lord Jagannâtha
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depended on him as long as the Buddhists were there and
Jagannätba in all His glory could not afford to forget that.
And, it is said that the doors of the temple opened of their
own accord.16

These and such accounts might not have any historical
truth in them, but they certainiy show the place of debates
in the social and cultural and intellectual life of India and
also*" show how far controversies could go, and their result
influence the future career of a person or the history of a
sect or school of thought.

NOTES

1 'Pratitisihami ha vä ya eta râtrîr upayanti'; 'Brahma veda brahmaiva
bhavatr, 'Brahma bubhnsur brahmavedanam kuryät.'

2 Iha mäsa-mätram avadhih kriyatäm
anumanyate hi divasasya ganah,
tadanantaram sudati häsyasi
bhoh kusumästrasästra-nipunatvam api.

—Sahkaradigvijayo, 9.72 (of Vidyâranya).
3 Cf 'Mrtyoh sa mrtyum âpnoti ya iha näneva pasyati'-Brh. Up. 4.4.19,

Katha Up. 4. 10; Yadä hy evaisa etasminn udaram antar&m kurute' tha
tasya bhayarh bhavati.—Taittiriya Up. 2.7.

4 Tatra ko mohah kah soka ekatvam anupasyatah.—Isa Up, 7.

5 See Prdbhavakacarita, 10 ( Mallavädi-caritam ). The story is somewhat
differently toid in the Prabandhacintâmani and in the Prabandhakosa.
There Mallavädin is associated with Sîlâditya.

6 Atha pramäcia-sästräni si?yän dyätrimsatam tadä,
adhyäpayanti SnSäntisurayas caitya-samsthitâh. 70
prameyä duhparicchedyâ bauddha-tarka-samudbhavâh,
tenâvadhâritâh sarve'nyaprajnänavagähitah. 73

—Vrabhâvakacarita, 16. 70,73 (Vädivetäla-Santisüricarita)

7 Prablmvakacarita. p. 178, v. 193.

8 See Prabhïïvakacarita, p. 178, v. 205. For an account of the whole
debate, see Ibid, pp. 174 ff; and Mudritakumudacandra, pp. 44-51. See
also Kävymusäsana Part II—Introduction by Prof. Rasiklal C. Parikh
(Mahâvïra Jaina Vidyâlaya, Bombay, 1038).
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9 Helâ-niddaliya-gairiidukumbha-payadiyapayâvapasarassa,
Sîhassa maena samarh na viggaho neya samdhânarh.

—Prabhävakacarita, p. 152, v. 15.

10 Yafc kankanäbharana-komalabähuvallisarigät kurarigakadréor nava-
yauvanayäh,
Na svidyasi pracalasi pravikampase tvam tat satyam eva drsadä nanu
nirmito'si.—Ibid p. 152, v. 26.

11 Amdhaya suyâna kälo Bhîmo puhavïi nimmio vihinâ,
jeoa sayam p̂ ' na ganiyam kâ gananâ tujjha ikkassa.

•—Ibid p. 153. v. 33
12 Anyadâ Devabodhäkhyah Snbhägavata-darsam,

bhorivâdajayonmudrah snmat pattanam âyayau. 61
avälambata patram ca râjadvâre madoddhurah,
tatra slokam durälokarii vibudhair alikhac ca sah. 62

tathä hi—
f<Eka-(^vi-tri-catuh-panca-?anmenakamane na käh,
Devabodhe mayi kruddhe san menakamanenakäh". 63
tatah sarveT pi vidvämsa enam Slokya saryavat,
drso vipariyanti sma durbodham sudhiyâin api 64
sanmâsânte tadâ câ'mbâprasâdo bhopateh purah,
Devasari-prabhum vijfiaräjam darsayati sma ca 65
Sa bbüpäla-purah slokam bibhedodbhedadhînidhih,
kulattha-jalavad-ganda-sailam rajfiâ niatah subrt. 66

Athäsya slokasya vivaranarà—kai gai rai âabde. kâyantïti kvacit
da-pratyaye kâh éabdena vâdinah. te satkâh. santïti kriyâdhyâhâre sad
Vâdino na santi. kva sati—Devabodhe mayi kruddhe sati. punab katham-
bhûte—eka-dvi-tri-catuh-pafica-san-menakamane. m5kam mànkam2n2,
mänam mäh kvip pramânam. ekarfi pramânam pratyaksa-rûpariî yesâm
te ekamâh, cärväkäh, ekapramänavädinah. tathâ dvimâh—dvepramâne
pratyaksanumänarüpe yesârii te dvimâh, dvipramânavâdino bauddhâh
vaisesikas ca.tathâ trimâh—tnni pramânani pratyaksanumsna"gamarüpäni
yesâm te trimâh, tripramänavädinah sârnkhyâh. catvâri pfatyaksâ-
numanâ"gamopamânarripâni pramânani yesam te caturmgh, catuh-
prâmânavâdino naiyâyikâh. tathâ pancamâh-pafica pratyak?ânunlânâgamo-
pamanâ'rthâpattirûpâni pramânâni yesâm tepâncamâh, pafica-pramäna--
vâdinah prâbhâkarâh. tathâ sanmâh—sat pratyaksânumânâ'Jgamopamânâ-
rthäpattyabhavarapäni pramânani yesâm te sanmâh, satpramânavâdino
mimâmsakâh. tcsâm inâs tadvettrtvât, tân kamate abhilasati, sa ekâdvi-
tri-catulj-panca-san-menakamanah tasmin mayi. tathâ menakamanenakä*
api na kâh na vâdinah, ma lakçmîh, tasyâ inah svâmi Vi?nuh, kamano
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Brahms, ina Adityab, menakamanenäh.alpatvat ka-pratyaye rnenakama-
nenakäh. te'pi Visnu-Brahma-Saryä mayi Devabodhe kruddhe sati
ajnänatvän na kâîi na vadinah. yato devän bodhayati—iti sabdavyutpattyâ
te'pi mayä bodhitäh sujflänä bhavanti, tato mänusänäm patuv^dinäih

• vidusâm api kim pramänam kä vgrtä. iti patralamba-vyakhyä.
—Prabhävakacarita, pp. 172-173.

13 See Vndävali ( of Purusottama and others )—edited by Rämanätha
Sarmä, 1920.

14 History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. 2} p. 402—S N. Dasgupta.

15 History of Dharma Sästra, Vol. 3, p. 279—P. V. Kane (1946).

16 Jagannätha suraérestha bhaktyahariikärapürvakam,
aisvaryamada-matto'si mäm avajnäya vartase. 68

upasthitesu bauddhesu mad-adhfnä tava sthitih,
ity evam ukte sloke tu sahasodghätitäh svayam. 69
kapätäs tatksanäd eva nrnäm citrarh tu pasyatärii,
tatas tatra sthita yesu Jaganngthasya püjakäh. 70

—Bhavisya Puräna Ptfr/iw/ß-Bhagavad-mähätmya, 30.



We are drawing near the end of our inquiry. An account
of Indian Dialectics is on the whole very interesting both
fromthe theoretical and the historical and social points of vfew.
The general impression is that Indian culture is predominantly
mystically or spiritually inspired. This side is certainly there,
but there is an intellectual side also, one of whose charac-
teristic expressions is found in the development of dialectical
rhought in the important domains of life. It has been my
attempt to show that the Indians have shown a pre-occupation
with dialectics in all their thinking. Raghunätha Siromani
has said ;

'Kavyesu kotnala-dhiyo vayam eva nanye
tarkesu karkasa-dhiyo vayam eva riànye

("We alone have minds of fine sensibility in respect of poetry,
and not others; we alonahave a rigorous intellect in dialectics
and not others. ' ). This truly describes the intellectual culture
of India in its varied aspects.

The intellectual, rational and dialectical aspect of Indian
culture is revealed in the realm of higher thought. This is
evident right from the Vedic literature-the earliest systematic
documents of Indian life and culture that are available. The
Aryan thinker has even in the Vedic hymns asked questions
as to why he feels compelled to believe in those deities, why
he feels the necessity to posit only one God or even an
absolute entity, how the world could have arisen from this
one entity and soon. With the passage of time these questions
increased in number and probed deep.r. Is this one entity
sentient or can it be insentient? In either case what could
be the relation between this entity and the world which bears
evidence of both sentiency and insentiency? What could be
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the order of creation, or did creation take place at all? and
so on and so forth. Thus metaphysical theories and philo-
sophical views grew and developed. The philosophical questions
the Indian thinker has asked and attempted to answer aie
too well known to need any further empasis. The Indian
dialectical mind is visible everywhere.

We have seen that 'dialectic' primarily signifies the art
of discussion, debate, controversy, the method of argument
o r disputation, the, process of discursive or conversational
thinking. The Sanskrit parallels are sambhâsa, katha, tarka.
I have shown that the Indian thinkers applied their tarkikaïâ>
dialectical bent of mind to different branches of learning and
that the dialectical mode seems to have been indispensable in
the treatment of the different subjects in ancient India, and
to the development of the different vidyas both in their
theoretical and practical aspects. As .a matter of fact, dialectics
is" rooted in man's very being, for reasoning and discussion
are natural to him. Man feels a sort of a veil of Av/dya,
Nescience—both from the point of view of knowledge and
conduct—covering bis real nature and he is always striving to
get out of it and realise himself and know things rightly.
This has been the attempt of man throughout the ages.
Whether he seems God-like or Satan-like, he is trying to find
out the truth and realise his essential being. He has to justify
his goal and the efforts he is making to achieve it, to others
and much more so to himself. Reason being one of his
important tools for acquiring knowledge and achieving success
in practical ends, man delights in raising doubts in respect
of every little action or belief of his and tries to resolve these
and ansv\er objections. We have seen that this is true of
man in India throughout his history. Just as he was asking
questions about the deities so he felt compelled to ask questions
about the meaning and interpretation of the literature pertain-
ing to deities and their worship, the speech he was using,
the lelation of word and meaning and thus find some rational
justification for the religious and occult rites handed down
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from one generation to another and discover some significance
in them and the Vak (speech) accompanying them. This inquiry
also must have led to serious discussions and intellectual
disputes as the Indian thinker attempted to fix some
general rules of exegesis and arrive at a philosophy of word
and meaning. It is generally believed that Indian logic has
its source in the discussions of the ritualists, pertaining to
sacrificial rites and the like in the long intervals between two
sacrificial ceremonies, and in connection with the interpretation
of Vedic texts, order of sacrificial rites and so on.

Two other vital needs of the ancient Indian might have
led to the growth of dialectic and there is much evidence
for this. These are his physical well-being and secondly the
settlement of disputes which arise over inheritance, property,
theft and so on, that is to say, disputes of a juridical
character. These latter have to be settled in some way or
the other so as to convince both parties of the truth and
justice of the settlement and for this the plaint and the
reply have to be properly weighed and a proper conclusion
arrived at. We have seen that the legal terminology .that
gradually grew up has much in common with the terminology
of logic and dialectic and there may have been much by way
of mutual influence and parallel development. The procedures
in a court of justice and in the intellectual arena have much
in common. The other serious need for discussion was in
connection with the physical well-being of man, the nature
of the ailment if any and the cause of it and the means to
remedy it and the procedure adopted. A good physician would
reason out a case for his own diagnosis and then compare
his view with that of others We have seen that a section in
great detail on dialectic has been included in ths Caraka-
samhitä. This development of the logic and the dialectic of
diagnosis presupposes a coming together of physicians. This
might be occasionally at the sick bed of a rich patient but
more probably in frequent conferences or assemblies of
physicians. The f^ct that physicians ia counsel earnestly
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discussed together in order to arrive at conclusions regarding
the theoretical causes of diseases, their cures and their actual
discernment in individual cases is quite clear, as said above,
from even a superficial study of the Carakasamhita. The
entire work seems to be a collection of discussions of learned
physicians with Atri as the presiding sage. Where differences
of opinion are great they are all noted, and Atri's own opinion
on them is given, and where there was more or less unanimity
or where Atri had something new to say his own opinion
alone is given. We know from several independent sources
that the practice of holding samitis, sangitis, gosthis or parhads
for discussions and decisions on various theoretical and
practical problems was prevalent These parisads were held
for discussing and deciding not only questions pertaining to
ritual and religious practices and philosophy but also medical and
juridical and the like problems. Such assemblies of the learned
for art and literature are actually mentioned in the Kamasutra
(1 .4) . Logic and dialectic possibly arose and developed
from disputes and discourses in such assemblies.

The list of j at is (sophistical refutations) given in early
works on logic indicates that thinkers systematically formulated
the principles of logic after a careful examination of the
arguments advanced by either party in actual disputes. Some
arguments must have seemed obviously invalid or fallacious
and must have been adjudged as such. But it was for the
logician to find out where the fault actually lay and frame
the principles of correct reasoning therefrom. Some of the
jatis given are so specific that they seem to have been taken
up directly from actual discussions without their being
generalised, and strengthen our conclusion that these jâtis were
a list of types of arguments repeatedly and commonly advanced
by debaters to shield their position, but obviously fallacious.
A student of logic, it was thought, should be acquainted with
such arguments or sophistical refutations so that he himself
could avoid them or detect them as fallacious if put forth by

M i l
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an opponent in a debate. In most cases such arguments were
given as jatis in a general form, but in some cases the original
was preserved in its specific form, perhaps because generalising
it would have made it difficult to grasp. Similarly, tricks
such as quibbling, repetition, digression, etc. employed by
clever dialecticians to put the opponent off the track, supplied
material to logic and dialectic for the section on nigrahasthanas
which could be employed as 'checks' when a debater knowingly
or unknowingly resorted to such practices.

The necessity of exposing fallacies in the arguments of
the opponent preceded the systematic and scientific study of
logic as a separate sâstra. We find that the distinction of
hetvahhasas (fallacies of reason), which are of a strictly logical
character and value, from the faults and aberrations resulting
from inadvertence and sophistical motives has been clearly
recognised even in the Sutra period. The Nyaya-sUtra recognises
hetvabhasa as a separate padartha ( topic ) even when it is
subsumed under nigrahasthana. The nigrahasthanas (grounds
of censure or defeat ) are rightly believed to form a wider
class, and comprehend hetvabhâsas within their scope as a
particular variety but are never confounded with purely
logical aberrations. The fallacies which are called fallacies in
dictione by Aristotle and which arise from ambiguity in
language are not regarded as fallacies proper in Indian logic
and have been placed under the head of chala- (quibble)»
Many of the fallacies of the extra dictionem variety also are
not regarded as hetvabhasas, but are subsumed either under
the head of chala or that of nigrahasthanas which are sympto-
matic of'other than logical delinquency'. The fallacy of ignoratio
elenchiy which consists in proving a conclusion other than what
is intended to be proved, can be subsumed under nigraha-
sthanasXxte arthantara, pratijnantara, pratijna-hâni. * Similarly
the actual debates that were carried on must have been analysed

* See Buddhist Logic, Vol. /, pp. 353; and Prof. Satkari Mookerjee's
article on * The Nyaya-Vaisesika System of Philosophy', p. 421 in The
Cultural Heritage of India, Vol. I (Ramkrishna Memorial, Vol. I ),
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from the point of view of their aim and procedure and debates
were thus classified under broad heads such as vada (discussion),
jalpa (disputation) and vitanda (wrangling) in works on logic (and
dialectic), though this division could not be historically justified
for no party would profess to indulge in a jalpa or a vitanda.
All would initially agree to participate in a vada and it was
the actual procedure and the manouevres employed which made
all the difference. The kinds of evidences and proofs cited
in disputes, legal or otherwise, contributed to the growth of
the concept of pramanas ( proofs or sources of knowledge )
in logic.

Logic in its early stages is primarily concerned with the
treatment of debate and its technique, as can be seen from
the Nyüya-sutra, early Buddhist works and even the Jaina
Canonical literature. As logic becomes more systematic and as
the rules of correct reasoning come to be clearly formulated
on the strength of the detection of fallacies, logic starts;
concerning itself with the pramanas and only secondarily
with the technique of debate. Navya-Nyäya dropped the topic
of debate altogether, as it did metaphysics to a large extent,
and busied itself with bringing perfect precision to logical
arguments and definitions by its novel method. It was thus
that logic came to establish itself.

Science arises, as said above, to satisfy some vital need
of man. To establish itself it has to resort to arguments in
order to justify its theories, and in the process indulges in
subtle and even hair-splitting arguments It may also happen
that these arguments appear even more intriguing, and that
dialecticians try to solve the difficulties involved much more
than they try to understand anything else, thus evolving a
dialectic of dialectic and applying the rules dialectic has
evolved to dialectic itself. Moreover, along with the discovery
of some theories about the modes of reasoning, there sometimes
grows in man a vanity priding itself upon this knowledge and
expressing itself in hair-splitting subtleties some of which can
scarcely be said to help in understanding or discovering truth.
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For the development of this side of dialectic, man's vanity
alone appears to be responsible. And society in general tolerates
this because of the utility of the more serious part, and even
out of curiosity»

Giving one's general reflections on India's intellectual
culture, one may say that reason has been its driving force
in matters coming under its purview as also in trying to
understand the limits of reason. As we have seen, there was
a school of scepticism which did not accept that any pramana
could yield true knowledge or that knowledge was possible.
Even the absolutists resort to reason to show the limitations
of reason; only they do not limit themselves to reason alone
to know and discover truth; or rather, they do not commit
the error of denying the possibility of apprehending truth and
reality through ways and means other than the physical senses
and the system of knowledge created out of their acquirement
by reason, that is to say, empirical experience and reasoning.

The three most important pramanas of Indian logic are
pratyaksa (perception), anumana (inference) and sabda (verbal
or scriptural testimony ). Both psychological and logical
considerations determine the treatment of these pramânas, but
this need not prejudice any one, as the logical consideration
is not in any way the sufferer thereby. Pratyaksa is regarded
as the most important pramana, and sense perception which is
direct experience guides all reasoning. Even the beliefs of the
Indians in God and the like are claimed to be founded on
pratyaksa-thQ yogi-pratyaksa, and it is to acquire the faculty
of this sort of perception that the Indians pursue their sadhana.
The Indian theory of inference does not suffer from the
unnatural division into deduction and induction. In the anumana
theory in Indian logic, an inference is deductive as well as
inductive because vyapti, from which the conclusion is deduced,
is supported and illustrated by experience by making it always
necessary to cite an udaharana in support of the vyapti. The
theory of inference is from very early times securely based
on vyapti, the relation of universal concomitance, as can be
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seen from the treatment of jatis and the answers to tfiem
given in the Nyaya-sutra and other works. The jatis are
fallacious inasmuch as they are not firmly based on vyâpïi,
but only on possession of the same or contrary attributes by
two entities or on any such ground that soon gives way. As
said above, the Indians did not commit the error of denying the
possibility of knowledge through means other than empirical
experience and inference based on it. The Indian thinkers
in the main recognised anubhava (intuitive experience) as one
of the fundamental sources of knowledge and therefore they
found a place for this source or pramana in their scheme of
pramanas. And the justification for finding a place for sabda
pramana lies in this inasmch as the scriptures are believed to
be expressions of such intuitive experience and therefore
empirical experience and reasoned out inference are viewed-
consistently with it. I have discussed this point at some length
in my book Avidya—a Problem of Truth and Reality. The
authority of the scriptures which were supposed to be based
on intuition or the direct perception of the sages had its
proper place in respect of problems beyond the purview of
empirical knowledge. It may, however, be pointed out that
this tendency of fully relying on texts even in such subjects
as medicine or other empirical branches of knowledge, led to
a sort of stagnation in later times.

It has been made a subject of damaging criticism that in
most systems of Indian Philosophy reasoning is subservient
to scriptural testimony and not free. This point is important
and needs some discussion in a work on dialectic In actual
practice we find that the ancient thinkers bave mostly îesorted
to reasoning and the mode of dialectical examination of topics
in the exposition of the tenets of their systems of philosophy
and in refuting rival views. Even in the Nyäya-Vaisesika
writers hardly ever quote a sruti. The Särhkhyas can easily
quote a number of upanisadic passages in support of their
view, but usually the Säriikhya writers do not; they rely mostly
on reasoning in the exposition of their position and the
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establishing of their categories. The Yoga school also relies
very little on the Vedic texts. Whatever logic and epistemology
the Purva-Mîmâmsa evolved was primarily for the purpose
of proving the unquestionable validity of Sruti, but this was
bioad-based and was generally done independently of the Vedic
texts. Even in the case of the Vedänta we find that the basic
texts remaining the same, a number of schools with diverse
views have arisen. This could happen only if the different
thinkers had reasoned out their views more or less indepen-
dently of the Vedänta texts. These conclusions, however, in
their view, must heve support in the respective scriptural texts,
because they believed that the truth of reason cannot be
fundamentally different from the intuitive truth expressed in
the scriptures. To prove this they used all their exegetic and
dialectical skill to interpret the scriptural texts in consonance
with the truths more of less independently grasped by them.
Among the heterodox schools, the Lokäyatikas do not admit
the authority of - any scriptural text as they accept only
perception as a source of valid knowledge. The Jainas again,
like the Vedântins, believe in the authority of the Agamic
word—-the teachings of Mahâvîra; but dialectical reasoning has
found a secure place even in their method of exposition from
very early times. In fact, controversies with thinkers of other
schools were very common among the Jainas, as we have seen
above, and in these they must. have relied mostly on their
dialectical skill rather than on the words of Mahâvîra which
were not acceptable to the other party. The Buddhists refuse
to have blind faith in the teaching of anyone including
Buddha—unless their own reasoning and clear vision is in full
accord with the testimony of others. The Buddhists can thus
be called true rationalists in the modern sense of the term.
Again, as in Vedänta, a number of schools with radically
different views arose within the Buddhist fold on the strength
of independent thinking, all believing that they had support
and corroboration in the words of Buddha. This suffices
to show that even though only such reasoning was to
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be admitted as was not contradictory to the scriptural word
(agamavirodhi-tarka), this did not actually come in the way
of the free development of rational thought. As a matter of
fact, the different schools of thought have never remained
isolated from one another and there has been much growth
and development in each of them as a result of discussions
and controversies with thinkers of rival schools. The dialectical
mode of treatment—in which a purvapaksin or a rival thinker
is presupposed and his objections anticipated and answered—
is very commonly found in the text-books of not only the
darsana-sastra, but of all the other sastras as we have seen
in the preceding chapters. I have pointedly shown above that
the dialectical made of exposition is not confined to pramana-
sastra and darsana-sastra ( this being more or less known )
but is amply found in the works of other vidyas also. One
has only to bear in mind that the Indian thinkers integrated
different kinds of experience, both empirical and intuitive,
and correlated rhe different types of knowledge derivable
from them.

The Indian logicians directed their reason and dialectical
skill to problems of knowledge also and evolved different
theories of truth, the important ones being those oiyatharthya
(correspondence), avisamvada (coherence, non-incongruence)
and arthakriyctkaritva (pragmatism) (though one must beware
of interpreting these solely in the light of western theories
and loading them with the implications of the latter). These
theories, like all other epistemological considerations, are
viewed in harmony with the metaphysical or ontological views
of the respective schools. The problem whether knowledge
carries with it its valdity or not is discussed in all the schools of
philosophical thought, and so also the problem how knowledge
itself is apprehended, and different views are stated with reasons
to support them in the works of different schools of thought.
Another question to which Indian thinkers devoted much
attention and thought was; How do words express their
meaning, and what is the relation of word and meaning?
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The logicians submitted even the pramanas admitted by them
to a dialectical examination in order to justify the acceptance
of those pramànas, so the question of the number of pramanas
became important in their discussions. The dialectical mode
of justifying the plan of a work, the order of exposition, and
so on is common to the works of almost all the vidyas.

Summing up, we may say that dialectic seems to have
originated or at least developed out of the need to cure the
body, settle disputes and understand the significance of the
magnificent vedic sacrifices and its first theoretical use seems
to have been in connection with the understanding of the
mysteries of speech or the relation of word and meaning or
the philosophy of language. Then it experienced great
proliferation both in its theoretical and practical aspects and
profoundly influenced the growth of all branches of learning.

It has been my attempt to show that dialectic was a live
phenomenon in ancienr India; it was not confined to a few
panditas or scholars writing bhasyas or learned treatises. It
permeated the intellectual culture of India in all its varied
aspects.

I have tried in my humble way to draw attention to a
much neglected aspect of Indian intellectual culture and to
bring out some of its peculiarities in the hope that this would
lead to a better understanding and appreciation of proble s
of Indian and European logic and dialectic For this purpose
I have translated, almost literally, lengthy dialectical discussions,
so as to give a faithful idea of how such discussions were
carried on in ancient India and in what milieu the ideas were
set. I shall feel amply rewarded if attention is aroused in this
direction, and a way is paved as a result of the further
efforts of.more competent persons, which could lead to a
harmonious pattern of thought in which the methodology of
Indian and European schools could be employed to their

mutual benefit, thus leading to a more efficient ' Organ of
Knowledge '.
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êlSTRA-VINODA IN SOMEéVARA'S MANASOLLlSA

In numerous works we find small sections on logic and
dialectic, or Kävya-sästra (poetics) and the like subjects. This
indicates that some grounding in such subjects was thought
to be an essential part of the equipment of the intelligentsia
and so these subjects were given in a nutshell in works which
assumed an encyclopaedic character. Manasollasa is one such
work. It is a work of the twelfth century attributed to the
Cälukya King Somesvara, son of Vikramäditya VI. The work
treats of many subjects and is designated by the author as
*jagadacarya-pustaka', and the scope of the work is so
extensive that it rightly deserves this epithet. Somesvara was
an orthodox Hindu King and the Manasollasa presents a
picture of the glories and the pomp and paraphernalia of an
Indian court and royal household. In the Vinoda-vimsati
(Twenty chapters on recreation), there is a chapter on Èïïstra-
vinoda. After dinner a King should, it is said, enter the
assembly hall and invite the best poets, musicians, dialecticians
and people well versed in different sastras and make them
seated around him. He should look at them with a smiling
face and gracious looks. He should then call upon the poets
to recite a good piece of poetry and initiate a discussion on
its merits and drawbacks. Here the author gives an exposition of
the principles and tenets of Kävya-sästra including dramaturgy.
After this literary discussion, the King should, out of curiosity,
make dialecticians dispute and the subject of the dispute
should be gîta, nrtta or vadya. This shows either the author-
king's fondness for these subjects or that these subjects are
recommended for discussion because any logical or ph ; i

i - m
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sophical subject would prove to be tough and dry to the audience
at a King's assembly. The author here gives an exposition of
the dialectical categories, vada, jalpa, vitanda, chala, jati,
nigrahasthana, hetvahhâsa, The king, it is said, should act as
judge and distribute presents at the end. It may be noted that
the names of two nigrahasthanas, viz. nigrahyopeksana and
anlgrahyanuyoga differ from those given in the Nyaya-sutra
where they appear as paryanuyojyopeksana and niranuyojyanuyoga
respectively, and ananubhasana of the Nyaya-satra is here
called ananuvadana.

According to this work, it may be necessary at times to
employ chala, jati and nigrahasthana even in a vada for the
understanding - of truth. Such a vada becomes a jalpà if it
is --actuate^ by the desire for fame, etc., that is to .say by*
worldly gains.

Manasollasa (Vol. 2) Viihsati 4, pp. 187-189 ( G O S ) : r ~

Evam kavya-kathah srutva vicarya ca gutßgunau;\

taias tu tarkikan mi a kauiukena vivadayet:

kulena vidyaya khyatya samayor vada isyate,
vadasya visayo gitarh nrttarh va vadyam eva va.

. sya-pakse sadhanam y air a parapakse ca dusanam;
siddhantenavirodhas ca sambandhas ca pratijnaya.-

4 hetU'drstântayor yogo nigamopanayau tathai "

paksasya pratipaksasya graho vadah sa ucyaté.

sadhyadharma-visisiasya dharminoyat tu kîrtanam;

pratijna nama sa prokiâ hetus tatsadhanarh viduh.

sâdhya-sadhanayor yatra'vinabhavah pradarsyate; ..

tadudaharanam proktam nigamah paksa-nirtiayah. .

drstante kathita-vyapter hetoh paksopasarhhrtih)
sa capy upanayah paksadharma-khyapanayocyate.

upanayah paksadharma-khyapanayopayujyate\
sisyasya gutuna sardham satirthanam parasparam.

vastu-tattvavabodhaya vàdah kâryo vimatsaranr,
iâtibhir nigrahasthanais chalair api samanvitah.
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sa eva vado jalpah syat khyatipUjadihetukaà;

sthapanarh pratipaksasya jalpe yasmin na vidyate.

vitanda riäma sa prokta purvokta-phala-siddhaye;

chaläm asya vikalpena para-vakyopaghätariarm

samanyenopacärena vacaneneti -•« tt& ifrtäfia;

prayukte sadhane samyag-utîarâ'prâiibhasarial.

samxkaranahuddhyä yah prasango ßtir it y àsau;

pratidmanla-saranarh pratijnä-hanir isyate.

arthantarasya nirdesah pratijnäntaram ucyate;

sa pratijna-virodho yad vairam hetu-pratijnayoh.

pratijnâyah parityâgas sa . sannyaso vidhlyate;
visesa-rahite hetau dïïsite prativndina.

savisësasya kathanam hetvantaram udShrtam;
prakrCartha-parityagat tad asambaddha-bhasanam.

arthantaram iti proktam nigrahasthäna-sannidhaw,
vara-tritayam ukto'pi parsada prativadina.

yan na vetti parah samyag ajnänakhyam tad ucyate;

pratijnadeh kramarh tyaktvakrama-vyatyayasaiigrahah.

apraptakalam tat proktam nigrahasthana-vedibhih;

kenapy avayaveriatra hinarh tan nyunam ucyate.

hetudaharanadhikyad adhikam tad vidùr budhah;
anuvadam parityajya punas tasyaiva bhäsanath.

êabdasyârthasya tat proktam punaruktarh manlsibhih;
yijnâtasya padârthasya trln varan bha$itasya ca.

nanuvadah paroktasya bhavet tad ananuvadanani;
uttarasya yad ajnanam ukta tv apratibhä budhaih.

anya karyat katha-bhangah katha-viksepa ucyate;
abhyupetya nijarh dosam para-dosasya bhasanam.

matanujneti sa prokta dosodbhavana-vedibhih;
prapiasya nigrahasthanarh tad-anudbhavanarh cayat.

nigrahyopeksatiarh nama nigrahasthanam ucyate;
anigrahe nigrahasya yad udbhavanam ucvn*
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ânigrahyarh tu yogo'yam dïïsartatvena kîrtitah;

sva-siddhantam parity ajy a y ad ucchrnkhala-btiäsatiam m

apasiddhanta-namedam nigrahasthanam ucyate;
apaksa-dharmo hetur yah so'siddhah parikirtitah.

sàdhya-dharmaviruddho yah viruddhah parikirtitah\

paksa-tritaya-gaml yah so'naïkantika ucyate.

kalatyayapadhlcfyarh pakse yo'nyena bâdhyate;

sandeha-hetubhutena badhyo yah pratihetuva.

hetvabHäsah sa vijneyah samah prakaranena sah:

tato vivadamanesu nigrahasthana-vartmani

sthitanâm ajayam bruyad itaresârh jayam nrpah,

iîi sastra-vinodena dina-sesam nay en nrpah,

kavînâm tarkikanâm ca prasadam bhüri däpayet;
uktah sastra-yinodo'yam Somesvara-mahibhuja.
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Dialectical examination of the problem :

Is validity intrinsic in knowledge or is it extrinsic ?

— in Abhayadeva's Tattvabodhavidhayim on

Siddhasena • Diväkara's Sanmatitarkaprakarana.

We may consider here the dialectical criticism of the
problem of validity. The pUrvapoksa and uttara-paksa in regard
to this, as given in Abbayadeva's Tattvabodha-vidhayint, rather
in any standard philosophical work, give us almost a complete
idea of the arguments set forth in favour of and against the
view that knowledge carries with it its own validity. 1 have
selected Abhayadeva's work here as the basis of exposition as
it has not received as much recognition as it deserves. Similar
arguments on both sides are found advanced in Jayanta's
Nyaya-Manjari, I, pp. 146 ff; only Jayanta being a Nàiyâyika
concludes that both prßrrßnya aard 'apramanya are extrinsic
{paraiah) in all respects, whereas Abhayadeva being a Jaina
writer is of the view that in respect of jnapti (apprehension),
pramanya and apramanya are intrinsic, (svatah) only in the
case of familiar objects-and circumstances, otherwise they are
always extrinsic (paraiah ). Abhayadeva seems to be fully
conscious that the controversy is mainly and primarily between
the Mîmâmsakas and the Naiyäyikas, and that other schools
formulated their own theories after them. While stating the
purva-paksa (prima-facie view), Abhayadeva has quoted
Kumärila's words. Jayanta also has done the same. This shows
how honest many of the dialecticians were in faithfully
reproducing the rival view without attempting in any way to
misrepresent or damage it and then confuting it logically.

We now see how Abhayadeva discusses the problem (STT,
Vol. 1, pp. 2ff) : ; .
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(The view that pramanya is intrinsic)— The position of the
Mimâmsakas is as follows : Pramana signifies the operation
of the knower which reveals the real nature of a thing, and
its baing the revealer of the true nature of the thing is its
pramanya, and it is intrinsic (svatah) in respect of genesis
(utpatti), its own function (svakarya) of discerning a thing
as it is, and its own apprehension (jnapti), because it does not
depend (for these) on other causal factors such as excellence,
etc. over and above the causal factors giving rise to cognition,
on other pramanas and on the grasping of self-consciousness
respectively. Not being dependent on these three, pramanya
(validity) is said to be intrinsic (svatah). The argument can
be formulated as follows:-Those which are independent in
respect of the presence of a particular thing are self-sufficient;
as for : instance, the full causal apparatus in respect of the
production of a sprout; and pramanya is not dependent on
anything in respect of genesis, its own function and apprehension.

(The view that pramanya is extrinsic)-Those who are the
adherents of the theory that pramanya is extrinsic (paratah)
urge ; That it is .not dependent is unproven. For instance, in
respect of genesis, pramartya is dependent on other causes
such as excellence, etc. over and above the causes giving rise
to-the cognition, because it is concomitant both positively and
negatively with them. The argument is : That is dependent
-which agrees in respect of presence and absence with factors
^(viz. excellence, e tc . ) over and above the eyes, etc. liKe
apramanya. And pramanya is concomitant both positively and
negatively with factors over and above eyes, etc., so the probans
is one based on identity (svabhava-hetu). Therefore, it is
extrinsic in respect of its genesis (utpatti). Similarly, it is
extrinsic in respect of its own function (sva-karya)< because it
is dependent. To wit, those which await the rise of other -
cognititions are not self-sufficient in character, like apramanyà
etc.; and pramanya awaits in this respect -the rise of another
cognition so it is found to be concomitant with the opposite
(of what the Mîmâmsaka wants to establish). Similarly, it is
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extrinsic in- respect of apprehension (jnapti ) because it is
dependent. To wit : Those on whose selves are imposed doubt
or error, have their true nature determined by extraneous
sources, like post, etc; the validity of some cognitions has
doubt or error superimposed on itself, so the probans is one
based on identity (svabhava-hetu).

[Prima-facie view—(1) Pramanya is intrinsic in respect of
genesis {utpatti) ]-It is not true to say that pramanya is dependent
for its genesis on causal factors such as excellence (guna) etc,
over and above the causal factors giving rise to knowledge.
Stich factors are non-existent as can be seen from their non-
apprehènsion by means of pramanas ( organs of knowledge ).
To wit, perception is not capable of cognising the excellences
present in the organs of perception, etc. Since the sense-organs
are super-sensuous, their excellences also cannot be apprehended.
Inference also cannot cognise the excellence of the sense-organs
as it is accepted as arising on the strength of the ascertainment
of the linga (probans or inferential mark) as connected (with
the sadhya or probandum). It would have to be stated whether
the connection or relation of the linga with the excellence of
the sense-organs is cognised by perception or by inference. If
it is said that perception cognises the relation of the linga
with the excellence of the sense-organs, that is not proper
because the excellence of the sense-organs being imperceptible,
their relation also is imperceptible. It is said/ 'Relation which
resides in two cannot be apprehended when there is the
apprehension of the character of (only) one/ It is not also
true to say that the said relation is cognised by inference.
For, is even this inference based on a linga whose relation
has been cognised or on a linga whose relation has not been
cognised ? If it is based on a linga whose relation has not
been cognised, then is it a source of valid cognition (pramana)
or not ? In the latter case, the relation it is meant to cognise
cannot be cognised by it. In the former case, the pramana
cannot but be inference as perception is not possible as
explained above, and an inference cannot function if the relation
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between the probaas and the probandum is not known. On
the other hand, if it is an inference where the relation is
known, then we ask : Is this relation also known by the very
same inference or by another? In one case there is involved
the fault of mutual dependence (itaretarasraya) and in the
other that of vicious infinite series fanavastha)...Moreover,
can this inference cognise the relation, when it has arisen
from a hetu (reason) which is of the nature of effect (kârya),
or identity [svabhava) or non-apprehension (anupalabdhi)l
The Buddhist deny any other kind of hetu as determining the
probandum...Of these the svabhâva hetu can be useful only
in speaking of, or giving a name to a thing which has already
been perceived; for instance, simsapâtva, etc. give the names
' t r e e ' etc. And the relation of the linga with the excellence
which is subsistent in a supersensuous substrate (e.g. sense-
organs) is not cognised by perception so that inference arising
on the strength of a svabhava-hetu could enable us to speak
of their relation. Nor can an inference based on karya-hetu
be helpful by its cognising the relation of the linga with the
excellence of the sense-organs; when the relation of causality
is established, the karya-hetu (effect-probans) is accepted as
the cause of the cognition of the cause, and the relation of
cause-effect (i e. causality) can be established by means of the
pramânas called pratyaksa (perception) and anupalambha (non-
apprehension). Now, perception cannot cognise the relation of
the linga which resides in the excellence of the eyes, etc. so
that there could be the apprehension of some linga as the
effect of the excellence. Therefore, there is not the cognition of
the relation of the effect-probans also. Anupalabdhi-hetu cannot
operate at all in respect of such an object because it is
accepted as operating when negation is to be established. And
as already said there is no other kind of linga. There is no
pramana other than perception and inference, so there can be
no cognition of the excellence of the sense-organs. That which
is not revealed by any of the pramanas cannot be spoken of
as real, as for example, hare's horn. The excellences of the
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insensible sense-organs that are postulated by the opponent
cannot be revealed by any of the pramanas so how could they,
existing over and above the causal factors producing cognition,
bring about its validity ?

If it is argued that the excellences are cognised on the
strength of their effect, viz. true cognition, this is not tenable.
If the nature of the effect, viz. cognition could be ascertained
leaving aside its truth or falsity, then the particular character
or feature (viz. truth) of the effect which is not brought about
by the previous collocation of causal factors could make us
hypostatise another cause (viz. excellence) for its origination;
but when cognition, which is only true makes us infer the
collocation of causal factors producing itself, how could there
be the presence of excellence over and above the originating
causes ? Falsity, on the other hand, is a particular feature
of the effect, which not being possible from the previous causal
collocation, makes us bypostrtise another apparatus for its
origination; hence apramanya is said to be paratah (due to
another) as it requires defects for its production. The purity
(nairmalya, lit. freedom from defilement) of the sense-organs
cannot be spoken of as their excellence, for it is their very
nature and not an excellence brought about by an extraneous
factor. Its being called so is due to the absence of defect. To
wit, the sense-organ is said to be nirmala (pure) due to the
absence of such defects as kamala (excessive obstruction of
bile), etc.; and when these are present it is said to be possessed
of defect (or defective). The absence of torpor (rniddha), etc.
is the very nature of the mind also and their presence is its
defect (or abnormality). Stationariness. etc. similarly constitute
the very nature of the object too, and its being moving is a
defect ( or abnormality ). Even in the case of the knower,
absence of hunger, etc. is the very nature and their presence
is a defect. It is said, "This much causal apparatus gives rise
to valid knowledge ''. Therefore the validity of cognition
even as it arises is said to ba $vatah (intrinsic) inasmuch as

1-113
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it does not require any excellence over and above the causes
giving rise to the cognition. It may be urged : ' The nature
of the factors producing it has been cognised from erroneous
cognition; truth does not result from the nature of previous
causal factors which are known from their effect, so how could
it not make us hypostatise another causal apparatus called
excellence? (It would certainly do so)1'. But this is not tenable.
The procedure can be imagined in the reverse way also.
People generally do not infer a cause resident in the very
nature (of the causal apparatus) from erroneous cognition, but
do so from right cognition. And in such inference of the
causal factors the procedure formerly mentioned cannot be
repudiated. And as said above there is no third effect (leaving
aside truth and falsity).

Moreover, pramanya is of the form of the manifestation
of the true nature of a thing, and if this is accepted as not
arising even when the cognition arises from the causal apparatus
such as eye, etc. you must state what (other) nature of cognition
you accept. According to the opponent's view,^ cognition
cannot have a nature over and above this character so that it
could be accepted that validity not originated along with the
cognition originates in it only at a later time, like a picture
on a wall Moreover, if pramanya does not originate even
when cognition originates from its own causal apparatus,
but occurs later from a different apparatus, then due to the
superimposition of opposite character and due to the
difference of causes there would be difference between
cognition and validity, otherwise the statement, "This alone is
difference or the cause of difference, viz superimposition of
opposite qualities and difference of cause; if this were not a
differentiating factor, the world would be one." would be
violated. Therefore from that very cause, the causal apparatus
devoid of excellence, from which cogaiton {vijnana) originates
validity (pramanya) also originates. Hence the reason (hetu)
( because it agrees in presence and absence with the presence
and absence of the eye, etc. endowed with excellence ' is
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unproven (asiddha), and hence also the reason 'because it does
not depend upon another apparatus for its origination' is not
unproven (asiddha) because 'dependence' which is opposed to
'independence' is present in dissimilar cases {vipaksa), and the
piobans which is absent in the vipaksa is necessarily pervaded
by its own probandum, therefore the probans is not also
viruddka (contrary) or anaikantika (inconclusive) and hence
the probans can establish its own probandum.

Further, pramanya is the sakti (potency) of the form of
the discernment of the true nature of a thing and potencies
of all things occur intrinsically and are not dependent upon
a collocation of causal factors. As Kumârilasays. "You must
understand that pramanya is inherent in all pramanas since a
potency which is itself non-existent cannot possibly be brought
into existence by another agency/' (Slv. Su. 2, 47). This does
not imply ihe acceptance of the theory of the Sämkhyas that the
effect is latent in the cause; but whatever character of the
effect is present in the causal apparatus, that when the effect
originates from the causal apparatus come into existence from
that only, just as colour, etc. being present in the lump of
clay, when the jar is produced from the lump of clay, arise
in the jar due to the colour etc. of the lump of clay. On the
other hand, the attributes of the effect which are not present
in the cause, are not produced in the effect due to the cause
when the effect comes into existence, but independently, as
for instance, the potency of the jar to carry water. Similarly,
in cognition also, the potency to determine the nature of the
object, which is not present in the causes of cognition, viz.
eye, etc. does not arise due to these causes but becomes
manifest independently. Moreover, it is said, ' Since it is only
for the sake of its origination that a positive entity requires
a cause, and when it has once acquired an existence, its
application to the various effects proceeds naturally. " (Slv.
Su. 2, 48 ). For instance, " Tbe jar is dependent for its
origination on a lump of clay, staff, wheel, etc. but it does
not require their help in bringing water". It may be
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argued that since pramanya arises from the causes of know-
ledge, viz. eye, etc., it is said to be arising from an extraneous
cause. But this is what is acceptable to the Mïmâmsakas
also, because the origination of the validity of the preranä-
buddhi (cognition of stimulation ) which arises from the Vedic
injunctory statement, having no author (i.e. which is apauruseya)
is admitted. Similarly, inferential cognition which arises from
the linga which does not require the help of anything other
than the relation of invariable concomitance which is cognised,
arises as acquiring pramanya from it only. Thus pramanya
which arises not depending on any cause over and above the
collocation of the causal factors of cognition, arises intrinsically
(svatah). Therefore pramanya does not depend on another in
respect of origination.

[(2) Pramanya is intrinsic in respect of its effect or
function]—Nor can it be said that pramana (valid knowledge)
proceeding to do its task of determining the true
nature of the thing, does so depending on an instrument
over and above the causal factors producing itself; for if it
were to depend on another cause in this respect, would it
depend on the notion of consistency, or on the excellence of
the causes producing itself—these being the two possible
alternatives? If the former alternative is accepted, there would
be the fault of argument in a circle (cakraka). To wit, when
the pramana proceeds to do its work, then there is the activity
of persons who wish to perform activity, and when they proceed
to act, then there is samvada or consistency of the nature of
the origination of the knowledge of successful action; and
depending on this sarhvada, the pramana proceeds to its
function of the nature of the determination of the true nature
of a thing. Therefore, as long as pramana does not proceed
to do its work, people desirous of successful action will
not act, and without this there cannot be consistency or
agreement with the knowledge of successful activity, and
without its existence, pramana which depends on it would
not proceed to do its work; thus obviously, there is the fault
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of arguing in a circle. It cannot be said that pramana
proceeds to do its work depending on the future cognition
of consistency, as the future thing being non-existent, it
cannot serve as an auxiliary to cognition proceeding to
do its task. If the second alternative is accepted, again
there are two alternatives ; Do the excellences of the causes
producing it, become the auxiliaries of pramana proceeding to
do its work on beiqg cognised, or while remaining uncognised ?
It is not tenable that they do so being uncognised; the very
existence of uncognised things cannot be known, leave alone
their being auxiliaries. The other alternative also is not tenable
as it involves anavasiha (infinite series), Depending on the
excellences of its own cause, which are cognised, a pramana
(valid cognition) proceeds to do its work; the knowledge of
the excellences of the cause also, depending on the knowledge
of the excellences of its own cause, proceeds to do its work of the
nature of apprehending the excellences of the cause of pramana,
and that also depending on the knowledge of the excellence
of its own cause, and so OD. Thus, the fault of anavasiha cannot
be avoided. If it is urged that the knowledge of the excellence
of the cause of pramana, even without depending on the
knowledge of the excellence of its own cause, proceeds to its
work of apprehending the excellence of the cause of pramana,
then pramana also, even without depending on the knowledge
of the excellence of its own cause, will proceed to do its
work of apprehending its object, so the dependence of pramana
on the knowledge of the excellence of its own cause is
superfluous. Therefore, pramana proceeding to do its work,
is not dependent on anything. As Kumârila says, "If even on
the rise of a cognitiop, the object thereof is not comprehended
until the purity of its cause has been ascertained by means of
another valid cognition, then in all cases we should have to
wait for the rise of another cognition from another cause, for
until the purity of the cause of a cognition has been ascertained,
it is as good as a non-entity. And this (second) cognition
cannot be valid if its causes are not pure (so it could be
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regarded as valid only on the ascertainment of the purity- of
its cause); this is true of this ( th i rd) cognition also and so
on ad infinitum" ( Slv. SO. 2, 49-51 ). So the hetu (probans)
in the argument 'Those which await the rise of another
cognition.. . . ' is unproven {asiddha). Therefore pramana as it
arises from its own causal apparatus arises as endowed with
the potency to determine the nature of the object and so it
proceeds to do its work svatah (independently).

[ (3) Pramanya is intrinsic in respect of ascertainment ] —
Pramana is similarly not dependent upon another in respect
of the ascertainment of pramanya ( validity ), for being
dependent, would it depend oc the excellence of its own cause
or on consistency (sarhvada)l The view that it depends on
the excellence of its cause, is incompatible, because it has
already been proved that since the excellences of its cause
are not cognised by perception and inference based on it, they
are non-existent. It may be urged ; " Whatever particular effect
there is, is preceded by a particular causa having excellence,
as for example, a particular palace, and the like. Now, the
apprehension of an object as it is in reality is a particular
effect, and is a probans based on identity ( svabhava-hetu )
(proving that it must be due to a particular cause having
excellence)." This is irrelevant, because the apprehension has
not been established as being the apprehension of a thing
as it is in reality. Would the apprehension be apprehension
of a thing as it is in reality owing .to its being produced by
pure (i.e. non-defective) causal factors, or on account of its being
consistent, or on account of its being free from contradiction,
or on account of the object being such (i.e. on account of point
to point correspondence with the objec t )? These are the
different alternatives If it is said that it is due to its being
produced by a cause having excellence, that is not tenable,
on account of the contingency of the fault of mutual dependence
(itaretarasraya). To wit, apprehension can be determined as
the apprehension of a thing as it is on account of its being
produced by a cause having excellence; and it can be determined
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as produced by a cause having excellence on account of its
being apprehension of a thing as it really is, thus mutual
dependence is obvious. If cognition is known to be an
apprehension of a thing as it is in reality on the strength of
its being consistent ( samvadîtva ) that also is not proper,
because the fault of cakraka (argument in a circle) cannot be
avoided. To wit, as long as the specific character of being of
the nature of the determination of a thing as it is really is not
established with regard to cognition, people concerned with
its consistency (samvâda) would not act after the cognition,
and as long as there is not activity, there cannot be consistency
with successful action, and as long as there is not consistency,
cognition cannot be established as being the apprehension of
a thing as it really is—this contingency of argument in a circle
has been expounded above. Jf cognition is determined as being
the comprehension of a thing as it is really by its beiog free
from contradiction, that also is not consistent, because thereby
what the opponent himself accepts will be opposed. Absence of
contradiction is a non-entity and is not accepted as existent
or as a factor enabling one to know; if by resorting to negation
of the type of exclusion (paryudasavrttya), another cognition
is taken as meant by negation of contradiction, then since
the particular determination of cognition is not its object it
cannot possibly establish it. If the particularity of cognition
of being apprehension of a thing as it is really, is said to be
determined by its correspondence with the object (lit. by the
thing being such ), that also is not proper, because there is
the contingency of the fault of mutual dependence. Only when
it is established that the thing has that nature, can the cognition
be established as being the apprehension of the real nature of
a thing, and only when this latter is established can the thing
be established as having that nature; thus mutual dependence
is obvious. Therefore, the cognition of pramanya is not
dependent on the excellence of the cause.

Further, if the determination of pramanya is said to be
dependent on sarhvada (consistency), that also is not proper,
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For, is the knowledge which renders it consistent (—is in
agreement with it and so determines its conslstQncy-samvadaka

jnâna) accepted to be of the same type or of a different type ?
If the sarhvadaka jnâna is accepted to be of the same type,
then here also it must be stated whether it originates in the
same or in a different continuum. If it is accepted that another
cognition, originated in a different continuum and of the
same type as it, is the sarhvadaka jnâna that also is not
tenable because this involves atiprasanga ( absurd over-
extension), because then in respect of Devadatta's cognition
of jar even Yajnadatta's cognition of another jar would have
to be accepted as sarhvadaka. If another cognition originated
in the same continuum and of the same type is accepted as
sarhvadaka then here too it should be stated whether it has
as its object a thing cognised by a cognition recognised
previously as pramana or a different thing. It is not proper to
accept that it has the sama object for if there is one thing
as the common object, there would be no difference between
that which is rendered consistent (samvâdya) and that which
renders consistent {sarhvadaka). it is like this; If there is one
object, then as the previous one is not the sarhvadaka of the
said later cognition originated in the same continuum and
of the same type, so the later one also could not be the
sarhvadaka of the one prior to it. Moreover, how is the later
cognition of the same type and having the same object
determined as pramana (valid cognition) so that it could
determine the validity of the prior one ? If it be said that
the later cognition is determined as such from a cognition of
that type only, then the latter would have to be determined
as such by another of that type only and so on endlessly. If
the validity of the later cognition which is such be determined
by the first pramana, then the validity of the first would be
determined by the later pramana and of the later pramana by the
first one, so there would be mutual dependence (itaretarasraya).
It may be urged that though the prior and posterior cognitions
have this in common that they have one object, the) are of
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one type and are originated in the same continutim, there is
this difference that the posterior one occurs after the knowledge
of the purity of the cause and because of this difference the
posterior one can determine the validity of the prior one, but
the prior one cannot determine the validity of the posterior
one. The answer to this is that the comprehension of the
purity of the cause is not possible without the comprehension
of successful action, and there would be involved the fault
of cakraka (argument in a circle) which has been explained
above; so there would not be the knowledge of successful
action; or if it is possible, since validity can be determined
by it only, it is superfluous to imagine that the posteriof
cognition along with the particularity of the knowledge of
purityv of causes is the cause of the apprehension of the
validity of the prior one. Therefore, the posterior cognition
of the same type, originated in the same continuum and having
the same object cannot determine the validity of the prior
cognition. It is not also proper to say that the cognitioù
which determines the validity of the earlier cognition fras a
different object, because in that case knowledge of nacre, which
is such, would come to determine the validity of the cognition
of silver in respect of nacre. Therefore, a posterior cogntfion
of the same type cannot determine the validity of a prior
cognition.

If it is accepted that the knowledge determining the validity
( of another knowledge ) is of a different type, even then it
will have to be stated whether it is knowledge of successful
action or another knowledge. It cannot be another, for then
even the knowledge of jar could determine the validity of the
knowledge of cloth It is not proper to regard knowledge of
successful or purposive action also as determining the validity
of that knowledge, because in the absence of the determitfaffWö
of the validity of the knowledge of purposive action îtsêtf,
there would be absence of action, etc.; and so due to thefaf&h
of cakraka (argument in circle) this is not possible, ft may fre

1-114
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said that even in the absence of the determination of validity,
activity is possible even from the suspicion or expectancy of
it and so knowledge of purposive action will not be impossible.
But then the determination of validity will be superfluous.
To wit, a man proceeding to act even without having the
determination of validity, lest he come to failure or inconsistency,
being desirous of purposive action, seeks to determine validity.
Now, since that activity has occurred even without the
determination of validity the attempt to determine validity is
superfluous. Moreover, how could knowledge of purposive or
successful activity which is accepted as determining validity
be determined to be valid ? If by another knowledge of purposive
action that would lead to a vicious infinite series (anavastha); if
by the previous knowledge, then the fault of mutual dependence
( itaretarasraya ) which has been explained above would
arise here also. If the validity of the knowledge of successful
action be said t o b e determined intrinsically, then why should
you have any prejudice against the first knowledge being
determined as valid intrinsically? It is said, ' 'Just as the first
knowledge stands in need of samvada ( consistency ) with it,
so samvada with samvada would again have to be sought/ '
" If any one cognition be accepted as having intrinsic
validity then on what ground could one have any prejudice
against the first's being such (i.e. having its validity determined
intrinsically)?*' (Slv. su. 2. 76). " If it be said that samvada is
valid due to its samvada with the previous knowledge,
"then there would be mutual dependence and validity would
not be possible''.

i' It may be urged: " Knowledge of purposive or successful
activity is not seen in the absence of the object, so it is not
dependent on any thing for the determination of its validity;
but the knowledge of instrument ( —that which brings about
^purposive activity) is seen to arise even in the absence of the
object, so it is dependent for the determination of its validity
on the knowledge of successful action. " This also is not
cogent, because even knowledge of successful actioa is seen
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to arise without the object in the dream-state, and there is no
reason to differentiate between the waking and the dream
states. It maybe urged here : "Knowledge of successful activity
is of the form of attainment of the result, so it is not dependent
on another for the determination of its validity; whereas the
cognition revealing the instrument is not of the form of the
achievement of successful activity, so it is dependent on another
in respect of the determination of its validity. For instance,
when the knowledge revealing water arises, people who want
to drink it or take a dive in it, becoming suspicious whether
the water revealed in the knowledge would bring about the
desired fruit or not, set about the investigation of its validity;
but when the knowledge of the accomplishment of drinking or
diving arises, since the result has already been attained, they
do not apply their minds to the investigation of ks validity."
There is no truth in this. It is no answer to say, "Since the
result has already been attained." Being of an inquiring frame
of mind, they start inquiring whether the water revealed in
the knowledge of water is existent or not existent, so they
will start inquiring whether the thing revealed in the knowledge
of the result or the fruit is existent or not. Otherwise, if the
persons not setting about this suspect the non-existence of
the thing revealed in it, the knowledge would be suspected
to be not-valid as having a non-entity as its object, and the
validity of the knowledge revealing water and inspiring one
to activity would not be established. Then the other cognition
being similar in form, there would not be the determination
.of validity, so how could it be proper to admit that 'attempt
at purposive activity arises from knowledge whose validity
has already been determined? ?

Moreover, does the samvadaka cognition of a different
type which is accepted as determining the validity of jthe
prior cognition, have the same object or a different object?
It is not proper to accept that it has the same object as this is

.not possible in the opponent's view. The cognition of touch or
the like is of a different class from the cognition of colour, and
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iu it touch or the like is revealed, and not colour; whereas
jo the cognition of colour, colour is revealed and not touch
and the like; and colour and touch are mutually , different;
ancj one whole entity ( avayavin ) is not accepted as an object
of the cognitions of colour and touch, so that cognition having
one object and belonging to a different type could determine
the validity of the prior cognition. Again, even when it has
one object, is that object revealed in the determining
(vyavasthapaka) cognition in the same character as it was
revealed in in the cognition to be determined (vyavasthapyd), or
in another? It is not reasonable to accept that it is revealed
in the same character, because in that case, the determining
cognition would have the same amount of attributes and
things and so would be, like memory, non-pramüna ( nat-valid
cognition), and therefore could not serve as vyavasthapaka.
}f the thing is revealed in a different character, then the
two cognitions would not have one object and it would be
equivalent to accepting the second alternative and that is not
tenable, because in that case there would be this contingency

$11 cognitions having different objects, originated in
continuum and of different types would become the

4etenriiners of validity.

Further does the cognition of successful activity determine
the validity of the previous cognition as belonging to the same
time as it does or to a different time ? If it be simultaneous,
again there would be two alternatives : Does it apprehend the
kfiowledge revealing the instrument or does it not? It is not
true to say that the knowledge is apprehended, since another
cognition is not revealed in the cognitions by means of the
eyes, etc. which latterare accepted as restricted to their specific
objects, colour etc. It cannot also be said not to apprehend it,
because then it could not determine the validity of that
knowledge, for if it is not apprehended, the attributes present
in it could not also be cognised. On the other hand, if it is
said to belong to a different time, that also is not proper;
the prior cognition being momentary would perish and so
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would not be revealed in the cognition occurring at a later time;
and if it is revealed, the later cognition would become invalid
due to its having a non-existing thing as its object; and
because of its apprehending it it could not determine its validity.
And what belongs to a different ti e and does not apprehend
it would all the more be a non-determiner of it. So even a
non-simultaneous cognition, originated in the same continuum
and of a different type cannot determine vaUdity. Hence the
determination of the validity of the previous pramana is not
dependent on samvada (consistency).

Hence even in respect of apprehension, the probans in
the argument 'Those which are independ.nt in respect of the
presence of a particular thing...' is not an unpv ovQn(asiddha) one.
The vyapti (rule of invariable concomitance) is one established
by pramana. And since the determination of pmmanya cannot
possibly be paratah, there is the fallacy of unproven vyapti
(yyaptyosiddhï) in the argument, l Those whose selves have
been rendered objects of doubtful or erroneous cognition...1

And the probans is asiddha, for in the case of all living
beings there is the absence of doubt or erroneous conception
in respect of pmmanya. To wit, as soon as knowledge arises
all have the definite cognition, viz. 'This thing', and this is
not' possible if there is doubt or erroneous conception with
regard to validity. As Kumärila says, "Before its cognition,
pmmanya remains in its own essential form, and it is
independent in respect of its function ( of determining its
objects rightly)". (Slv. sîî. 2,83). It is the function of pramana to
determine its object and this does not depend on cognition by
another pramana. This would not be possible if it were an
object of doubt or erroneous cognition.

It is not true to say that pramana (valid cognition) and
apramafta ( not valid cogaition ) have a similar character
in respect of origination, so there could not be the
determination of their validity and invalidity without samvada
( consistency ) and visamvada ( inconsistency ) respectively. la
the case of apramana there invariably arises at a later time a
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contradictory cognition and cognition of a defect in the cause
and there is thus the determination of invalidity with respect
toit; but these are not there in the case of pramana, so how
could there be the suspicion of invalidity (apmmanya) ? If it
is said that since these are seen in that which has a
similar character there would be that suspicion even with
respect to pramana, the answer to this is that this also is not
tenable because it (suspicion, doubt) would cease after three
or four cognitions, but on account of this dependence it should
not be suspected that knowledge has not intrinsic validity or
that there will be the fault of anavastha (vicious infinite series),
because it only serves to dispel the suspicion of apramanya
in respect of the determining cognition and because it does
not depend on another cognition It is like this : There is
suspicion of apmmanya in respect of a cognition which has
not been contradicted because of its similarity to a cognition
which is contradicted elsewhere; when this doubt arises, a
third cognition is depended on; if this as it arises is in agree-
ment with the first cognition then this does not determine
the first cognition, but only dispels the suspicion of invalidity
brought about by the second cognition The first cognition
has, all the same, intrinsic validity. This also applies toacase
when doubt arising even in respect of the third cognition, there
is dependence on a fourth cognition. As Kumärila says, " In
this way we do not stand in need of postulating more than
three or four cognitions, and it is for this reason that we adhere
to the doctrine of svatah-pramäfiya" (SI. sü. 2, 61). It is only
this that is meant by ' That alone is wrong cognition wlhich
has a defiled cause or in respect of which there is a contra-
dicting cognition.' The dependence on a fourth cognition is
referred to only for satisfying the opponent by initially accept-
ing his position, but as a matter of fact it is not required.
It may be urged that if the third cognition is in agreement
with the second cognition, then the first is determined to be
not-valid. The answer to this is that this is acually admitted
as being done by it, but it must be noted that the third
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cognition only dispels the suspicion of invalidity in respect
of the second cognition, but does not determine its validity.
On the other hand, where with respect to a familiar thing a
doubt does not arise as to its being such (as it is presented
in cognition) or otherwise, a doubt made to arise forcibly by
a person is harmful to him. This is what the Vârttikakâra
has pointed out : il One who through ignorance suspects a
CDntradicting factor even if it has not arisen, being suspicious
in all his empirical dealings would come to destruction." And
this is not just a curse, for destruction would as a rule follow
due to the impossibility of any activity capable of acquiring
what is desired and avoiding what is undesirable, in the case
of those who want to acquire what is desirable and avoid
what is undesirable and who are always suspicious—even in
respect of a thing about which a doubt should not arisg—as
doubt based on one's fancy would always be there.

The cognition produced by prerana (stimulating injunction)
being produced by word ( sabda ) characterised by inspiration
(preranâ). which is free from defects as it has no person or
author as it source (i.e. is apauruseya), is always and everywhere
pramana (valid cognition) like the cognition arising from a
probans or the statement of a reliable person, or sensuous
cognition. As Kumärila says, " The cognition arising from a
Vedic injunction being produced from causes free from faults
is pramana like inferential cognition, testimony of a reliable
person and sensuous cognition." (Slv, sü. 2, 184). Therefore,-it
is established that pramanya is intrinsic and apramanya
extrinsic. (STT., pp. 2-8).

f Final view (uttara-paksa) — (l) Refutation of the view that
pramanya is intrinsic in respect of its genesis].—We answer;
As to what was stated, viz. 'pramana signifies an operation
•of the knower which reveals the real nafure of a thing'—that
is not proper because the operation of the knower admitted
by the opponent will be repudiated as a means of valid
^knowledge. As. to the statement, viz. 'Its being the revealer
rof the true nature of thé thing is its pramanya and that is
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iotriosic in respect of its genesis, because it is not dependent
on excelleoce over and above the eye, etc. which are the causes
of cognition'—here the genesis of pramanya signifies the coming
into existence of what was non-existent, and if it be causeless,
then as shown elsewhere, there would be no restriction as to
place, time, nature, etc (-that is to say, pramanya would arise
just anywhere at any time ). Moreover, there is seen to be
apprehension of a thing as it is when there is the presence
of eyes, etc. endowed with excellence, and it is not seen when
these are not present, so it is established that eyes, etc.
possessed of excellence are the cause of the apprehension of a
thing as it is, since elsewhere also the relation of cause-effect
is based on agreement in respect of presence and absence;
otherwise wrong cognition also which agrees in respect of
presence and absence with eyes, etc. possessed of defect would
be svatah (intrinsic). And if this were accepted the following
statement of Kumârila would be contradicted : " Of these,
two (viz. error and doubt) being positive entities are brought
about by defects in the cause. " (S lv . 2, 54 cd ). As to the
contention, viz. " Since perception cannot know the presence
of excellence in the sense-organs which are supersensuom,
inference also which is based on perception cannot cognise
it, and the excellences of eye, etc. being thus non-existent,
the concomitance, both positive and negative, of pramanya
with these in respect of origination is not tenable "—this is
not proper, as this fault would be common to the origination
of apramanya (invalidity) also, since defects of the eye, etc.
also cannot be cognised and are therefore non-existent, and
so positive and negative concomitance of aprâmânya with
these is not established and thus apramanya also would be
svatah (intrinsic).

Again, what has been said from "If it be said that these
could be known from the effect in the form of right cognition"
to ''since, as a rule, people do not infer all* productive
cause from erroneous cognition, but do sa from right
cognition—that also is not tenable; for if pramanya and
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apramanya w*re to be established by relying on popular
practice then-liks apramanya, pramanya also would have to be
extrinsic. Just as people say that wrong knowledge arises from
eyes, etc. which have defects, so they say that right know-
ledge arises from eyes, etc. endowed with excellence. So how
could pramanya also not be extrinsic in origination like
apramanya in their view? Suppose a man whose eyes were affected
with the defect timira ( partial blindness ) or the like, but
who has now obtained the excellence of clarity of vision by
the .use of special medicine, is asked by a friend of his, ' 'How
are your eyes ?" He would say, "Formed) tbey were defective
(possessed of defect), but now they have acquiied excellence''.
Therefore it cannot be said that people regard clarity as just
absence of defects; because timira, etc. could then be said to
be of the character of absence of excellence and thus apramanya
also would, like pramanya, be intrinsic. As to the argument
'And there is no third effect'—that also is not tenable;
because even in the absence of the third effect, as explained
above, pramanya can be established as extrinsic in respect of
origination. As to what is said from H Pramanya is of the
nature of manifestation of the true nature of a thing'*
to '"The whole universe would be one'—this statement would
be violated"—that also is stated without the know-
ledge of the opponent's {paratcih-pramanyavadirfs) stand as he
does not want to say that even though cognition is produced
by the causal apparatus, eyes etc.,pramanya which consists in
the manifestation of the true nature of the thing is produced
later by another causal apparatus consisting of clarity of
vision, etc.; what he wants to convey is that knowledge as it
is produced from the causal apparatus consisting of eyes, etc.
possessed of excellence is produced as having taken unto
itself the character of validity. Like knowledge, pramanya
also which is non-different in nature from it is extrinsic, so
it is dependent upon the causal apparatus, eyes, etc. possessed
of excellence; thus the reason based on identity, viz, 'as it'is

M 1 5
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not dependent' in respect of the origination ,of pramanya
is ' asiddha'; therefore the statement, ' Therefore from
whatever causal apparatus devoid of excellence ', etc. is
not proper. The following statement also is not proper, viz.
%iPramanya is the potency of the form of apprehension
of the true nature of a thing, and the potencies of all
things are intrinsic"; because if this is stated, then the
potency of apprehension of a thing as it is not, which is of
the form of apramanya, if it were non-existent, could not be
brought about by anything, so it too would be intrinsic.
The argument from 'This is not in any case said by
resorting to the view that the effect is existent (latent in
the cause), etc/ to /It is not required'—that also is just
silly prattle; as by thia* argument, apramanya also would
like pramanya be svatah (intrinsic); since that (apramanya)
too of the character of the potency of the apprehension of a
thing as the reverse of what it is, is not present in eyes, etc.
which are connected with the defects, timira, etc. Moreover,
we do not see any reason why the sense-organs should
manifest the character of knowledge which is non-existent in
themselves, and not the power of apprehension of a thing
as it is. And whence did the potencies get this magnificence
that they attained the greatness of being intrinsic in respect
of origination, whereas the particular things believed to
be their substrate (i.e. cognitions) are not such ? Nor are
these different from them so that even when a thing is
produced from causes of the thing believed to be their
substrate, they would not be originated from them only. • If
they were different, not being produced thence, they would
not be related to their substrate, for things which are different
cannot have any relation other than that of cause-effect;
and the relation of supporter and supported also will be
refuted, as involving extreme absurdity, in the event of the
absence of the relation of cause-effect. (That is to say, only
the cause can be the substratum or supporter and the effect
the thing supported). It is also wrong to say that beinga
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thing it would be the substratum of potency, because unless
there is dependence, that would not, as a matter of fact, be
possible. And what is existent cannot be dependent, as it is
independent of everything; nor can a non-existent thing, e.g.
sky-flower, be dependent, even because it is non-existent; and
being without a cause, these would not be subject to the
restriction of place, time, substance; and then anything would
or would not disappear just anywhere or anything would be
dependent on, or independent of, anything. If the powers
were devoid of all connection, they would not cease at all
in the case of any one, so the possession on the part of
things of specific powers would not be cognised by the
pramanas. The view regarding potencies being different or
non-different from their substrate should not be asserted
till the faults of contradiction, vicious infinite and the flaws
pointed out in both the theories are repudiated. And the view
that it is neither is not proper, because of two characters
which are mutually exclusive, the negation of one is necessarily
connected with the assertion of the other; but what is asserted
cannot itself be negated because assertion and negation would
be contradictory in respect of one. But those who say,
ilPramanya which is of the form of a potency does not acquire
its existence from the notion of consistency which occurs
later, and so is said to be intrinsic; and it is not meant that
it does not arise from the cause of cognition"-they also are
not right as this involves the fault of proving what is already
proved (siddha-südhyatä); and thus even apramanya would be
svatah. No one contends that when knowledge has originated it
originates in it from the notion of disagreement or inconsistency
which occurs later. If by the above-mentioned argument
pramanya of the nature of potency has been proved to be
generated from a cause possessing excellence, how could it be
so general when it is absent in wrong cognitions arising from
vitiated causes, as characters which are mutually exclusive are
not possible together ? Thus the statement, " From excellence
arises absence of defects; due to this absence of defects there
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is the absence of the apramana cognitions (doubt and error);
and thus, the general rule stands unrefuted " (see Slv. 2.65)
is in vain, It is not proper also because one can formulate it
contrarily thus-"Absence of excellence arises from faults and
due to the absence of excellence there is the absence of two
kinds of pramanya and thus apramanya remains as a general
rule ' \ One's face is not deformed if one says this ( i.e. we
should not feel abashed to say th is ) . 1

Moreover, as regards the argument 'The absence of
faults arises from excellences ', we say, ' absence of faults '
which is a non-entity cannot be produced by the operation
of excellences; the causal operation is not possible there if
we examine it by setting forth the alternatives whether it is
different or non-different, and because it is not accepted by the
opponent also. Or, xïabhâva be accepted as a non-entity, it would
not behove one to say : "Abhava which is different from
another bhava is a bhava, positive entity here like anupalambha
( —non-cognition of jar signifies cognition of cloth etc. ). If
abhava be recognised, how could it not be one produced from a
cause ?" Therefore by the method of exclusion, dosäbhava is
understood to be of the nature of the adjunct viz. excellence,
hence when one says'Absence of faults arises fr^m excellences',
it would mean ' Excellences arise from excellences ' ( STT,
p. 10, 1.23).

And excellences cannot arise from excellences non-different
from the causes, and operation on itself iavolves contradiction,
and there is found to be the origination of excellences from
their own causes, so the absence of the two apramanyas due
to the absence of defects is also said to be pramanya.
Therefore, if it is accepted that pramanya arises from excellences,
it would mean that pramanya arises from extraneous
sources. Therefore, if causes are required for the coming into
being of pramanya which is of the form of the potency to
apprehend its own object, then what other activity could
there be with reference to the effect which could happen
independently ? Therefore, it is not proper to say, " What
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have come into existence function by themselves in respect
of their effects'', (SI v. 2,48), Since the jar is produced in another
form from its own cause prior to its operation of carrying
water, it is proper that it proceeds to do its work independently
of the causes, clay, etc. and so the example is a dissimilar
one. And since knowledge is accepted as perishing immediately
after its origination, how could what has come into existence
operate by itself ? It is said in the Slokavarttika ( 4.55-56 ) :
"Not even for a moment does the cognition continue to exist
nor is it ever produced as doubtful (or incorrect); and as such
it can never subsequently operate towards the apprehension
of things like the senses etc Therefore, the only operation
of cognition with regard to the objects consists in its being
produced; that alone is prama (valid knowledge), and tbe
cognition itself as accompanied by this prama is the means
of valid knowledge (pramâna). [That is to say, an action,
viz. the action of being produced, is postulated for the
cognition and its effect prama too is the manifestation of the
object; and through the fact of its giving rise to such a
result in the shape of prama with regard to the particular
object, the cognition itself comes to be the means of valid
knowledge (pramana ) ] ' \ Therefore since there is no operation
of buddhi except origination, and since in respect of this,
cognitions are said to be dependent on causes possessed of
excellence, how could there be activity independently ? And
what is that effect of cognition, in respect of which having come
into existence it is said to function independently ? It cannot
be apprehension of its object, since this being synonymous
with knowledge, it would come to this that it brings
about itself, and this is not proper. If it be said that it is the
determination immediately afterwards, viz. ' It is pramâna ',
our rejoinder is that it is not so; on account of the presence
of the cause of illusion there may be non determination or
erroneous cognition at times. Therefore pramanya which
originates from eyes, etc. endowed with excellence is extrinsic
(paratahsiddha) in respect of its origination; therefore what
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was stated, viz. 'If you say that pramanya is paratah inasmuch
as it arises from causes of cognition such as eyes, that is
acceptable to us"—that is not proper.

It is not proper to hold that the origination of pramanya
in cognition which arises from the injunctory statement
(vidhi-vakya) which is apauruseya (authorless) is svatah because
apauruseyatva not being an object of pramânas that are
recognised as cognising it is non-existent; or even if it be existent
since according to the opponent's theory, this constitutes its
excellence, how could cognition arising from such a stimulation
{prerana) (having the excellence apauruseyatva) not have
validity which is extrinsic? Again, if the stimulating statement
( prerana-vakya ) be apauruseya, the pramanya which is correctly
ascertained in ordinary or mundane sentences composed by
people having excellences, would not be there owing to
composition by persons endowed with excellence being
precluded. Then the stanza (Slv. 2. 184), (i Cognition produced
by a preranâ is pramana (valid) because it is produced by
causes free from defects like the cognition produced by the
probans, word of an apia (trustworthy person) and sense-
organs" should be read a s : " Cognition produced by prerana
is aprama ( invalid cognition ) since it is produced by causes
devoid of excellences, like cognition by non-reason, or the
word of an unreliable person. " 2

It may be urged that the stimulating statement (prerana-
vâkya ) being apauruseya, as excellences dependent on the
fact of being composed by a person are absent, so the defects
dependent on it are also absent; and in their absence, apramanya
also is absent in prerana; and so pramanya comes to be
established intrinsically in respect of origination. The answer
to this is that in the absence of its being composed by a
person who is the substrate of excellences and defects, both
pramanya and apramanya would be absent in a prerana, so
cognition produced by preranâ would be devoid of both
pramanya and aprâmânya. Then the afore-mentioned stanza
should be read as : " Cognition produced by prerana is neither
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prama nor apramü because it arises from causes which are
devoid of both excellences and defects. " 3 And the stanza
which is read as-"Let it be investigated whether defects exist
or not in pauruseya sentences; but we do cot have the slightest
suspicion of defect with respect to the Veda as it has no
author " (similar to SIv. 2.68 in meaning) should be read
as—'Let it be investigated whether excellences exist or not in
pauruseya sentences; we do not have the slightest suspicion
of excellence with respect to the Veda as it has no author."4

And it should not be argued that where excellences are suspected
to be the cause of validity, there also from excellence arises
absence of defect and so on, as this has already been answered.
Moreover, though apauruseya prerana does not intrinsically
have the operation of giving rise to the cognition of its
object, as otherwise it being always present there would be
the contingency of continuous cognition; but it is dependent
on the peculiar impressions manifested by the convention
propounding the meaning that is established by men. And all
these men are according to the opponent overpowered by
passions, and so the impressions created by them could not be
true, otherwise even pauruseya utterances would be true. Hence
even if the Veda be accepted as apauruseya, there would be
the presence of invalidity due to the defects of the person
establishing the convention; so recognising prerana to be
apauruseya is like an elephant's bath (ineffectual). It is said,
"If there were no impressions left by men, it would necessarily
be meaningless; and if impression be accepted, then obviously
this would be elephant's bath. " As to what was said, viz.
inferential cognition arises from the linga which does not
require the help of anything other than the relation of invariable
concomitance which is grasped and so on,—even that is not
tenable, because the determination of invariable connection
is it&eif-an excellence; and its non-determination or wrong
determination is a defect. Thus it is established that pramanya
being dependent on excellence is extrinsic (paratah) in respect
of utpatti (genesis).
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f (2) Refutation of the view that validity is intrinsic in
respect of its effect or function (karya) ] : As to what was
said, viz. 'Pramana does not function in respect of its effect
or work (karya) depending on other factors ', that is not
tenable, because if it is said that pramana is not dependent
on factors other than the causal apparatus producing the
karya, that is siddha-sadhana\ if it is said that it is not
dependent on factors other than the pramana, which is a
part of the causal apparatus, that also is not good, as one
cannot possibly be the producer. The maxim that " One
cannot produce anything, it is the apparatus that is the
producer, " has been established elsewhere. Moreover, only the
apprehension of a thing is not the work of pramana, as that
is present in the case of apramana also. What is it then?
It is the apprehension of the true nature of a thing, and this
is not brought about by the character of knowledge, as the
character of knowledge is present in erroneous cognition also,
and so there should be right apprehension of a thing even
there. If it is urged that apprehension of a thing as it is
is brought about by a particularity and so there will not
be this absurdity, then this particularity will have to be
specified. Is it 'being the unique knowledge of a thing' , or
' being decisive ' or ' being devoid of contradiction' or ' being
brought about by unvitiated causes ' or is it ' being consistent '?5

If -Tbeing the unique knowledge of an object' is the particularity,
that is not proper, as this is present even in taimirika-jnana
(knowledge of a man with a defective eye). If it means
being decisive,- that also is ro t tenable, as this would be
impossible in the view of the opponent who regards know-
ledge as indirect ( —since knowledge arises via vidhU a
part of the Veda), If l being free from contradiction ' is the
particular feature, that also is not proper; for is it a particular
feature occurring at that time, or one occurring later ?
It cannot be one occurring at that time as even in the case
of false cognition there is the absence of contradiction
occurring at that moment,, If it be said to bç onç occurring
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later even then it will have to be specified whether the
particularity is cognised or uncognised. It cannot be uncognised,
because the uncognised cannot be established even as existent.
if the particular feature be a cognised one, even then it will
have to be said whether the absence of contradiction occurring
later is cognised by earlier cognition or by cognition
occurring later. The absence of contradiction occurring later
cannot possibly be known by earlier cognition; it may
manifest blue, etc. which are near by and at that time, but
it cannot tell us that the sublating cognition will not occur
later also, because even those in respect of which the sublating
cognition has rot arisen earlier are seen to be refuted at a
later time. If it is said to be known by a later cognition, may
it be known. But how can the absence of contradiction which
occurs later be the particular feature of the earlier cognition
which has perished, since what occurs in a different time
cannot be the particular feature of what has perished ? More-
over, even though cognised the kesonduka (hair-apparition)
etc. are seen to be unreal; similarly, even though absence of
contradiction be known, how could it be real? If you say it
is so because its cognition is true, we ask how it could be
true. Not by the reality of the object known (prameya\ as
this would involve the fault of mutual dependence (itareiara-
sraya). If you say it is known from another knowledge of
the absence of contradiction, even that will have to be known
by another knowledge of absence of contradiction and so on
infinitely. If from consistency (sariivada), absence of contradiction
occurring later is said to be known as true, then even
consistency will have to be established as true by another
knowledge of consistency, and its truth by still another
knowledge/.^^onsistency and so on infinitely. Moreover, if
the absence OKContradiction, occurring after the cognition of
consistency, being known is accepted as the particularity of
the previous cognition, then pramana dependent upon its own
particularity which is known would proceed in respect of its

I - U 6
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own effect, viz. apprehension of a thing as it is, so how could
svatah-pramanya owing to non-dependence on extraneous
factors be there ? Again, absence of contradiction would, in the
opponent's view, be according to negation by exclusion of the
form of consistency. One who says, 'Knowledge devoid of contra-
diction proceeds to its own work without depending on another5,
really means that it functions there depending on consistency
(samvada).

Moreover, there would ba three alternatives : Is the
nature of cognition sublated, or is the object known
sublated, or is purposive activity (arthakriya) sublated ? If
it is accepted that the nature of cognition is sublated,
that is not tenable as it does not go beyond the two
alternatives. To wit, cognition being sublated, is it sublated
at the time of its own existence or at a later time ? If it is
said to be sublated in its own time, that is not proper, as
cognition is always manifest in a very lucid form; and it
cannot be said that cognition appearing lucidly is at the same
time absent, because in that case, even cognition recognised
as true would have to be regarded as absent. If it is said
that it is sublated at a later time, that also is not proper, as
it being admitted that it will perish just by itself at a later
time, the operation of the sublating factor will not be able
to do anything there. "Kimsuka flowers are red by their
very destiny (so it is not necessary to dye them)." If it is
accepted that the prameya (object known) is sublated, that
also is not tenable for the prameya being sublated, is it
sublated in the form that is manifested or in a form not
manifest, characterised by touch, etc. that accompanies the form
that is manifest? These two alternatives present themselves.
If it is said to be sublated in its manifest fornafctthat is not
proper because the form that is manifest canribt possibly be
non-existent, otherwise that which is manifest in true cognition
would be non-existent If it is held that it is sublated in its
non-manifest form, that also is not proper; the non-manifest
form being other than the manifest form, one thing need not
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be absent when the other is absent, for that would be
extremely absurd (as everything would then be absent—the
fault of atiprasanga ). If it is said that purposive activity
(arthakriya) is sublated, is it also sublated when produced
or when unproduced ? If it is something produced, then it
cannot be sublated, as it is existent. If it is unborn, even
then it cannot be sublated, even because it is unborn.
Moreover, purposive activity also is other than the thing,
so it being subiated bow could another be absent as this
also would involve extreme absurdity {atiprasanga) 1 And when
there is nothing that could be precluded, even the epithet
' devoid of contradiction ' is improper and so even absence
of contradiction cannot be a particularity of cognition. If
' being brought about by unvitiated causes ? is regarded as
the particularity, even that is not proper, as it could not be a
particularity if it be unknown, and if it be known, how could
the fact of being produced by unvitiated causes be known? If
it is said to be known by means of another cognition brought
about by unvitiated causes then that involves vicious infinite
series (anavattha). If it is held that it is known by samvâda
(consistency), the particularity of the knowledge of consistency
of being produced by unvitiated causes will be known by
another knowledge of consistency produced by unvitiated
causes,—thus you will come across the same vicious infinite
series (anavasthü). Moreover, if" depending on the particularity
of being brought about by unvitiated causes which is dependent
on knowledge, knowledge were to proceed to do its work, how
could it nGt be said to do so paratah (depending on another) ?
And absence of defect in the cause signifies in the opponent's
view, according to negation by exclusion, an excellence of the
cause, so when he says * brought about by unvitiated or
non-defective causes \ it comes to this, viz. ' brought about
by causes possessed of excellence'. And excellences of causes,
that are required by pramana proceeding to do its own work,
themselves require & pramana determining them, and this pramana
also proceeds to its work being dependent on the determination
of the excellences of its own causes, and thus there is the
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fault of anavastha. And thus what was urged as a contingency
for the other party while, saying, ' Even when cognition is
produced the object is not cognised so long as ( the purity
of the causes is not known by another pramana, )'—
comes to be for the opponent like raising an evil spirit for
his own destruction, {svavadhaya krtyotthapanarh bhavatah
prasaktam~STT, 1, p. 13.1.16).

If it is said that knowledge wiil proceed to do its work
of determining its object, even without the determination of
its being produced by unvitiated causes, that is not tenable;
because pramana which is an object of doubt cannot possibly
determine its object; otherwise even an apramana could
determine its object. Therefore, according to the opponent's
theory even the fact of being produced by unvitiated causes
cannot possibly be a particularity.

If sarhvaditva (being consistent) is accepted as a visesa, this
is what is accepted by the paratahpramanyavadin also,
but as will be shown later that cannot be known without the
determination of the rise of the cognition of sam\ada\ thus
pramana would proceed to do its own work being dependent
on it, so it would be dependent on another in respect of
that. Thus non-dependence not being established as shown
above, the hetu in the argument, { Those which await the
rise of another cognition are not self-sufficient ' is not
asiddha (unproven or unreal). This also refutes what has been
said, viz. " unique cognition of a thing, '* hich is decisive,
devoid of contradiction, brought about by unvitiated causes
is recognised by the people as pramana ( valid )." As
to the argument viz. 'If pramana depending on samvadaworQ
to proceed to do its work, then there would be the contingency
of cakraha ( argument in a circle ) ', that is not proper.
* Pramana is of the nature of true apprehension ', so it
will be shown that pramana proceeding to do its work, viz.
determination (of things), is dependent on samvada (consistency)
and yet there is not the fault of cakraka ( argument in a
circle ). As to the statement, 'If the excellences of the causes
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are known', that only reveals the opponent's ignorance
of the other party's accepted view, for the other party does
not accept that pramana proceeds to do its work being
dependent on the cognition of the excellence of its causes.
As to the argument, 'pramana as it arises is possessed of
the potency to apprehend its object', there the potency to
apprehend the true nature of a thing is just non-inconsistency
(avisarhvaditva), and that is known from extraneous sources,
and being dependent on it pramana proceeds to do
its wurk, so pramanya is established in that respect to be
extrinsic.

[ (3) Refutation of the svatastva of pramanya in respect
of niscaya (ascertainment) J

As to what was said viz. pramanya i s not dependent on
another with regard to its own ascertainment, that is not
correct. For is the ascertainment occurring there one which is
causeless, or is it one having a cause?- these two alternatives come
up. It cannot be causeless as in that case there would be the
contingency of absence of specific place, time and nature. Even
if it is said to have a cause, does it have itself as the cause
or does it have a cause other than itself ? It cannot have itself"
as the cause, as the Mïmâmsaka does not recognise pramana
which is self-apprehended. If it has an entity other than itself
as the cause, even then it will have to be stated whether that
cause is perception or inference, as there is not the possibility
of anything else which could ascertain it. If it is said to be
perception, that is not proper, as perception cannot operate
in respect ot that; it comes to get the name 'perception7 as it
comes into existence in respect of a thing which is in contact
with the sense-organ through its operation; whereas the sense-
organs do not have any contact with the result in the form of
the directness of the object or with the nature of its apprehension
so that their pramanya of the nature of their truth could be
ascertained by perception which is produced by the operation
of tbe sense-organs; nor is it ascertained by perception
produced by the operation of the mind, as there is the absence
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of such an experience. Nor also can pramanya, as being the
ascertainer of the truth of the producer of these two, which is
called the operation of theknower, be ascertained by perception
produced by the external sense-organs or the mind, as the
sense-organs do not have contact with it. And it has been said .
that knowledge arising in respect of a thing, not connected
with the sense-urgan cannot be called perception.

Nor can (pramanya) be ascertained by inference as the
above-mentioned two effects or results are no £ the linga (qaark
of inference ) in the determination of pramanya characterised
by the apprehension of the object as it is. Even though
there is the possibility of linga viz. its own effect of the
nature of the two results mentioned above, in the. case of
the operation of the knower, yet there is not the fact of its
being the ascertainer of pramanya characterised by being
the ascertainer of the thing as it is. For would that linga
called apprehension be engaged in ascertaining it, as qualified
by truth or being devoid of any qualifier ? In the former
case, what is the proof of truth being the qualifier? It has
been shown that there is no possibility of proof. If the
result devoid of any qualifier be said to prove pramanya
(validity), then even the result of wrong cognition should be
able to ascertain pramanya^ and this, would be too absurd
(-~atiprasanga) (—all cognitions would be known as valid).

It may be urged here ; The above-mentioned two results,
viz. apprehension of a thing (artha-sarhvedana) and the mani-
festness of th? object (artha prakatatd>, are ascertained by
experience; as there is the ascertainment of the nature mentioned
above intrinsically so there is the ascertainment of truth also;
as that being apprehended is apprehended as the apprehension
of blue, so there would be the apprehension of it as qualified
by truth; for the apprehension of truth is not different from
the apprehension of blue. The rejoinder to this is ; If this is
so» since even the cognition of silver in respect of shell, is
of the nature of apprehension of an object it would come to
be true. Losing sight of the memory-factor (smrti-pramosa)
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etc. will be refuted later. So its pramanya cannot be deter-
mined even by inference. Moreover if perception and inference
be accepted as the instruments of the ascertainment of pramanya,
it could not be said that pramanya is ascertained intrinsically.
Therefore, pramanya cannot be ascertained even by another
instrument.

As to the argument, ' Nor is pramanya dependent on
another for its own determination, for being dependent would
it depend on the excellence of the cause, and so on',—that
is only a condemnation of what is not recognised even by the
other party. He does not hold that pramanya is cognised by
the knowledge of the excellence of its own cause, because
the excellence ö'f the causes cannot be known without the
cognition of samvada (consistency); and if the excellence
of the cause is accepted as being known by the cognition of
samvada, the ascertainment of pramanya will be achieved thereby
only, and so it will be unnecessary to make the hypothesis of the
determination of excellences. Since there arises the knowledge
of excellences after the ascertainment of pramanya, their
ascertainment would not be useful in the ascertainment of validity.
( One method is cumbrous, while the other is simple )• Nor
can it be argued that having once determined the excellences
on the strength of samvada, at another time there could be
the ascertainment of pramanya (validity) of knowledge arising
from the gunas by means of their ascertainment or definite
knowledge even without samvada; because in the case of eyes,
etc. which are quite imperceptible, even at another time the
persistence of excellences could not be definitely known without
the definite perception of the own effect of the pramanya.
And the persistence of excellences is not uniform in the case
of things perishing in a moment, because they would be
different in form according to the newer and newer auxiliary
causes." And from the cognition of samvada of the form of
knowledge of successful action, ascertainment of pramanya
is certainly accepted as occurring as can be seen from the
statement of the definition of pramâna, ' Pramana is non-
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inconsistent knowledge' (pramanam avisamvâdi-jnanam). And
it cannot be said that pramanya characterised by samvaditva
is known intrinsically as samvaditva signifies the potency of
pramana to produce the notion of samvada; and the potency
of the cause cannot be determined wiihout the perception
of the effect. It is said, "There cannot be the knowledge of
the existence of the cause if the effect is not perceptible. "
Therefore, by the cognition of samvada which occurs later,
the validity of the previous one is established And it
is not proper to say : " There will not be the knowledge of
pramanya owing to the contingency of anavastha (infinite series),
which would occur thus—When the validity of the previous
cognition is known from the cognition of samvada, the validity
of the cognition of samvada is known Çrorn samvada with
another and so on infinitely. " Since the notion of samvada
has the character of samvada, there is not the need of another
samvada and so the contingency of anavastha will not arise.
It should not be urged that in that case even the first
(cognition) will not be in need of samvada as for it pramanya
consists in being the producer of samvada', if it were not
there, pramanya itself would not be there. But the knowledge
of successful action is directly avisarhvâdin (non-inconsistent),
as it has successful action for its object or content; for it,
apprehension of its own object is itself the pramanya, and
that is established by itself, so it does not depend on another.
Therefore the statement, ' If any knowledge be accepted as

self-valid ' — t h a t is only f the opponent's prattle.
And it should not be said that on there being a doubt as to
knowledge of successful activity pertaining to a non-entity,
there would be the need of another pramana and so on, and
so a vicious infinite series would occur,—because the knowledge
of successful activity being of the nature of experience of
successful activity, there would not be the need for those
concerned with successful action alone for the inquiry whether
this knowledge arose from a different successful action or in
its absence. To wit? just as the inquiry whether successful
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activity is accomplished by the whole thing as distinct from
the parts, or by it as non-different from the parts or byit~
having the dual form, or by it having neither form or by
the thing constituted of three gunas, or by it of the nature
of an aggregate of atoms, or by it of the form of knowledge,
or by it of the form of ignorance (i.e. having only empirical
reality)—is purposeless for one who is concerned with successful
activity alone, since the desired result is accomplished; so is
even this inquiry whether apprehension of successful activity
arises with reference to a real successful activity or with
reference to an unreal one. The result desired is removal of
the burning sensation of thirst and the like and that is
accomplished on there being the rise of the knowledge of its
dissociation, which is self-apprehended, and so the inquiry is
of no avail, and also because there cannot be two know-
ledges pertaining to a non-entity. Where the knowledge of
successful activity arises preceded by the knowledge of the
instrument (of successful activity^ there is in no case any
suspicion of its being a non~entity. When one has the knowledge
of fire in respect of non fire, there is not the possibility of
the knowledge of the efficient activity of burning, cooking
etc. in ths case of a man who acts upon it. This is well known
to all including cow-herds and women. And (only) because
knowledge of successful activity in a dream is seen to arise
in the absence of successful activity, it cannot be doubted
that the knowledge of successful activity in the waking state
also is such, as it is its reverse. To wit, the knowledge of
successful action in a dream is not preceded by effort, is
confused and infirm, whereas that in the waking state is
the reverse of this, so how could there be vyabhicara
(deviation) ? (That is to say, a real object must be there.) And
if the knowledge of successful action also were to arise in
the waking state without (real) object, which other knowledge
could there be which would correspond to its object, and on
the basis of which rhings could be established ? He who thinks

1-117
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jthat he is doing something unfavourable to the Buddhist who
holds the theory of paratah-pramanya is really doing something
favourable to him. Fpr he holds that 'all cognitions are
devoid of an objective content as they are cognitions, like
dream cognitions ' ; and when you demonstrate that the waking
3nd dream states are non-different you only help him, for
there could be no other cognition which is connected with
the object. And when you demonstrate that the two states
$re equal, it does not help the matter in hand. It is empirical
pramatia that is defined as follows-'Pramana is non-inconsistent
knowledge; and this empirical pramana is only the knowledge
in the waking state since as a matter of fact it is only
there that all dealings are known to happen in the world;
whereas dream-cognitions are well-known in the world as
being devoid of objective content and so are not said to be
pramana; and hence there is no scope for the inquiry whether
pramanya is svatah or paratah. In the cognition of the waking
state both are found and so there is scope for the inquiry
whether it is pramâna or apramana, and whether it is so svatah
(intrinsically) or paratah (extrinsically-). To urge that dream
cognition would be a case of deviation {vyabhicara) when the
qualification 'it being a cognition of the waking state'is added
to, the above-mentioned definition, indicates only the ignorance
of the other party of the matter in hand.

Moreover, in respect of the definition, " Pramana is the
knowledge which is the cause of a particular result, viz. attainment
of successful activity ", the objection cannot be raised viz. ' I t s
result is not comprehended by the definition of pramana so how
could the pramanya of it also be determined ? ' As when the
aeed is defined as the cause of sprout, the sprout also does not
come to be of the form of seed, so learned people should
not ask the question, 'How is it ascertained that the sprout
has the character of seed ? ' As the character of seed is
determined in the case of seed on seeing the sprout, so here
also the knowledge of instrument will be ascertained as having
prâmânya on seeing the result of successful activity. And the
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fault of anavastha will not be there oo account of the
pramanya of knowledge of successful activity having to be
determined from another source, as knowledge of successful
activity is established intrinsically as having that character
(ife. as being valid) It is said 'Nature is known intrinsically'
(svarlipasya svatogatih*—STT 1, p. 15). And there can be no
illusion with respect to the nature of knowledge, because if
the nature be absent, self-consciousness being non-different
from it would also come to be negated (or absent). The
following definitions pertain to pramana having a different
object, viz. " Pramana is non-inconsistent knowledge and
non-inconsistency signifies the presence of successful activity''
{Pramâna-varitika 1.3); as also ' pramanya (is determined) by
empirical behaviour in the form of successful activity ' .
Therefore the result being one which is the very self
of pramana, and which is called a purusanha characterised
by successful activity, and for which intelligent persons make
efforts, *he urging of anavastha in respect of the knowledge
of pramanya, which is of the nature of potency of reaching
to the fruit whose character is not reflected, in the case of
knowledge revealing the instrument ( of successful activity)—
on the strength of this, is considered as incompatible for the
opponent, as it (result) is self-established and one to which
the definition of pramana cannot apply as it has not acquired
the nature of another instrument in respect of another fruit.
Hence also is refuted the argument viz. "As intelligent
persons, even though they have attained the result, on there
being the rise of the knowledge of purposive activity on acting
as stimulated by the knowledge of the instrument whose
pramanya has not been determined, apply their mind to the
investigation of the pramanya -'of the knowledge of the
instrument, for otherwise there would not be activity elsewhere
preceded by the ascertainment of the validity of another
knowledge of instrument which is similar to it in character,
so they are engaged in the inquiry as to the pramanya of
the cognition of successful activity also just because they are
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intelligent, otherwise there would not be at all the ascertainment
of the validity of the previous cognition from the knowledge
of successful activity whose validity has not been established".
It is also not correct to say that the fact of having attained
the result is meaningless, because it has been propounded
that knowledge of successful activity has intrinsic validity

• whereas the cognition of instrument is valid as it gives
rise to it. As to what was said, viz. "if by consistency
the validity of the previous one is determined then ! Perception
by the ear would be apramana as there is no consistency with
other cognitions' (Slv. 2.77)',—that also is not proper, because
auditory cognition pertaining to song, etc. being of the form
of successful activity, its pmmanya is established intrinsically.
Similarly in the case of the cognition of colour of a variegated
thing, pmmanya is self-established, as it is of the character
of experience of successful activity. The cognitions of odour,
touch, taste are well-known to be of the character of experience
of successful activity. As to the argumeot, viz. 'Does the
knowledge establishing consistency, having the one object
or a different object, determine the pmmanya of the previous
cognition...?', since two objects of the character of colour
and touch which exist in one aggregate, depend on one causal
apparatus and 'so do not deviate from each other, the cognition
of touch etc. which in the waking condition does not arise
in the absence of touch, etc. which are desired, though
having a different object determines the validity of the
cognition of colour about which there is a doubt—that also
is not relevant. Hence also on account of sounds being invariably
concomitant with the entities, form, etc., on there arising a
doubt as to their particularity, at times due to the cognition
of the form of the vina (lfite) etc., there is the removal of
the doubt as to its particularity so ascertainment of pmmanya
due to consistency v;ith the perception of its form also
comes to be established. As to what was said viz. 'Does
the knowledge enabling one to know consistency (samvada-
jnana) establish the validity of the knowledge of the instrument
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(sadhana-jnâna) as having the sadhana-jnana as its object
or as having a different object ? "—this also is a statement of
one who does not know what the other party wants to say;
according to the other party the sarhvada-jnana docs not
establish its validity as being its cogniser, but by being a
particular effect of it, as smoke establishes fire. As to .the
fault of cakraka stated with regard to the determination of
the sadhana-jnana by the sarhvada-jnana,—that also is
inconsistent. This fault would be there if a man were to act
after having at the very outset determined the validity of the
sadhana-jnana by means of the sarhvada-jnana; but when on
there being the perception of the colour of fire, he once on
behig tormented by cold and approaching that place for
something else, experiences its touch, or experiences its touch
when fire is brought to that place by some kind-hearted
person, it is then that he cognises the relation between the
perception of the colour of fire and the cognition of touch,
viz. a thing having this sort of nature serves this sort of purpose.
He who has (thus) grasped the connection, at another time, in
unfamiliar circumstances acts after having determined the validity
of the knowledge revealing the instrument thus "This cognition
of mine must bring:, about the desired successful activity,
because it is a cognition of this colour like a cognition of
this character produced before", so how could the objection
pertaining to cakraka be urged ? Some say that even in circum-
stances to which he is used a person proceeds to act after
having determined the validity of the sadhana-jnana by
inference. It cannot be said that inference cannot operate on
account of the absence of the consciousness of the operation of
positive and negative concomitance in those circumstances,
because though it might not be apprehended its operation
deserves to be accepted, as when seeing all of a sudden smoke one
has the knowledge of fire which is not perceptible; otherwise there
should be its cognition on seeing that accidentally, even in the
case of one who has grasped and later forgotten. It may be
urged : •' And the potency to bring about the result of the
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scidhana-jnana is an object of direct apprehension, and so
how can inference function in respect of what is directly
perceived ?" This objection is not tenable, because like presence
of imperceptible fire in a place which is seen the potency
to bring it about is imperceptible so it could not be determined
without the functioning of inference. It is said, "The behaviour
of oaev who considers the efficiency of cognition, goes on
from memory, on account of desire, on there being its
perception in respect of perceived things."6

Others say, 'In familiar circumstances, activity is possible
even without inference '. It may be urged that activity is
seen when there is inference, and is not seen in its absence
so it is brought about by inference. Now in this way in
familiar circumstances, even on the absence of inference which
is of the nature of conceptualisation there is seen to be activity
by reason of perception, so how would it not be its effect?
To wit, the operation of inference which is of the nature of
conceptualisation is not apprehended by the knower and yet
there is accomplished activity in respect of the thing that is
manifested It may be asked : In the beginning activity is
seen to result from inference, so how could it occur later
without i t? We rejoin that in the same way behaviour or
practical dealing is seen to arise from consideration, and yet
later it occurs without consideration, merely on the perception
of the thing in front—you must state how this is possible.
Moreover, if activity is held never to occur without inference,
then by reason of this, it will have to be accepted that
inference alone is the stimulator. And in that case, since the
Ifnga (probans) cannot be cognised by perception, there alsö;

inference will be the cause of the proposition pertaining to
definite knowledge, and there car not be this inference also
without the definite knowledge of another linga and thus
there will be the contingency of anavastha ( v;cious infinite
series) and inference itself will not be possible, and therefore
there will never ba any activity. Therefore, in familiar
circumstances perception should be accepted as bringing about
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activity by itself. Inference on the other hand is possessed
of the potency to enable us to reach the fire just because it
arises from its own probandum (fire) on the strength of the
determination of the mark which has the relation of identity
or origination from it or necessary connection, and so even
before the rise of the notion of samvada, it is definitely known
as distinct from sham pramana ( pramânabhâsa), and hence it is
intrinsic only. To wit, what is originated from a thing has the
potency to enable us to reach it; as, for instance, perception
has the power 10 enable us to reach the object. And this
inferential knowledge of the lingin (paksa) is produced from
the anumeya (sadhya) through the perception of the linga
which is connected with it, so it is determined as having the
potency to enable us to reach it. The name under considération
is demonstrated to an ignorant person by pointing out the
object, because the instruction about the convention is given
by acquainting us with the object of convention. To explain,
in this way even the talk of pramanya in respect of perception
also is thus known to be1 only based on non-deviation
( avyabhicara ) from the object; and the avyabhicdra is nothing
other than origination from it, and this itself is called the
potency of knowledge to enable us to reach (the object). It is
said " Since perception is found to be absent when the object
is not possible (i.e. not existent), perception also can have
pramanya. Both these are true when a thing which is connected
(with the sadhya). is the cause".

Therefore the proposition pertaining to pramânya is
established on the strength of another, with reference to an
ignorant person. In the case of inference, pramanya of the
nature of avyabhicâra (non-deviation) from its own probandum,
which is established after" the determination of the linga
connected with it is directly established as having arisen from
it, and therefore in the determination of pramanya by another
there will not be involved the contingency of cakraka (argument
in a circle) as urged. But in the case of perception, it is not
possible to ascertain its rise from the object before samvada
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( is observed ), so it is reasonable to say that in unfamiliar
circumstances its pramanya is dependent on samrada. Therefore
dependence being established in respect of origination, own
function and ascertainment, the hetu in the argument,
'Those which are independent of a particular thing are self-
sufficient' is asiddha (unreal). And since the ascertainment of
the validity of the cognition pertaining to the object of doubt,
error is proved to be paratah, there is no unreality of vyapti
in the argument, " Those which are subject to doubt, error...".
As id the argument that 'the hetu is asiddha since there
is absence of doubt and error with regard to validity in
the case of all beings',—that also is not tenable; so it is
intelligent persons who are engaged in the inquiry as
to pramana and apramana, and not others; and they become
suspicious on the perception of inconsistency (visarhvMa) of
certain knowledge-individuals, and do not determine, ' This
thing is such only' simply because they have knowledge, nor
do they determine the knowledge as having validity; otherwise
they would cease to be intelligent. So how could there not
be doubt with regard to what is liable to be subjected to
doubt? Thus in the knowledge arising from the defect, viz.
kamala (overpowering by bile) etc. ther^ is also the character
of error and on the strength of this it is but proper that
one should have the suspicion of error with respect to other
cognitions also; hence the hetu in the present argument is
not asiddha, and by reason of this paratah-pramânya is
established;

The opponent anticipating the argument viz. 'Pramana
and its abhîàsa have the same form...', refuted it by
saying, ' In the case of apramana, contradicting cognition

,is sure to occur as also the knowledge of the defect of the
cause*,—this also is not correct; because the distinction
shown that in the case of erroneous cognition the know-
ledge of the contradiction or the defect of the cause is
sure to occur, and it is not found in the case of right
cognition—is this known on there being the non-cognition of
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contradicting knowledge, or on thsre being definite knowledge
of its absence? In the former case, we have to say that m
erroneous cognition, even when it (defect) is present it is
found to be one not cognised for some time; similarly it may
not be cognised here. Now it maybe urged that in the case of
erroneous cognition, though it may not be cognised for some
time, one becomes aware of the contradicting cognition at a
distant time, whereas in the case of right cognition, it is not
known even at a 'dis tant time. Well, this could be decided
by only omniscient persons and not by ordinary men of the
world like us. Again, does the definite knowledge of the absence
of contradicting factor in the case of true knowledge occur
before the activity or after the activity? If the former
alternative is accepted that is not proper as this being possible
even in the case of erroneous cognition it would come to
bQ^pramâna. If the determination of absence of contradicting
factor is said to occur after the activity, that also is not
proper, because since activity can arise even without the
determination of the absence of badhaka (contradicting factor),
this determination is ineffectual. And there is no cause of
the de te rmina te , of absence of contradicting factor which
occurs after the activity. If it is urged that non apprehension
is the cause, we say it is not so because this is not possible.
To wit, is the non-apprehension of the badhaka, as occurring
before the activity, the cause of the determination of the
absence of badhaka, which occurs after the activity; or as
occurring after the activity ?—These two alternatives are there.
If the former is accepted that is not proper, because the

"non-apprehension of badhaka which occurs earlier cannot
possibly be the cause of the determination of absence of

^badhaka which occurs after the activity; a non-apprehension
of one time cannot bring about determination of abhava at
another time, as this would be very absurd (ati-prasatiga)—

"anything could be proved to be absent at any time. Nor can
the non-apprehension of hadhaka which occurs after the

1-118
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activity be the cause of the determination, because previous to
activity an ordinary man of limited vision cannot possibly
determine that at a later time there will not be the apprehension
of badhaka, and so this is not established. Nor is it possible
to say that non-apprehension occurring after the activity,
being determined then only will become the cause of the
determination of the absence of badhaka which occurs at
that time, as it has been shown that the determination
occurring at that time would be ineffectual. Moreover, is the
non-apprehension of badhaka with reference to all, the cause
of that determination, or that with reference to oneself ?—thus
again these two alternatives would be there. If it is one with
reference to all, that is not proper, because it is not established-
for ordinary persons of limited vision cannot possibly determine
that 'all cognisers do not cognise a badhaka\ If it is accepted
that it is one with reference to oneself, that also is not
proper, because non-apprehension connected with oneself is
not conclusive in respect of the particular operations of other
minds. Therefore, non-apprehension is not the cause of the
determination of absence of contradiction. Nor is samvada
the cause because the contingency of infinite series h as been
pointed out. And it has already been established that absence
of contradiction is not a particularity of true cognition..This
holds good also of the absence of the defects of the cause,
so this also is not its particularity. Moreover, since in the
opponent's view absence of defects of cause and absence of
badhaka are propounded as of the form of excellence of the
cause and of the form of cognition determining consistency,
if in its determination lies its particularity, the determination of
pramanya comes to be accepted as paratah\ and even that is
not proper as the fault of infinite series has, according to
the opponent's view, already been propounded. As to what is
said, viz. 'Thus three or four cognitions ..', there since with
reference to a badhaka, three states are seen, one and the
same knowledge has validity and again invalidity and again
validity, or since one would suspect there thres states in respect
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of that badhaka, etc., how would an inquirer not be dependent
on another so that the vicious infinite series would not be
there? As to what is said, viz. ' From this dependence it
should not be suspected that there is not svatah-pramanya...\
that also is not tenable for this is not a game of deceit so
that only a few cognitions would be described. Without a
pramana, the suspicion of badhaka would not cease and it
has been stated that in the opponent's view there is not possible
pramana that could remove suspicion. Similarly, if one has
from the beginning a doubt regarding the knowledge o( the
defects of the cause, there will be the need for another
knowledge of the defects of cause, , and thus how could the
vicious infinite series (anavastha) be averted ?

It might be urged : Since the knowledge of the defect of the
cause would be pramana only from the absence of the knowledge
cognising the defects of its cause there would not be anavastha
here. As Kumârila said, ll\ïpramânya is accepted to be due to the
cognition itself, nothing else is required, because in the absence
of the cognition of defects, falsity (i.e. apramanya) becomes
precluded automatically." (Slv. 2.52)—This is not proper and
it has been answered before. And from the non-cognition of
defect there cannot be inferred absence of defect, because
even when defects are existent it is quite possible that there
should be their non-cognition. Defect of sense-oigan brought
about by timira, etc. is the factor that brings about wrong
cognition as opposed to the potency to produce true knowledge;
and that being super-sensuous is not apprehended though it
is existent. And defects are not concomitant with knowledge
so that the latter not being there they would also be non-existent.
And with regard to the knowledge of absence of defects,
there would be the same anavastha which has been propounded
before, if consistency, etc. are required to determine its validity.
This also refutes what has been said by Bhatta, viz. "Therefore
intrinsic validity holds good as a general rule everywhere; it
is set aside by contradictory knowledge and the knowledge
of the defectiveness of the cause. And though it be dependent
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on this, there would not be the contingency of vicious infinite
series; this is dependent on pramana and it is proved to be
intrinsic in character. As a pramana is not established by
another pramana, similarly non-validiîy cannot be established
by a non-pramüna."

It may be urged: ' ' Though the contradicting knowledge
may have its nature of cognition not dependent on another,
still it could render another invalid only if it is itself cognised
as not being contradicted, not otherwise,—this also is not a
fault, for 'The contradicting knowledge is the determination of
the thing being otherwise, and that being a pramana which
is independent sets aside the previous cognition. Even here a
contradiction may be suspected at times, and that also is set aside
by another in the case of a person who entertains a doubt
from the beginning. If in the case of this cognition on further
examination there arises another contradicting cognition, then
the middle one would be contradicted and this would mean
that the first is pramana. If even on proper investigation
being done with ease there is not another cognition contradicting
the contradicting cognition, on account of the absence of the
source, then the first cognition would all the more strongly
be refuted by it as it is faultless, so by it the validity of it
only would be set aside. Thus the inquirer would not have
to go beyond three knowledges; and a contradiction not
arising, there should not be again the suspicion of contradicting
cognition/ ( ). To wit, this entire text repudiates the
contradiction of svaîah-prâmânya as also anavastha on account
of there not being the need for more than three knowledges
for the inquirer".-But both these have been urged in the other
view by the aforesaid method. Whatever other condemnation
there is in the pïïrva-paksa with regard to paratah-pramanya1

that is refuted by non-acceptance of what is urged and so
is not condemned at every step by stating it.

[Absence of prâmanya in theprerana-buddhi\—Preranâ-
buddhi (knowledge brought about by stimulative statement)
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does not bave validity, as the perception manifesting the
instrument has-by virtue of samvada (consistency)—as this is
absent in its case; nor on the strength of the determination
of the Hnga which is invariably concomitant with it, as in the
case of inference, due to its arising from its own probandjum.
Moreover, this attempt of the opponent to establish svatah-
pramanya is for the establishing of the validity of the minci
(i.e. buddhi, cognition) which has preranä as its source; and
according to his theory not only is the validity of the knowledge
produced by injunctory statement not established, but %t is
determined as being invalid. It is thus : knowledge which is
produced by defective causes is not valid, as for example,
knowledge arising from eyes, etc. affected by the disease of
titnira and the like; and Jknowledge arising from the sentence
' One must perform Agnihotra ' is knowledge produced by the
prerana-vakya which is possessed of faults, thus there is the
apprehension of what is contradictory to the cause (of validity).
And the reason is not asiddha; in the opponent's view there
is the absence of a speaker having excellences in the case of
the prerana, so the fact of being produced by defects which
are not set aside by his excellences is established in the case
of knowledge arising fcom the preratia.

It may be urged: This fault might be there if it were accepted
-that the.faults coming in the way of validity are set aside by
the excellences of the speaker; whereas, as a matter of fact,
the ncn-presence of defects which are devoid of a substratum

even on account of the absence of a speaker is what is
accepted. It is said, "It is true that in word the rise of defect
is dependent on the speaker; and its absence is at times due
to fche speaker being one who has excellences. Owing to his
excellences, defects would not possibly find access to word,
or owing to the absence of the speaker, the defects being
devoid of a substratum would not be there."—(Slv. 2.62-63).

The answer to this is that this would be so if. the
apauniseyatva (that the Veda has no author) were proved by
some pramana; but this is not established, as the pramana
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establishing this will be repudiated. Hence also even this should
not be urged : " There in the case of the Veda, the assertion
of freedom from reproach is very easy to put forward, because
there is no speaker, and for this reason there cannot even
be a suspicion-of the Veda being apramana." (èlv. 2.68)

Therefore since the opponent does not accept a speaker
having excellences and since apaurmeyatva is not possible, the
reason ' being produced by defects which are not set aside ' is
established in the case of cetas (mind, buddhi, cognition) arising
from prerana; and the invariable concomitance of * being
produced by defects ' and 'invalidity' being determined in the
case of erroneous cognition elsewhere, the hetu ( probans )
cannot be viruddha (contrary) or anaikantika (inconclusive).
By reason of this, absence of pmmanyo is established in
respect of knowledge arising from prerana

NOTES
r

1 Tathâ hi dosebhyo gimânâm abhSvas tad-abhävät prämääyadvayasattvenä'-
prämänyam autsargikam ästa iti bruvato na vaktrarh vakrïbhavati.

—STT, Lp. 10.

2 Kith ca, apauruseyatve preranä-vacaso gunavat-purusa-praoita-laukika-
väkyesu taüvena niécitam prämänyam gunäsraya-purusa-pranitatva-
vyävrttyä tat tatra na syät. tathä" ca—

"preranäjanitä buddhih pramSnam dosavarjitaih;
kâranair janyamänatväl lingä''ptokä'ksabuddhivat."

(Slv. 2, 184) ity ayam sloka evam pathitavyah-
"preranäjanitä buddhir apramä gunavarjitaih ;
käranair janyamänatväd alinga'^toktabuddhivat/'—SST, 1, p. 11

3 ' Prerana*janitä buddhir na pramänam n a cä'prama,
gunadosavinirmukta-kSranebhyah samudbhavat.—
ity Qvam api präktanali slokah pathitavyah —SST, 1, p. 11

4 Ata eva yatha—
"dosäh santi na santîti pauruseyesu cintyate;
vede kartur abhävät tu dosä''sankaiva nästi nah.
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(similar to Slv. 2. 68) ity ayam sloka evam pathitas tathaivarn api
pathaniyah—

gunäh santi na santiti pauruseyesu cintyate;
vede kartur abhâvât tu gunä"sankaiva Dästi nah.—STT, 1, p. 11

5 Atha svarapaviâesakâryo yath3vyavasthitârtha-paricchedah iti nâti-
prasaûgas tarhi sa svarapa-viéeso vaktavyab—kirn aporvârtha-vijnsnatvatn,
Uta niscitatvam, ähosvid bädhä-rahitatvam, uta svid adu?ta-lcäranä-
rabdhatvam, kirn vg samvaditvatn iti.—STT, 1, p. 12.

6 Tad uktam—-

*'tad-drstäv eva drstesu samvit-sämarthyabhävinab;
smaranäd abhiläsena vvavahärah pravartate." iti—STT, 1, p. 16

7 Tad uktam—

''Arthasyssambhave'bhävät pratyakse'pi pramänata;
pratibaddha-svabhävasya taddhetutve samam dvayam". iti.

—STT, 1, p. 17.
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Vädi-vinoda, 142 ff, 338, 348 ff

Vâdïndra, 307 ff
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vikalpajäla 616
vikalpa-sama 146 ff, 153 ff,
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viksepa 210, 236, 239
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611, 724
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vitandä 13, 25, 61, 78, 101 ff,

112 ff, 611 ff, 881
VidySnanda 355
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viruddha (dnsana)" 185, 188
viruddha (hetväbhäsa) 102, 273,

287 ff
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vivada-pada 93
Viévanâtha 245, 338
vitarâgakathâ 45
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300, 338, 351
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vaidharmya 144 ff
vaidharmyasama 146, 148
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Vaisesika-sütra 371 ff, 690 ff,
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636 ff
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vyäghata 483, 490, 535, 566,

594 ff
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vyspti-sama 185, 187
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Sankara 719, 720, 833 ff
Sankara Misra 141, 152, 338,

348 ff
SankarasvSmin 283, 291 fif
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Sahara 373, 716 ff
sabda pramati.a, 442 ff, 646 ff
sästrä-vinoda 887 ff
sâstrârtha 9, 15
sunyatâ 521 ff
âesavat 40, 376 ff
Snharsa 116, 129, 261, 484 ff,

522 ff, 547 ff
éruti-bhiaaa 185/189
éruti-sama 185, 189

satpaksi kathä 351
satpaksi-kathâbbâsa 350
Sanmatanâtaka 848

Sakavâdin 34
saihkhyä 27
Safijaya Belatthaputta 6, 520̂

679, 682, 686
sabhä 91 ff
sabhapati 340 ff
sabhya 91 ff, 340 ff
sama 146 ff
samavacana 500
savyabhicâra 8', 273
sambhava 451
sambhasâ 9, 13, 74, ff
sarhvâda 9

sarfisayasama 84, 146, >66
Sâmkhya-kàrika. 708 ff
sädbana 95
sldharmya 144 ff
sâdharmya-sama 146, 148
sâdhya 95
sadhyasama 146. ff, 153, 159.

275
Sânatani 116
sâmânya-chala 53, 83, 135 ff
sämänyatodr?ta-anumäna 176 ff
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58:T ff
siddhasâdhana 594, 841 ff
siddhânta 2% 80-
Sulabhâ 26
Suèruta-samhitâ 71 ff
sauksmya 27
Sthanânga-sûtra 29

sthapaka-hetu 50 ff
sthäpanä 29, 79
sthäpanä-hetu 146
smrti 457, 544, 631' 637, 639
Syädväda. 686
svata&^prämäoya: 632 ft', 640 ff,

891 ff
svatah-siddha, 524 ff
svarüpa-sambandka» 768
svavyäghätaka 146

hea (hetu) 50
hetu 79, 367 ff
Hetuvidyä 25
hetusama 185, 187
hetvantara 85, 210
hetväbhäsa 14, 25, 210, 244,

245, 271- ff, 881
Hemacandra 125
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